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APPENDIX J: CASE STUDY SUMMARIES

Appendix J contains case summaries for each study site, that include: narrative descriptions of the
study sites; site maps showing locations of streams, forest practice operations, and BMP effectiveness
surveys; weight-of evidence summaries with effectiveness ratings for the BMPs  evaluated at the site;
and survey results summaries for individual surveys conducted at the site. Additional site-specific data
from BMP effectiveness survey results are contained in Appendix C (sediment routing surveys),
Appendix D (channel  condition surveys), Appendix E (stream bank erosion surveys), Appendix F
(stream crossing culvert surveys), Appendix G (relief culvert surveys), and Appendix H
(cutbattlofillslope  surveys).

Notes on Information Sources for Narrative Study  Site Descriptions:
The narrative sNdy~  site descriptions provide general information on each study site. Included in these
descriptions is information on the geologic setting of each site. The sources of information for surface
geology are the 1: 100,000 scale geologic quadrangle maps published by the Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) and/or the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Soils classifications and management
interpretations (e.g., disturbed slope stability ratings, cutbank/till/sidecast  hazard, and erosion
potential) are taken from the State Soil Survey maps and reports published by the Department of
Natural Resources. Soil mapping units are identified by listing the soil series followed by slope
phases. Harvest and road construction BMP slope hazard categories given in the descriptions are
based on field measurements of stream valley and hill slope gradients in the vicinity of BMP
effectiveness surveys, and the slope hazard classification scheme developed for this study, as described
in the body of the report.

Stream order, as given in the study site descriptions, is based on the Strahler method using 1:24,000
scale USGS quadrangle topographic maps; streams not shown as blue lines on such maps are classified
as zero order, even though they may be shown as lines on DNR Water Type maps. Water type, as
defined in WAC 222-16-030 (forest practice rules and regulations), is based on DNR Water Type maps
and/or approved forest practices applications (FPAs),  as well as ,field observations. If field
observations of physical criteria or fish presence conflict with water type maps and/or FPAs,  this is
usually noted in the descriptions. Stream channel morphology classifications are based on field
observations, with study reaches classified according to the scheme of Montgomery and Buffington
(1993). Valley form is based on the simplified scheme used in the channel  condition survey method.
Average channel gradients are based on weighted averages of clinometer readings taken throughout
study reaches, as described in the channel condition survey method. Any references to the left or right
side of a stream are based on the observer facing downstream.

The area of harvest and length of road construction are generally taken from FPAs,  supplemented by
field observations. Where the width of stream buffers (RMZs  or RLTAs)  are given, these refer to the
average, one-sided buffer width in the vicinity of specific survey areas, as measured from low-altitude
aerial photos taken for evaluation of harvest practices. Dates of forest practice operations were
supplied by landowner representatives or are based on field observations. Survey techniques referred
to in the site narratives are as described in Appendix I unless otherwise noted.

Notes on study site maps: Study site maps were produced by Randy Coots of the Watershed Ecology
Section using Arc-Info and ArcView  2 GIS  software with available GIS  map coverages and a digital
elevation model. Hydrography and water types within study areas have been ground-tnrthed  where
water types are given.
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Field Reconnaissance Survey

Purpose:
The purpose of the field  reconnaissance survey is: 1) to document information on a potential
study site in order to apply objective criteria during study site selection; 2) to summarize
logistics information for future work, including access, landowner contacts, etc.; 3) to apply a
standardized methodology for classifying study sites into slope hazard categories; 4) to
identify surveys which are appropriate and feasible for BMP evaluation and ascertain the
availability of control streams; and 5) to collect site information for use in evaluating BMP
effectiveness during follow-up surveys.

Materials:
Forest Practices Application (FPA)
area road map (e.g., Gazetteer)
USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle maps
orthophoto maps of the relevant township or 1\4  township (if available)
aerial photos (1: 12,000 scale)
soils maps and/or  geology maps
DNR ram-on-snow zone maps
water type maps
clinometer
compass
wide angle, 35 mm. camera
100 meter measuring tape
field reconnaissance survey field forms
field book and lead pencils

Site Selection Criteria:
Following FPA review, candidate study sites are selected for the field reconnaissance survey.
The primary criteria used to select sites for reconnaissance are: 1) the presence of type l-5
waters in the vicinity of targeted forest practices; 2) timing (e.g., whether it is possible to
conduct preliminary road surveys after construction and before a significant hydrologic event);
and 3) whether there is a good likelihood of isolating the site-specific effects of the BMP from
the cumulative effects of concurrent or past land use activities such as forest practices, grazing,
and mining.
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Method Summary:
After initial office screening of Forest Practice Applications which appear to meet site selection
criteria, field visits are made to potential study sites to ground rruth  the site selection criteria,
and gather information on the site including logistics information, slope hazard class, and
availability of control sites. Appropriate BMP effectiveness surveys are also identified during
field reconnaissance.

Assumptions:
Study sites for targeted forest practices in targeted regions of the state are selected without
bias, other than the need to meet site selection criteria.

Survey Methods:
1. Recently submitted FPAs for targeted BMPs  in targeted regions of the state are obtained
from DNR or Ecology regional offices or from landowner field offtces. Following initial
screening of FPAs for potential study sites, landowners are contacted, informed about the
objective of the project, and, if interested in cooperating, are asked a series of standardized
questions regarding the accuracy of water types identified on the FPA, the timing of the
operation, and access and logistics details. A written record of the telephone conversation is
filed. Often, a meeting with the landowner is arranged to discuss the project and the potential
study site(s).

2. If timing of forest practices occurring in the vicinity of streams appears acceptable,
arrangements are made to visit the site. Maps and aerial photos of the study  site are obtained
and relevant information is recorded on the field reconnaissance form.

3. Upon arrival at the potential study site, locate and confirm the  water types, noting any
apparent water typing errors. If suitable waters are present, investigate land use interferences
and evaluate whether any interferences are so great as to preclude using the site. Use best
professional judgement as to whether cumulative effects of past and present activities such as
forest practices, grazing, and mining will interfere with site-specific BMP effectiveness
assessments. The site must also be evaluated as to whether the forest practice activities are or
will be conducted in compliance with the applicable forest practice rules. Consider road
alignments, marked RMZ boundaries, information on the FPA, etc., and consult with DNR or
Ecology regional office staff as necessary to resolve any questions about compliance.

4. If typed waters are located within or adjacent to the BMP-affected area and any impacts
from past and current land uses are acceptable, proceed to evaluate the availability of a
“reference/control” area or reach of stream. A reference area would be one outside the forest
practices unit boundary with stream reaches that have similar physical characteristics as the
potential treatment stream reaches. Ideally, stream order, gradient, dominant channel
substrate, and overall .channel  morphology will be similar between the two reaches in order to
more readily compare changes between them. Evaluate whether a suitable control reach exists
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immediately upstream of the forest practices unit boundary on the same stream as the treatment
reach. In general, treatment and control reaches are considered similar if they: 1) are in the
same channel morphology class (per Channel  Condition Survey methodology); 2) are in the
same peak flow response category (per Channel Condition Survey methodology); and 3) the
relative percent difference (RPD)  of the average channel gradients between the two reaches
does exceed 50% RPD, where RPD is the range of reach gradients expressed as a percent of
the mean gradient.

5. If site selection criteria identified above are met, the study site is accepted. The study site
is rejected if one or more of the criteria are not met.

6. Slope measurements are taken which are used to determine the slope hazard category from
the sample stratification scheme. The slope hazard category is determined separately for road
and harvest BMPs,  according to the following protocols:

For Road BMPs:  For determining Slope Hazard Category, slope measurements in percent are
taken using a clinometer  above and below the road at all stream and drainage swale  crossings
within the study segment of the road. Measurements are taken directly along the fall line from
the top of upper stream banks (i.e., extreme high water mark) for a slope distance of 30-60
meters or to the first significant slope break. All  measurements taken at stream/drainage
crossings of the road are averaged to determine average slope for the site, which is recorded on
the field form. The maximum side slope gradient at the stream crossing(s) which are the focus
of planned surveys is used to determine the slope hazard category for sample stratification.

For Harvest BMPs:  For determining Slope Hazard Category, slope measurements in percent
are taken using a clmometer within the stream valley along the treatment reach (i.e., the reach
within the harvest unit). Measurements are taken directly along the fall line from the top of
upper stream banks (i.e., extreme high water mark) for a slope distance of 30-60 meters or to
the first significant slope break. Slope measurements are taken in the upper, middle and lower
portions of a length of stream equal to about 25 active channel widths. If the harvesting
practice will be on both sides of the stream, then slope measurements are taken on both sides.
All measurements taken are averaged to determine average slope for the site, which is recorded
on the field form. The maximum side slope gradient measured within the stream valley of the
treatment reach where surveys are planned is used to determine the slope hazard category for
sample stratification.

7. Available examples of targeted BMPs,  and potential surveys that appear feasible to evaluate
the effectiveness of the BMPs,  are noted on the field form, and potential study reaches for in-
stream surveys are identified before leaving the site.
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SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Gunderson  Cr. Survey Date l/25/95

Site Id # O-05 Survey Id # SR-03BU

Water Type 2,  4 Months Since Harvest 1 9

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED
SOIL ( In2  )

( N2  1

&Features 1-21

38 (new feature) windthrow no 42.0 75-100 36.8

TOTALS 0 delivered 42.0 36.8

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = Not Determined--See Narrative

Total Length of Streambank  Surveyed = Not Determined--See Narrative

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 0 ma.

*Features that delivered to surface waters but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as windthrow,
were excluded from this calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION: refer to the 1994 survey summary

NARRATIVE:

The SR-03BU survey includes portions of the SR-03 survey area that drain to Gtmderson  Creek, which was buffered by a
RMZ, and the lowermost segment of the type 4 tributary where it flows through  the Gunderson  Creek RMZ. The feature
numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both  buffered and on-buffered portions of the survey area. The
forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based eqoipment  (shovels), possibly assisted
by cable yarding systems, io the vicinity of a type 2 stream (Gunderson Creek) buffered with a RMZ.
piling) had been  conducted using shovels.

Site preparation (slash
This survey  was different from other follow-up surveys at this site in that the

objective here was to specifically re-survey only those features which delivered to surface waters in 1994 and were directly
attributable to current harvest practices, to determine whether sediment delivery continued into the second>ar  following the
harvest. Windthrow  featores  that delivered to surface waters in 1994 were not re-surveyed to measure soil disturbance or
the degree of soil exposure, nor were harvest erosion features that did not deliver to streams. Due  to the objectives of this
particular survey, the calculation of hectares surveyed and  the associated metrics was not possible. One  new feature  was.
documented along the edge of the RMZ during  the 1995 survey: a windthrow  at the top of a slope break above an old railroad
grade. This had resulted in a large, bare slide scq,  but Was not routing sediment to surface waters. Several of the
windtbrow  features documented in 1994 that had delivered sediment to Gtmderson  Creek and had fallen into the stream
channel,  were inspected during the 1995 survey. It was observed that the areas of exposed soil associated with upturned
rootwads  and stream bank failure were continuing to erode and deliver sediment in 1995, however, the trees that entered the
channel were providing important beneficial water quality and tish  habitat functions, including cover, pool formation (both
dammed and.scour  pools), and sediment storage. The RMZ was effective at preventing direct sediment delivery to
Gttndersort  Creek from harvest site erosion.

BMP EFFECTIVENFSS CALL:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding):  EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Gttnderson  Cr. Survey Date 10/10/94

Site Id # O-05 Survey Id # SR-03NB

Water Type 4 Months Since Harvest 1 0

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED TO SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED
SOIL ( tr?  )

cm*)

22 shovel trail Yes 105.0 25-50 39.5

;i
shovel trail Yes 53.8 25-50 20.2
Yarding Yes 39.2 75-m 34.2

25 yarding tl0 10.3 50-75 6.5

TOTALS 3 delivered 208.3 100.4

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.2 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 129 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 1041.5 m?hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 502.0 &bectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 93.9 m2.

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 469.5 m*mectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 93.9 m2.

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 469.5 m’lhekare

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NllUlbCX Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
Features ( m*  )

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based  on area of
tbat Delivered
( m2  1

exposed soil)

shovel trail 2 59.7 59.7 63.6
Yarding 2 40.7 34.2 36.4

NARRATIVE:

The SR-03NB survey inclwies  potions of the SR-03 survey area that drain to the on-buffered type  4 stream, which  is a
tributary to Gtmderson  Creek. The  featore  numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both  buffered
and on-buffered portions of the survey area. Forest practices evaluated with  this survey were clearcut  harvesting using
ground-based equipment (shovels), possibly assisted by cable yarding systems, in tlte vicinity of an on-buffered type 4
stream. All of the erosion features identified in the to-buffered portion of the survey area were directly attributable to
current  batvest  practices, and  three  of the  four erosion features were delivering sediment to the unbuffered type 4
stream, and were located within 10 meters of the stream.



FIELD RBCONNAKSAh’CE  FORM - Page 2 of 2

SURVEY L1S-x

In-stream Survevs:

Channel  Condition (Cs),  Photo  Point Network W.8,  Stream Bank  Rmsion  (SE),  Streambed Stability (SD.

fIram&  Substrate Transects  (SW  RunoKSampling  (RO),  Macroinvertebrate  Sampling  ND, Amphibian samplins (AM)

Emsio&ediment  Delivery Surveys:

Woto  Point Network 0, Sediment Routia~  (SR),  Culvert Condition (CC), CuthWFiuslope  (CF),

Road  Surface  Condition (RSj,  &c&m  Pin Network @P)

B M P  LISTz

Ryvti&  Tractor &  Weeled  Skidding, Cable Yarding,  RMZ,  RLTA, Hanest  w,o  Bulfer

New Road Construction:  Culvert installation  61  Temp. Stream Xing,  Construction  Te&niques, Road  Drainage Des&n

Road Maintenance: Active Haul Road  Maintenance

BMP EVALUATIONS PLANNED:

SpecItie  BMP to  Evaluate:

Suneys to  Evaluate BMP:

SpecXc  BMP lo Evaluate:

Spdic  BMP to  Evaluate:

Surveys lo Evaluate  BhlP:

Sp+tic  BMP  lo Evaluate:

Surveys  to Evaluate BMP:

Specitic  B&D’  to  Evaluate:

Surveys to  Evaluate  BMP:

NOTES:



Sediment Routing Survey

Purpose:
To evaluate surface erosion characteristics at sites with umber harvesting near streams or where
RMZs  and RLTAs are left as water quality protection measures. Specifically, to record the type,
size, exposure, location, and proximity of surface erosion features to streams; to document
whether sediment from surface erosion features is routed to streams over the study  period; and to
determine the relative extent of erosion and sediment delivery at the harvest site.

Materials:
extra fme point sharpies: blue, black, green, red
100 and 30 meter measuring tapes
metric carpenter’s tapes
clinometer
compass
lead pencils
clipboard
laminated aerial photo enlargements: scale 1:480
camera with 200 or 400 ASA  print film
bright pink meter stick for scale
survey flags
write-in-the-rain field book
sediment routing field forms

Site Selection Criteria:
Sites selected for sediment routing surveys are sites with recently completed timber harvesting
near streams, or sites where RMZs  and RLTAs are left as water quality protection measures.

Method Summary:
Low altitude, large scale aerial photographs are obtained for selected BMP sites. Custom
photography is flown by the Department of Transportation, usually at 1:4800  scale, and 10X.
enlargements (1:480)  of selected areas are made. Initial photos and reconnaissance of the sites
are conducted as soon as practical after timber harvest. Skid trails, water bars, yarding feanlres,
windthrow, wildlife trails, and other erosion features and drainage features within approximately
60-80 meters of stream banks are mapped and monitored. Selected erosion features are
photographed. Residual evidence (e.g., sediment plumes, gullies, channeliition, hillslope
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storage sites) is evaluated in the field to make a determination of whether erosion features have
delivered sediment to streams. All erosion feamres  are measured and the degree of exposed soil
is estimated during site visits. Erosion features within the survey area are mapped on the aerial
photo enlargement. Sediment routing pathways between erosion features and drainage features
may be noted on the photo map. Follow-up surveys are conducted over a one to three year
period following harvest operations, to document chronic erosion and sediment delivery.

Assumptions:
Appropriately timed aerial photography and walking surveys of sites can be used to document
surface erosion features, routes of sediment transport, locations of sediment storage, and
sediment delivery to streams.

Delivery of sediment to streams from surface erosion features due to timber harvesting or yarding‘.
practices is a locahzed  increase over background levels.

Near-stream zones are the most important sites for evaluating sediment delivery to streams from
surface erosion associated with timber harvesting.

Survey Method:
1. Custom stereo aerial photos are taken by the Department of Transportation, usually flown at a
scale of 14800. The timber harvest site plus upstream drainage areas are flown as soon as
practical after the harvest operation has been completed. Near-stream areas to be surveyed are
selected based on locations of Bh4Ps  targeted for evaluation; in some cases different harvest
practices may be evaluated at the same harvest unit. Separate survey areas are selected for
evaluation of harvest with stream buffers, harvest without stream buffers, cable-yarding, and
ground-based yarding. Separate survey areas may also be selected to evaluate the same practice
conducted in different parts of the harvest unit, if topography is highly variable.

2. Photos of selected survey areas within about 60-80 meters of streams are enlarged 10 times to
a final scale of 1:480.  In some cases, ground measurements between two jdentifiable points on
the photos is taken to create scaled enlargements. Define outlines of the area to be surveyed on
the initial 1:4800  aerial photo and on the 1:480  enlargements.

3. Use stereo pairs photographed at the 1:4800  scale for a prelii office evaluation of the
survey area(s). Identify skid trails, roads, drainage  features, large  erosion scars, and other
features which are obvious on the photo and near the RMZ or type l-5 stream margins. Use a
mirror stereoscope with magnification to identify features.

4. Field Survey:
a. During a fair weather survey (sharpies do not work in the ram!), walk the survey area
from streams to the edge of any BMZ  or RLTA and adjacent hillslope areas outside of any
stream buffers. Focus the survey on those areas which have a reasonable potential to deliver
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sediment from surface erosion to type 1-5 streams, generally areas within about 60-80 meters
of streams, depending on local topography. Identify and number erosional features on the
1:480  enlargements, creating a photo map of the survey area. Look for skid trails, falling
and yarding scars, windthrow, wildlife trails, etc., within  the survey area that have exposed
soil and meet the minimum size criteria, including those not visible on the aerial photos.
Note the existing natural drainage features and streams within the unit on the aerial photos.
Use different color sharpies  to map different types of features. Draw the actual survey
boundary on the enlargement as the survey proceeds (this will be used later to estimate the
number of hectares surveyed).

b. Measure the length and average width of surface erosion features. Record the feature
number, the type (skid trail, windthrow, road, yarding scar, wildlife trail, etc.), the length,
average width, and estimated percent exposed soil for the feature in quartiles (e.g., O-25 % ,
26-50%)  etc.). Indicate whether the feature is within 10 meters of a stream (measure to
verify as needed), and whether any sediment has entered or is entering streams(based  on
residual evidence of sediment transport, such as gullies and sediment plumes, and m-stream
deposition). Note sediment storage sites on the hillslope and features (surface obstructions,
water bars, etc.) which may influence sediment delivery from the surface erosion feature.
Draw surface sediment pathways from erosion features to streams and any drainage features
not readily evident on the photo enlargement.

c. Take oblique jangle  photographs of selected erosion and depositional features of interest,
using the pink 1 meter stick for scale, from good viewing locations such as the opposite
stream bank or a stump; make sure the date-back feature on the camera is turned on. Note
the location of the photo point and label it (A, B, C, etc.) on the enlarged laminated photo.
Place a survey flag with photo point designation and date at the location from which the
photos are taken. Record the photo point location, the feature photographed, frame numbers,
etc. in a field book.

d. At selected erosion features that have sediment plumes extending towards a stream, mark
the extent of sediment transport by placing survey flags along the down slope margin of
fresh, loose sediment (i.e., boundaries of the sediment plume). Stakes/flags are marked with
the survey date, and used to establish changes in sediment transport over time.

5. Follow-up surveys are conducted over a one to three year period following timber harvest
(depending on site and project considerations), using the same set of photo enlargements/map, or
with a new set of enlargements, using the original survey map and notes for reference. In some
cases, a new aerial photo may be taken and used to make enlargements for follow-up surveys.
Preferably, any new photos should be flown at the same time of year as the originals. Make any
new enlargements at the same scale as the first set.

6. On follow-up surveys, re-survey the site for erosion features; both new features and pre-
existing features. Map any changes to the drainage features and sediment routing pathways, re-
locate and re-measure the surface erosion features, estimate the degree of exposed soil, note if the
features are within 10 meters of a stream, determine if features are continuing to deliver sediment
to streams, and take oblique angle photographs of features of interest. Always re-photograph the
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same views photographed in the original survey to document re-vegetation. Re-stake the margins
of sediment plumes and measure the distance of sediment movement. Determine which features
from the original survey are no longer eroding (based on minimum size criteria ) and/or no
longer delivering. If there is not time for a complete re-survey of the original survey area, then
an alternative is to only  re-survey harvest-attributable features which were found to deliver
during the original survey in order to determine whether sediment delivery was chronic.

7. For selected features that are found to deliver, the volume of sediment delivered may be
determined by measuring erosion volume (e.g., surface area and depth of erosion, dimensions of
gullies, rills, and slump blocks, etc.) and subtracting the volume of eroded sediment stored on the
hillslope (e.g., stored behind surface obstructions/slash or on topographic benches). When
measuring erosion depth on skid trails, take care to differentiate between’elevation change due to
compaction and that due to erosion&llymg.

8. Data from each survey year are summarized  separately. In addition to listing the data for
each feature (e.g., feature type, disturbed area, exposed soil area, proximity to streams,
delivery), the relative extent of disturbed and exposed soil per hectare surveyed is calculated for:
all erosion features, all features which delivered sediment to streams, and harvest-attributable
features which delivered. The relative extent of amount of erosion may also be indexed to the
length of stream bank surveyed. The follow-up surveys are used to evaluate chronic sediment
delivery. The feature-specific data may be used to evaluate causes of sediment delivery, i.e., the
proportions of the total exposed soil area associated with delivered features that is attributable to
different feature types.

Misc. Notes and Recommendations:
Aerial Photography Considerations

For sites that have stream buffers and for partial cut sites, consider the effects of
shadows. Always have the photos flown at mid-day. North facing slopes need to
have aerial photos taken when the sun angle is high (between spring and fall
equinox) to reduce tree shading that may obstruct viewing the site features.

It is best to have photos flown as soon as possible after timber harvest is
completed, unless  snow cover obscures features on the ground.

For Department of Transportation aerial photo orders it is recommended that the
following steps be taken: delineate the area to be flown on a USGS topographic
map; list the management practices and expected completion date; and meet to
discuss photo needs (scale, area, features, etc.) with the pilot.

Areas within RMZs  are difficult to view from the air. Tree shading and/or
narrow zones of disturbances make it necessary to delineate all erosional features
during the walking field survey.
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Guidelines for Minimum Feature Sizes Monitored:
Erosion Scars - greater than or equal to 3 meters in  length and/or 2 square meters
surface area.

Hillslope Storage Features and Deposits - greater than or equal to 1 square meter
surface area.

In-stream Deposits - no minimum size, any obvious fresh deposits may be mapped
and measured.

Data Analysis Note: For calculating erosion indices: 1) Disturbed Soil Area/Hectare: the
measured area of disturbance (total up the surface area of all features measured) in
m* is divided by the size of the survey area in hectares; 2) Exposed Soil/Hectare:
the surface area (disturbed area) of each feature in mz is multiplied by an exposure
factor corresponding to the midpoint of the range of exposed soil determined in
the field (e.g., O-25 % exposed soil = exposure factor of 0.125, 25-50% exposed
soil = exposure factor of 0.375, etc.), to calculate exposed area for the feature.
The exposed surface area for all features in m’is  then totaled up and divided by
the size of the survey area in hectares

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness~  using the sediment routing survey considers the evidence of
continuing erosion with sediment delivery to streams. The BMP is considered effective if there is
no evidence of chronic erosion with sediment delivery to a stream, that is attributable to physical
disturbances during thnber harvesting activities. Chronic refers to erosion with sediment
delivery that continues beyond the first growing season for establishment of vegetative cover, or
approximately one year.

Erosion features associated with windthrow of trees within buffers are documented but excluded
from the determination of chronic sediment delivery directly attributable to harvest activities, in
consideration of the beneficial functions of woody debris in streams, and because windthrow
cannot necessarily be directly attributed to harvest practices.

This survey technique relies on residual evidence of erosion and sediment delivery (e.g.,
sediment plumes, gullies or channel formation, etc.) and is not designed to detect minor amounts
of erosion and sediment delivery as may occur during individual runoff events.
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Culvert Condition Survey

Purpose:
To evaluate erosion and sediment delivery associated with newly installed stream crossing
culverts and culvert fills during the tirst  one to three years after installation, to assess the overall
stability of stream crossings, and to evaluate  erosion downslope of relief culverts and whether
road drainage and sediment are delivered to natural streams from relief discharges.

Materials:
map of forest practices unit (e.g., from FPA)
camera with date-back feature
200  or 400  ASA  print film
bright pink meter stick and half-meter stick (for scale)
100 meter measuring tape
clinometer
compass
culvert condition field forma and field book
lead pencils and sharpies
survey flags
copies of previous field notes and photos (on follow-up surveys)

Site Selection Criteria:
Sites selected for culvert condition surveys are segments of newly constructed roads that meet
current BMP standards, where the initial survey can be conducted soon after BMP
implementation and prior to impacts from a high intensity rainfall/runoff event.

Method Summary:
An initial evaluation of culverts is conducted as soon as practical after installation and prior to a
high intensity rainfall or runoff event. Newly installed stream crossing culverts are monitored
for effectiveness of armoring, vegetative cover and overall stability of culvert fills, and evidence
of erosion at culvert sites. Culvert conditions at the time of surveys are documented using
oblique angle photographs. Relief culverts are monitored to evaluate the disposition and effects
of sediment and drainage discharged below their outfalls, including sediment transport distance
and whether there is evidence of delivery to streams. The survey includes documentation of
drainage distance and culvert spacing, road gradient, culvert plugging, elevation
dropldowncutting  at stream crossing culvert outfalls, and culvert skew. Follow-up surveys are
conducted over a one to three. year period following road construction, to evaluate chronic
erosion and sediment delivery.
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Assumptions:
Chronic erosion and sediment delivery from culvert installations can be detected by sequential
surveys that visually and photographically document culvert conditions.

Delivery of sediment to streams at culvert installations is a localized increase over background
levels.

Delivery of road drainage and sediment to streams from relief culverts through channelization or
overland flow, or headward  migration of a channel downslope of a relief drainage outfall
following road construction, represents an expansion of the channel network and an increase over
background levels, of sediment delivery to streams.

The localized sediment delivery ratio for sediment generated from erosion of culvert fills at
stream crossings is 100%. For road segments drained by relief culverts/cross drains, the
localized sediment delivery ratio is less than 100%.

Surface erosion rates at road construction sites are highest within the first one to three years
following road construction. Also, this erosion and associated sediment delivery may continue at
a reduced rate for longer periods, if exposed soil is adjacent to stream crossings or within the
contributing drainage area of relief discharges that deliver drainage to streams, parttcularly  where
gully erosion occurs.

Armoring of culvert fills (e.g., with rock riprap)  reduces surface erosion at stream crossings by
protecting exposed soils from the erosive effects of flowing water and rain-drops, and adequate
armoring csn prevent erosion of the armored surface over the long term.

Survey Method:
1. Identify the culvert condition survey location on unit map and draw a sketch if necessary to
ensure re-location of survey. Surveys will generally be conducted in a downslope direction (i.e.
beginning at the highest point of the road segment), unless otherwise noted on the unit map and
field notes. Notes indicating right and left side of the road are always read with the surveyors
back to the start of the survey.

2. Complete the following survey information on the cover page of the field form:
Study Site ID (e.g., O-03)
Survey ID (e.g., CCOl)
Brief Description of Road, Hillslope Features, and Location of Road
Date and Time
Surveyors
Film Type and Speed and Camera Used
Weather
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3. Identify the first culvert to be evaluated on the site map and note the location on the field
form. Number ~&is  culvert Cl. Measure the distance, percent slope, and azimuth from the first
culvert to the next one along the new road and number this culvert C2. If it is not possibJe  to see
the next culvert or it is farther than 100 meters, measure the distance, percent slope, and azimuth
to a point in between and continue. Make a stopping point at road drainage divides. Also note
waterbar  locations.

4. Photograph the outflow, inflow, fill, ditchlme, upslope,  and downslope features at Cl. Make
sure the date-back feature on the camera is turned on.

5. Record the following information for the survey on the left page: from culvert #, to culvert #,
distance, percent slope, azimuth, and culvert skew (for relief culverts). Distances, slopes, and
azimuths are taken from the culvert labeled “from”. On the right page record: frame #s  for
photos, % plugged, armoring effectiveness, extent of erosion, and feature description. Photo
numbers and culvert condition ratings refer to the culvert in the “from” column. Armoring
effectiveness rating  categories are poor, fair, and good. Erosion rating categories are none,
slight, moderate, and high. (Ratings for armoring and extent of erosion are defined in  the
following section.) Describe the photographed feature as an inflow, outflow, fill, ditchlme, view
upslope/upstream,  or view downslope/downstream. For stream crossing culverts, note whether
the culvert outfall is hanging above the streambed; for hanging culvert outfalls, measure the
elevation drop to the streambed. As an option, estimates of the volume of erosion on culvert fills
at stream crossings can be made by measuring the dimensions of gullies or slump blocks, and the
depth (e.g., as indicated by soil pedestals) and surface area of sheetwash erosion.

6. For relief culverts, note whether the culvert fully diverts ditch flow (i.e., has a check dam in
the ditch), or partially diverts ditch flow (i.e., ditch flow continues past the culvert). Note
whether there is formation of a distinct channel or overland flow sediment plume, or a pre-
existing channel head, below each relief culvert outfall. Measure the sediment transport distance
(i.e., the distance of gullyinglchannelization  and/or overland flow sediment plume extending
downslope of the relief discharges). The hillslope gradient below the relief outfall may be
measured with clmometer for future reference. For preexisting channel heads, measure the
distance from the channel head to the culvert outfall. Set stakes on either side of the channel
heads located below the new road for future reference. Cross-section measurements of selected
channel heads can be made for future reference. As an option for relief discharges that deliver to
streams, estimates of the volume of erosion and sediment  delivery can be made by measuring the
dimensions of gullies developed in road ditches and/or  below relief outfalls, and subtracting the
volume of sediment stored on the hillslope. In some cases, the volume of m-stream deposits of
fresh sediment can also be measured.

7. For waterbars encountered during the survey, number each waterbar  and measure the distance
from the last culvert or waterbar, and determine the disposition of drainage from the waterbar
including whether it enters a stream. Note whether the waterbar  diverts both ditch and travelway
drainage, or only travelway drainage.

.
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8. Proceed to the next culvert along the road. Take photos and record the location and culvert
condition information as in steps 3-7. Continue moving along the road until the last culvert to be
surveyed is reached. Record the location of the last culvert in the notebook.

9. Follow-up surveys are conducted over a one to three year period following road construction,
depending on site and project considerations. Follow-up surveys areconducted with copies of
the initial survey notes and with photos from previous surveys in hand. Refer to previous survey
notes while  conducting follow-up surveys in order to observe changes;  refer to photos from
previous surveys to photograph the same views along with any new features of interest. Original
field notes taken during  the initial survey are copied and left in the project files.

Misc. Notes and Recommendations:
The following ratings are applied to each culvert:

Extent of Erosion:
None = no evidence of erosion.
Slight = sheetwash erosion, a few small rills, etc. ; < 25 % of the fill surface area is
affected.
Moderate = rills and small gullies (< 10 cm wide), minor amotmt  of slumping or
undercutting; 25-50% of the fill surface area is affected.
Severe = rills and small to large gullies (10 cm+ wide), substantial areas of slumping or
undercutting; > 50 % of the fill surface area is affected.

Armoring:
Poor = little or no armoring; important fill locations not armored (e.g., where water
flow is directed), and/or rocks used are too soft or too small.
Fair = adequate rock, but inadequate protection beyond immediate area of culvert
inflow/outfIow;  nmoff  may be diverted onto unprotected parts of fill.
Good = all important locations are armored with adequate rock.

General Photography Notes:
The photo frame seen through the lens may show more than is captured on or
printed from the film. Shoot conservatively to capture as much of the feature as
possible in the finished photo.

Try to show the entire fill area, including the road surface at the top of the photo.
Step back to capture these features or take two pictures, one vertical and one
horizontal. One very large or high fills, take photos of the fill from below and
also from the road surface.

Place a scale at each feature to be photographed. Make sure to capture the entire
length of the scale. Use either the half meter or the meter stick (bright pink) as
needed. Suggested scale placement is horizontal for the culvert inflow/outflow,
vertical for fill areas, and length wise down the ditch lines.
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BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness using the culvert condition survey considers evidence of
continuing erosion with sediment delivery to streams, mass failure associated with  the culvert
installation, upslope  migration of channel heads downslope of relief culvert outfalls, and delivery
of sediment to natural surface waters via relief drainage.

The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of chronic erosion with sediment delivery
to a stream, mass failure  associated with  the culvert installation, upslope  migration of channel
heads downslope of relief outfalls, or chamreliition  or overland flow which routes relief culvert
drainage to a live stream. Chronic refers to erosion with sediment delivery that continues beyond
the first growing season for establishment of vegetative cover, or approximately one year.
Effectiveness calls are made on individual culverts as well as the overall road segment (see
“Decision Criteria for Culvert Condition Survey BMP Effectiveness Calls”). Stream crossings
and relief culverts are rated separately.

This survey technique relies on residual evidence of erosion and sediment delivery (e.g.,
sediment plumes, gullies or channel formation, soil pedestals, etc.), and is not designed to detect
minor amounts of erosion and sediment delivery as may occur during individual runoff events.
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Decision Criteria for BMP Effectiveness
on Culvert Condition Surveys

Calls

Observation at the Culvert

Stream Crossing Culverts:

Culvert-specific BMP
Effectiveness Call

1. No chronic erosion with delivery to surface water .----------------------Effective

2. Chronic erosion with delivery to surface water*.------------------------Not Effective
* Exceptions made in the case of culverts with short tills (<  3m slope length at the outflow
side of culvert) where erosion is observed to be reduced to slight by the second year, and
cases where effective erosion control (e.g., armoring) has eliminated the potential for
contiuued  erosion and second year erosion is negligible.

Relief Culverts:
1. No delivery to surface water (with or without channel  initiation).-----Effective

2. Channel initiation with delivery to surface water.------------------------Not Effective

3. Overland flow with sediment delivery to surface water.-----------------Not Effective

4. Upslope  channel migration of pre-existing charmel  head.----------------Not Effective

Overall Site BMP Effectiveness Call

A separate site (i.e., road segment) BMP effectiveness call is made for stream crossing and
relief culverts according to the following scheme. If all the culverts installed were rated as
effective then the site call is “Effective”. If 50% or less of the culverts where rated ineffective
the site call is “Partially Effective”. If more than 50% of the culverts were rated ineffective,
then the site receives an “Ineffective” call. A “Partially Effective” call does not imply that an
individual culvert installation partially achieved the water quality objectives, but that some
culverts did and others did not.
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Cutbanklfillslope  Survey

Purpose:
To evaluate the effectiveness of new road construction BMPs,  from the standpoint of road
cutbank  and fillslope stabilization,  ditch function, and erosion with sediment delivery to streams.

Materials:
map of forest practices unit (e.g., from FPA)
100 meter measuring tape
compass
clinometer
metric survey rod
survey flags
camera with date-back feature
200 or 400  ASA  print film
bright pink meter stick (for scale)
cutbank/fillslope  field forms and field~book
lead pencils and sharpie or grease pencil

Site Selection Criteria:
Sites are selected where new road construction is conducted near streams, and specifically at road
segments draining directly to a stream crossing, where the initial survey can be conducted soon
after BMP implementation and prior to impacts from a high intensity rainfail/runoff  event.

Method Summary:
The survey is conducted on a segment of newly constructed road that drams directly to a stream
crossing. A point line is established which runs along the base of the cutbank  on the inside edge
of the road, from the drainage divide to the stream and continuing to the drainage divide on the
other side of the stream. At each point, oblique angle photographs are taken of road prism
features. Initial photos and surveys are conducted soon after the road has been constructed and
prior to a high intensity rainfall or runoff event. The cutbank,  road surface, and ditch are
photographed from the point line at the inside edge of the road. The fillslope is photographed by
walking directly across the road from the established point line. Erosion and sediment storage
features on sections of cut and till slopes between each observation point are described to
evaluate how the road prism stabilizes over the project study period. The percent gradient of the
hillslopes above and below the  road prism and the cutbank  gradient are measured using a
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clinometer. Vegetative cover on slopes, types of erosion on cut and fill slopes (e.g., sheetwash,
gullying, mass erosion processes), extent of road surface rutting, and ditch erosion and sediment
storage are some of the features described and photographed during this survey. Follow-up
meys  are conducted over a one to three year period following road construction, to document
chronic erosion and sediment delivery.

Assumptions:
Chronic erosion and sediment delivery from newly constructed road segments can be detected by
sequential surveys that visually and photographically document the condition of road cutslopes,
ditches, and fillslopes.

Delivery of sediment to streams at new road construction sites is a localized increase over
background levels.

Over time, the localized sediment delivery ratio for sediment generated from cutbank  and ditch
erosion at road segmen@ with direct entry ditchlines  draining to streams approacheslOO%, unless
sediment traps are present and functioning.

Surface erosion rates are highest within the first  one to three years following road construction.
Also, this  erosion and associated sediment delivery may continue at a reduced rate for longer
periods, if exposed soil is adjacent to stream crossings or within the contributing drainage area of
ditches or relief discharges wt deliver  drainage to streams, particularly where gully erosion
occurs.

Survey Method:
1. Complete the following site and survey information on the first page of the cutbank/fillslope
survey field form:

Study Site ID (e.g., E-02)
Survey ID (e.g., CFOl)
Brief Description of Road Segment Surveyed (referenced to the culvert number at the stream
crossing if a culvert condition survey is conducted at same road), and Construction  Practices
Date and Tie
Surveyors
Film  Type and Speed
Camera Used
Weather
Permanent Point Description

2. Identify the stream crossing of interest and determine the extent of the road segment draining
to that crossing. Identify the survey location on unit map. Make sketch if necessary to ensure
re-location of survey.
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3. Select a permanent point for the start of the point line. Examples include: culverts, large
stumps, large rocks that are unlikely to move, etc. Describe the features of the permanent point
for future  reference in the notebook. Use sketch if necessary. A photo may be taken from the
permanent point. Make sure date-back feature on camera is turned on and set for the
month/date/year mode. Record the object photographed, azimuth and distance from the
permanent point in the notebook. Flag the permanent point and label it PP (for “permanent
point”) with me survey ID number.

4. Select the first  observation point along the inside of the road. Measure the distance, percent
slope, and azimuth from the permanent point to this tirst  selected point. Place a survey flag
above the cutbank  in undisturbed soil wherever possible (otherwise place the flag in the cutbank
near the location where the photographer stands) and label it Pl Include the survey number on
all flags. Photograph,one  or more fearores,  and record the photo frame number(s), feature
description, azimuth, percent road gradient, and distance from point to point in the notebook.

5. Proceed to construct a point line (p-line) along the inside of the road, at the slope break into
the ditch line. Points should be spaced about every IO-15 meters. At each observation point,
photograph the cutbank,  road surface, and ditch line  from this perspective then walk directly
across the road and photograph the fillslope. Descend down the fillslope as far as necessary to
obtain the best perspective. Record each photo with subject and viewpoint notes. Place a survey
flag with the point and survey ID number at each photo-point.

6. At each observation point along  me p-line, visually estimate the cutbank  slope length and
classify as short (<  3 m), medium (3-10 m), and high (> 10 m) slope length categories (measure
as needed to verity  call), and measure the cutbank  slope angle by laying the survey rod against
the cutbank  and determining the slope in degrees with the clmometer. Measure the percent
gradient of the hillslope adjacent to the road prism at each point by taking clinometer readings
above and below the road. The slope measurement should be taken from a point below any
fillslope material to a point above the top of the cutbank.

7. Note the following road condition factors on the field form for the road segment between each
point: percent exposed soil (m  quartiles: O-25%,  26-50%,  etc.) covering the cutbank  and
tillslope; evidence of erosion (sheetwash erosion, tension cracks, slumps, rills, gullies); evidence
of sediment storage (bench below road, slash berms, sediment traps, sills); presence of seeps on
cutbanks; road travelway configuration (outsloped, insloped, crowned, water-barred, rutted); and
ditch conditions. Describe other factors that influence surface erosion and road prism stability
and sediment delivery to streams, such as erosion control practices (e.g., hydromulch, riprap).
As an option, estimates of the volume of erosion can be made by measuring the dimensions of
gullies or slump blocks, and the depth (e.g., as indicated by soil pedestals) and surface area of
sheetwash erosion.

8. Continue moving along the road prism as outlined in steps 4-7 until the last observation point
is established at the road drainage divide or ditch-diverting relief culvert. The road area
surveyed should be only that segment of road that directly contributes drainage to a type l-5
stream crossing.
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9. Follow-up surveys are conducted over a one to three year period following road construction
(depending on project and site considerations), and are used to evaluate chronic erosion with
sediment delivery, and changes in road features that have occurred over the study period.

Misc. Notes and Recommendations:
Keep in mind that the final  prints may not show the entire area inside the camera’s
viewfinder,  shoot conservatively. Capture the entire scale when taking all
photographs. Make sure the flat side of the scale is facing the camera.

On follow-up surveys: don’t take the original survey field notes into the field; take
copies from the site file; use prints (in protective sheets) or color photocopies of
photos from previous surveys to ensure re-photographing the same views.

Road Cutbank  Features:
Place observation points amaximum of 15 meters apart. Space points and select
views that capture the entire section of cutbank  between points. Lean the scale
vertically on the cutbank,  with the wide part facing the camera.

Road Fill Features:
Place observation points amaximum of 15 meters apart. Select photo views that
capture the entire section of fillslope between  observation points (e.g., from the
bottom of the fillslope, looking along the bottom edge of the constructed road
prism, from a mid-slope position, or from turning points where the fill can be seen
from the road edge). Take care not to disturb loose till material if descending the
fillslope. Lean the scale vertically on the slope, with wide part facing the camera.

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination  of BMP effectiveness using the cutbank/fillslope  survey considers evidence of
conrinuiug  erosion with sediment delivery to streams.

The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of chronic erosion with sediment delivery
to a stream. Chronic refers to erosion with sediment delivery that continues beyond the first
growing season for establishment of vegetative cover, or approximately one year. Cutbanks  and
fillslopes are evaluated separately for sediment delivery. The fillslopes may receive a rating of
Effective if chronic delivery is limited to the immediate area of the stream crossing fill, where
such delivery is considered in a culvert condition survey conducted at the same site.

This survey technique relies on residual evidence of erosion and sediment delivery (e.g.,
sediment plumes, gullies or channel formation, etc.), and is not designed to detect minor amounts
of erosion and sediment delivery as may occur during individual runoff events.
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Erosion Pin Survey

Purpose:
To document the amount and rate of surface erosion on road cutbanks  and skid trails, and to
document amounts of sediment storage, in order to evaluate chronic sediment delivery where
roads and skid trails contribute drainage to streams.

Materials:
map of forest practices unit (e.g., from FPA)
notes from previous P-line or photo-point surveys to use in making a sketch of the site
metric carpenters tape
survey rod
100 and 30 meter measuring tapes
clinometer
erosion pins: 2-3 mm welding rods and/or  3/8”  rebar stakes, 0.5-l meter in length (depending
on soil depth at site)
hammer to drive pins
ladder if needed for high cutbanks
survey flags
write-m-the-ram field notebook
erosion pm field forms
sharpie or grease pencils
lead pencils
copies of original network notes if re-surveying the erosion pm network

Site Selection Criteria:
Sites for erosion pin networks are selected at road or skid trail segments that contribute
drainage directly to streams, or have drainage discharges within 60 meters of streams, where
the initial survey can be conducted soon after BMP implementation and prior to impacts from a
high intensity rainfall/runoff event.

Method Summary:
Erosion pm networks are placed along newly constructed road cutbanks  or skid trails prior to a
high intensity rainfall/runoff event. A cutbankIfillslope  survey or a skid trail photo point
survey is conducted before initial pm placement. Transects are placed every 10 meters within
a contributing road or skid trail segment. A maximum of 10 and a minimum of 5 transects are
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placed along a representative portion of the contributing segment, covering a minimum of 10%
of the contributing segment length. Pins are measured, placed, and the exposed length of the
pin is recorded. The network is re-measured one or more times over a one to three year
period, in order to document the depth of erosion and/or accretion.

Assumptions:
Erosion and any associated sediment delivery to streams from road cutbanks  or skid trials
represents a localized increase over background levels of sediment production and sediment
delivery.

Surface erosion rates for new roads and skid trials are highest within the first one to three years
following road construction or harvest activity, although erosion and any associated sediment
delivery may continue at a reduced rate for longer periods.

Over time, the localized sediment delivery ratio for sediment generated from road or skid trail
segments draining directly to streams approaches 100%)  unless sediment traps are present and
functionblg.

Survey Method:
1. Complete the following survey site information on the first page of the field notebook:

Study Site ID (e.g., E-02)
Survey ID (e.g., EPOl)
Brief Description of Features Surveyed, BMP evaluated, and Location of Survey
Date and Time
Surveyors
Weather
Permanent Point Description
Method Notes: length of segment; spacing of transects; etc.

2. Identify the survey location on the unit map. Using p-line  notes from the previously
conducted photo point or cutbank8illslope  survey, sketch the erosion pin network location
within the contributing drainage segment and in relation to stream crossings and other site
features. Select a segment that is a maximum of 100 meters in length and a minimum of 50
meters in length, keeping in mind that a minimum of 10  % of the contributing drainage segment
length should be covered by the erosion pm network.

3. Select a permanent point to be used for laying out the transects. Describe the features of
the permanent point for future reference in the notebook, and show location on the site sketch
map. Flag the permanent point and label it PP (for “permanent point”) with the survey
number.
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4. Lay out the pin network and record network information as described in the following
steps:

For Road Cutbanks:
a. Establish the network in a down-gradient direction. “Left” and “right”
references in the notebook always refer to directions taken while looking down
the road (down slope). Lay the 100 meter measuring tape down the center of
the ditchline, starting at the permanent point. Transects are set every 10 meters
along the tape. Place a survey flag in the hillslope above the location of the
transect; label it Tl (transect 1).

b. Place pins 1  meter apart in a vertical transect on the cutbank,  starting at the
ditch centerline or base of cutbank  along the inside of the road. At the top of
the cutbank,  place a pin at the bottom of the roots or vegetation and note the
distance of the entire transect. Prior tom pin placement, measure the entire length
of the pin. After the pin has been placed, measure the exposed pin length. Note
the pin # (l-n for each transect), total pin length, exposed pin length, and pin
location on the right page of the field form.~ From the base of the pin placed at
the bottom of the cutbank,  measure and record @e slope length and slope angle
of the surface of the  cutbank. Obtain the slope angle of the cutbank  by laying
the survey rod on the cutbank and taking a slope reading in degrees with a
clinometer. Note the following information: transect number, slope of the
cutbank,  slope length of the cutbank,  transect length, transect location, and flag
placement information on the left page of the field form.

c. Place a flag near the location of the next transect, label it, and record the
location in the field notes. Repeat step 4b,  continuing down the road in this
manner until the drainage segment is surveyed. Complete the sketch of the
network showing placement of transects and pins.

For Skid Trails:
d. Establish the network in a down-gradient direction. “Left” and “right”
references in the notebook always refer to directions read while looking down
the skid trail (down slope). Decide upon which side the transects will start,
right or left, and specify on the field form; if one side of the skid trail has a
cutbank,  start the transects on the opposite side, beginning at the outer edge of
any fill. Lay the 100 meter measuring tape down the center of the skid trail,
starting at the permanent point. Transects are set every 10 meters along the
tape. Measure the slope (%) from the permanent point to the first transect, the
transect length, and note the transect location and flag placement on the field
form. Place a flag near the location of the transect, label it Tl (transect 1)
noting which side of the trail it was placed. On the left page of the field form
record: transect #, slope to next transect, transect length, transect location, and
flag placement notes.
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e. Place the pins 1 meter apart in a transect across the trail. At the far edge of
the skid trail, place a pin at the bottom of the cutbank  (if present), and continue
the transect to the edge of exposed trail. For the last pin, note the distance from
the previous pin in the “pin location” column. Prior to pm placement, measure
the entire length of the pin. After the pin has been placed, measure the exposed
pin length. On the right page of the field form record: pin # (l-n for each
transect), total pm length, exposed pin length, and pin location. From the base
of the pm placed at the bottom of any cutbank,  measure and record the slope
length and slope angle of the exposed surface of the cutbank. Obtain the slope
angle of the cutbank  by laying the survey rod on the cutbank  and taking a slope
reading in degrees with a clinometer.

f. Measure and record the slope gradient in percemto  the next transect. Place
a survey flag near the location of the next transect, label it, and record the
location in the field notes. Repeat step 4e,  continuing down the skid trail in this
manner until the survey is finished. -

5. During follow-up surveys conducted over a one to three year period (depending on site and
project considerations), inspect the same pins and re-measure the length of exposed pm to
determine erosion or accretion rates over time. (Accretion may be observed on portions of
cutbanks  or skid trails, especially at the base of cutbanks.) Note any pins that are not re-
located during follow-up surveys. The depth of erosion/accretion may be used to estimate the
volume of erosion and/or sediment storage along a road or skid trail segment.

6. Make and record observations (e.g., evidence of transport and/or storage in road ditches,
gullies/channelization  or overland flow sediment plumes between skid trails and streams, etc.)
to determine if eroded sediment is being routed to streams.

Misc. Notes and Recommendations:,
The type of erosion pin used depends on the nature of the soil material at the site. A firm
installation that does not disturb the soil is needed. In general, 3/g”  re-bar stakes will work
best for skid trail surfaces, and welding rods will work best on cutbanks.

A ladder may be needed in order to install and measure pins on high cutbanks  without
excessive soil disturbance.

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness using erosion pm networks considers evidence of
continuing erosion with sediment delivery to streams. The BMP  is considered effective if
there is no evidence of chronic erosion with sediment delivery to a stream. Chronic refers to
erosion with sediment delivery that continues beyond the first growing season for establishment
of vegetative cover, or approximately one year.
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Road Surface Condition Survey

Purpose:
To evaluate the effectiveness of active haul road maintenance BMPs  by assessing the condition
of the road surface during periods of high truck use and wet weather conditions.

Materials:
map of haul road segment and aerial photos (if available)
100 and 30 meter measuring tapes
metric carpenter’s tapes
camera with date-back feature
200 or 400 ASA  print tihn
survey flags
write-in-the-ram field book
lead pencils
-road condition survey field forms
surface probe (metal rod) marked off in half-centimeter increments
2 hand-held traffic counters
rite-in-rain graph paper & scales
compass
clinometer
hand level & level rod
hand trowel & shovel
tipping bucket rain gage with pre-programmed datalogger

Site Selection Criteria:
Sites for this survey are selected along segments of active main haul roads that dram directly to
a stream crossing, where the stream reach upstream of the road being evaluated is not crossed
by a road within about 1 kilometer. Active main haul roads are defined as having traffic levels
exceeding four log trucks per day.

Method Summary:
The surface conditions of main haul roads are assessed during wet weather surveys by
sampling at transects established near a stream crossing. Conditions documented at each
transect include condition of gravel surfacing, extent of fines/mud on the road surface, ruts and
potholes, and microtopography of the road surface. Photographs are taken to document
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conditions at the transects. Surface drainage pathways are mapped along the study segment,
and relative moisture condition of the road sub-surface is assessed. A qualitative assessment is
made of cut and till slopes and ditches, noting evidence of erosion, vegetative cover, and slope
length and angle for the contributing road segment. Log truck and light vehicle traffic is
counted during the survey period. In addition, recent maintenance history for the road is
obtained from the landowner. Runoff sampling is often conducted in conjunction with (i.e., on
the same day) the road surface condition survey.

Assumptions:
The condition of the road surface during periods of heavy use in wet weather influences the
production of tine sediments and delivery of fine  sediment to streams.

Road surface conditions influencing  fine sediment production from haul roads may be sampled
directly during periods of heavy use in wet weather.

At stream crossings and along segments of haul roads with ditchlines draining directly to
streams, the localized sediment delivery ratio is 100% for fine sediment that is mobilized by
NllOff.

Survey Method:
1.  Install ram gage: Upon arrival at the site, install the tipping bucket rain gage in the
vicinity, at a location free from overhead obstructions such as forest canopy. The datalogger
should be pre-programmed to record tips at 15 minute’intervals.

2. General Survey Information: On the first page of the road condition survey field form, the
following general site and survey information should be recorded:

Study Site ID (e.g., E-02)
Survey ID (e.g., RSOI)
Location and Name of Road
Date & Time (beginning and ending)
Surveyors
Weather Conditions
Length of contributing road segment
Gradient of road segment
Gravel type and source (obtained from landowner contact)
Road drainage design (inslope/outslope,  crowned, etc.).
General description of road prism (cut/fill slopes, etc.)
Hillslope gradient above and below and road segment gradient

3. Sketch the study area and establish the road segment to be surveyed. Determine the
contributing road segment, i.e., that segment which drams directly to,the  stream crossing
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(extends to road surface drainage divides and/or relief culverts that fully relieves  ditch flow).
Delineate the contributing segment and surface runoff drainage routes on then sketch of the
study site. Show cutbanks, fillslopes, berms, and ditches on the sketch. Establish transects as
described below in step 4, number the transects, and indicate the transects numbers on the
sketch. Transects are generally numbered sequentially, from right to left (facing downstream
from the crossing).

4. Establish road transects at 10 meter intervals, along a 100 meter segment of road centered
on the stream crossing. This will result in 11 transects, with one at the center of the stream
crossing and five on either side of the stream. At each transect, make the following
measurements and observations, and note on the field form:

a. Condition of the gravel surface: At each transect, establish points at two meter intervals
along the travelway, with a point at each edge (i.e., outside of the travelway at shoulder or
ditch). At each point, probe the surface with a metal rod and/or  hand trowel and note
whether there is a functional, compacted gravel surface. At the conclusion of transect
measurements, make notes of general gravel layer conditions (e.g., apparent thickness of
gravel surfacing) and gravel type, size, etc. Verify gravel type and source with road
maintenance personnel. Collect a gravel sample for later comparison with other study
sites.

b. Thickness of mud/fines: At the same measurement points where gravel condition is
assessed, determine the thickness of fines/mud on the surface by inserting a calibrated
metal rod, and record thickness to the nearest half centimeter.

c. Extent of rutting or potholes: For each transect that has visible ruts or potholes,
measure the width with tape and depth with hand level and rod.

d. For each transect, note the width of the travelway, whether the road surface is insloped
or outsloped, and whether or not a corrugated “washboard” surface is apparent.

5. Photograph each transect: Establish photo-points to document the road surface and
drainage characteristics. Photo-points are co-located with transects, although additional points
may be included. Points are marked with survey flags at the edge of the right-of-way, with
photos taken from the pointa  as well as from offset locations on the road. Frame numbers of
photos are noted in the “Comments” column of the transect notes.

6. Road surface drainage mapping:  Where runoff is apparent, make a scaled drawing of
surface water pathways on the road prism, including ruts, ditches, and drainage diversions.
Include portions of the contributing road segment which are outside of the part sampled by
transects.

7. Assessment of road cuts and fills, culverts, and ditches: Based on a walking survey of the
contributing road segment, make a qualitative assessment of the condition of road cuts and
tills, noting the slope length, slope angle, degree of cover, extent of surface erosion, etc.
Describe the condition of drainage ditches and culverts. These features may also be
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documented by photo-points where they are outside of the portion of the road sampled by
transects. Evaluate the entire contributing road segment and assess the similarity of the
intensively sampled portion to the remainder of the contributing segment.

8. Traffic count: During the field survey period, count each vehicle that passes the survey
segment. Use one hand-held counter for log trucks and other heavy vehicles (e.g., dump
trucks) and one for light (i.e., 4-wheel) vehicles. At the end of the survey period, note the
number of vehicles of each type on the field form. In addition, obtain truck traffic  data (e.g.,
from trip tickets, best estimates) for the 30 days prior to the survey from the landowner.

9. Maintenance Information: Obtain best available maintenance records for the 6 months
prior to survey from the landowner (interviews with maintenance personnel, etc.)

10. Moisture level: In the field, visually determine the relative soil moisture of the road sub-
surface layer, immediately below the gravel surface, by probing several locations along the
road segment sampled, and categorize the soil material as dry, moist, or saturated according to
the following classifications:

- saturated: infiltration capacity is exceeded, runoff or standing water is apparent;
moist:

Ally:  f
precipitation is infiltrating, with no apparent standing water;
me material crumbles in palm  of hand, minimal moisture.

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
The integrity of the gravel surface, extent of surface fines  and muddiness, the degree of
rutting, potholes and other surface irregularities, surface runoff  drainage patterns, and turbidity
of runoff are indicators of BMP effectiveness. The BMP is considered effective if there is no
evidence of fine  sediment production leading to sediment impacts on receiving waters. Such
evidence may include surface muddiness or rutting within a contributing segment, with fme
sediment routed to the stream; active cutbank  or ditch erosion within a contributing segment;
and/or visible sediment plume extending downstream during runoff events. Results of runoff
sampling are also considered where such sampling is conducted in conjunction with the road
surface condition survey.
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Channel Condition Survey

Purpose:
To qualitatively characterize stream channel and aquatic habitat conditions within control and
treatment reaches, and evaluate changes in study  reaches over time, including before and after
timber harvest or road construction.

Materials:
map of forest practices unit (e.g., from FPA) and aerial photo (if available)
100 and 30 meter measuring tapes
metric carpenter’s tape
survey flags
channel condition field forms and clipboard
lead pencils and field book
clinometer
substrate viewer (e.g., viewing tube with plexiglass lens)
scaled substrate probe or ruler

Site Selection Criteria:
Channel condition surveys are conducted at sites where new road construction or timber
harvest practices are implemented near streams, where initial surveys can be conducted prior to
m-stream impacts from the forest practice under evaluation, and preferably where a control
reach is located upstream of or nearby the treatment reach.

Method Summary:
Initial assessments of the control and treatment reaches are conducted prior to any in-stream
impacts from the forest practices under evaluation. For surveys evaluating road construction,
it may be necessary to conduct the preliminary survey concurrent with or immediately
following road construction in order to accurately identify the crossing location and study
reaches. The study reach is generally 25 times the average active channel width in length. The
reach is walked and the conditions of the channel bed and banks are closely observed, taking
notes on sub-reaches. After walking the reach one or more times, a channel condition form is
completed and scored. Follow-up channel condition surveys are conducted over a one to three
year period following forest practice operations.
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Assumptions:
Gross changes in stream channel conditions, including stream bank stability, in-channel
sediment storage, and substrate characteristics, can be documented by observations made in
sequential qualitative surveys of channel features over the project study  period.

The magnitude, rate, and type of change in channel  conditions in representative control reaches
represents a baseline condition against which changes in treatment reaches can be compared,
and certain differences may be attributed to the effects of forest practice activities.

While small, steep streams may ultimately function as sediment transport reaches over
geomorphologically relevant time scales, they function as sediment storage sites and aquatic
life habitat over biologically relevant time scales.

Maintaining natural regimes of stability for stream banks, channel substrates, and sediment
storage elements such as large woody debris is important for maintaining beneficial uses.

Survey Method:
1. The survey is conducted during low flow conditions. Identify the survey location on unit
map and aerial photo (if available).

2. Measure a minimum  of three representative average active channel widths on the study
reach and multiply by 25 to obtain reach length; minimum length is 20 charmel  widths for
longer reaches. In some cases, the study  reach may be longer than 25 channel widths. Note
the reach length on the channel condition form. If chamrel  characteristics such as confinement,
stream gradient, or dominant channel bed or bank material indicate a substantial change in
channel response potential, a new study  reach should be described. Set a survey flag and tie
ribbons at the beginning and end of the reach.

3. Walk the study  reach one or more times and observe conditions of the channel bed, banks,
and other items listed on the channel  condition form. Take gradient measurements between
two people throughout the reach using a clinometer, measure the distance of the reading, and
note in the field book. Gradient for the reach is calculated as a weighted-average of
measurements taken along the reach (weighted by the distance of each measurement). Active
channel and valley bottom width are generally measured at each stopping point while walking
the reach for gradient measurements. Valley wall slope angles are also measured.

4. Complete the channel condition assessment of the study  reach by circling or filling in the
field form. When tilling out the form, refer to notes of observations made at the sub-reach
level, The channel condition field form has been adapted from the methodology developed by
Metzler (1992). The channel morphology classification used was developed by Montgomery
and Buffington (1993) as part of the TFW CMER Program.

5. Follow-up channel condition surveys are conducted over a one to three year period after the
completion of forest practice operations (depending on site and project considerations), and are
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used to determine changes in channel features that have occurred over the study period in
control and treatment reaches. Where possible, follow-up surveys are conducted during the
same season and at similar flow regimes as the initial survey.

Miscellaneous Notes and Recommendations:
Take notes in the field book while measuring gradient, width, etc., indicating channel
conditions within each segment of the study reach. Take notes at the sub-reach level on bank
condition, substrate composition, pool condition, armoring, extent of fresh sediment deposits,
etc. to use in filling out the channel condition form after surveying the entire reach. Carefully
observe substrate conditions within each sub-reach using the substrate viewer, and probe to
determine depth of fine sediment in pools.

BM.P Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness related to in-stream impacts considers the type and
magnitude of change in stream bank disturbance, sediment deposition and chatmel  substrates,
sediment storage elements, and streambed stability/mobility in the treatment reach, relative to
changes in the control reach. Elements of the channel survey form that document observed
stream response to sediment inputs or physical disturbances are scored, while other
observations are used to describe the channel’s response potential (based on morphology, etc.)
or cause/effect relationships. This survey technique is intended to document gross level
changes in stream channel condition; minor changes or effects may not be detected.

The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of an increase in bank erosion,
sediment deposition or destabilization of sediment storage elements or the streambed that is
attributable to the forest practice.

The BMP is rated ineffective if the channel condition score decreases by 2 10 points as a result
of forest practice effects. Where a paired control reach was used, the net change in treatment
reach score is considered (A in treatment minus A in control). Where no site-specific control
reach is available, an ineffective call requires that the score decrease by 210  points, and that
the percentage decrease in score exceeds the greatest percentage decrease in score observed  in
any control reach from the study. A partially effective call may result if the treatment reach
score decreases by 2 10 points initially and channel conditions recover during subsequent
surveys.

References:
Metzler,  J. 1992. Stream Channel Conditions Assessment, A Methodology to Evaluate
Channel Damage Related to Increased Peak Flows. Jones and Stokes Associates. Bellevue,
Washington.

Montgomery, D.R. and J.M. ~Buffington.  1993. Channel  Classification, Prediction of
Channel Response, and Assessment of Channel Condition. Department of Geological Sciences
and Quaternary Research Center, University of Washington. Seattle, Washington.
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s?lrvey  Description:
Frel~  Survey: Y/N BEFORE / - Forest Practice  Operation CONTROL or TREATMENT  Reach

Reach Location:
Appmx. Date of Forest Practice Operation

I. FACTORSAFFECTINGC~ RESPONSE
A.

B.

C.

D .

E.

F.

channel  Morphology  CLwiuadon  (from Montgomery & Buffmgmn,  1993:
a. BEDROCK c. CASCADE e. PLANB-BED g. RJ3GME
b. COLLU”IAL d. STEP-POOL f. POOL-RJnw h. BRAIDED

Ian&ape  Position of Reach:
a .  B e n c h  b .  Unintermpad  Sideslop c .  MainValley Floor d .  O&r:

Channel  consbaint:
-Average active channel  widm  = lnerxrs
-Average  valley bottom  width = nlecers “BWIACW  =  _ _

VaUey  Form: a. “&aped  b. U-shapsd  (mrmw alluviaed) c. wide alluviaed d. Flat (“cly  wide or no  “alley  walls)

chaonelBsd/BankParentMaterial:
source of material: 8.  alluvium  b. glacial dll c. eofiuvium d. bard  bedrock (e.g. volcanic)

e.  soti  bedmck  (e.g. w3ime”ta-y)  f. lacustrme  h. other

primary  Conaols on  Sueam  Banks:
a .  BedmckComml b .  Boulder  Corm-o,

n. . CONDITION OF CHANNEL BANKS
A. channl  Canacitv:



B. Degree  of  Existiw  Bank  Erosion:
I. Percent of r&h  lennb  with  BedmcWBwlder  (i.e. nanercdible)  Bti

a. l-25%  _ c. 51.75%
b .  2650% d. > 75%

odpts  2.

0-4pt.5  3.
4w
3pts
Opis
Opts

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

Percent of reach  length witi  Eroding  Banks:
a. 1.25% 6pts c. 51.75% 2pls
b. 2650% 4pls d. > 75% Opt-,

Lcation of bank erosion:
a. nowhere in reach
b . in expected places,  such as outside of bends and conmictions
c. in d places, such a.9  straight  smrcbes  and  inMe  of  bends
d .  uppcrbanks

Apparent  cause of emsion  @axd on visual  evidence):
a. tlowing  water c. heavy equipment e . large animals (elk. cattle,  etc.)
b .  wi&hmw d .  aeefaUiiyardi”g  f .  atbeer:

Angle of banks  eqwd  by erosion:

a .  veltid  1-1 b .  angledback:  1-1

Upper  Bank Condition:

E.  undercut:/-\

C. Degree of Bank FTotecdon:
1. Redow type  of vegeation  along me  tanks:  @irAe  more  than one if mixed)

a. malure  co~luus  aes
b .  mxwebardwc.zdtrees
c. immature cmifen  6-18 melen  Iall
d . immawe  conifers  2-6 meters  tall
e. recem  cl-t,  trees  <2 mecers  rall
f .  immalure~wccduees
g .  shrubs
h. grass

2. Vegetation density:
a. tanks  are well protected by a deep, dense root network, which is inferred from  tie dense, mare (weU-esrablisbed)  forest
b . kanks  are fairly  we”  pm&  by deep rcots  wkh  several open anas
c. bmki are protected by a dense but s4nUow  root IWWO~~.  inferred from  the dense,  young uees or sbiubs
d . banlrr  an poorly pmtecxd  by a shallow root network  with  rumemus  openings
e. kmks  receive little or M  protection t&n mote

D. Besis-  of Lower  Bank Material:
1. Bank cohesion (kick ti  bank!):

_~ 2 . Bmk  Rock Content
a .  resismmtedmck a. 04%
b .  ercdible  btdmck b .  4&W%
c. cobaive silt/clay resisemt  to  emrim c. >90%
d . cememed  matrix of fur material coruainiog  mk @cles
e. cohesive  ixt emdible  sib/clay
f. noncahesive  assomnem  of mostly cobble and larger s&s
g. mncahcsive  assmma of m&y  cobble to  gravel-size rocks

h . nolrohesive  asronmem  of mostly gavel-size  K&S
i. mmksive asromnem  of mostly  fix+.  material

E . Flow JJefleetion  im Banks (focus  0” dlabveg):
MN  OH.9 a. link or no defleaion  Of flows inm banks

4pts b . a few areas when fkw  is deflected  into  the banks by logs. badders.  or dx channel  meander parrem

Ops c. numerous  arex  wbae flow is deflecti  into  channel  banks by logs, boulders,  or dx cbamzl  p-attem

-



EL CONDITION OF CILANNEL  BOTTOM
A. Deposition:

M6pts 1. Extem  of bonam  affected by fresh deposiU  (i.e. loose. unarmored.  unvegeeted  masses of sediment without algal staining). Lmk
closely for signs of vegetation establishing itself;  consider all size classes in active channel area,  not just wetted  area:

6N.3 a . very few fresh deposits (< 10%)
4pls b . l&25%  of bottom area  wim fresh deposits, a few ixrlati  pockets  behind  storage  elements (e.g. boulders, wwdy  debris) or

maupintbm
2PS c. 25.50%  of bosom  area  witb  &esh deposits (i.e. sevenI  small  point bars. manypockets  beW  boulders or woody  debris.
1 Pt d . 5075% of bottom covered with fresh deposits, wh as large midcbanxl  or point bars:  dqwsic;  common in pools; many

moderare  m  large sediment wedges.
Optr e. >75%  of bottom covered  with fresh deposits

2 . Size of dominant materlzl  in fresh  deposits:
a. most  particles  cobble-size  acd larger
b . most  panicles are  gravel  to  cobble-size
c . pmicler are nmdy gravel  with  some  finer maaial
d. particles  are mosdy  fines  (< 6mm-fine  gravel. sand and smaller  sizes)

3. Pwl  Types:
a. No pools in reach (PeneraUy a Cascade  or Plane-Bed  morphology  reach)
b . Pm1  typzs  in reach: i. Pbmge  PC& ii. Scour PC& iii. Dammed Pools

o-s* 4. Depxition  in PC&:
4pts a. Pool shame mdy  grave,  and/or  cobble (< 25% surface fines,
zpta b . Moderate  amount  of  furs in  pools (2575%  of surface  area)
Opts c . Pool submare  mostly fines  ( Z 75 96  of surface  ana)

d. Depth offines  in pools: i. <5cm i i .  5.l0cm i i i  >*ocm
4pts zpts Opts

wpts 5 . Percent of bosom  area  witbin depositional  zones omsrmanwols  (ri#ks, bars,  sediment  wedges) covered  by fines (<6mm):
a. o-2.5% 6pt.9 c. 51.75% 2Pb
b .  2&5O% 4pts d. >75% OP@

@-5pts 6. Sediment Storage  Elemem @soded  w/  sediment  wedges,:
a. Typ of sab”xnt  storage e,emc,“x i. LWD ii. Boulders iii. Other (explain):
b . Do stolage  elements  @ar stable, as &dewed by moss. stain&  vegeetion,  ee.? i. Yes ii. No
c. Do  storage  elemm  appear  (0  have bee”  destabilized? 6pts Opts

i. No ii. A few dcrtabikzed  elemems iii. many  or most  elements destabilized

c. Armoring (pick  up some  rock  and look af  rubtie  panicles):
a. Within  tk  wetted  channel  (or botrmn  of swambed),  are surface  pardcles  distincdy larger than  subsurface panicles?

Yes  No
b . On ban. are surface  pardcles  disti”cdy  larger  d,an subsurface panicles?

Yes NO

D. Panicle Pack&  (kick the bottom!):
a . larger padcles are s.lmcided by smaller  or owlapping  ones, creating a tightly packed subsmate  resi5ant  In scau
b . some overlap and px!icle  packing. larger rocks  can be moved with  your  foot but smaller  pardcles  create  a tightly packed

mamx  rfsistant  m erosion
c. larger paic,es  are surrounded by a loose  matrix of smaller  panictes
d. bmom is very loose,  most  pmicler  can be moved with your fca

E . Dormnant  PalliCk  size.s: sutdomblanl  Panicle  sizes:
0-6pis 3pts’  a. kdrnk a .  bAnrk

3pts’ b. large badden b. large boulders Large  Boulder: ,512  mm

3pu’ 5.  small  boulders c. small boulders SmaJ Boulder: 256-512  m m
3pts* d. cobble d. cobble 64-256rmn
3ptr’ e. gravel e .  grave1 6-54llUll

Optr’ f. fines  (fine  gravel,  sad. silt) f. fines  (fine  gravel. sand, silt) Fin  Gravel: 26mm





’

PLANE  BED STEP-POOL

solnca

pains.  LWD
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General reach-levkl  channel typecharacteristics.

SOURCE : Xontgomery a n d  Buffington,  1 9 3 3
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Photo Point Survey for
Stream Channels and Skid Trails

Purpose:
To establish photo points that visually document stream channel and skid trail characteristics
and features, and to record point lines along stream channels and skid trails in a way that
allows the same photo points to be re-surveyed so that changes over time can be documented
with sequential photos.

Materials:
map of forest practices unit (e.g., from FPA) and aerial photo (if available)
camera with date-back feature
200 or 400 ASA  print film
30 and 100 meter measuring tapes
compass
survey rod
bright pink meter stick, for scale
bright pink half meter stick, for scale (in smaller streams)
survey flags
write-in-the-ram field  book
photo point survey field forms
sharpie or grease pencil
lead pencils

Site Selection Criteria:
Sites for stream channel photo point networks are selected where new road construction and/or
harvest activities are conducted near streams, where initial surveys can be conducted prior to
in-stream impacts from the forest practice under evaluation, and preferably where a control
reach is available either upstream or nearby the treatment reach. For skid trail photo point
networks, sites are selected where initial surveys can be conducted soon after BMP
implementation and prior to impacts from a high intensity rainfall/rnnoff  event.

Method Summary:
Oblique angle photographs are taken of stream channels or skid trails. Initial photos of stream
channels are taken prior to any m-stream impacts from the forest practices under evaluation.
For surveys evaluating road construction, it may be necessary to conduct the preliminary
survey concurrent with or immediately following road construction in order to accurately
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identify the crossing location and study reaches. Initial photos of skid trails are taken as soon
as practical after BMP implementation. Photos are taken along a point line established so that
subsequent surveys can be conducted using the same viewpoints. Erosion, sediment storage,
and other features are photographed to document changes in skid trail or channel conditions
over the project study period. Stream banks, channel substrates, sediment wedges, boulder
clusters, and woody debris/windthrow  are some of the stream features photographed during
this survey. The survey may be used to document numbers of new windthrown trees which
cross the stream over the study period. Skid trail surfaces, water bars, cutbanks, vegetative
cover, and sediment transport routes are some of the skid trail features photographed during
this survey. Follow-up photo point surveys are conducted over a one to three year period
following forest practice operations.

Assumptions:
Gross changes in stream features, including channel bed and bank conditions, can be
documented by sequential photo surveys over the project study period.

The magnitude, rate, and type of change in channel conditions in representative control reaches
represents a baseline condition against which changes in treatment reaches can be compared,
and certain differences may be attributed to the effects of forest practice activities.

While small, steep streams may ultimately function as sediment transport reaches over
geomorphologically relevant, rime scales, they function as sediment storage sites and aquatic
life habitat over biologically relevant time scales.

Maintaining natural regimes of stability for stream banks, channel substrates, and sediment
storage elements such as large woody debris is important for maintaining beneficial uses.

Certain types of skid trail erosion and associated sediment delivery to streams, and re-
vegetation of skid trails, can be documented by sequential photo surveys over the project study
period.

Delivery of sediment originating from skid trails to streams is a localized increase over
background levels.

Survey Method:
1. The survey is conducted during low flow conditions. Identify the survey location on unit
map and aerial photo (if available). Use sketch if necessary to ensure re-location. In-stream
photo surveys are generally co-located with channel  condition survey reaches; if applicable,
note the channel condition survey ID on the map.

2 . Note the following survey information on the first page of the field form:
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Study Site ID (e.g., E-02)
Survey ID (e.g., POI)
Brief Description of Features Surveyed, BMP evaluated, and Survey Location
Date and Time
Surveyors
Film Type and Speed
Camera Used
Weather
Permanent Point Description

3. Select a permanent point near the start of the photo point network. Examples include:
culverts, large stumps, large rocks that are unlikely to move, etc. Describe the features of the
permanent point for future reference in the notebook. Use sketch if necessary. A photo may
be taken from the permanent point. Make sure date-back feature on camera is turned on and
set for the month/date/year mode. Record the object photographed, azimuth and distance from
the permanent point in the notebook. Flag the permanent point and label it PP (for “permanent
point”) with the survey number.

4 . Select a feature or segment to be photographed and the best view for the photo point.
Measure the distance, percent slope, and azimuth from the permanent point to this first selected
point. For skid trail photo surveys, place photo points a maximum of 15 meters apart. Place a
flag on or near the location where the photographer stands and label it Pl (photo point 1).
Include the survey number on all flags. If it is not possible to place a flag where the
photographer would stand, record the location in relation to the photo point (e.g., “standing 1
meter in from right bank flag”). Place the bright pinkmeter stick in the photo view for scale.
Take photos of one or more features and record the following information in the notebook:

Stream Photo Surveys:
Information is to be recorded on facing pages. On the left page record: from point #,
to point #,  distance, azimuth, and percent slope (these measurements are taken from
point to point, while standing at the center of the stream channel). On the right page
record for each photo taken: frame #, telephoto (y/n), stereo pair (y/n), and feature
description. Describe the photo technique if other than standing (crouching, etc.), and
note location of the viewpoint relative to the flag placement and the subject
photographed (e.g., looking downstream at right bank disturbance).

Skid Trail Photo Surveys:
Information is to be recorded on facing pages. On the left page record: from point #,
to point #, distance, azimuth, and percent slope. On the right page record for-each
photo taken: frame #, telephoto (y/n),  stereo pair (y/n),  estimated percent vegetative
cover on the skid trail surface (m  quartiles: O-25 % , 26-50 % , etc.), evidence of erosion
(gullies, rills, slumps, soil pedestals, etc.), and skid trial design/construction (iloped,
outsloped, cut/fill, bermed,  etc.). In the “Notes” column, record evidence of sediment
storage and erosion prevention measures (water bars, slash, hill slope benches),
downslope sediment transport routes, and evidence of sediment delivery to streams.
Place the points so that water bars are visible in photographs and the distances between
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water bars is documented. Describe the photo technique if other than standing
(crouching, etc.), and note location of the viewpoint relative to the flag placement and
the subject photographed.

5 . Select the next feature or segment to be photographed and the best view for the photo point.
Measure the  distance, percent slope, and azimuth along the stream or skid trail centerline from
the previous point to this next selected point. Place flag, take one or more photos, and record
information in the field notebook as in step 4.

6. Continue moving along the point line being established until the survey is finished. For
photo surveys in streams, the reach length to be surveyed equals roughly 25 times the active
channel width. Label the fmal point as “Px, EOS (End Of Survey)” on the tield  flag and in the
notebook.

7. Follow-up photo point surveys are conducted over a one to three year period following the
completion of forest practice operations, depending on site and project considerations. Where
possible, subsequent surveys are conducted during the same season and under similar flow
conditions as the previous surveys. Always take a set of photos and notes from previous
surveys to refer to when conducting follow-up surveys, in order to orient the photographer and
ensure photographing the same view from each photo point. The original notes and photos can
be used to re-locate photo-points if flags are lost. Note observed changes from previous
photographs while in the field (e.g., “two new windthrown trees between P2  and P3 ‘I).
Subsequent surveys are used to determine changes in features that have occurred over the study
period. For stream surveys where buffers (RMZs  or RLTAs)  are evaluated and at control
reaches, sequential photo sets can be analyzed to document the number of new windthrown
trees which cross the stream channel over the course of the study period.

Miscellaneous Notes and Recommendations:

General Photography:
Capture the entire scale (one meter or one-half meter) when taking all photographs.
Make sure the flat side of the scale is facing the camera.

Keep in mind that the fmal prints may not show the entire area inside the camera’s
viewfinder, shoot conservatively.

For follow-up surveys, take prints in plastic sheets or color photocopies from previous
surveys and re-shoot the same views for comparison. The scale should be placed in the
same location as in previous surveys. Never take the original photo survey field  notes
into the field. Take copies from the site file only.

Stream Bank Features:
Shoot from center of stream channel, upstream, adjacent to, or downstream of stream
bank. Place the scale vertically on high banks, horizontally on long, low banks.
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Sediment Wedge Features:
Take the photos while looking downstream, preferably from an elevated position such
as boulder or bank. Place the scale along the width of the sediment deposit.

Sediment Storage Elements:
Take the photos while looking upstream. Place the scale vertically against the storage
mechanism (e.g., LWD, boulder cluster) ~to  give a sense of the feature’s height.

Channel  Substrate and Morphology:
Take photos of streambed features/substrate conditions looking both downstream and
back upstream as the network is built. Try to capture me channel  cross-section
features. Place tlie scale horizontally across the stream.

Skid Trail Features:
When taking photos of water bars, place the scale vertically on the water bar, leaning
back along the slope- distance. When taking photos of skid trail surfaces, place the
scale horizontally across the width of the skid trail, tilted so mat the wide part of the
scale is facing the camera.

Skid Trail Cutbank  Features:
Lean the scale vertically on the cutbank,  with the wide part facing the camera.

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness using the stream photo point survey considers the relative
magnitude and type of change in stream bank erosion, sediment deposits, and in-channel
sediment storage elements in the treatment reach relative to that in the control reach, based on
photo interpretation and direct field observations. The BMP is considered effective if there is
not evidence of an increase in bank erosion, sediment deposition, or destabilization of the
streambed or sediment storage elements such as large woody debris, that is attributable to
forest practice activities. (See attached guide for photo point survey effectiveness criteria.)

Questionnaire forms are used to compile observations made in comparing year to year changes
at individual photo points within stream reaches, to document numbers of new windtbrown
trees crossing the stream, and to compare changes observed in treatment reaches to changes in
control reaches. (See attached examples of these questionnaires.) This survey technique is
intended to document gross level changes in stream charmel  condition and to supplement the
Channel Condition Survey. Minor changes and effects may not be detected.

Determination of BMP effectiveness using the skid trail photo surveys considers evidence of
continuing erosion with sediment delivery to a stream. The BMP is considered effective if
there is no evidence of chronic erosion with sediment delivery to a stream. Chronic refers to
erosion with sediment delivery that continues beyond the first growing season for establishment
of vegetative cover, or approximately one year.
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Decision Criteria for BMP Effectiveness Calls
on In-Stream Photo Point Surveys

For Surveys with Control Reach:

EFFECTIVE:

PARTIALLY EFFECTIVE:

INEFFECTIVE:

INDETERMINATE:

For features evaluated on rating form, any observed
changes are approximately equal in treatment and control
reaches, or greater in control.

For features evaluated on rating form, adverse changes
observed are moderately greater in the treatment reach,
but may also be present in the control reach, and changes
in the treatment reach can be attributed to forest practice
effects.

For features evaluated on rating form, adverse changes
observed are substantially greater in the treatment reach,
and either not evident or slight in the control reach, and
changes 111 the treatment reach can be attributed to forest
practice effects.

Interference due to effects from other activities (unrelated
to the forest practice under evaluation), or photo quality is
inadequate to make valid before-after and/or control-
treatment comparison.

For Surveys with no Paired Control Reach:

EFFECTIVE: For features evaluated on rating form, there is no evidence
of adverse changes in the treatment reach.

PARTIALLY EFFECTIVE: For features evaluated on rating form, there is evidence of
moderate degradation in the treatment reach that can be
attributed to forest practice effects.

INEFFECTIVE:

INDETERMINATE:

For features evaluated on the rating form, there is
evidence of substantial degradation in the treatment reach
that can be attributed to forest practice effects.

Interference due to effects from other activities @n-related
to the forest practice under evaluation), or photo quality is
inadequate to make valid before-after comparison.
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In-Stream Photo Point Survey Summaly

Site: sulvey  *ate*:

Survey  I d : Treatment or Control Reach?

Water Type: Reach Length:

Indicators of in-channel than  es
1. Is there evidence of increased streambank erosion

t------

and /or physvzal dfsturbance  of banks?

2. IS there evidence of destabiliition of sediment storage
elements or bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD, boulder ctusten)?

3. Is  there evidence of increased stream bed mobility
(e.g. change in brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

4 . Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of
fine or coarse sediment?

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
Increase in large WD?
Increase in small WD
Decrease in WD?

6. Is  there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to
scouring or other disturbance?

-

s

-

-

-

-

-

-

(Indicate major changes observed in the elements above (refer to photo points1  sediment  C~~~PPC  2nd  r=aaea~  ==  -.+-rl  in.  ..._.,  ---....-...--  “._”  “..I  _“““”  _ ,,“.~”  ,,,
I

feld  notes or from photos, explanation of effectiveness rating, and other ot xewations  such as windthrow.  obsewations  of
fish  use. etc., as weU  as any comments on photo quality.)

I

I

BMP Effectiveness Rating:

I
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E

In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site:
Study Reach Descriptions:

brightness. fresh sediment deposits)?

Increase  3” sma
Decrease in WD

Summary:

(Indicate major changes observed in the elements above (refer to photo points), sediment sources and causes  as noted in
field noks  or from photos, explanation of effectiveness rating, and other observations such as windthrow.  observations of
fish use. etc., as well es eny  comments on photo quality.)

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
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Skid Trail Photo Point Survey Summary

Site:

Survey Id:

I

Survey dates:

1. Is there evidence of sediment delivery to surface waters
from skid trail erosion?

2. Is there evidence of gully development or other chronic
erosion problems?

3. If answer to No. 2 is “Yes”. is there reasonable potential
for delivery to surface waters?

4. Is there evidence that waters bars are effective at controlling
drainage and preventing chronic erosion problems?

5. Is there evidence that skid trails are w-vegetating?

6. If answer  to No. 5 is ‘“yes”, is this due to seeding, mulching, or
other efforts to encourage re-vegetation  (i.e. , other than
natural e-vegetation)?

Phott
1992

?E ,eld  Note>
1993

!ference!
1994 1995

ndicate  major changes observed in the elements above (refer to photo points). sediment delivery, gullies, etc.
.S  noted in field notes or from photos.)

BMP  Effectiveness Rating:



Stream Bank Erosion Survey

Purpose:
To measure characteristics of stream bank erosion and document the number, type, and extent
of bank erosion features in treatment and control reaches, and to evaluate changes in the extent
of stream bank erosion over time.

Materials:
field notes for photo-point survey of the study reach (to generate “P-line” map of study reach)
“rite-in-the-rain” graph paper for making sketch
metric carpenters tape
field notebook
stream bank erosion survey field forms
pencils
30 and 100 meter measuring tapes
35 mm camera with  telephoto and date-back features
400 ASA  print film
random number generator

Site Selection Criteria:
Study reaches are selected at timber harvest or road construction sites, where initial surveys
can be conducted prior to m-stream impacts from the forest practice under evaluation, and
preferably where a control stream reach can be located upstream of or nearby the treatment
reach.

Method Summary:
Stream bank maps are drawn to scale, sections of eroding banks are numbered, and the total
bank length is measured. Measurements are made of the length and surface area of eroding
banks within the study reach. Measurements include bank length, height, and percent exposed
surface. The apparent cause of bank disturbance is noted. Preliminary surveys are conducted
prior to forest practice-related impacts on stream banks within the treatment reach, other than
localized disturbance at newly constructed road crossings. For surveys evaluating road
construction, it may be necessary to conduct the preliminary survey concurrent with or
immediately following road construction in order to accurately identify the crossing location
and study reaches. Follow-up surveys measure length and surface area of eroding banks along
the same stream reaches over a one to three year period following forest practice operations.
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Assumptions:

Changes in the magnitude and rate of stream bank erosion may be detected by sequential
measurements of eroding stream banks within a study reach.

The magnitude and rate of change in stream bank erosion observed in representative control
reaches provides a baseline against which changes in treatment reaches can be compared, and
certain differences in erosion may be attributed to the effects of forest practice activities.

Accelerated bank erosion can degrade aquatic habitat and destabilize stream channels.

Stream bank erosion is a natural process that can be accelerated by certain forest practices
which directly or indirectly (i.e., through changes in streamflow regimes) disturb stream
banks.

Survey Method:

1. The survey is conducted during low flow conditions. Study reaches are approximately 25
channel widths in length, Within each of the study  reaches, stream bank erosion features are
initially identified during the establishment of a photo-point network in the stream channel.
The photo-point network measurements are used to establish the point-line from which the
channel centerline is mapped. After the plan view centerlime sketch is made, a 100 meter tape
is fixed along the centerline and the locations of all eroding banks are noted on the sketch
along with the approximate outline of the stream bank perimeter. On this sketch, centerline
length is to scale, but channel width is not necessarily drawn to scale.

2. Measure the total stream bank length on each side of the stream by running a flexible
measuring tape (e.g., fiberglass tape) along the top edge of the bank over the length of the
reach, and record right bank and left bank lengths separately on front page of field form.

3. Eroding bank features are numbered  sequentially, in the order encountered, as Bl, B2, ~etc.,
with the bank location and number noted on the sketch. Indicate the approximate length of
eroding stream bank on the sketch next to the bank number. The location of the beginning and
ending points of the bank feature, in  meters from the top of the reach along the centerline, is
also noted on the sketch as well as the field notes form.

4. If there are less than 10 eroding stream banks within the reach, sample each feature. If
there are more than 10 eroding stream banks, randomly choose at least 10  stream banks for a
sub-sample, or sample all eroding banks in the reach.
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5 . Beginning with B 1, measure the physical dimensions of each feature sampled and record on
the field form:

a. Measure the length of actively eroding bank (bare soil or partially bare) by running a
tape along the top edge of the bank. (See below, the definition of eroding bank used for
this survey.)
b. Measure the height of the eroding stream bank at 25 % , 50 % , and 75 % intervals along
the total length. At each measurement point, height is the cumulative height of exposed
bank face, excluding areas of boulders and moss or other vegetative cover. Measure height
as slope length from the top edge of bank to the streambed transition, curving the tape
underneath any overhang in order to measure the entire exposed surface.
c: Visually estimate the % of total bank surface area that is exposed soil (i.e., not covered
by vegetation, moss or boulders) as O-25%,  26-50%,  51-75%,  or 75~100%.
d. Indicate bank shape (angled in, angled out, or vertical) on the field form.
e . Other comments about a bank, including the apparent cause of bank disturbance (e.g.,
scour by flowing water, timber falling/yardmg,  windthrow, wildlife activity) should be
noted in the comment column  of the form.

6 . Take one or more photographs of the eroding stream bank from the center of the channel;
note frame number(s) in field notes.

7. Continue down the stream channel  in this  fashion until the end of the study reach or until at
least 10 banks have been surveyed. Be sure to note the total length of the reach surveyed.

8 . Follow-up surveys are conducted over a one to three year period following forest practice
operations, depending on site and project considerations. During follow-up surveys, the same
numbered bank features are re-located and re-surveyed. If any previously identified features
are no longer actively eroding, this is noted. Any new features not present in previous surveys
are noted on an updated sketch, and these new features are also surveyed.

Miscellaneous Notes and Recommendations:
Eroding banks are defined as stream banks with exposed soil that can be influenced by flowing
water (either through scour, undercutting, or mass wasting) during moderate and/or high flow
events. Eroding banks are influenced such that woody plants, herbaceous vegetation, moss
and/or other hydrophilic plants have been scraped, sloughed, or scoured off, or are unable to
grow, and/or grasses and other plants, litter, etc. from above the wetted channel  have been
scoured away or removed by direct mechanical disturbance. Bank cover may have been
removed either by flowing water or other physical disturbance. Active erosion refers to
erosion above the normal low water level. (Note: exposed soil along an eroding bank should
be visible without lifting grass or root mats for viewing; undercut banks without associated
upper bank failure must be tall enough to be viewed without lifting grass and/or root mats
originating from above the active channel.)
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BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness considers the magnitude and rate of change in stream bank
erosion in the treatment reach, in terms of absolute change or relative to that in the control
reach. The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of an increase in the magnitude
or rate of stream bank erosion that is attributable to the forest practice. (See decision criteria
for BMP effectiveness calls.)

Decision Criteria for BMP Effectiveness Calls
on Stream Bank Erosion Surveys

There are two scenarios for making BMP effectiveness calls with the stream bank erosion
survey. Scenario #I  invoives  those study sites that have paired control and a treatment reaches
for before/after comparisons. Scenario #2  is for sites where only a before and after treatment
reach was established, without a site-specific, paired control reach. The method for dealing
with these two scenarios is as follows:

scenario #l:
If the net increase (over any increase observed in the control reach) in the length of eroding
bank is 5 to 1% of total stream bank  length, the BMP is rated “Effective”.

Erosion that can be attributed to the forest practice operation (e.g., yarding activities) and
resulted in a net increase of > 1% of total bank length over any increases  observed in the
control reach, will result in a “Not Effective” call.

Scenario #2:
If any increase in stream bank erosion is < 5 % of total bank length between pre- and post-
treatment surveys, the BMP is rated “Effective”. If the cause of erosion is attributable to the
forest practice operation (e.g., yarding activities) and bank erosion increases by > 5% of total
stream bank length from pre- to post- treatment, then the call ik “Not Effective”. (The 5 %
rate of increase is a conservative criteria based on an assessment of stream bank erosion at all
control sites evaluated  statewide.) If the cause of bank erosion can only be attributed to
sources not directly associated with the forest practice operation (e.g., scour by flowing
water), the BMP is rated “Effective”.

(NOTE: While all causes of bank erosion are surveyed, bank erosion associated with
windthrow is not considered to be a net degradation for purposes of the BMP effectiveness
rating, in consideration of the beneficial effects of large woody debris in streams, and
furthermore, because windtbrow cannot necessarily be directly attributed to the forest practice
operation.)
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Stream Bank  Erosion Survey Field Form

I
Sludy Site. ID #

I
Study Site Name

Survey #:  SE-

PPUpdated: Yes

kcdal  # Eroding Banks in Reach _

I
Total X Sampled

ytal Reach Centerline. Length&

I
Left Side (LDI

baI Length  o f  B a n k s  ( m )

otal Length of Erodiig  Bank6  (1!
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Stream bed Stability Survey

Purpose:
To measure and evaluate the number, size, volume, and stability of streambed sediment
deposits and associated sediment storage elements within treatment and control reaches, and to
evaluate changes in channel sediment storage features over time.

Materials:
hand compass
metric carpenter’s tape
7 meter telescoping level rod
hand level
30 and 100 meter measuring tapes
“rite-in-the-rain” graph paper (5 squares to the cm.)
streambed stability field forms and field book
5/8”  re-bar stakes
random number generator
pencils
survey flagging

Site Selection Criteria:
Study reaches are selected at timber harvest or road construction sites, including sites where
FCMZs or RLTAs  are left as a water quality protection measure, where the initial survey can be
conducted prior to in-stream impacts from the forest practice under evaluation. A control
reach is generally located immediately upstream of the treatment reach, or on a nearby stream.
This survey technique is most appropriate for stream reaches with step-pool or step-cascade
channel morphology.

Method Summary:
Major stream channel features within treatment and control reaches are plan-view mapped
using a rod and tape method. Obstruction-formed sediment deposits (i.e., sediment wedges)
and associated sediment storage elements (e.g., LWD, boulder clusters) are identified and
measured throughout the reach. Surveys are conducted during low flow conditions to identify
and monitor changes in the number, size, volume, and stability of these streambed sediment
storage features. Initial surveys are conducted prior to any in-stream impacts from the forest
practices under evaluation. Follow-up surveys are conducted over a one to three year period
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following the forest practice operations to document and compare changes in control and
treatment reaches in terms of the volume of sediment stored, and the number of sediment
wedges and stability of sediment  storage elements.

Assumptions:
Changes in the number, size, volume, and stability of in-channel sediment deposits can be
measured by sequential surveys of sediment storage sites and associated channel features.

The magnitude, rate, and type of change in streambed conditions in representative control
reaches represents a baseline condition against which changes in treatment reaches can be
compared, and certain differences may be attributed to the effects of forest practice activities.

While small, steep streams may ultimately function  as sediment transport reaches over
geomorphologically relevant time scales, they function as sediment storage sites and aquatic
life habitat over biologically relevant time scales.

Maintaining natural regimes of stability of sediment storage elements such as large woody
debris is important for maintaining beneficial functions within streams, including aquatic
habitat uses. Furthermore, streambed obstructions in headwater streams play an important role
in long-term sediment routing through forested drainage basins (Megahan, 1982).

Survey Method:
1. The survey is conducted during low flow conditions. Study reaches are generally 20-25
average channel widths in length. Within ,each  of the study reaches, areas of sediment
deposition (e.g.. sediment wedges), large woody debris (LWD), stream banks, and other
notable features (e.g., valley bottom and active channel  margins, wetted perimeter) are mapped
by using a modified version of the rod and tape mapping technique described in detail by Platts
et. al. (1987). A metric measuring tape is stretched down the stream channel, beginning at
either the bottom or top of the reach. The length and bearing to the first turning point is noted.
The tape is secured with rebar stakes. A survey rod is held perpendicular to the tape, and the

distance of significant features from the fixed tape is noted, as the map is drawn to scale using
“rite-in-the-rain” graph paper. Measurement intervals are spaced along the tape as needed to
sketch important features. Stream gradient between the ends of the tape is measured using a
hand level and survey rod.

2. After the sketch is made, each sediment wedge feature is numbered. All sediment wedges
within the reach are generally measured. If it is not feasible to conduct a complete sample, a
minimum of 10 sediment wedges are measured. If sub-sampling is to be used, the depositional
units to be sampled are selected by random numbers.

3 . Sediment wedges are measured for volume calculations using a metric carpenter’s tape, a
level rod, and a hand level. Volume of the sediment deposit (assumed to be wedge-shaped) is
calculated as: Average Width *Length * ‘/i  Height. The width of the sediment wedge is
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calculated by averaging three readings taken at 25 % , 50 % , and 75 % of the total length. The
length is measured along the longest axis of the deposit, and the axis measured is indicated on
the sketch map. The height of the sediment wedge is defined as the difference between a level
rod reading taken on the streambed at the downstream side of the obstruction forming the
deposit, and a rod reading taken on the surface of the sediment deposit immediately upstream
of the obstruction. The type of retention structure is noted, such as LWD, boulder/cobble
cluster, rootwad,  or a combination of these elements.

4 . Follow-up surveys are made as described in steps 1, 2, and 3 using an updated sketch map.
A copy of the original sketch map is used as a template for the updated map. New or
substantially modified sediment deposits and storage elements are surveyed and added to the
sketch map, and highlighted as new or modified feamres. Features which are no longer
present are highlighted on the copy of the original sketch map. Following the procedures
outlined above, the same numbered features that were initially measured are re-surveyed. Any
new sediment deposits that have been added to the sketch map are also numbered and
surveyed. Follow-up surveys are conducted at similar flow regimes as the initial survey, at
intervals of approximately one year, although they may be done more frequently following
major hydrologic or geomorphologic events.

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness considers the type, magnitude and rate of change in
sediment deposits and storage elements in the treatment reach relative to that in the control
reach.

The BMP is considered effective if there is not evidence of an increase in sediment deposition,
loss of sediment storage function, or streambed destabilization, as reflected in changes in
sediment storage elements and sediment deposits, that is attributable to forest practice
activities.

References:
Megahan, W.F. 1982. “Channel  Sediment Storage Behind Obstructions in Forested Drainage
Basins Draining the Granitic Bedrock of the Idaho Batholith. ’ In Sediment Budgets and
Routing in Forested Drainage Basins 1982. Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment
Station. General Technical Report PNW-141

Plans,  W.S., C. Armour, G.D. Booth, M. Bryant, J.L. Bufford, P. Cuplin, S. Jensen, G.W.
Lienkaemper, G.W. Minshall,  S.B. Monsen, R.L. Nelson, J.R. Sedell, and J.S. Tuhy. 1987.
Methods for Evaluating Riparian  Habitats With Appiications  to Management. U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, U.S. Forest Service, Intermountain  Research Station, General Technical Report
INT-221.
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Channel Substrate Transects

Purpose:
To measure and evaluate characteristics of streambed substrates, including particle size
distribution, substrate stability/mobility, the extent of surface fines, and interstitial space
habitat, within depositional areas of treatment and control stream reaches, and to evaluate
changes in streambed substrates over time.

Materials:
hand compass
metric carpenter’s tape
interconnected series of 30 cm. diameter hoops
particle size class samples encased in resin and/or a metric ruler or calipers
hinged plexiglass scale
substrate viewer (e.g., viewing tube with plexiglass lens)
30 and 100 meter measuring tapes
7 meter telescoping level rod
hand level
“rite-in-the-rain” field forms and clipboard
“rite-in-the-rain” graph paper (5 squares to the cm.)
pencils
random number generator
5/8  inch re-bar stakes
cross-section kit (tension clamps, etc.)
survey flagging

Site Selection Criteria:
Study reaches are selected at timber harvest or road construction sites, including sites where
Rh4Zs  or RLTAs are left as a water quality protection measure, where initial surveys can be
conducted prior to in-stream impacts from the forest practice under evaluation. A control
reach is generally located immediately upstream of the treatment reach. This survey technique
is most appropriate for stream reaches with gradients less than 8% tbat have a riffle-pool,
plane bed, or low gradient step-pool channel morphology.
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Method Summary:
Detailed sketch maps of study reaches are made using the rod and tape technique. All major
stream channel features are plan-view mapped, and areas of sediment deposition (e.g., gravel
bars, low gradient riffles, sediment wedges, pools) are identified throughout the reach.
Transects are established within non-pool depositional areas of control and treatment reaches to
evaluate streambed substrate characteristics, including particle size distribution, extent of
surface fines, cobble embeddedness/interstitial  space index, and cross-section profiles. As an
option, fine  sediment deposition in pools may also be monitored using the residual pool depth
sampling technique. Surveys are conducted during low flow conditions. The initial surveys
are conducted prior to any in-stream impacts from the forest practices under evaluation.
Follow-up surveys are conducted over a one to three year period following the forest practice
operations to evaluate changes in depositional substrates and streambed stability.

Assumptions:
Changes in substrate composition and accumulations of fine sediment within depositional areas
of stream channels can be measured by sequential surveys of these depositional areas.

The magnitude, rate, and type of change in channel  substrates observed in representative
control reaches represents a baseline condition against which changes in treatment reaches can
be compared, and certain differences may be attributed to the effects of forest practices.

Sediment-producing activities that result in the filling of interstitial space habitat with fine
sediment adversely impact aquatic life habitat and beneficial uses of the stream.

Stirvey  Method:

1. The survey is conducted during low flow conditions. Study reaches are 20-25 active
channel  widths in length. Within study reaches, riffles,‘gravel  bars, sediment wedges, large
woody debris (LWD), pools, stream banks, and other notable features (e.g., active channel
margins, wetted perimeter) are mapped by using a modified  version of the rod and tape
mapping technique described in detail by Platts et. al. (1987). A metric measuring tape is
stretched down the stream channel  beginning at either the bottom or top of the reach. The
length and bearing to the first turning point is noted. The tape is seemed  with rebar stakes. A
survey rod is held perpendicular to the tape, and the distance of significant features from the
fixed tape is noted, as the map is drawn to scale using “rite-in-the-rain” graph paper.
Measurement intervals are spaced along the tape as needed to sketch important features such as
stream banks, LWD, and the outlines of pools, bars, and other sediment deposition areas.
Stream gradient between the ends of the tape is measured using a hand level and survey rod.

2 . After the sketch is made, depositional areas are numbered. For purposes of this survey,
depositional areas include low-gradient riffles, gravel bars, and sediment wedges. Pools are
also identified and numbered on the sketch. If it is not feasible. to sample all depositional areas
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due to the large number of individual depositional units in the reach, a minimum of 10
depositional units are sampled. If sub-sampling is used, the depositional areas to be sampled
are selected by random numbers. All depositional units are sampled if there are less than 10
within a reach.

3 . Transects are established at the midpoint of each depositional unit. For depositional units
greater than 5 meters in length, at least two transects are established at 25 % and 75 % of the
total length. If more than two transects are placed within a depositional unit (e.g., a long, low-
gradient riffle), they are evenly spaced between me upper and lower ends of the depositional
unit. If there are less than 10  depositional units within a study reach, distribute at least 10
transects among the depositional areas present. A series of 30 cm. diameter hoops is placed
starting at the left bank (facing downstream) ordinary high water mark, and numbered l-n
depending on how many hoops are required to reach the right bank. At each transect, the
following information is recorded on the field form:

a. Dominant and sub-dominant particle size are visually classified within each hoop using
the particle size classification described in Table 1.

Table 1. Particle size classes.

CLASS NAME CLASS SIZE (mm.)

sand  & smaller <2
fine  g r a v e l 2 - 6

gravel 6 -64
cobble 64-256
small boulder 256 - 512
large boulder > 512

b. The percent surface fines-(particles less than 6.0 mm.), within each hoop are
visually estimated to the nearest 10 % (e.g., O-10, 1 l-20, etc.), and recorded on the
field form.

c . For each transect, a random number  is generated to select a hoop for a cobble
embeddedness sample. The hoop number sampled is recorded and the percent
embedded is determined for all particles between 64 and 256 mm. median axis
diameter. With the thumb and forefinger defining the plane of embeddedness, the total
depth and embedded depth (see Figure 1) are measured using a hinged plexiglass scale.
The percent embedded is recorded on the field form and particle set aside. Cobbles are
replaced after the sampling is complete. The number of free matrix particles (%
embeddedness equals zero) are counted and their total depth measured. The percent
free matrix particles (as a proportion of the total number of particles in the measured
size range) is calculated. (Note: If a consistent relationship can be established between
% free matrix and % embeddedness, then a possible option for future surveys may be
to only measure % free matrix and use this as a surrogate for % embeddedness, as
suggested in MacDonald ef nl.  (1992)).
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Three options that are available for data analysis are briefly outlined below. These
options are described in more detail in Burton and Harvey (1990). Cobble
embeddedness data gathered through this method can be applied to all three
options.

1. The formula described in Figure 1 for measuring Percent Embeddedness.

2. Weighted embeddedness (WE) is an analysis method used for hoops with
> 10% of the surface substrate covered by fmes (see Figure 2). For the purposes
of this study,  fines are defined as particles less than 6.0 mm.

WE = Proportion of Surface Fines  * 100 + (1 - Proportion of Surface Fines)  * ME

Where ME (measured embeddedness) is equal to Percent Embeddedness from Figure 1.

3. The third analysis method, Interstitial Space Index &?.I),  reflects the amount of
interstitial space habitat available for use by aquatic organisms.

IS1 = IS (Dl  - D2)/  Hoop Area (square meters)

Where Dl and D2 are as shown in Figure 1.

d. Lastly, a pebble count is conducted. At each transect, 10 particles are randomly
selected by moving along the transect line and, without looking, picking up the particle
first touched by the.index  finger. The particles are measured along the median axis using a
metric ruler or calipers, and the information recorded. A total of at least 100 particles are
measured for each reach. From this pebble count data, the dominant and sub-dominant
particle size classes for the overall reach are determined.

4 . Selected cross-section profiles are surveyed to monitor changes in relative bed elevations
and channel form. The cross-section locations are marked with permanent re-bar stakes driven
into the stream bank . Cross-section profiles are surveyed by securing a 30 meter measuring
tape at consistent tension across the stream to each permanent stake. The height from the tape
to the surface cross-section feature is measured using a metric surveyor’s rod. Alternatively,
differential leveling may be performed using a hand level and survey rod. Measurements are
made at frequent intervals along the tape, as needed to document the shape of stream banks and
changes in streambed elevation. Cross-section profiles are then plotted to scale.

5 . As an optional addition to this survey, fine sediment deposition in pools may be monitored
by measuring residual pool depth. Residual pool depth is defmed as the depth of water
remaining within the pool if stream flow were reduced to zero. Residual pool depth is
measured by taking the depth of the pool at it’s deepest point and subtracting the depth of
water at the riffle crest, as described in Lisle (1987). The riffle crest is that area of the stream
where the pool “empties” downstream. Pool depth and the depth of fines on pool substrates
may also be measured in a grid pattern to provide more detailed information on pool filling and
fine  sediment deposition.
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6. Follow-up surveys are conducted using the same techniques described above. A copy of
the original sketch map is updated to map changes in sediment deposition and streambed
features, including any new features. For measurements of embeddedness during follow-up
surveys, the hoop is located immediately upstream of the hoop that was originally sampled.
Transects and cross-sections are generally re-surveyed ammally  at similar flow regimes,
though they may be done more frequently following major hydrologic events.

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
BMP effectiveness is evaluated in terms of the magnitude, rate, and type of change
documented in depositional areas of the treatment reach relative to changes in the control
reach.

The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of an increase in deposition of tine
sediment or loss of interstitial space habitat that is attributable to forest practice activities.

References:
Burton, T.A. and G.W. Edwards. 1990. Estimating Intergravel Salmonid  Living Space Using
the Cobble Embeddedness Samplmg  Procedure. Idaho Department of Health and Welfare,
Division of Environmental Quality, Water Quality Bureau, Boise, ID. Water Quality
Monitoring Protocols--Report No. 2.

Lisle, T.E. 1987. Using “Residual Depths” to Monitor Pool Depths Independently of
Discharge. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Forest and
Range Experiment Station, Research Note PSW-394.

MacDonald, L.H., A.W. Smart, R.C. Wissmar, 1991. Monitoring Guidelines to Evaluate
Effects of Forestry Activities on Streams in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10, Seattle, WA.

Plans,  W.S., C. Armour, G.D. Booth, M. Bryant, J.L. Bufford, P. Cuplin, S. Jensen, G. W.
Lienkaemper, G.W. Mix&all,  S.B. Monsen, R.L. Nelson, J.R. Sedell, and J.S. Tuhy. 1987.
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Figure 1. Measurement to determine particle embeddedness for cobble and
techniques (from Torquemada and Platts , 1988).
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Figure 2. Weighted  Embkddedness  Calculation (from Torquemada and Platts, 1988).
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Amphibian Survey

Purpose:
To assess stream amphibian communities and habitats that may be affected by forest practices,
and evaluate changes in amphibian communities and habitats over time in treatment and

control streams.

Materials:
30 and 100  meter measuring tapes
dip nets
plastic bags and plastic buckets
flagging
field book, data sheets, and pencils
dip nets
hardware cloth screen
metric rulers
clinometer
thermometer

Site Selection Criteria:
Sites for conducting amphibian surveys are first through third order, perennial streams within
timber harvest units, including those where RMZs  or RLTAs are established as a water quality
protection measure. Off-site control streams are established in similar habitats in the general
vicinity.

Method Summary:
Sampling procedures adapted from those described by Bury and Corn (1991) are employed in
western Washington to characterize amphibian communities and habitats in  treatment and
control streams. These procedures involve selection of three ten meter sampling reaches in
each stream, characterizing the habitat of the reach, conducting hand searches to capture all
stream amphibians within the reach, and describing the animals captured and microhabitat for
each capture. Sampling is conducted on both treatment and control streams before and after
forest practice operations. Stream amphibian sampling in western Washington is conducted by
investigators from the University of Washington as a part of forest practices research projects,
including the CMER Wildlife RMZ study. Because of differences in the life histories of
eastern Washington amphibians, an alternate method using time-constrained searches of aquatic
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and riparian habitats and pitfall trapping is used to sample amphibian communities (O’Connell
and Hallett, 1992). Amphibian sampling  in eastern Washington is conducted by investigators
from Eastern Washington University and Washington State University as part of the CMER
Wildlife-RMZ research project. For the water quality sediment study,  we have co-located our
BMP effectiveness ,study sites at stream amphibian study locations to obtain information on the
effects of forest practices on biological communities for use in conjunction with other survey
results.

Assumptions:
The characteristics of and changes in stream amphibian communities in control streams
represents a baseline condition against which changes in amphibian communities in treatment
streams can be compared, and certain differences in the response of stream amphibian
communities may be attributed to the effects of forest practice activities that alter stream
habitat.

Stream amphibians are dependent on certain habitat elements, including stable stream banks,
interstitial space habitat and cover, and other aquatic habitat conditions, and their response to
forest practices is an indicator of BMP effectiveness.

Survey Method:
Detailed sampling methods are described in Bury and Corn (1991),  Kelsey (1995) and
O’Connell and Hallett (1992).

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness considers changes in amphibian  communities and habitats
in treatment streams relative to that in control streams. The BMP is considered effective if
there’ is no evidence of reduced diversity and/or  measures of relative abundance in amphibian
communities associated with aquatic habitat degradation or direct effects of forest practices on
stream amphibians.

(Note: This survey technique was not used to make BMP effectiveness calls within the weight-
of-evidence/case study framework, because the study design employed by cooperating
researchers was not intended for case studies. Preliminary results from stream amphibian
surveys are discussed in the Biological Assessments section of the report.)

References:
Bury, R.B. and P.S. Corn. 1991. Sampling  Methods for Amphibians in Streams in the Pacific
Northwest. General Technical Report PNW-GTR-275. USDA Forest Service, Pacific
Northwest Research Station. Portland, Oregon.
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Macroinvertebrate Survey

Purpose:
To evaluate characteristics of stream macroinvertebrate communities and habitats that may be
affected by forest practices, and document changes in macroinvertebrate communities over
time in treatment and control streams.

Materials:
30 and 100 meter measuring tapes
0.3 m* (D-frame) and 1 mZ  kick  nets
dip nets
plastic bags and other sample containers
sample preservatives
field sorting trays
flags@
field book, data sheets, and pencils

Site Selection Criteria:
Sites for conducting macroinvertebrate surveys are harvest units or road construction sites with
first through third order streams. If suitable control reaches cannot be located upstream of the
forest practice operation, off-site control streams in the general vicinity may be used.

Method Summary:
Sampling and analytical procedures described in EPA (1992) and Plotnikoff (1994) are
employed to characterize macroinvertebrate  communities and habitats in study  stream reaches.
An upstream/downstream or paired stream sampling design is employed to compare treatment
and control reaches. Sampling procedures involve selection of at least two transects within
each study reach, with one kick sample from each of the predominant habitat types (e.g.,
riffles, pools, etc.) cornposited at each transect. As an option, especially if the study reach is
domiuated by only one habitat type (e.g., riffles), discrete samples collected from different
locations within the reach may be analyzed without compositing. In small streams with limited
or very discrete macroinvertebrate habitat zones, four kick samples may be collected from
different locations for cornpositing. Additional discrete samples may be collected for
assessment of variability. Habitat for the study reaches is evaluated according to the habitat
assessment protocol developed for bioassessment in the Pacific Northwest (EPA, 1992).
Sampling is conducted on both treatment and control streams before and after forest practice
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operations. Macroinvertebrate sampling is conducted primarily by cooperators within the
Department of Ecology as a part of ongoing bioassessment activities. Certain BMP
effectiveness study sites are co-located with macroinvertebrate sampling locations to obtain
information on the effects of forest practices on biological communities for use in conjunction
with other survey results.

Assumptions:
The characteristics of and changes in stream macroinvertebrate communities in control streams
represents a baseline condition against which changes in macroinvertebrate communities in
treatment streams can be compared, and certain differences in the response of
macroinvertebrate communities may be attributed to the effects of forest practice activities that
alter stream habitat.

Stream macroinvertebrates are dependent on certain  habitat elements, including interstitial
space habitat, naturally-occurring sediment and hydrologic regimes, and other aquatic habitat
conditions.

Survey Method:
Detailed sampling methods are described in Plotnikoff  (1994) and EPA (1992).

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness considers the type of changes in macroinvertebrate
communities and habitats in treatment streams relative to that in control streams. The BMP is
considered effective if there is no evidence of adverse changes, as measured by various
biometrics, associated with habitat degradation or other effects of the forest practice. Adverse
changes could include reduced species diversity, or adverse changes in the functional attributes
of macroinvertebrate communities.

References:

Environmental Protection Agency. 1992. Draft Region 10 In-Stream Biological Monitoring
Handbook for Wadable  Streams in the Pacific Northwest. G. A. Hayslip,  ed. EPA 910/9-92-
013. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10. Seattle, Washington.

Plomikoff,  R.W. 1994. In-Stream Biological Assessment Monitoring Protocols: Benthic
Macroinvertebrates. Publication #94-l  13, Washington State Department of Ecology, Olympia,
Washington. 27 pp.
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Runoff Sampling

Purpose:
To assess fine sediment loads and effects in streams due to erosion of road surfaces and other
disturbed areas where forest practices have occurred near streams.

Materials:
100 and 30 meter measuring tapes
survey flags
field book
runoff sampling field forms
c-e1  condition survey field forms
lead pencils
Model DH-81/D-77 and DH-48 Suspended Sediment Samplers
1000 and 500 ml plastic sample bottles
ice chest with ice and packaging materials
wristwatch and stopwatch
tipping bucket ram gage andpre-programmed datalogger
topographic map of the location
bucket of known volume
flexible flume for ditch flow measurement
Marsh McBimey  flow meter
capacitive deptb probe and pre-programmed datalogger, or staff gage
manual traffic counters

Site Selection Criteria:
Sites for runoff sampling are selected at locations where main haul roads, newly constructed
roads, or skid trails cross streams in such a manner that a control reach can be located
immediately upstream of the crossing and/or  harvest unit.

Method Summary:
Water samples are collected during runoff events and analyzed for turbidity and total
suspended solids to assess tine sediment loading from road or skid trail crossings of streams.
Samples are co!.lected  at multiple sampling stations in the stream above and below the road OI
skid trail crossings, as well as from road ditches. Ancillary information collected during the
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sampling period includes rainfall amount and intensity, streamflow, stream channel conditions,
and vehicle traffic.

Assumptions:
Turbidity and suspended sediment measured at sampling stations immediately upstream of
forest practice operations establish the background conditions against which the localized
effects of the forest practice, including fine sediment loading to the stream, can be compared.

Survey Method:
1. Upon arrival at the site, the recording tipping bucket ram gage is set up in the vicinity, at a
location free from overhead obstructions such as forest canopy. The datalogger should be pre-
programmed to record tips at 15 minute intervals. The stage height recorder (referred to in
step 6) is also installed upon arrival at the site.

2. The following survey and site information is recorded on the front page of the field  form:

Study Site ID (e.g., S-01)
Survey ID (e.g., ROOl)
Name of Road or Unit
Dateand Time
Surveyors
Length of contributing road segment or skid trail
Gradient of road or skid trail contributing segment
Road or skid trail design info (inslope/outslope;  ditches; waterbars; surface; etc.)
Type of crossing (culvert; bridge; ford; etc.)
Hillslope gradient in vicinity of crossing

3 . Five to six runoff sampling stations are established as follows:
- 2 background stations are established upstream of the road/skid trail crossings, or

upstream of the harvest unit, spaced no more than 5 channel widths apart; Upstream
sampling stations are located as close as practicable to the effects being evaluated.

- 2 stations are established downstream of the road/skid trail crossing (below the immediate
mixing area of the crossing site), spaced no more than 5 channel widths apart;

- 1 station is established in the stream in the immediate vicinity of where the drainage
discharge enters the stream, such as a ditch outflow (i.e.,  the mixing area); and, for
roads or skid trails with ditches draining to stream, 1 station is established to sample the
ditch flow immediately upstream of the ditch outfall;

Stations are marked with survey flags. A sketch of the study site is made in the field book.
The sketch shows the general configuration of the stream and contributing road or skid trail
segments, noting the locations of sampling stations. Where feasible, sampling stations are
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established and flagged during site reconnaissance. On a day prior to sampling or following
the completion of runoff sampling, stream distance from the crossings to sampling stations are
measured by tape and noted on the sketch. Any other significant local erosional features are
noted on the sketch.

4. The sampling schedule is~established,  indicating times to start each sampling sequence.
Each station should be sampled two to four times, spaced at approximately two hour intervals,
or at more frequent intervals if feasible.

5. The first samples are collected according to the established schedule, in a sequence that
begins with the station farthest downstream and working upstream so as not to disturb
upstream areas prior to sampling. At each stream station, a depth-integrated sample is
collected from the thalweg using the Model DH-81/D-77 or DH-48 Suspended Sediment
Sampler (detailed sample collection methods are described in Guy and Norman, 1970).
Sample size required is generally 1000 to 1500 ml depending on the turbidity level (the greater
the turbidity, the less volume  required). The sampler is lowered to the stream bottom and
raised at a constant rate. For sampling ditches, samples are hand collected in plastic bottles by
dipping directly in ditch flow, taking care not to disturb the bottom of ditch. In the case of
very shallow streams, all samples may be collected by hand dipping. In addition to these
samples, two field replicate samples are collected during the sampling period. These replicates’
are samples collected at the same time and place as another sample, and are given unique
sample ID numbers and submitted to the laboratory as “blind” replicates (i.e., the lab doesn’t
know they are replicates). They facilitate an evaluation of field and laboratory precision.
addition, the laboratory runs duplicate analyses as a part of their internal quality control

(In

practice.) All samples are stored in ice and delivered to Ecology’s Manchester Laboratory
within 48 hours of collection for total suspended solids and turbidity analysis.

6.. Streamflow is gaged once or twice during the sampling period at one upstream and one
downstream station, and, if present, the ditch discharge is gaged as well. The first gaging is
generally done after the initial sampling sequence, and the second is done at the conclusion of
sampling. Stream cross-sections with relatively uniform flow are gaged using a Marsh
McBimey  flowmeter to take measurements of velocity at multiple points along the cross-’
section, with cross-sectional area measured by wading rod and tape. At ditch outfalls,
discharge is measured by a stopwatch and bucket technique: the entire discharge is directed
into a bucket of known volume and the time required to fill the bucket is determined with a
stopwatch. This is repeated three times and the average discharge is recorded. Where
necessary, a flexible flume may be used to capture and direct the ditch flow into the bucket.

In order to record a more complete record of streamflow during the sampling period (to
facilitate a better determination of whether samples were collected on the rising or falling limb
of the hydrograph), a capacitive depth probe stage height recorder is installed in the stream at
the downstream streamflow gaging location, with the datalogger programmed to record stage
height at 15 minute intervals. Alternatively, a staff gage may be temporarily installed and
stage heights recorded manually in the field  notes throughout the sampling period.
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7. For road crossing sites, vehicle traffic during the sampling period is counted using two
hand-held counters; one for log trucks and other heavy vehicles and one for light vehicles.
The counts are maintained throughout the day. If a vehicle passes at, or within one minute of,
the time of sample collection for the ditch or ditch outflow sampling station, the time  the
vehicle passes is noted in the “Comments” column  of the field form.

8. Upstream and downstream study reaches are surveyed to evaluate potential m-stream
sources of suspended sediment (e.g., actively eroding banks) between upstream and
downstream study sites. The Chamael  Condition Survey technique and field form is used for
this evaluation, which should be done at the conclusion of runoff sampling (so as not to disturb
sediments by walking the reaches during the sampling period), if it has not been done on a
prior site visit.

BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Determination of BMP effectiveness is based on comparisons of downstream turbidity and total
suspended solids concentrations to local background conditions, as reflected in the results from
the upstream sampling sites.

The BMP is considered effective if there are no violations of the numeric water quality
standards for turbidity or potentially adverse increases in total suspended solids associated with
road drainage during runoff events. Evaluation of impairment due to suspended sediment
considers potential direct effects on aquatic life due to high water concentrations (based on
published effects data)., Siltation effects on downstream habitats from fine  sediment loading
may also be considered.

References:
Guy, H.P. and V.W. Norman. 1970. Field Measurements for Measurement of Fluvial
Sediment. Techniques of Water Resources Investigation, Book 3, Chapter C2. United States
Geological Survey. Washington D.C.
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Appendix J: List of Case Study  Summaries in the Order Presented

Olvmpic Phvsiouauhic  Region
O-01: Salmon Creek
O-02: Walker Pass
O-03: Jupiter Road
O-04: 9000 Mainline
O-05: Gunderson Creek
O-06: Whale
O-07: Gunderson 2

Willaaa Hills Phvsioarauhic Region
W-01: Sears Creek

W-02: Neiman Creek
W-03: Train Whistle
W-04: 1600 Mainline
W-05: Bus Stop
W-06: Pot Powri
W-07: Night Dancer

Southern Cascades Phvsiomaohic Region
S-O 1: Camp One Road
S-02: 8 Road Unit 2
S - 0 3 :  OhopBlowdown
S-04: Friday Creek II
S-OS: Sundog
S-06: Big Wedge
S-07: Eleven 32
S-08: Kapowsin
S-09: Simmons Creek

Northern Cascades Phvsiograuhic Region
N-O 1: Upper Shop
N-02: Pilchuck Mainline

Eastern Cascades Phvsiograohic Region
E-O 1: Fish Lake Mine
E-02: Plesha Road
E-04: Green Canyon
E-05: Aspen Patch

Northern Rockies Phvsiograohic Region
R-02: Muddy West
R-03: Muddy East
R-04: Buck East
R-05: Buck West
R-06: Middle
R-07: Sherry  Creek



APPENDIX J: CASE STUDY SUMMARIES

Appendix J contains case summa15 es for each study site, that include: narrative descriptions of the
study sites; site maps showing locations of streams, forest practice operations, and BMP effectiveness
surveys; weight-of evidence summaries with effectiveness ratings for the BMPs  evaluated at the site;
and survey results summaries for individual surveys conducted ,at  the site. Additional site-specific data
from BMP effectiveness survey results are contained in Appendix C (sediment routing surveys),
Appendix D (channel condition surveys), Appendix E (stream bank erosion surveys), Appendix F
(stream crossing culvert surveys), Appendix G (relief culvert surveys), and Appendix H
(cutbank/fillslope  surveys).

Notes on Information Sources for Narrative Study Site Descriptions:
The narrative study site descriptions provide general information on each study site. Included in these
descriptions is information on the geologic setting of each site. The sources of information for surface
geology are the 1:100,000  scale geologic quadrangle maps published by the Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) and/or the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Soils classifications and management
interpretations (e.g., disturbed slope stability ratings, cutbank/ftlllsidecast  hazard, and erosion
potential) are taken from the State Soil Survey maps and reports published by the Department of
Natural Resources. Soil mapping units are identified by listing the soil series followed by slope
phases. Harvest and road construction BMP slope hazard categories given in the descriptions are
based on field measurements of stream valley and hill slope gradients in the vicinity of BMP
effectiveness surveys, and the slope hazard classification scheme developed for this study, as described
in the body of the report.

Stream order, as given in the study site descriptions, is based on the Strahler method using 1:24,000
scale USGS quadrangle topographic maps; streams not shown as blue lines on such maps are classified
as zero order, even though they may be shown as lines on DNR Water Type maps. Water type, as
defined in WAC 222-16-030 (forest practice ,mles and regulations), is based on DNR Water Type maps
and/or approved forest practices applications (FPAs),  as well as field observations. If field
observations of physical criteria or fish presence conflict with water type maps and/or FPAs,  this is
usually noted in the descriptions. Stream channel morphology classifications are based on field
observations, with study reaches classified according to the scheme of Montgomery and Buffmgton
( 1 9 9 3 ) . Valley form is based on the simplified scheme used in the channel condition survey method.
Average channel gradients are based on weighted averages of cliiometer readings taken throughout
study reaches, as described in the channel condition survey method. Any references to the left or right
side of a stream are based on the observer facing downstream.

The area of harvest and length of road construction are generally taken from FPAs,  supplemented by
field observations. Where the width of stream buffers (RMZs  or RLTAs)  are given, these refer to the
average, one-sided buffer width in the vicinity of specific survey areas, as measured from low-altitude
aerial photos taken for evaluation of harvest practices. Dates of forest practice operations were
supplied by landowner representatives or are based on field observations. Survey techniques referred
to in the site narratives are as described in Appendix I unless otherwise noted.

Notes on study site maps: Study site maps were produced by Randy Coots of the Watershed Ecology
Section using Arc-Info and ArcView  2 GIS software with available GIS map coverages and a digital
elevation model. Hydrography and water types within study areas have been ground-truthed where
water types are given.



Olympic Physiographlc Region

Site O-01 : Salmon Creek

The Salmon Creek site is a harvest practice located in the western portion of Jefferson County in
the Olympic physiographic region. The underlying geology is glacial deposits with areas of basalt
and mudflow breccia. Soils are mapped as Alderwood gravelly sandy loam with two phases, O-
15 % slopes along the left bank tributaries to Salmon  Creek, and 30-50%  slopes along Salmon
Creek itself. Soils on the right side of Salmon  Creek are Alderwood gravelly loam, O-15%
slopes. The disturbed soil slope stability rating for the O-15%  slope phase is stable, with an
unstable rating for the 30-50%  slope phase. The cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard for the O-15%  slope
phase is slight, with the 30-50%  slope phase being rated as moderate. The erosionpotential
ratings are low and medium, respectively, for the O-15 % and 30-50%  slope phases. The harvest
BMP slope hazard category is high due to.  steep inner gorges along the creeks. Valley side slopes
range from 63 % to 106% along Salmon Creek, and are moderately to very steep along its
tributaries as well.

Salmon Creek bisects the harvest unit along its long axis in a V-shaped valley. It is a 3rd order,
Type 2 stream that is a major tributary to Discovery Bay on the Strait of Juan De Fuca. There
are three left bank tributaries to Salmon  Creek within the northern part of the harvest unit. The
tributary along the western boundary of the unit is a zero order Type 3 stream, the one in the
middle of the unit  is a 2nd order Type 3 stream, and a third tributary is a zero order Type 5
stream that is not depicted on DNR water type maps. Along the right bank of Salmon  Creek is
one 2nd order Type 3 tributary that enters Salmon Creek in the center of the harvest unit. The
FPA also showed a Type 4 tributary to this Type 3 stream traversing the southern part of the
harvest area, but ground-tmthing  of the topographic swale revealed that this stream did not
actually exist.

Forest practices conducted at the site include a 21 hectare clearcut  harvest using ground-based
yarding methods. A Riparian Management Zone (RMZ)  was established along the Type 2 and 3
streams. Selective logging occurred within the inner  gorges in some areas of the RMZ. The
width of the RMZ averaged 43 meters and 66 meters in two survey areas along Salmon Creek,
and 10 meters along the Type 3 tributary in the southern part of the harvest unit. Portions of the
unit were harvested by feller-buncher equipment. Harvest was completed by September of 1992.

The BMPs  evaluated at this site were the RMZs  along Salmon  Creek and one of the Type 3
tributaries with adjacent ground-based harvesting, as well as ground-based harvesting in the
vicinity of the Type 5 stream without stream buffers. Surveys employed to evaluate BMP
effectiveness included sediment routing surveys conducted in two different sections of the harvest
unit in February and August of 1993, with follow-up surveys in May and October of 1994. One
of the sediment routing survey areas covered part of the Type 3 RMZ and a portion of the RMZ
along the south side of Salmon Creek. The other sediment routing survey area covered a portion
of the RMZ along the north side of Salmon Creek, and an adjacent harvest area in the vicinity of
the uu-buffered Type 5 stream. Erosion and sediment delivery associated with selected skid trails
was further evaluated using three photo-point surveys and four erosion pin networks, surveyed in
November 1992 and March 1994.
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Site O-07: Gunderson 2

The Gtmderson’2 site is a harvest practice study  site on lands adjacent to the Gunderson Creek
study  site in western Clallam county in the Olympic physiographic region. The underlying
geology consists of sandstone, siltstone, and glacial drift deposits. The soil is Snahopish very
gravelly loam, 35-75 % slopes. ~The  disturbed soil slope stability rating is unstable with a severe
hazard rating for cutbank/fill/sidecast  road construction and a high hazard for soil erosion
potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard category is high due to steep inner gorges along the
stream.

Within the harvest unit is a zero order Type 3 stream that is a tributary of Gtmderson Creek in the
Soleduck  River basin.’ This study  stream has a step-pool channel morphology, with a V-shaped
valley form. The average active channel width  is about 3 meters, with average channel  gradients
of 7% and 11% ‘in two sNdy  reaches. Originally, this stream had been surveyed to serve as a
control stream for treatment reaches at the Gunderson Creek study site, but the area of the  control
reaches was harvested before the completion of the study,  so the study  reaches were used to
evaluate harvest practices at the Gunderson 2 site.

Forest practices conducted at Gtmderson 2 include a 13 hectare ciearcut with a RMZ established
along the Type 3 study  stream. Ground-based yarding practices were used on the northern
portion of the unit, and cable yarding was used on the remainder of the unit. Harvest of the unit
was completed in July of 1994, although areas adjacent to the RMZ study  reaches were completed
by May 1994.

The harvest BMPs  evaluated at this site include the RMZ and ground-based and cable yarding in
the vicinity of the Type 3 stream which traverses the harvest unit. Two study  reaches were
established on the Type 3 stream. In-stream effects were evaluated using a before-after
comparison approach, as there is no site-specific control stream. Charmel  condition and photo.
point surveys were conducted on both study  reaches in June and July of 1993, May 1994, and
July 1995. Stream bank erosion surveys were conducted on both study  reaches in July 1993, wit
a follow-up survey at the downstream reach in October 1994.



Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Case Narrative:
features directly attributable to current harvest practices. Yarding within an RMZ resulted in erosion features which delivered to a Type 3
stream (SROI--1993),  but delivery from these features did not persist. Windthrow, which may be indirectly associated with the clearcut  harvesf
and a pre-existing  mass wasting feature are the primaly Source  of sediment to Salmon Creek, which was buffered with a wider than required
RMZ that extended to or nearly to the slope break at the edge of a steep inner gorge. Windthrow was severe in portions of the inner gorge.

- Gully development and other chronic erosion problems on skid trails (some of which entered the inner gorge and the RMZ) were  prevented
‘~ through the use of Water bars and berms. Chronic sediment delivery to an unbuffered Type 5 stream was documented at the crossing of a

~~~~  ~~~~~~~~~.~  .-  major skid  trai,,

SPECT  2:
,ffectiveness  in terms of
teal  stream impacts and No separate in-stream surveys were conducted.
?sponse  (sedimentation2 l:IIzrr:~:.:  :-c_  ‘I
hysical  integrity, and/or

“-:::I~  :: ::_z  ~~Y:I::IR>  :~~ RT:-~~ ~~~~~  Immm  ~~ ~::~‘~~~~~_rrl_::~:~ir_~~  ‘,  -~I~:~:  ::~:‘::::~:::I::

iological integrity).

Case Narrative: Whfi&$arate
sediment deposits in a Type 3 Stream were observed in 1993 associated with yarding activity within the RMZ, but delivery from these features
was not chronic.

OVERALL SITE BMP I~~~~--~ I I NOT I I I

0-Olwoexls



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Salmon Creek Survey Date(s) 2118193

O-01 Survey Id # SR-01

2, 3 Months Since  Harvest 5

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( ItI2  ) SOIL ( m*  )

1 skid trail no not recorded not recorded n/a
2 Yardins Yes not recorded not recorded n/a
3 Y=w Yes not recorded not recorded n/a
4 YZda yes not recorded not recorded n/a
5 skid trail no not recorded not recorded n/a
6 skid trail IlO not recorded not recorded n/a
7 yarding no not recorded not recorded n/a
8 skid trail IlO not recorded not recorded n/a
9 skid trail ll0 not recorded not recorded n/a
1 0 yarding IlO not recorded not recorded n/a
1 1 windtbrow UnknOVA not recorded not recorded n/a
(Feature 11 includes several slide scars associated with windthrown  trees along the inner gorge)
1 2 skid trail IlO not recorded not recorded n/a
1 3 skid trail 110 not recorded not recorded n/a
1 4 skid aail IlO not recorded not recorded n/a

TOTALS 3 delivered

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 2.8 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 713 meters

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number of Features

skid trail 8
Y=dQ 5
windthrow 1 (multiple trees along the inner gorge of Salmon creek)

NARRATIVE:

(Note: The sediment routing survey protocol was modified after this preliminary survey was conducted. Rather
than measure features on the ground they were drawn on the aerial photo enlargements with  the intent of scaling
feature dimensions from the photos in the office, a procedure that proved to be  inadequate for comparison with
field measoremems  used in the  final protocol. In addition, the  degree of soil exposure for each feature was not
determined in the field during this prelii survey.) The forest practices evaluated were clearcut  harvesting
using ground-based equipment with RMZs,  which were left along Salmon creek and a type 3 tributary. The
erosion features caused by yarding that delivered sediment to stre%%ms  were all witbin 10 meters of the type 3
tributary, and occurred when trees were hawested  witbin  the inner gorge. Due to the extremely steep and unstable
soils within the inner gorge area along Salmon Creek, a RMZ was left that extended to the topographic slope
break, substantially wider than  required by the rules. Despite the wider buffer (average width  of 43 meters in this
area), windthrow was common on the steep slopes, leaving areas of exposed soils where rootwads  bad been tom
loose and windthrown  trees had slid down the inner gorge.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

Salmon Creek Survey Date(s) 5/l II94

o-o 1 Survey  Id # SR-0 1

2,3 Months Since Harvest 2 1

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL (n?) SOIL

Cm’)

1 skid trail n o (no longer a feature-mostly revegetated)
2 yarding Yes 3.2 0-2s 0.3
3 yarding/wildlife yes 0.8 0-2s 0 . 1
4 yarding/wildlife  y e s 3.4 0-2s 0.4
S skid t&l
6 skid @ail
I yarding
8 skid trail
9 skid bail
10 yarding
11A windthrow
1lB windthrow
IlC windthrow
11D windthrow
11E windthrow
IlF windthrow
11G windthrow
12 skid trail
13 skid trail
14 skid trail
1s windthrow
16 windthrow
17 windthrow
I8 windthrow
19 windthrow
20 windthrow

18.6 o-25
67.8 25-50
(no longer a feature-revegetated)
25.2 o-25
141.6 25-50
9.5 25-50
40.0 25-50
91.0 75-100
45.0 25-50
25.0 0-2s
144.0 75-100
35.0 so-7s
24 o-25
32.5 O-25
21.4 O-25
103.6 25-50
13.0 25-50
6.2 o-25
4.6 O-25
4.8 0-2s
6.0 75-100
8.0 O-25

2.3
25.4

3.2
53.1
3.6
15.0
79.6
16.9
3.1
126.0
21.9
3.0
4.1
2.7
38.9
4.9
0.8
0.6
0.6
5.3
1 .o

TOTALS 8 delivered 874.2

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 2.8 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 713 meters

Disturbed Soil per hectare = 3 12.2 mbctare

Area Exposed Soil per hectare = 147.4 m’ihectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered To Water = 13.4 m2

Exposed Soil from  All Erosion Feahres  that Delivered per Hectare = 4.8 m?hectare

412.8



* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0.8 m*

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0.3 m’/hectare

* The features that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as windthrow,
were excluded from these  calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of
Erosion

Number Surface Area of % of Total Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
of Exposed Soil Exposed from Features (based on area of
Features (m’) Soil that Delivered

o”*)
exposed soil)

Cd

skid trail 7 129.7 31.4 0.0 0.0
yarding 4 4.4 1.1 0.8 6.0
windthrow 13 278.7 67.5 12.6 94.0

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated during this follow-up survey were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based equipment, and
FCMZs  which buffered Salmon Creek and a Type 3 tributary As was the case in the 1993 survey, the erosion features
that delivered sediment to streams were located within 10 meters of the stream, and were associated with harvesting
activities within the RMZ  and windthrow. Erosion of hvo yarding features identified in the 1993 survey was
exacerbated by wildlife activity during the time between surveys. The rate of revegetation was faster for the yarding
scars than for the skid trails. The number of windthrow  increased between the 1993 and 1994 surveys, some of which
delivered to surface waters. Erosion features directly attributable to harvest activities that continued to deliver sediment
to streams were  minimal,  and do not represent a chronic erosion problem, hence the RMZs  are rated as effective.
Windthrow-related mass wasting along the inner gorge of Salmon Creek (features 1 IA-I IG)  does constihlte  a
potentially large chronic source of sediment to the creek. The windthrow erosion scars on the valley wall ranged from’
24 to 144 m*  in size, and from mostly revegetated  to mostly bare soil. Because of difficult access along the steep valley
wall, we were not able to make direct  observations of whether sediment was delivered to Salmon  Creek for most of the
features, but the potential for sediment delivery is high for some of the features. The amount of windthrow-related mass
wasting appears to have increased substantially after the timber harvest, although some had occurred before the  harvest
(based on the stage of revegetation). Apparently, the new clear-cut affected the rate of windthrow  by increasing
exposure of Rh4Z  trees withii  and adjacent to the inner gorge.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study  Site Salmon Creek survey  Date 8/5/93

Site Id # O-01 Survey Id # SR-02BU

Water Type 2 Months Since  Harvest 1 2

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE T O  W A T E R  AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( ItI2  ) SOIL ( It? )

4 skid trail no 70.2 not recorded n/a
5 skid trail II0 292.8 not recorded n/a
6 skid trail no 218.9 not recorded n/a
7 skid trail no 549.0 not recorded n/a
8 skid trail no 102.8 not recorded n/a

TOTALS 0 delivered 1233.7

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.8 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 375 N

DisNrbed  Soil per Hectare = 685.4 diha

Total Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = not detembted

Total Disturbed Soil Area from All Erosion Fca~res that Delivered to Water = 0 m2

Disturbed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 t&a

Total Disturbed Soil Area from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m*

Disturbed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m’lha

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
FeaNres

Surface Area of
Disturbed Soil
( m2  )

Disturbed Soil
from FeaNres
that Delivered
( m2  )

% of Total Del.
(based on area of
disturbed soil)

skid trail 5 1233.7 0.0 0.0

NARRATIVE:

The SR-02BU  suwey  includes the portion of the SR-02 survey area that is within the RMZ and that drains to
streams buffered by the RMZ, including Salmon Creek, and the downstream segment  of the type 5 stream. The
feature numbers refer to the field survey photo Nap, which included both portions of the survey area. The forest
practices evaluated were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based equipment, with  a RMZ along Salmon  Creek.
None of the erosion features  identified in the survey delivered sediment to streatm. The RMZ prevented direct
sediment  delivery to Salmon  Creek and the lower segment  of the type  5 stream. The degree of soil exposure  was
not determined  in the field survey.
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Study  Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Salmon Creek Survey Date 10119/94

O-01 Survey Id # SR-02BU

2 Mm@ Since Harvest 26

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
T Y P E TO WATER AREA S O I L  AREA  A R E A

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( ml ) SOIL ( m2 )

4 skid trail no 62.4
5 skid trail no 278.5
6 skid trail (not resurveyed in 1994)
7 skid trail n o 576.0
8 skid trail n o 39.4
13 windthrow n o 3.6
14 windthrow D O 32.0
15 falling tt0 9.6
16 skid trail ItO 83.0
17 Yard& IlO 9.3
18 skid trail IlO 13.6
19 skid trail ILO 27.4
20 Yardins DO 20.0
21 mass wasting Yes 500.0

TOTALS 1 delivered 1654.8

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.8 hectares

25-50 23.4
50-75 174.1

25-50 216.0
25-50 14.8
75-100 3.2
75-100 28.0
50-75 6.0
50-75 51.9
50-75 5.8
O-25 1.7
25-50 10.3
25-50 7.5
50-75 312.5

855.2

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 375 m.

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 919.3 &ha

Total Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 475.1 &ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion FeaNres that Delivered to Water = 312.5 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 173.6 m*/ha

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 mz

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 ma/ha

* The features that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as
windthrow  and the mass wasting noted as feature 21, wereexcluded  from these  calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NWllbtX Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
FeXllreS Cd)

Exposed Soil
from Features

that Delivered
( m2  )

% of Total Del.
(based  on area of
exposed soil)

skid trail 7 492.2 0.0 0.0
YZfa 2 13.3 0.0 0.0
falling 1 6.0 0.0 0.0
windthrow 2 31.2 0.0 0.0
mass wasting 1 312.5 312.5 100

NARRATIVE:

The SR-02BU survey includes the portion of the SR-02 survey area thatis  within the RMZ and that drains to
streams buffered by the RMZ, including Salmon Creek, and the downstream segment of the  type 5 stream. The
feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both portions of the survey area. The forest
practices evaluated were clearcut  harvesting using groFd-based  equipment, with a RMZ  along Salmon Creek.
Features 13-21 were not mapped as distinct erosion features during the 1993 survey, but were identified in 1994.
The mass wasting feature is a valley wall  slope failure within the  inner gorge of Salmon Creek that was delivering
fme  sediment to Salmon Creek, and appears to be an old erosional feature  possibly associated with the logging of
the original forest. The RMZ continued to function as an effective buffer, preventing direct delivery of sediment
to Salmon Creek from erosion associated with current harvest activities.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTJIVE



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Salmon Creek Survey Date 8/S/93

O-01 Survey Id # SR-02NB

5 Months Since  Harvest 1 2

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( m*  ) SOIL ( m2  )

1 skid trail Yes 126.0 not recorded n/a
2 skid trail Yes 109.8 not recorded n/a
3 skid vail Yes 120.2 not recorded n/a

TOTALS 3 delivered 356.0

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.4 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 239 m.

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 890.0 &ha

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = not determined

Total Disturbed Soil Area from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 356.0 m2

Disturbed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 890 m%

Total Disturbed Soil Area from Harvest Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 356.0 m’

Disturbed Soil from Hectare Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 890 m%

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUllbe*
of
Features

Surface Area of
Disturbed Soil
( m2  )

Disturbed Soil
from Features
that Delivered
( m2  1

% of Total Del.
(based  on area of
disturbed soil)

skid trail 3 356.0 356.0 100

NARRATIVE:

The SR-02NB survey  includes the portion of the SR-02 survey area that drains to the on-buffered segment of the
type 5 stream (i.e., the segment that is upstream of the RMZ bwmiary). The  feature numbers refer to the field
survey photo map, which  included both portions of tbe survey  area. The forest practices evaluated were clearcut
harvesting using  ground-based equipment, without stream buffers. The three skid trail erosion features  identified
delivered fme  sediment to the on-buffered type 5 stream. All three features were located within 10 meters of the
stream, two of them at a major skid trail crossing. The degree of soil exposure was not determined in the field
survey.



Study Si te

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Salmon Creek Survey Date 10/19/94

O-01 Survey Id # SR-02NB

5 Months Since Harvest 26

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE T O  W A T E R  A R E A SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( It?  ) SOIL ( m’ )

1 skid trail Yes 132.1 50-75 82.6
2 skid trail Yes 135.7 25-50 50.9
3 skid trail no 45.9 o-25 5.7
9 yarding no 5.0 50-75 3.1
10 wildlife Yes 4.8 50-75 3.0
11 yarding no 7.2 25-50 2.7
12 Y=d% n o 3.1 O-25 0.4

TOTALS 3 delivered 333.8 148.4

Total  Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.4 hectares

Total Let@ of Stream Bank Surveyed = 239 m.

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 834.5 t&ha

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 371.0 m’/ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from AI1 Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 136.5 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 341.3 m2/ha

* Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 133.5 mz

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 333.8 m2/ha

* The  features that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as
wildlife activity, were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUIllb.3
o f
Features

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
(ml)

Exposed Soil
from Features
that Delivered
Cm’)

%ofTotalDel.
(based on area of
exposed soil)

skid trail 3 139.2 133.5 97.8
Y=h- 3 6 . 2 0 . 0 0 . 0
falling 1 6 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
wildlife activity 1 3 . 0 3 .0 2 .2

N A R R A T I V E :

The SR-02NB survey includes the portion of the SR-02 survey area that drains to the u-buffered segment of the
type  5 stream (i.e., the segment that is upstream of the RMZ  boundary). The feature numbers refer to the field
survey photo map, which included both portions of the survey area. The forest practices evaluated were clearcut
harvesting using ground-based equipment, without stream buffers. Features 9-12 were not mapped as distinct
erosion features during the 1993 survey, but were identified in 1994. Two of the three skid trail features that were
delivering fme sediment to the on-buffered type 5 during the 1993 survey were contimkg to do so at the time of
the 1994  survey. The chronic sediment delivery occurred where a major skid trail crossed the stream. A wildlife
trail was also delivering small amounts of fme sediment to the type 5 stream in 1994.

BMF’ EF‘FECTlVENESs RATING

Ground-based Yarding without stream buffers: NOT EFFECTIVE



Skid Trail Photo Point Survey Summary

Survey dates:? l/17/92  &  3/29/94Site: Salmon Creek O-01

Survey Id: PS-01

1. Is there evidence of sediment delivery to surface waters
from skid trail erosion?

2. Is there evidence of gully development or other chronic
erosion problems?
*w/exception of 1 small gully noted at a water bar outflow,
and cutbank  slumping

3 . If answer to No. 2 is “Yes”,  is there reasonable potential
for delivery to surface waters?

4 . Is  there evidence that waters bars are effective at controlling
drainage and preventing chronic erosion problems?

5. Is  there evidence that skid trails are re-vegetating?
** slow, natural re-vegetation.

6. If answer to No. 5 is “yes”, is this due to seeding, mulching. or
other efforts to encourage re-vegetatiin  (i.e. , other than
natural re-vegetation)?

?ld  Notes
1993

Photo 5

-

,995

Summary:

Survey PS-01 monitored conditions on a skid trail that entered below the slope break in the inner gorge along the edge of the
Salmon Creek RMZ. The surveys were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of water bars and other measures in
preventing chronic  erosion on skid trails, sediment delivery to streams. and to monitor the rate of revegetation of the soils
exposed by the skid trails. The main findings of the PS-OI  survey  are: 1) the rate of natural revegetation was very slow in
most sections of the skid trail; 7 of 9 transeck  were still >75%  exposed over 16 months following timber harvest; 2) the
water bars, in combination with a berm that was constructed along the downslope edge of the trail, were effective at
preventing gully erosion and sediment delivery : 3) a sediment plume downslope of a water bar outflow extended 2.6 meters
downslope  by the 1994 survey, but did not deliver to Salmon Creek; and 3) there was no evidence of fine  sediment delivery t<
the Salmon Creek from this skid trail over the monitoring period.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Effective



Skid Trail Photo Point Survey Summary

Site:. Salmon Creek O-01

Survey Id: PS-02

Survey dates:11/18/92  8 3.29/94

1. Is there evidence of sediment delivery to surface waters
from skid trail erosion?

Photo/Field Notes References
Yes No 1992 1993 1994 1995

X

2. Is there evidence of gully development or other chronic
erosion problems?

X Photo 9 Photo 22, 25

‘short gully forming just below slope break.

3. If answer to No. 2 is ‘Yes”, is there reasonable potential
for delivery to surface waters? X

4. Is there evidence that waters barr  are effective at controlling
drainage and preventing chronic erosion problems?
“No water bars constructed on this short spur skid trail.

X”

5. Is there evidence that skid trails are re-vegetating?
*** slow, natural re-vegetation.

X”’

6. If anwer  to No. 5 is “yes”, is this due to seeding, mulching, or
other efforts to encourage revegetation (ie. , other than
natural re-vegetation)? X

Summary

Survey PS-02 monitored conditions on a short spur skid trail that was constructed over the slope break of the inner gorge
just outside of the Salmon Creek RMZ.  where it joined another skid trail that traversed the valley wall within the RMZ. T h e
main findings of the PS-02 survey are: 1) the rate of natural revegetation was slow and patchy; 1 of 4 transects was still
>75%  exposed over 18 months following timber hawest,  with 2 transects 50-75%  exposed, and 1 25-50%  exposed; 2) no
water bars were constructed on this 25 meter skid trail, eroded sediment was stored on the skid trail below; and 3) there was
no evidence of fine  sediment delivery to the Salmon Creek from this skid trail over  the monitoring period.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Effective



Skid Trail Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Salmon Creek O-01

Survey Id: PS-03

Survey dates:1  l/16/92  8 3.29/94

1. Is  there evidence of sediment delivery to surface waters
from skid trail erosion?

2. Is there evidence of gully development or other chronic
erosion problems?
*no  gullies but cutslopes  are slumping. and windthrow along the cutslops
has exposed a large scarp  on the valley wall.

3. If answer to No. 2 is ‘Yes”, is there reasonable potential
for delivery to surface waters? X”
**a  channel has begun to develop in the swak  at the base of the skid trai
10 meters downslope towards Salmon Creek.
4. Is there evidence that waters bars are effective at controlling X*
drainage and preventing chronic erosion problems?
“‘No water bars wnstructed  on this short spur skid trail.

5. Is  there evidence that skid trails are revegetating? X
(slow.  natural  rwegetation.)

6. If answer to No. 5 is ‘@‘,  is this due to seeding, mulching, or
other efforts to encourage e-vegetation (i.e., other than
natural w-vegetation)?

Summary:

de of trail

etd Notes Reference

7

Photo 22, :

I

s
1995

II
2 5

Survey PS-03 monitored condiiions  on a skid trail that began on relatively flat ground and then dropped over the slope break
of the inner gorge along the edge of the Salmon Creek RMZ, then entered and traversed the valley wall within the RMZ. The
main findings of the PS-03 survey are: 1) natural revegetation  was slow and patchy; 3 of 7 transects were  still >75%  exposed
over 16 months following timber harvest, with 2 transects 50-75%  exposed. and 2 were 25-50%  exposed: 2) the water bars
were effective at preventing gully development; minor rilling  was observed along with slumping and ravel of cutslope  material.
A berm was constructed along the downslope  edge of the trail, which in combination with water bars was effective at
preventing sediment delivery to Salmon Creek; 3) windthrow at the edge of the cutslope  at a drainage wale  caused a  large
35 sq. meter slide sCarp  that had begun routing sediment downslope  in the SW& in which an erosion channel was  foning  ;
and 4) there was no evidence of fine sediment delivwy  to the Salmon Creek from this skid trail over the monitoring pen&

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Effective



Erosion Pin Network Survey Summary: Salmon Creek (Site O-01)
Survey Dates: I1/17/92  & 3129194

SLOPE TO RANGE OF AVERAGE DEPTd
TRANSECT NEXT TRANSECT EROSION* @ PINS OF EROSION*

NUMBER W) (cm) (cm)

(T  Negative numbers indicate aggradation)

S
S

iurvey  EP-OI: Skid trail across slope break, traversing valley wall adjacent to the RMZ along Salmon Creek
urvcy  is co-located with Photo-Point Survey PS-01  Survey Length = 60 meters.

01 I8 1.2 to -3.6 -0.6
02 35 1.6 tn 4.5 -1.5
03 24 2.7 to -8.8 -0.8
04 34 3.5 to -5.0 -0.4
05 25 2.9 to -30.5 -4.7
06 21 2.2 to -10.8 -2.1
07 da -0.2 to -0.5 -0.4

urvey  reflkcts  localized erosion but overall aggmdation  of the skid trail, primarily c lu .e to accumulations of
material  eroded Tom  cutbanks  exposed during skid trail construction. No sediment delivery to S&non  Creek.

urvey  EP-02: Located on a sediment plume which extends downslope  of the skid trail evaluated by EP-01  ,
elow  a water bar diversion. Survey Length = 9.4 meters.

01 n/a 2.9 to -0.3 0.5
02 n/a 4.3 to -7.1 0.8
03 n/a 4.3 to -7. I -2 1,

urvey  reflects some  erosion as  well. as continued deposition along the sediment plume. The  plume had extended
.6 meters  farther downslope in the 16 months between surveys. No sediment delivery to Salmon Creek.

urvey  EP-03: Located on a spur skid trail running over the slope break and intersecting with the skid trail
rveyed  in EP-04. Co-located with Photo-Point Survey  PS-02. Survey Length = 25.5 meters.

01 “la 1.2to-I.3 -0.2
02 “la 2.3 to -6.5 -0.9 I

urvey  reflects both  erosion and aggradation  occurring on this short  skid trail segment. No sediment delivery
I Salmon Creek. Eroded sediment was stored on lower skid trail which was water-barred and berrned.

urvey  EP-04: Located on a skid trail  which crosses  the slope break and traverses the valley wall  along the inner
xge  of Salmon Creek, partially within the RMZ. Co-located with photo-point survey  PS-03.
urvey  Length  = 80 meters.

01 25 3.1 to -0.7 0.5
02 23 1.9to-I.0 0
03 23 3.4 to -3.5 0.3
04 35 -0.1 to -3.0 -1.6
05 27 3.1 m-17.0 -4.4
06 25 2.0 to -15.7 -2.4
07 35 3.2 to -25.6 -2
09 da 2.8 to  -0.8 0.8

urvey  reflects both erosion and aggradation along the skid trail. Aggmdation  is the
I

: result of accumulations of material
om  cutslope  slumping and ravel. Some pins were buried by this and by  sediment generated by windthrow  of W trees
,hich took out part  of the cutslope. Transect #8  pins could not be relocated. The trail was water-barred and bermed  on
me downslope side; there was no sediment delivery to Salmon Creek.

BMP Effectiveness Ratins
Rh42  with Ground-based Yarding: EFFECTIVE



Site O-02: Walker Pass

The Walker Pass site is a harvest practice located in the eastern portion of Jefferson County in the
Olympic physiographic region. The underlying geology is Eocene marine basalt flow and
mudflow breccia. The soils have not been mapped for this site. Due to lack of soil mapping no
soil hazard interpretations are available. The harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is
moderate. Side slope gradients along the study streams, generally range from 20110%.

The portion of the unit being evaluated for BMP effectiveness contains two zero order Type 5
tributaries and one zero order Type 4 tributary of Spencer Creek, which flows into Hood Canal
near Putali Point. ,The Type 4 stream has a step-pool channel  morphology with a V-shaped
valley. The average channel gradient in the study reaches varies from 15 % to 24%,  with average
active channel widths of 2.2 to 219  meters.

Forest practices conducted’at this site include a 10 hectare clearcut  harvest using both ground-
based and cable-yarding methods, with a Riparian Leave Tree Area (RLTA) established along the
Type 4 stream. The ground-based harvest occurred adjacent to the BETA along the Type 4
stream and in the vicinity of the two Type 5 streams. The average width of the FZLTA was 10
meters. A main skid trail crossed the RLTA using a temporary bridge, and it was also crossed by
minor yarding routes. The two Type 5 streams were not buffered. Ground-based harvesting was
completed in September of 1992.

The BMPs  evaluated were the ground-based harvesting with a ROTA  along the Type 4 stream,
and the ground-based harvesting around the Type 5 streams without stream buffers. Three study
reaches were established on the Type 4 stream. These include two treatment reaches within the

unit, one above a major skid trail crossing and the other directly below it, and a control reach
located immediately upstream of the unit boundary. Channel condition and photo point surveys
were conducted on these study reaches in October 1992, October 1993, and September 1994.
Sediment routing surveys were conducted in June 1993 and September 1994. The sediment
routing survey area included the RLTA along the Type 4 stream and adjacent harvest areas in the
vicinity of the unbuffered Type 5 streams. Estimates of the volume of sediment eroded and
delivered to streams was made for selected erosion features identified during the 1994 sediment
routing survey.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Study Site: O-02: Walker Pass - Clearcut  harvest, with RLTA and harvest without stream buffers

Survey  Employed
SMP Effectiveness Ratings,-~

Harvest w/ RMZ 8

SPECT 1:
ffectiveness  in terms of

iSediment  douting:
;SR-OlSU

ironic  erosion with delivery 1%OINB
I surface waters.

-7-

TA  as well as where type 5Case Narrative:
.i
:Chronic  sediment delivery from harvest-attributable erosion feature&as  documented i;  ihe a& of the di-
ijstreams  were not buffered. Where the RLTA practice was used, chronic sediment delivery was limited to skid trail crossings and ona other
;iyarding  erosion feature, whereas more  substantial amounts of chronic sediment delivelywere observed in one of the w-buffered streams,
j!particularly  from a landing and temporary  crossing.

I /

SPECT 2: lChannel  Condition:
~~~~~-I-~

lfectiveness  i" terms~of 1~~~  .-- -----~~~~~~~~
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cal  stream impacts and Effective
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/
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Case Narrative:~  ,jAlthough  chronic sediment de!ively  to the buffered type 4 stream and bank disturban&were  documented at skid trail crossings, the
;Imagnitude  of localized direct impaCtS  to this intermittant  stream were not great, The steep gradient stream did not store fine sediment  within
::the survey reaches. While no specific in-stream surveys were conducted in the un-buffered type 5 streams, substantial sedimentation was
!/observed  downstream of the temporary  CmSSing  and landing, resulting in a layer of fine sediment covering the entire active channel width to
:!a depth Of several  centimeters  in ona of the type 5s. Above the temporary crossing, fresh sediment deposits were observed downslope of
Ilerosion  features attributable to falling and yarding activities.

I

NOT PARTIALLY
EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Walker Pass Survey Date(s)

O-02 Survey Id #

4 Months Since  Harvest

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA

DISTURBED
SOIL ( In2 )

Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

6/l 1193

SR-OlBU

8

SURFACE
AREA
EXPOSED
SOIL
cm2 1

1 y=ding *cl 2 .3 not recorded n/a
2 windthrow no 2.3 not recorded n/a
3 windthrow Yes 2.5 not recorded n/a
4 skid trail yes 81.4 not recorded n/a
5 skid trail Yes 56.6 not recorded n/a
6 Yard% Yes 20.5 not recorded n/a
7 skid trail Yes 35.1 not recorded n/a
8 skid trail yes 51.9 not recorded n/a

TOTALS 6 delivered 253.2

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.9 hectare

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 132 m.

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 281.3 m2./hectare

Total Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = not determined

Total Disturbed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 248.6 m2

Disturbed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered per Hectare = 276.2 m2./hectare

* Total Disturbed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to water = 246.1 meter?

* Disturbed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that  Delivered per Hectare = 273.3 m”.lhectare

*The features that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as
windthrow,  were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Nlltllbe* Surface Area of
o f Disturbed Soil
Features ( m2 )

Disturb-cd Soil
from Features

that Delivered
cm’)

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of
disturbed soil)

Yarding 2 22.8 20.5 8 .3
windthrow 2 4 . 8 2 .5 0 . 9
skid trail 4 225.6 225.6 90.8

N A R R A T I V E :

The SR-OlBU  survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that drain to the type 4 stream buffered by the
RLTA. The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both buffered and on-buffered
portions of the survey area. The forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut harvesting with ground-
based yarding methods in the vicinity of a type 4 stream buffered with a riparian  leave tree area (RLTA). The
RLTA was effective at preventing direct sediment delivery to the type 4 stream except in the area of the skid trail
crossings. A flat car trailer was placed across the channel at the main skid trail crossing to reduce stream bank
and channel disturbance. However, this was not effective at preventing fme sediment delivety to the stream
because of the inadequacy of soil stabiiitiori/revegetation measures following the completion of harvest activities.
Although water bars were installed to divert skid trail drainage, and this limited the source of sediment delivery to
a baliid area at the crossing, erosion with direct sediment delivery to the stream occurred downslope of the
water bars. The other skid trail and yarding erosion features that delivered sediment were in direct connection
with or within 10 meters of the stream. The degree of soil exposure was not determined in the field doring this
prelii  survey.



Study Site

Site Id #

water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

walker Pass Survey  Date 917194

O-02 Survey Id # SR-OlBU

4 Months Since Harvest 23

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( In* ) SOIL ( m’ )

1 Yam2 no longer a feature - mostly revegetated
2 windthrow no 1.2 25-50
3 windthrow Ye 1 . 7 50-75
4 skid trail Yes 80.0 m-75
5 skid trail Yes 56.4 O - 2 5
6 y=ding Yes 12.2 25-50
7 skid trail Yes 95.0 50-75
8 skid trail Yes 197.2 50-75
1 3 wildlife trail Yes 1.4 O - 2 5
1 4 windthrow no 1.5 25-50
1 5 Yarding no 2.2 50-75

TOTALS 7 delivered 448.8

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.9 hectares

0.5
1.1
5 0
7.1
4.6
59.4
123.3
0.2
0.6
1.4

248.2

Total Length of Stream Bank  Surveyed = 132 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 498.7 &hectare

Exposed Soil per hectare = 275.8 m*&ectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion FC~NES  that Delivered to Water = 245.7 m2.

Exposeii Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 273.0 m*/hectare

*Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil  from Harvest  Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 244.4 rn’.

*Exposed Soil  from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 271.6 m*/hectare

* The features  that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as
wildlife trails and windthrow,  were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
FGitUWS ( m' )

Exposed Soil
from Features
that Delivered
Cm21

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of
exposed soil)

skid trails 4 239.8 239.8 97.6
yarding 2 6.0 4.6 1.9
wildlife trail 1 0 .2 0.2 <O.l
windthrow 3 2.2 1.1 0.5

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OIBU survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that drain to the type 4 stream buffered by the
RLTA. The  feahtre  numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both buffwed  and tm-buffered
portions of the survey area. The forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut  harvest with ground-
based yarding methods in the vicinity of a type 4 stream buffered with a RL.TA. This survey was a follow-up to
that conducted on 6/11/93  to evaluate feature size, erosion status, degree of soil exposure, and delivery. Features
13-15 were not identified as individual erosion features  in the 1993 survey, but were mapped in the 1994 survey.
Feature 1 was  a yarding scar identified in the 1993 survey, which had naturally revegetated  to the point that it no
longer met the minimum size criteria for an erosion feature. Feahues that delivered sediment to streams in 1993
were continuing to do so in 1994. The only new erosion feature identified in this survey in 1994 that delivered to
the stream was a small wildlife trail. As in 1993, the RLTA was  effective at preventing sediment delivery to the
type  4 stream except at skid trail crossings and  one  yarding erosion feature within the RLTA. Skid trail features
continued to deliver fine sediment via smface  erosion and small gullies 23 months foilowing  completion of harvest
activities.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING

RLTA (Ground-based Yarding): NOT EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

walker Pass Survey Date(s)

O-02 Survey Id #

5 Months Since  Harvest

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA

DISTURBED
SOIL ( m*  )

Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

6111193

SR-OlNB

8

SURFACE
AREA
EXPOSED
SOIL
cm2 )

9 skid trail no. 41.2 not recorded n/a
1 0 skid trail no 320.4 not recorded n/a
11 skid trail Yes 77.0 not recorded n/a
1 2 landing/temp.  Xmg Yes 305.8 not recorded n/a

TOTALS 2 delivered 744.4

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.7 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 229 m.

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 1063.4 m’ihectare

Total Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = not determined

Total Distorkd  Soil from All Erosion Features  that Delivered to Water = 382.8 meters2

Disturbed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 546.9 m*/hectare

Total Disturbed Soil from Harvest Erosion Fehures  that Delivered to Water = 382.8 mete&

Disturbed Soil from Hanest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 546.9 m%xtare

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
Features

Surface Area of
Disturbed Soil
( m2  )

DisNrbed  Soil
from Features
that Delivered
Cm’)

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of
disturbed soil)

skid trail 3 438.6 77.0 20.1
landing/temporary Xmg 1 305.8 305.8 79.9

NARRATIVE:
The SR-OlNB survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that drain to the two on-buffered type 5 streams.
The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both buffered and on-buffered portions  of
the survey area. The forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut  harvesting with ground-based
yarding methods in the vicinity of type 5 streams without stream buffers. One of the two on-buffered type,  5
streams was impacted by a substantial amount  of sediment delivery. A landing area that included a stream
temporary crossing was the most significant source of sediment delivery to the type 5 stream. Downstream of the
landing and crossing area, the streambed substrate was covered with a layer of fme  sediment several centimeters
thick. Delivery to this stream also occurred at a skid trail crossing. The other type 5 stream  surveyed, which had
a very small, discontinuous channel, had a skid trail crossing but no evidence of sediment routing to the stream via
flowing water at the time of thts mmal  survey. The degree of soil exposure was not determined in the field during
this preliminary survey.

-



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

9
10
1 1
1 2
1 6
1 7
1 8
1 9

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

WaIker  Pass Survey Date 917194

O-02 Survey Id # SR-OlNB

5 Months Since  Harvest 23

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( ItI2 ) SOIL ( tn2 )

skid trail Yes 17.9 O - 2 5 2.2
skid trail Yes 135.0 25-50 50.6
skid trail Yes 51.2 25-50 19.2

landing/temp.  Xing  y e s 455.4 75-1cO 398.5
windtbrow yes 6.5 75-100 5.7
skid trail no 24.6 O - 2 5 3.1
yarding no 8.0 25-50 3
Yarding Yes 5.4 50-75 3.4

TOTALS 6 delivered 704.0 485.1

Total  Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.7 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 229 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 1005.7  m*/bectare

Exposed Soil per hectare = 693.9 n&hectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 479.6 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 685.1 m’/hectare

*Total Surf&  Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 473.9 rn2,

*Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare  = 677.0 t&hectare

* The features that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as
windthrow,  were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUIlkr
o f
Features

skid trails 4 75.1 7 2 . 0 15.0
YUcling 2 6 . 4 3 .4 0 . 7
1aNling  /temporary xing 1 398.5 398.5 83.1
windduow I 5 .7 5 .7 1 .2

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
cm*)

Exposed Soil
from Features
that Delivered
Cm21

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of
exposed soil)

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlNB survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that drain to the two on-buffered type 5 streams.
The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both buffered and on-buffered portions of
the survey area. The forest practices evaluated with this survey include a clearcut harvest with ground-based
yarding methods in the vicinity of type 5 streams without stream buffers. This survey was a follow-up to that
conducted on 6/l l/93  to evaluate feature size, erosion status, degree of soil exposure, and delivery. Features 16-
19 were not identified as distinct erosion features in the 1993 survey, but mapped in the 1994 survey. Erosion
features that delivered fine sediment to surface waters in 1993 were continuing to do so in 1994. Altbougb no
evidence of delivery from features  9 and 10 was observed in the 1993 survey conducted 8 months following the
harvest, there was evidence of sediment routing to the type 5 stream (in the western part of tbe survey area) from
these skid trail crossing features in 1994. The windthrow feaNre  identified as delivering sediment to the other
type 5 stream is a tree that blew down near the stream bank at the edge of the clearcut. Feature 12 is a landing
area and temporary crossing of a type 5 stream, which resulted in stream bank destabilization and extensive and
per&tent  sediment deposition in the stream.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

Ground-based Yarding  with no buffers: NOT ElWWITVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Walker Pass O-02

Treatment Survey ID#:  CS-01 and CS-02 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: cs-03 Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Ground-based Harvest (Clear Cut) with RLTA

CS Scoring Summary

Treatment Score Survey Date Control Score Survey Date
cs-01  c s -02

Initial survey*: 5 2 5 2 10/l/92 5 2 1 0 1 1 1 9 2

Post-Treatment Survey #I:

Change from Be-Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey ti:

Change from Pre-Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

5 9 5 9 10/15/93 5 6 10115/93

+7 +I +4
+3 +3

4 0 3 9 917194 4 5 917194

- 1 2 -13 - 7
- 5 - 6

EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:
[* Note: Initial surveys were conducted while harvest operations were ongoing at the unit.
Falling and yarding had been completed on the ground-based harvest area in the vicinity of the
RLTA by September 1992, but were continuing on the cable-yarding portions of the unit.]

Scores for both treatment and control reaches showed a decrease over the two year study
period, after tirst  increasing between 1992 and 1993. The two treatment reaches are on the
same stream, separated by a main skid trail crossing which had been temporarily bridged by a
flat-car trailer; the CS-01 reach is below the crossing. The control reach is located on the
same stream, immediately upstream of the treatment reaches and the harvest unit. The greatest
degree of harvest-related stream channel disturbance was in the immediate vicinity of the
crossing and other minor skid trail orossings. .In addition to direct disturbance at the skidder
crossings, Sediment Routing surveys documented sediment delivery to the stream from other
yarding-related erosion features along the RLTA. The study stream is an intermittent Type 4
with average gradient being 1520% within the treatment reaches, and has a low potential for
storing fine sediments, as reflected in the survey results from all three years. The net decrease
in treatment reach scores, as compared to control reach scores, is primarily due to increases in
stream bank erosion and flow deflection into banks from slash, as well as increases in fresh
deposits of gravel-sized material.



In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Indicators  of  in-channel  changes
1.  Is  there  evidence  of  increased  stream  bank  erosion  and  /or  physical
disturbance  of  banks?

Ye* NO Yes NO
X X

2.  Is there  evidence  of  destabilization  of  sediment  storage  elements  or
bedfomx  (e.g.  embedded  LWD.  boulder  clusters)?

X X

3.  Is  there  evidence  of  increased  stream  bed  mobility  (e.g.  change  in X X
brightness.  fresh  sediment  deposits)?

Site:  Walker  Pass  O-02 Survey  Dates:  10/l/92.  10/15/93,  8 g/7/94

Study  Reach  Descriptions:  69m  treatment  reach  below  major  skid  trail  crossing,  52m  above  crossing,  and  26m  control  reach
on  same  stream  upstream  of  harvest  unit.

Control  PS-03 /Treatment  PS-01  8 PS-02

4. Is  there  evidence  of  increased  deposition  or  storage  of  fine or coarse
sediment?

X X’

*deposition  of  gravels  and  Bnes  downstream  of  skid  trail  crossing  in  93  svy:
deposit  was  no  longer  there  in  94  SW.
5.  Are  there  changes  in  woody  debris?
(indicate  numbers  of  windthrown  trees Increase  in  large  WD? X X”
documented  over  the survey  period) Increase  in  small  WD? X x

Decrease  in  WD? X X
“2  new  windthrown  trees  across  the channel  in  treatment  reach

6. Is  there  evidence  of  changes  in  aquatic  plants  due  to scouring  or  other X X
disturbances?

Summary:Summary:

Only  minor  changes  were  observed  over  the monitoring  period  in  both treatment  and  control  reaches.Only  minor  changes  were  observed  over  the monitoring  period  in  both treatment  and  control  reaches. Mosses  on  streambedMosses  on  streambed
cobbles  were  scoured  off ; this occurred  in  both treatment  and  control  reaches.cobbles  were  scoured  off ; this occurred  in  both treatment  and  control  reaches. One  or  more  bed  mobiliiing  flow eventsOne  or  more  bed  mobiliiing  flow events
affected  both treatment  and  control  reaches.  A deposit  of  gravels  and  fine sediment  observed  downstream  of  major  skid  trail
crossing  did  not  persist.  Channel  morphology  and  steam  energy  are  such  that  the  potential  to store  fine sediment  is  low.
affected  both treatment  and  control  reaches.  A deposit  of  gravels  and  fine sediment  observed  downstream  of  major  skid  trail
crossing  did  not  persist.  Channel  morphology  and  steam  energy  are  such  that  the  potential  to store  fine sediment  is  low.

SMP  Effectiveness  Rating:  Effective



Site O-03: Jupiter Road

The Jupiter Road site is a new road construction practice located along the eastern edge of
Jefferson County in the Olympic physiographic region. The underlying geology is Eocene marine
basalt flow and mudflow breccia. Soils consist of Triton-Hoodsport complex, 30-70%  slopes.
The disturbed soil slope stability rating is unstable with a cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard rating of
severe and a high hazard rating for soil erosion potential. The road construction BMP slope
hazard category is high. Hillslope gradients at the main stream crossing range from 64% to 72 %

The new road crosses a 1st order, Type 4 stream and a zero order Type 5 stream, both tributaries
to the Dosewallips River which flows into Hood Canal. The 1st order stream meets the criteria
for a Type 4 based on its physical characteristics, but was depicted as a Type 5 on DNR water
type maps and the FPA. This stream has a cascade channel morphology, with a V&aped  valley.
Average active channel width in the study  reaches ranges from 5 to 7 meters, with average
channel  gradients of 42 % to 45 % The Type 5 stream crossed by the new road construction was
not typed on the water type maps. This stream becomes a Type 4 just downstream of the road
crossing, and has a Type 5 tributary with a channel head located just downslope of the new
construction.

Forest practices conducted at this site include 0.4 km of new road construction along steep slopes.
The new road segment has two culverted  stream crossings and two relief culverts. The road
construction was completed by September 1992.

The BMPs  evaluated were the water crossings (culverts), road design (relief culverts), and road
construction techniques (cut and till slopes). Three study  reaches were established on the larger,
Type 4 stream. Channel  condition surveys were conducted on two treatment reaches downstream
of the road crossing and one control reach upstream of the road crossing in September 1992,
October 1993, and July 1994. Photo point surveys were conducted on the upstream control and
one of the treatment reaches in October 1992, October 1993, and July 1994. Culvert condition
surveys of the entire new road segment were conducted in October 1992, October 1993, and July
1994. Cutbank&llslope  surveys were conducted on the segment draining to the Type 4 crossing
in July 1993 and July 1994. Follow-up investigations were conducted in March 1995 to evaluate
sediment routing below the road during wet weather conditions and make measurements of gully
erosion. At the time of these follow-up investigations, the area below the road was being  clearcut
harvested, with RLTAs left along the streams.







Jupiter Road Culvert Condition Survey Results

Site: O-03: Jupiter Road
Culvert Condition Survey: CC-01

Survey Dates: 10192. KX93.  and 7/94.
Date of construction: 9/92

I
Extent of Erosion 1 Culvert

culvert  # Point of t-1992

Year

1993 --I Spacing/

1994 (Drainage

Moderate
Severe
Slight

Moderate
Slight
Slight
No call
Sliqht

Slight
Moderate

Slight
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Slight
Moderate

Distance)

Slight ) n / a

Trend in

Erosion

Decrease
Decrease
Constant
Constant
Variable
Increase
Increase
Increase

:ontinuing

Erosion

+l-

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Channelized  or

Overland Flow

Site  BMP Effectiveness Ratings:

Stream X-lng: Not effective
Relief: Effective

Delivery to SMP

surface water Effectiveness

Call (Yes or No)
N O

Sediment Transport 12: ;rgz:

N O
‘es, 50M down slope

Yes, Type 4/5

‘es, IOM  down slope
NO

Yes

N O

YSS

Comments/ Notes Summary:

;The totaldistance  surveyed was 608  meters (1,994 feet) with an average distance between culverts of 152m. (499 feet). The average road gradient was 4 % with a I

irange  of O-10 %,  while the hillslope gradient averaged 57 % with a range of 35-74 %.  In general, armoring of the culvert inflows was rated “good”, with the outflows 1

jrated  “fair” to “poor”. Plugging of culverts was 0% for all culverts, except that the inflow to C-l was 20% plugged in 1994.
/a type 4 stream which had an active channel width of 5-7 meters.

C-l was a 35inch  pipe used for a crossing of/
Road construction was completed in September of 1992, by late October, when the first  survey was

/conducted. the very large fillslope  at culvert 1 was beginning to gully. A grass/clover mix and hydromulch were applied to stabilize the exposed soils of the cutslopes.
‘portions of fillslopes  near stream crossings, and portions of the road tread between October of 1992 and October of 1993.
I

By October, 1993, the amount of exposed
,sorl  had been greatly reduced on many areas of the road prism, including the CutslOpes.  At the time of the 1994 survey, however, the gullies which had developed on
the fill at culvert 1 persisted (these gullies accounted for 25 cubic meters of sediment eroded with direct delivery to the stream), and surface erosion processes at
culvert 3 continued to deliver sediment to the stream, resulting in a not effective call. Fresh sediment deposits (mostly gravel-sized) were observed on sediment
wedges formed behind obstructions within the steep Intermittent streams, with obvious deposits noted at least 50 meters downstream of C3 in 1994, and the channel
I(type  5 above the road, type 4 below) appeared to be widening. As can be seen from summary above, the extent of erosion remained at slight or moderate for both the
1993 and 1994 surveys, an indication of the partial effectiveness of grass seeding/hydromulching  as a soil stabilization BMP (e.g. for areas which did not gully). The
relief culverts 2 and 4 were rated effective because they did not deliver to surface waters, however, channel initiation and sediment movement was documented below
the outflow of each pipe. A type 5 stream about 50m. downslope of C-4 had fresh fine sediment deposits, but no channel or sediment plume was observed extending
greater than 10m.  below C-4. The site was visited during wet conditions in March of 1995 to determine the source of sediments lo this type 5. It was determined that

the source was the fillslope  to the southeast of C-4; the type 5 channel was not crossed by the road, but the channel initiated at a knickpoint just downslope of the road
prism. During the March 1995 site visit a logging operation was in progress, and the road, which was quite wet and muddy, was not surfaced, Delivery of turbid
drainage was observed at C-l via ditches to the culvert inflow, as well as runoff across the fill slope via gullies.

in.,, ..~



CUTBANKIFILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE:
Survey ID #‘s
Survey Dates
Water Type
Construction Date:
Length Road
Draining to Stream

Jupiter Road
CF-01
716193 & 7113194, with follow-up observations on 3195
4
9192

Range Road Gradient
127 meters Average Road Gradient

Range Hillslope Gradient
Average Hillslope Gradient
Range Cutslope  Gradient
Average Cutslope  Gradient

O - 8  %
4%
35-74 %
57%
37-50 deg
41 deg.

% Observations w/short  slope height 0 0
% Observations wlmed.  slope height 40 60
% Observations w/high  slope height 60 40

1993 1994 1 9 9 3 1994

% Observations w/O-25%  exposed soils 0 loo 0 40
% Observations ~126.50  % exposed soils 100 ‘0 80 20
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed soils 0 0 0 0
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soils 0 0 20 40

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion 100  60 80 80

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water Yes Yes Yes Yes

Gullying  or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface Yes yes yes yes

BMP Effectiveness Ratings: Not Effective Not Effective

COMMENTS:
Although a rock surfacing was not placed on the road surface, a site compliance visit conducted on 2117193
determined that the  road met minimum BMPs.  It was noted during this inspection that the cutslopes and the fill at
the stream crossing were eroding and delivering sediment to the stream. Grass seedmydrotnulch  was applied to
the cutslopes and the till in the area of the surveyed stream crossing following road construction in the fall of
1992. During a site visit on 10/14/93  if was noted that the hydrotnulch and grass seeding appeared to be effective
at stabilizing erosion of the cutslope, except where gullies had developed. A non-functioning ditch (plugged from
cutslope  failures) contributed to erosion of and gully formation on the large fill at the stream crossing. During the
CF-01 survey conducted on 7/13/94  it was noted that the hydrotnulch/grass  seeding continued to be  effective at
stabilizing  surface erosion, but that gully erosion was continuing. Continued delivery of eroded cutslope  material
to the east of crossing occurredvia  the road surface and fillslope, but not via ditch which became filled due to
storage of material eroded from cutslope  in fall/winter of 1992/93. Delivery from iillslope erosion was occurring
at the culvert location, however, this reflected  not only localized erosion of the culvert fill but also drainage from
the road surface and cutslope/ditch  erosion which was diverted across the till at times. This drainage diversion
across the large tillslope (approx.  15m slope length) contributed to the development of persistent gullies.
Measurements of these gullies in March 1995 indicated that 25.2 m2  of eroded sediment from fill gullies alone was
delivered directly to the type 4 stream. Also during the March 1995 site visit, fillslope erosion withii another
section of the  road (near culvert C4; not included in the CF-01  drainage segment) were found to be a source of
sediment delivery to a zero order type 5 stream that began just downslope  of the road.



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Jupiter Road O-03

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-02 & CS-03 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: cs-01 Water Type: 4

BMP(s) Evaluated: New Road Construction (Road Drainage Design, Construction
Techniques, and Stream Crossings)

CS Scoring Summary
Treatment Score Swev Date

cs-02 c s - 0 3
Control score Survev Date

Pre-Treatment Surveys: 5 4 5 7 911192 57 911192

Post-Treatment Survey #l: 5 4 5 7 1 O/I 9/93 5 6 10114193

Change from Pre-Treatment Score: 0 0 - 1
Net Change (Control-Treatment): +l +1

Post-Treatment Survey #2:  32 3 1 7119194 4 5 7113194

Change from Pre-Treatment Score: - 2 2 -26 - 1 2
Net Change (Control-Treatment): - 1 0 -14

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: NOT EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:
The net decrease in treatment reach scores is attributable primarily t&an increase in bank erosion and
flow deflection into banks in the treatment reaches. Both control and treatment reaches experienced a
destabilization of stair-step (sediment storage) control elements, and increases in fresh sediment deposits
and bed mobility. Survey results, including observations noted in the comments section, indicate that
both treatment and control reaches were impacted by a peak flow event in the second year, with
dest+bilization of sediment wedges increasing in a downstream direction. There was evidence of
excavation of sediment wedges in the CS-03 reach (e.g. distinct moss lines defining the previous
elevations of sediment deposits), with losses of up to 1 meter of vertical deposit from some wedges, as
noted in the photo point survey. A minor valley wall slide (alongside an old growth cull log) was noted
,in the control reach, resulting in fresh sediment deposits in the channel. In the reach immediately
downstream of the road (C&02),  fresh,deposits  from gnllying of the road till were noted on top of
sediment wedges, as well as root wads and boulders tumbling down from the road fill causing minor
valley wall disturbance. The most likely localized stream impacts which could result from the road
construction  BMPs  evaluated at this site are sedimentation of the stream bed, destabilization of channel
bed and banks due to road drainage impacts, and turbidity increases during runoff ebents. The overall
morphology and substrate character of the study reaches indicate a low potential for storage and
accumulation of fines within the reaches. The stream is very steep with channel gradients of 42-45%.
Stream morphology is characterized by a series of relatively low gradient sediment wedges punctuated by
near vertical steps. The greater magnitude of channel destabilization in the CS-03 treatment reach is
attributed in part to road drainage effects (runoff plus sediment). Flow concentration at the culvert may
also have been a factor; the culvert appears to be under-sized for this stream (a 1 meter diameter pipe in
a stream with an active channel width of over 6 meters).



Site O-04: 9000 Mainline

The 9000 Mainline site is an active haul road located in western Clallam  County in the Olympic
physiograpbic region. Underlying geology is sandstone and siltstone. Soils consist of Ozette  silt
loam, 5-35 % slopes. The slope stability rating is unstable for disturbed soils. The hazard rating
for cutbankIfill/sidecast  is moderate with a low hazard rating for erosion potential. Side slope
gradients range from 18-33%  at the stream crossing.

The haul road crosses a zero order, Type 3 tributary to the Hoko River, which flows into the
Strait of Juan De Fuca at Kydaka Point. This stream meets the criteria for a Type 3 water based
on its physical characteristics, however, it is shown as a Type 5 on the DNR Water Type map.
The channel morphology is step-pool. The average active channel width is 2.3 meters below the
road and 6 meters above the road, with average channel gradients of 3 % and 5 % for the
downstream and upstream reaches, respectively.

Active, mainline haul road maintenance BMPs  were evaluated at this site. According to
landowner representatives, maintenance schedules varied according to traffic volume, weather
conditions, and road-bed integrity.

Channel condition surveys were conducted both up and down stream of the road crossing to
evaluate m-stream sediment sources and comparability of the study reaches. In January of 1994,
runoff sampling was conducted concurrent with a road surface condition survey. Although
sampling was scheduled to coincide with a rainfall-runoff event that had been forecast, the event
never materialized, and the ram gauge and stream stage recorder at the site revealed only a trace
of ram and a receding hydrograph during the sampling period.





In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Jupiter Road
Study Reach Descriptions:

survey Years: 10192,  10193,  & 7194.
56 m. treatment reach in type 4 stream: control reach is 103 m.  on same type 4 stream
immediately upstream of new road crossing.

Indicators of in-channel changes
1. Is  there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and /or  physical
disturbance of banks?

Control  PS-01 Treatment PS-02
Yes NO Yes No
X X

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage elements or X X
bedfons  (e.g. embedded LWD, boulder clusters)?

3. Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility (e.g. change in X X

brightness. fresh sediment deposits)?

4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of fine or course X X
sediment?

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
(a single windthrow was documented Increase in large WD? X X

along the control reach; no windthrow Increase in small WD X X
was documented in the treatment reach.) Decrease in WD? X X

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other X X
disturbance?

Summary :

A bed mobilizing flow occurred within this type 4 channel between the 2993 and 1994 survey ye%:  im~&%botj\~the  treatment&d
control reaches. Between 1992 and 1993, little change was de&ted  within either reach by the photo point networks. While the

magnitude of change detected during the 1994 surveys, was slightly greater in the treatment reach, (larger pieces of wood were
‘moved  and greater area of the channel was disturbed), it is not possible to attribute these changes solely to presence of the road.
iThere  is an old road crossing the stream above the control reach, with a failing puncheon  culvert (partially plugged at the inflow with a
lportion  of the stream routed across the road surface). This crossing may be influencing channel stability within the study reaches. ~

Interference in the control-treatment comparison leads to an “Indeterminate” call for ttiis survey.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: tndeterminate



Active Haul Road Maintenance BMP Effectiveness Summary

O-04: 9000 Mainline Road - Actrve~ha~ul  road maintenance practices
BMP Effectiveness Ratings

’ ~&?tveHau~oad  Maintenance

..~

Case Narrative:

and cut and fill slopes were well-vegetated. Traffic on the day of sampling included 36 heavy vehicles (11 loaded log trucks, 10
~~unloaded  log trucks, and 15 loaded dump trucks) and 21 light vehicles over a 7.5 hour period.

.,,-,,-I
i

;PECT  2:
ectiveness  in terms of Runoff Sampling:~~~-~
a1  stream Impacts and RO-01 Indeterminate~~-~~~~  ~~~~  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  ~. ~.~~~

sampling above and below the road. Stream discharge measurements taken on the day of sampling indicated a 35% increase iI
However, the only suitable upstream gauging site

1 EFFECTIVENESS RATING: INDETERMINATE
I .,..~_~~~~~~  ~.~~

0.04woe.xls



Site O-05: Gunderson Creek

Gunderson Creek is a harvest and new road construction site located in western Clallam county in
the Olympic physiographic region. The underlying geology consists of sandstone, siltstone, and
glacial drift deposits. The soil is Snahopish very gravelly loam, 3575% slopes. The disturbed
soil slope stability rating is unstable with a severe hazard rating for cutbank/fill/sidecast  road
construction and a high hazard for soil erosion potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard category
is high due to steep inner  gorges along the streams, with maximum side slope gradients exceeding
100% in one of the survey areas. The road construction BMP slope hazard category is low to
moderate for four segments of the road surveyed, where hillslope gradients range from 8-31%

The harvest unit is bordered by Gunderson Creek, a 2nd order Type 2 stream, and the Soleduck
River, a Type 1 + water. Within the harvest unit are four zero order tributaries to Gunderson
Creek, plus two very short Type 5 “wall-based channels” within the RMZ along Gunderson
Creek. Gunderson Creek enters the Soleduck  River at the southern boundary of the unit. Of the
four zero order streams within the harvest unit, one is a Type 3, changing to a Type 4 and then
branching into two Type 5 tributaries. The other three are Type 4s, one of which changes to a
Type 5 for most of its length in the unit. Two of the Type 4 streams selected for surveys
evaluating harvest BMPs  have average channel gradients of about 10%) and active channel widths
of about 2 meters. Five additional zero order streams are located outside of the harvest unit,
crossed by the new road construction that provides access to the unit. One of these is a Type 3,
and.the  remainder are short Type 5 channels which were untyped on the FPA water type map.

Forest practices included a 45 hectare clearcut  harvest with 1.1 km of new road construction,
about 0.8 km of which is located within the harvest unit itself. The road parallels Gunderson
Creek, and runs along the valley bottom and side slope. Road construction was completed in
October of 1992. Harvest was conducted using both ground-based (shovels) and cable yarding
practices. RMZs  were established on the Soleduck  River, Gunderson Creek and the Type 3
tributary. The width of the RMZ along Gunderson Creek averaged 21 meters and 61 meters in
two survey areas. Areas around the Type 4s and 5s were harvested without stream buffers. The
harvest was completed in January of 1994. Site preparation activities conducted concurrent with
the completion of ground-based harvesting included slash piling with shovel equipment.

Harvest BMPs  evaluated at this site include the RMZ along Gunderson Creek and harvest in the
vicinity of two of the unbuffered Type 4 streams, including both ground-based and cable yarding
practices. In-stream  study reaches established to evaluate harvest BMPs  included a treatment
reach on one of the Type 4 streams, and a control reach located outside of the unit boundary.
Subsequent.to  the initial stream surveys, the landowner of the site containing the control reach
initiated a harvest of the site in 1994, which compromised the control function of this reach.
However, an RMZ was left along the control reach, allowing some level of comparison with the
unbuffered Type 4. Channel  condition and photo point surveys were conducted on the study
reaches in July 1993, May 1994, and July 1995. Stream bank erosion surveys were conducted in
July 1993 and August 1994. Sediment routing surveys were conducted in four different areas of
the harvest unit in August and October of 1994 and July 1995. Estimates of the volume of
sediment eroded and delivered to streams was made for selected erosion features identified during
the 1995 sediment routing surveys. New road construction BMPs  evaluated include water
crossings (culverts), road design (relief culverts), and road construction techniques (cut and fill
slopes). Culvert condition surveys were conducted in June 1993, May 1994, and July 1995.
Cutbank/tillslope  surveys were conducted on four different road drainage segments in July 1993
and May 1994.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

..~ ISediment  Routing:
,SR-01

SPECT 1:
lfectiveness  in terms of
Ironic  erosion with deliver
-..1--- . ...‘...

-030  & -040 8 oso,

Cable Yarding

-~ .,...,..  -. ~.~  ~~~~~!~--~~-  .._... ~-~~~I~~
Case Narrative: i---~  -.;The  sedrment  routing surveys showed substantial differences betwf ?en  harvest with and without buffers at the same harvest unit.

For surveys conducted during the first year following timber harvest, soil disturbance ranged from 2-9% of the survey areas for the
:RMZ  practice, versus IO-50% of the survey areas for harvest without buffers. In evaluations of the RMZ reach, the only erosion
‘features delivering sediment directly to the buffered stream were associated with windthrow. There was no evidence that the RMZ
: had been entered to harvest trees. By contrast, there was substantial disturbance of stream banks and valley walls with chronic
:sediment  delivery in areas where type 4 streams weren’t buffered. Erosion features which delivered were primarily associated with

..~ (yarding activities and falling and shovel trails adjacent to and crossing the streams.

/~~~  ~~~~  .,~..
SPECT  2: 1Ckn,nel,Condition: .~~~
‘fectiveness  in terms of
cal  stream impacts and
sponse  (sedimentation, Photo Point:
rysical  integrity, and/or
ological  integrity).

,xondition  scores of 60% and 35%. respectively, in the first  and second year following the harvest. Photo point networks
idocumented  the disturbance. but also a significant amount of revegetation of stream banks during the second year of recovery. Thl

.~~  ;extent  of actively eroding stream banks went from 27% of total bank length before the harvest to 44% the first year following the
,-Lharvest.  Prior to the harvest, active erosion was limited to lower banks, but following the harvest it included upper banks as well,

iwith  the total surface area Of actively eroding banks increasing from 31 m2  before harvest to 76 m2  following harvest.
1
lOVERALL  SITE q MP NOT NOT
i EFFECTIVENESS RATING: EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Gunderson  Cr. Survey Date(s) 812194

Site Id # O-05 Survey Id # SR-01

Water Type 4 Months Since  Harvest 8

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED (m2)
SOIL ( Ill2  )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
1 2
1 3
1 4
1 5
1 6
1 7
1 8
1 9

yarding Yes 12.0 025 1 . 5
yarding/fallmg Yes 3.4 50-75 212
yardinglfallmg Yes 80.0 75-100 70.0
Yarding no 13.3 75-100 11.7
falling no 4.5 25-50 1 . 7
yarding/falling yes 21.6 25-50 8.1
shovel trail Yes 136.0 75-100 119.0
yardblg/falling Yes 21.0 25-50 7.9
shovel trail Yes 383.0 50-75 239.4
yarding/falling yes 51.0 O - 2 5 6.4
Yarding n0 3.2 75-100 2.8
yarding/falling yes 19.6 75-100 17.2
yarding/site prep. yes 222.2 25-50 83.4
Yardi% yes 23.1 50-75 14.5
yarding/fallmg yes 8.7 50-75 5.5
yarding/falling no 20.5 50-75 12.9
yardinglfallmg no 9.9 O - 2 5 1 . 3
falling Yes 1 . 8 75-100 1 . 6
yarding/site prep. no 6.6 50-75 4.2

TOTALS 13 delivered 1041.4

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.5 hectares

Total tength  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 161 meters

611.3

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 2082.8 t&hectare

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 1222.6 m%ectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 576.7 m*

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 1153.4 m2kctare

Total Surf&  Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 576.7 m’

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that D&vered  per Hectare = 1153.4 m*/hectare



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NltdW surface Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
of Exposed Soil from Features (based  on area of
Features ( mz  ) that Delivered exposed soil)

( m2  )

falling 2 3.3 1.6 0.3
Y=fk&T 4 30.5 16.0 2.8
yardinglfallblg 9 131.5 117.3 20.3
yarding/site prep. 2 87.6 83.4 14.5
shovel trail 2 358.4 358.4 62.1

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with  this survey include clearcut  harvesting, primarily using ground-based equipment
(shovels), along botb sides of an unbuffered type  4 tributary to Gunderson  Creek. As can  be seen from the summary,
a substantial amount  of ground disturbance occurred due to tree falling and yarding witbin  the inner gorge of the
sUem’s  valley, with fine  sediment being routed to the stream from 13 of the 19 erosion features  mapped, All of the
faNreS  which delivered were located within 10 meters of the stream, and at least three of these  features resulted in
direct disturbance  of the stream banks.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Gunderson  Cr. Survey Date l/25/95

Site Id # O-05 Survey  Id # SR-01

Water Type 4 Months Since  Harvest 1 9

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
T Y P E TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED ( m2  )
SOIL ( tI? )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1 0
11
1 2
1 3
1 4
1 5
1 6
1 7
1 8
1 9

-
Yam? no- 12.0 25-50 4.5
yarding/falling Yes 10.5 75-100 9.2
yarding/fallmg no 80.0 25-50 30.0
Yarding no 13.3. 75-1M) 11.6
falling no 4.5 o-25 0.6
yardinglfallmg no 21.6 O - 2 5 2.7
shovel trail no 136.0 O - 2 5 17.0
yarding/falling no 2.0 50-75 1.2
shovel trail Yes 383.0 25-50 143.6
yarding/falling yes 51.0 O - 2 5 6.4
Y.=m no 3.2 50-75 2.0
yarding/falling yes 19.6 O - 2 5 2.5
yarding/site  prep. no 222.2 O - 2 5 27.8
Yarding yes 22.0 25-50 8.2
yarding/falling no 8.7 O - 2 5 1 . 1
yarding/falling no 20.5 o-25 2.6
yarding/falling no 9.9 o-25 1 . 2
falling Yes 1.8 25-50 0.7
yarding/site prep. no 6.6 50-75 4.1

TOTALS 6 delivered 1028.4 277.0

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.5 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 161 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 2056.8 r&hectare

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 554.0 m2ihecrare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 170.6 m’.

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 341.2 m2/hectare

Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 170.6 m’.

Exposed Soil from Harvest  Erosion Features  that Delivered per Hectare = 341.2 m*/hectare



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
FeatureS

E

falling 2 1.3 0.7 0.4
y=ding 4 26.3 8 .2 4.8
yarding/falling 9 56.9 18.1 10.6
yarding/site prep. 2 31.9 0.0 0.0
shovel trail 2 160.6 143.6 84.2

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
(ml)

Exposed Soil
from Feahxes
that Delivered
( m’ )

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of
exposed soil)

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated at this site include clearcut harvesting, primarily using ground-based equipment
(shovels), along both sides of an  unbuffered type 4 stream. Following the harvest, the site was prepared for plattdng
by piling the slash using shovels, which resulted in additional soil disturbance. Even though the extent of exposed soils
was reduced in 1995 due to natoral revegetation, and delivery of sediment from several featores had apparently ceased,
sediment was still being routed to the stream from harvest-related erosion. Six of the 13 erosion features found to be
delivering sediment in 1994 were cotttirtuing to deliver in 1995. All of the features which delivered sediment to the
type 4 stream in 1995 were located within 10 meters of the stream chatmel. One shovel trail and associated yarding
scars (feature 9) was found to be a source of a substantial amount of sedimem deposition itt the stream. This trail came
down to and crossed the stream. Direct disturbance of streambanks by yarding and falliig  (features 2 and 14) also
resulted in chronic sources of sediment. At feature 2, the eroding bank was expanding, with the area of disturbed
bank king  3 times larger in 1995 than in 1994.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

Ground-based Yarding without stream buffers: NOT EFFECTIVE



Study  Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Gunderson  Cr. Survey  Date 813194

O-05 Survey Id # SR-02

4 Months Since Harvest 8

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE %  EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED (m2)
SOIL (lx?)

1 y&iIlg Yes
2 yarding Yes
3 shove.1 trail Yes
4 YWaT Yes
5 Y=dw Yes
6 Yarding Yes
7 Yard%? Yes
8 y=ding Yes

TOTALS 8 delivered

Total  Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.3 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed .= 100 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 4954.3 m*/hectare

99.8 x-75 62.4
639.1 75-100 559.2
119.3 50-75 74.6
182.5 O-25 22.8
62.6 75-100 54.8
284.4 O - 2 5 35.6
66.0 25-50 24.8
32.6 50-15 20.4

1486.3 854 .6

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 2848.7 m’/hectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from AIL  Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 854.6 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 2848.7 t&hectare

Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 854.6 m’

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 2848.7 m*/hectare



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
Features

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
( mz  1

Exposed Soil
from Features
that Delivered
( m’  )

% of Total Delivery
(based  on area of
exposed soil)

Yarding 7 780.0 780.0 91.3
shovel trail 1 74.6 74.6 8.7

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with this survey include clearcut  harvesting, primarily using cable yarding but possibly
assisted with ground-based yarding (shovels), along one side of an unbuffered type 4 stream. Seven of the eight
erosion feamres  identified were caused by cable yarding (and probably  also falling) activities within and across the
inner gorge area of the stream valley. Sediment from one shovel trail feature, which was located above the slope b&k
of the inner gorge, was routed to the stream via a large yarding scar (this shovel trail may have been associated with
either harvest or site preparation activities).



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Gunderson  Cr. Survey Date 7/25/95

O-05 Survey Id # SR-02

4 Months Since Harvest 1 9

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
T Y P E TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED (m*)
SOIL ( mz  )

1 Yarding Yes
2 y=ding Yes
3 shovel trail no
4 Y=az Yes
5 Y=az Yes
6 Y=az Yes
7 Yarding Y==S
8 Yaw3 no

T O T A L S 6 delivered

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.3 hectares

99.8 25-50 37.4
639.1 75-100 559.2
119.3 50-75 74.6
182.5 o-25 22.8
62.6 50-75 39.1
284.4 O - 2 5 35.6
66.0 50-75 41.2
32.6 @25 4.1

1486.3 814.0

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 100 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 4954.3 m2/hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 2713.3 m*/hectare

Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil from All  Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 735.3 m*.

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 2451.0 m%ectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Earv~$ Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 735.3 m’.

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 2451.0 m”Ihectare



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUtIlk* Surface Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
of Exposed Soil from Features (based  on area of
Features (m2) that Delivered exposed soil)

Cm’)

Yarding 7 739.4 735.3 100.0
shovel trail 1 74.6 0.0 0.0

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut  harvesting using cable yarding systems Qossibly assisted
with ground-based yarding)  along an unbuffered type 4 stream. Two of the eight erosion features found to be
delivering sediment to the stream in 1994 were no longer delivering in 1995; the remaining six features were still
delivering sediment 19 months following the  completion of harvest. All of the erosion features associated with chronic
sediment delivery to the stream were caused  by yarding (and possibly falling) activities within the inner gorge of the
type 4 stream valley, and all of these were located within 10 meters of the stream. The survey was conducted on the
west side of the stream only. The direction of yarding was across the stream valley at an oblique angle generally from
east to west, leaving soils on the east side of the valley somewhat less disturbed.

BMP EFFECTIVEh’ESS  CALL:

Cable Yarding without stream buffers: NOT EJ?FECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Gutlderson  Cr. Survey Date 10110194

Site Id # O-05 Survey Id # SR-03BU

Water Type 2,4 Months Since Harvest 1 0

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED TO SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
T Y P E WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED
SOIL ( tnz )

(m2)

windthrow It0 19.4 50-75 12.2
wind&row no 10.0 25-50 3.8
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
WitldUUOW

windthrow
Yarding
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
shovel trail
shovel trail
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
windthrow
YZaz
shovel trail
shovel trail

tl0
tl0

IlO

yes

yes
Yes
Yes
yes
Yes
no
tt0

tl0
IlO

DO
no

IlO

It0
It0

IlO

It0
I10

“ 0

yes
tl0
n0

“ 0

;:S
tl0
IlO

IlO

4.3
2.9
2.0
6.0
3.4
4.8
43.8
3.0
5.1
2.5
110.0
17.9
6.8
21.8
32.9
9.5
14.5
13.5
45.0
88.2
6.6
6.7
21.6
7.9
4.9
12.0
4.9
10.5
34.0
46.8
65.1

25-50 1 . 7
O - 2 5 0.4
O - 2 5 0.3
50-75 3.8
25-50 1 . 3
75-100 4.2
75-100 38.4
75-100 2.7
75-100 4.5
75-100 2.2
50-75 68.9
75-100 15.7
75-100 6.0
75-100 19.1
75-100 28.8
75-100 8.3
75-100 12.7
25-50 5.1
o-25 5.7
50-75 55.1
75-100 5.8
75-100 5.9
75-100 18.9
75-100 6.9
75-100 4.3
75-100 10.5
75-103 4.3
75-100 9.2
5c-75 21.3
O-25 5.9
W-50 24.5

TOTALS 8 delivered 688.3 418.4

T&l  Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.8 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank  Surveyed = 221 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 860.4 t&hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 523.0 m2/hectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 83.0 m2.

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 103.8 tr?/ltectare



* Total Surface Area Exposed  Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m*.

* Exposed  Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m’lhectare

* Features  which  delivered to surface waters but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as
Windthrow,  were excluded from these calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUllbET Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
FGitllIeS (mZ)

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from FIXSN~~S (based on sea  of
U$fehmd  exposed ~011)

will ow227 1
shovel trail 4 91.2 0
Yarding 2 90.2 0 :

NARRATIVE:

Tlx  SR-03BU survey includes portions of the SR-03 survey area that drain to Ganderson  Creek, which was buffered
by a RMZ, and the lowemmst  segment of the type 4 tributary where it flows through the Ganderson  Creek Rh4Z. The
feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both buffered and an-buffered portions of the
survey area. Forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based equipment
(shovels), possibly assisted by cable yarding systems, in the  vicinity of a type 2 stream (Ganderson  Creek) buffered
with a RMZ. None of the erosion featares directly attributable to current harvest  practices (e.g.,  shovel trails, yarding
scars) were delivering sediment to Ganderson  Creek. Substantial amounts of new windthrow  occurred along the RMZ,
some of which delivered sediment  to the stream and resulted in a failure of the upper stream bank. Four of the
windthrow  features mapped (#s 2,3,4  and 5) were judged to have occurred prior to this barvest. Several new
windtbrow  features were found to not deliver sediment to the stream, because the rootwads  and divots were functioning
as sediment traps, even though they were located within 10 meters of the stream bat&. Of the 27 windthrow  features
mapped, 8 were found to have routed sediment to Ganderson  Creek, and all of these were located within 10 meters of
tile channel.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

S t u d y  S i t eGunderson  Cr. Survey Date 7l2.5195

Site Id # O-05 Survey Id # SR-03NB

Water Type 4 Months Since Harvest 1 9

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED
SOIL ( In2 )

( m2  )

22 shovel trail Yes 105.0 25-50 39.4

z:
shove1  trail no 5 3 . 8 O-25 6.7
Y=N? Yes 39.2 75-m 34.3

25 Yard@ tl0 not re-surveyed

TOTALS 2 delivered 198.0 80.4

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = Not Determined--See Narrative

Total Length of Streambank  Surveyed = Not Determined--Sei  Narrative

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Features which  Delivered to Water = 73.7 m2.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION (limited to the three features surveyed in 1995):

Cause of Erosion NUDlbe* Surface Area of
of

Exposed Soil
Exposed Soil from Features

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of

Features ( m2  ) tl$)Delivered exposed soil)

shovel trail 2 46.1 39.4 53.5
Yarding 1 34.3 .34.3 46.5

NARRATIVE:

The  SR-03NB survey includes portions of the SR-03  survey  area that drain to the un-buffered  type  4 stream that  is a
tributary to Gunderson  Creek. The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which  included both buffered and
on-buffered portions of the survey area. The forest practices evaluated with this survey  were clearcut  harvesting using
ground-based equipment (shovels), possibly assisted by cable yarding systems, in the vicinity of an unbuffered type  4
stream. Site preparation (slash piling) had ken conducted using shovels. This survey was different from other follow-up
surveys at this site in that the objective here was to specifically re-survey only those features that delivered to surface
waters in 1994 & were directly attributable to current harvest practices to determine whether sediment delivery continued
into the second year following the harvest. Erosion features that did not deliver sediment to surface waters  in 1994 were
not re-surveyed to measure soil disturbance or the degree of soil exposure. Due to the objectives of this particular survey,
the calculation of hectares surveyed and the associated metrics was not possible. Of the 3 features tbat were directly
attributable to harvest activities and that delivered sediment to the on-buffered type 4 stream in 1994, 2 of them were  still
delivering sediment in 1995. Both of these features were located within 10 meters of the type  4 stream. One of these
features was a shovel trail that crossed the stream, and tbe other was a yarding scar which disturbed  a 15 meter section of
the upper and lower stream banks, which were still mostly bare in 1995.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

Ground-based Yarding without stream buffers: NOT EFFECTKVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Si te Gunderson  Cr. Survey Date(s) 1 O/l o/94

Site Id # O-05 Survey  Id # SR-04

Water Type 2.4, 5 Months Since Harvest 10

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED Cm2 )
SOIL ( m2 )

I windthrow Yes 5.5 50-7.5 3.5
2 windthrow n o 2.6 50-75 1.7
3 yarding “ 0 9.1 50-75 5.7
4 yarding no 7.7 25-50 2.9
5 yarding no 12.0 25-50 4.5
6 yarding n o 4.5 O-25 0.6
7 windthrow no 2.9 75-100 2.5
8 yarding Yes 91.0 O-25 11.4
9 yarding “ 0 194.3 O-25 24.3
10 windthrow Yes 7.7 75-100 6.8
11 windthrow Yes 11.6 so-75 7.3
12 windthrow “ 0 3.8 50-75 2.4

TOTALS 4 delivered 352.7 73.6

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.7 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 427 meters

@stubed  Soil per Hectare = 207.5 m*/hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 43.3 m?hectare

Total SurfaceArea  Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 29.0 m2

Exposed Soil from  All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 17.1 m?hectare

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 11.4 m’

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 6.7 m2fhectare

*The  features that delivered to surface waters but were not directly attributable to cwrent harvest practices, such as
windthrow, were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
Features

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
Cm’)

Exposed Soil
from Features
that Delivered
cm*)

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of
exposed soil)

windthrow 6 21.7 17.6 60.7
yardig 6 49.4 11.4 39.3

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based yarding equipment
(shovels) in the vicinity of a type 2 stream (Ganderson  Creek) buffered with a RMZ. The survey area covered a
portion of the 1 -sided RMZ and the clearcut  area upslope  of the RivIZ, and included the lowermost reaches of a type
4 tributary of Gunderson  Creek and two very  short type 5 tributaries that originated at springs on the stream  terrace
deposits. The average l-sided FMZ width was 61 meters in the vicinity of the survey  area,  and in portions the RMZ
extended to the upper slope break ofthe stream terrace. The yarding erosion features identified did not deliver
sediment to Guoderson  Creek, but one yarding feature was delivering to a type 5 channel that went subsurface at an
old railroad grade, and apparently did not route sediment to Gunderson  Creek. Windthrow  was found to be a
sediment source  to the type  4 stream.



a

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Gunderson  Cr. Survey Date 7/25/95

Site Id # O-05 Survey Id # SR-04

Water Type 2, 4 Months Since Harvest 1 9

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED
SOIL ( Ill2  )

( m2  )

:.
windthrow no 5.5 50-75 3.4
windthrow tl0 2.6 50-75 1 . 6

3 yarding no 8.0 50-75 5.0
4 Y=u no 1.7 25-50 2.9

2
Yardi% IlO 12.0 50-75 7.5
Y=w3 tl0

i
windthrow  no

(no longer a feahw-re--qetated)
2.9 2.5

Yarding ll0 32.6 25-50 12.2
9 Yarding IlO 194.2 O-25 24.2
1 0 windthrow Yes 7.7 75-100 6.7
1 1 windtbrow Yes 11.6 50-75 7.3

:i
windthrow (not re-surveyed)
windthrow IlO 13.0 75-100 11.3

TOTALS 2 delivered 297.8 84.6 -

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.6 hectares

Toti  Length of Stream Bank  Surveyed = 240 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 496.3 m2/hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 141.0 n?/hecfare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 14.0 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered per Hectare = 23.3 m2/hectare

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Elarvest  Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m*

* Expked Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m?hectare

*The features that delivered to surface waters but were not directly attributable to current harvest  practices on,
such as windthrow,  were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUIUb-%
of
Features

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
( m2  )

Exposed Soil
from Features
that Delivered.
(m2)

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of
exposed soil)

windthrow
5”

32.8 14.0 100
Yardi% 51.8 0.0 0

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based equipment (shovels) along a type 2
stream (Gundemon  Creek) buffered With a RMZ. Tbis 1995 follow-up to the 1994 survey covered only a portion
of the original survey  arca,  including the lower portion of a type 4 tributary to Gomlerson  Creek; it did not cover
the portion of the RMZthat  included the two short trpe 5 tributaries. It included the area where the RMZ
narrowed and where all but one of the 1994 erosion features had been mapped, hence the higher density of
disturbed and exposed soil. Two of the four erosion features that  were delivering sediment in 1994 were
comitming  to deliver in 1995, and both  of these  were  windthrowo  trees along the banks of the type 4 tributary.
The 1995 survey documented one new windthrow  feature (#13). In 1995. none of the erosion features directly
attributable to current harvest practices were delivering sediment to Gunderson  Creek or the lower portion of its
tributary (e.g. within the RMZ). The  RMZ, which bad an average l-sided width  of 61 meters in the SR-04  survey
area, was  effective at preventing direct sediment delivery to Ganderson  Creek from harvest site erosion.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Gunderson Creek O-05
Treatment Survey ID,?: cs-01 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: cs-02 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Cable and Ground-based Yarding with no Buffet

CS Scoring Summary

Pm-Treatment Surveys:
Treatment Score Survey Date

3 7 l/2/93
Control Score

4 2
Survey Date

6/30/93

Post-Treatment Survey #l: 1 5 s/25/94 (The Control Reach was
not available for follow-uo

Change from Pre-Treatment Score: -22
Net Change (Control-Treatment): n/a

Post-Treatment Survey #2: 2 4

Change from Pre-Treatment Score: -13
Net Change (Control-Treatment): n/a

7l24l95

contvl surveys as the site’
was harvested by an adjacent
landowner in early 1994.)

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

Case Narrative:

NOT EFFECTIVE

The treatment reach has a step-pool morphology with an average channel  gradient of 10%. It was noted during
the initial survey that the stream channel had numerous eroding lower banks and was &ishg,  and there was
evidence that it had been used as a yarding corridor during the original logging. This is reflected in the
relatively low pre-treatment score. An oId road grade crossed above the reach, where the second-growth forest
stand appeared to be about 25 years old. The control reach which had been paired with this treatment reach was
located on an adjacent parcel that was harvested in 1994 before a follow-up survey could be conducted.
(However, a general comparison can be made with results from pre-post treatment surveys in that study reach,
which was used to evaluate the effectiveness of a RMZ  that was established along what had been the “control”
stream [see case summary for the Gunderson 2 study sit]. For two post-treatment surveys conducted on 5/24/94
and 7/24/95  in the RMZ study reach at Gunderson 2 [which had been referred to as the CS-02 control reach for
Gunderson Creek study site], the channel condition scores were 41 and 44 points, respectively. If before-after
results from the RMZ reach are compared to the results for this unbuffered stream, the net decrease in scores
would be -21 points and -15 points for the first and second post-treatment surveys, respectively.) The 60%
decrease in treatment reach score during the first year following the harvest was due to increased storage of fme
sediment in pools (Z 10 cm. thick), and an overall f&g of the streambed in non-pool areas as well, including a
shift from gravels to fmes as the dominant particle size, as well as increased bed mobility and destabilization of
sediment storage elements, increased bank erosion, and shifts in woody debris to predominately small-sized
logging slash. It was noted during the 1994 survey that there appeared to be a two-tiered streambed, with a new
layer of substrate composed of fresh tines being stored in logging slash overlaying, and in some places down-
cutting to, the pre-existing channel. Shovels had been used to clear the channel and stream valley of slash which
was piled, and some of the upper and lower bank disturbance may have been due to this site preparation, but
much of the disturbance was attributable to falling and yarding. The 1995 score was 35% less than the pre-
treatment score due to continued effects of fine sediment deposition in pools (5-10  cm. thick) and non-pool
areas, bed mobility, and woody debris characteristics. It was noted in 1995 that there were several small
sediment wedges forming behind small woody debris (slash) jams which did not appear stable, but that steps
formed by larger-sized, old wood appeared to remain stable. Bare areas on upper banks and valley sides which
were disturbed by logging were actively eroding and continued to be a source of sediment to the stream. In lieu
of having a control reach, the reach immediately above the treatment reach was examined at the time of the 1995
survey as a comparison and to evaluate upstream conditions. This reach had mostly stable banks, and a
substrate that was mostly dull and immobile, with gravels dominan~fmes subdominant. Pools in the reach
upstream of the clearcut had a moderate amount of shallow fines, and sediments storage elements (woody debris)
were stable and moss covered.



Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary

r- I.~~Forest practrces  evaluated at this treatment reach are a clearcut  harvest using both cable and ground-based equipment. The type 4 stream was not buffered.
;The  control for this reach was logged by the adjacent landowner beginning in 1994, which prevented the investigators from conducting a follow-up control
survey. However, by way of general comparison, another study reach on the same stream at the harvest unit containing the control reach, which was buffered
with a RMZ, showed a slight decrease from before to afler timber harvest over the same monitoring period. Before and after harvest surveys of the treatment
reach showed a 17% increase in total bank length eroding between the 1993 and 1994 surveys. The surface area of eroding banks was 2.4 times greater in
1994 following timber harvest, largely because of new  upper bank erosion plus increases in the extent of lower bank erosion. Eroding banks from fatling and

yarding activities did not exist prior to 1994, while the 1994 survey found that 35% of the total length of eroding banks was due to falling and yarding erosion
scars. Although the eroding banks were smaller features in 1993. they were more exposed (i.e. lacking vegetation or moss cover): 10% of the banks sampled
were O-25%  exposed, 20% were 2550% exposed, 30% were 50-75%  exposed, and 40% were 75-100%  exposed. In 1994, 24% of the eroding banks sampled

were O-25%  exposed, 44% were 25-50%  exposed, 21% were 50-75% exposed, and 14% were 75-100%  exposed,
/~~-  -~~-~ .i~...I~.~~  ~~~  ~~.  .-- - ,.. .r~-~~~-..-~,~~~ ~~T~-~-“--,_~ .,.,.. T~‘~----T- T----~--~--1 ~-7-~-p



Study  site: $I-05:  $nderson  Creel

BMP E

Survey Employed i,~.~  .,. Culvert BMPs R c
; ~  StreamXings  : Rel ief c

I~

!k -  New Road Construction I~~.~..  ..,
Ffecth’eness  Ratings

rad Construction BMPs
:utslooes  / Fillslooes

Not  Ef fect ive i Pal

SPECT 1:
f fec t iveness
hronic erosion with deli\,
>  surface waters.

Case Narrative:
(--.,  .,f---..‘:-.  ..-..  -A  ,_. ~_~.~~.  ..-.  ._~.._~._I~__~._~,_~_  _L~-_-A..“--  -.,.-.-  --~..~~~-~-~~__,,._.~,~_1~~.____~.
Chronrc  eroston  of culvert fills was documented at all nine stream crossings evaluated during the 1994 surveys (19 months following roar

reconstruction).  Erosion of  culvert fills  at two of  the nine had been reduced to slight levels by the second year of road life and these culvert
;instaltations  were rated ‘“effective” in consideration of the short, 2 meter fill  heights which minimized chronic sediment delively,  with
‘eros ion cont inu ing a t  moderate  to  severe  leve ls  a t  the  remainder  o f  cross ing cu lver ts . By the time of the last survey, 33 months Following
:road  construction, the extent of erosion on some of  the culvert fills had been reduced further through natural re-vegetation. but at two of
,the  crossings it remained at moderate to severe levels. Three of  the eight relief culverts delivered to surface waters, after channels
rdeveloped  downslope  &their  outfalls  For distances ranging from 13.5 to 76 meters. Other relief culverts resutted  in channelized  flow for
idistances  ranging from 56 to 160 meters, but did not deliver to surface waters over the monitoring period. Chronic  erosion of  cuts lopes
:and  di tches ( including gul ly  erosion)  wi th direct  sediment  del ivery was documented.  wi th about  60% of  the road length surveyed (4

;drainage  segments totaling 415 meters) having cutstopes that were over 50% bare at 19 months Following construction, Fil lslopes did no
1 deliver sediment, other than at the immediate area of culvert fills,  except for minor amounts of delivery at one section where there was a
;ditch  running below the short fillslope.  Two of the Four road drainage segments evaluated for cutslope, ditch, and fillslope  delivery had
!short  s lope lengths,  l imit ing the magnitude of  sediment del ivery.

IASPECT  2: I ! I I I

Effectiveness in terms of
local stream impacts and
response (sedimentation.
physical integrity, and/or
biological integrity).

:,-.,,.  -I-  ..,_.  ̂ ~_--~  ...._--.  L-.~...--  ..^._  ~.--_..~~~~.a11  ..,.  ~,.._--~. I_- I
Case Narrative: ‘Unambiguous Fresh sediment deposits In StrSSmS  crossed by the road were documented during culvert condition surveys (at 8 of the 9

.~. ,,.....  ~._~~~~~~~. culver t  insta l la t ions) ,  a t  d is tances ranging f rom 7  to  48 meters downstream of  culvert  out fa l ls ,  including at  the conf luence of  Gunderson
:Cresk  and two type 5 tributaries which were crossed by the new road. Stream channels had downcut  below at least three of the
jcrossings.  with ch?met erosion depths of up to 0.6 meter. At other crossings, culverts had been installed with outfalls  hanging above thf

~~~~~  ~~~~  ~~.  .;streambed.
11
IOVERALL  SITE BMP NOT PARTIALLY NOT ,

,EFFECTlVENESS  RATING: EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE



Gunderson  Creek Culvert Condition Survey Results

Site: O-05: Gunderron  Creek
Culvert Condition Survey: CC-01

Survev  Dates: 6/93.  5194  6 7195
Dateof  Construction: IO/92

Extent of Erosion
Year

Point of 1993 I 1994 I 1995
and Type 1 Observation 1 I I

C-01 Relief 1 Inflow 1 None ) Slight INone

OUtflOW Severe Moderate Slight
C-06, T5  x-ing IllflOW Slight Sight  S l ight

OUtflOW Moderate Slight None
C-07. Relief InflOW Moderate Moderate Slight

C-06. T3 x-in{

C-09, Relief

C-IO. Relief

C-l 1,  T4 x-int

C-12, Relief
OUfflOW Slight Severe Slight

C-13, T5 x-ing lnftow Slight Moderate Slight
OUtflOW Slight Moderate Slight

C-14,T4  x-ing Inflow Moderate Moderate Slight

C-l 5, Relief

3-16. T5 x-in5

C-17, Relief

CUIVWI
Spacing/

(Drainage
Distance1

n/a

-Sk

3-c

%?-

*

-%s-

3%

-!s

%?-

2s

*

c$!L

%?-

-E?-

%z-

SF?

%2-
(IlOm)

Continuing
Trend in Erosion
Erosion (Y/N)
variable Y
Increase
Decrease Y
Constant
Constant Y
k&ease
constant Y
Variable
Decrease Y
Decrease
constant Y
Jewease
Decrease Y
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Gunderson Creek Culvert Condition Survey Results

Comments/Notes:
:The average distance between culverts was i5 meters (278 feet) with an average mad  gradient of 3.5 %. Armoring for both the inflows and outflows was
) rated as poor for all culverts. Despite a sediment trap at the oufflow.  fresh sediment deposits were documented covering the channel 7.2 meters downstrear!?
Iof  culvert 2. (C2 was rated effective because it has B short  fill [2m in height], and the extent of erosion was reduced to slight levels by the second year.)
IGullying  and slumping of the fill was documented at culvert 3 in 1994.
‘hanging about lm.

The outflow of C-03 was not installed at the grade of the type 5 channel, but was
In 1994 and 1995 fresh sediment deposits were documented downstream of C-03 and at the confluence of the type 5 and Guriderson

/Creek (25m downstream of the road). A channel had formed below the relief culvert C-04, and by the  time of the 1993 survey it had delivered to Gunderson
;Creek.  26 meters downslope. 199dobsewations  at culvert 5 (crossing of a type 5 seep) were very similar to culvert 3 in that the channel below the culvert WE
‘incising and fresh sedimenl deposits were documented at the conftuence  of Gunderson Creek, 47.5 meters downstream from the outflow. Culvert 6 crossed
!another  type 5 stream in which larval frogs were observed, and was delivering sediment to the stream it crossed and to Gunderson Creek, with fresh sediment
ideposits  noted at the conftuenca  of this stream and Gunderson Creek (30 m downstream) in 1994. (C6  was rated effective because it has a short fill [Zm in
/height], and the extent of emsion  was reduced to slight levels by the second year.) Culvert C-07 had no channel developed beyond the slash and no delivery
lof  sediment to surface waters. C-06 is a crossing of a  type 3, which had severe erosion of the fill at both inflow and oUtflow  in 1993 and 1994, but the fill was
lmostly  vegetated in 1995. The location of an old railroad grade crossing downstream of C-06 was redisturbed by the road construction, but this grade was
!abandoned  and the crossing moved upstream. By  the 1994 suwey.  the ditch draining to culvert 9 had eroded to a sub-surface hardpan  layer. A channel had
~fqrmed  at the C-06  outflow which had begun routing downslope  to a slash pile by the 1993 survey, and had extended down a 10 % hillslope gradient for a
d&we  of 59 metem  in both 1994 and 1995. A berm at the inflow of culvert 10 was  not fully functional and was allowing high flows partially bypass the inflow
at culvert IO. flow down the ditch, and contribut+  flow to culvert 9. C-IO channelized 75m across a 12% hillslope in both 1994 and 1995; in 1993 there was a

‘sediment plume routing downslope  via overland flow but no channel yet.
‘any of its tributaries by the time of the 1995 survey.

Neither of the channels downslope of C-09 or C-10 reached Gunderson Creek or
The type 4 crossing at C-l 1 had severe to moderate erosion in all three survey years. including gullying

‘and slumping (to a depth of l-2 meters) of the large fill. One gully measured 6.7m.  long and accounted for 3.3 cubic meters of sediment eroded and
idelivered.  Amphibian egg masses were observed in a pool at the outflow to culvert 12. C-12 is a relief culvert which had no evidence of channelized flow in
11993, but by 1994 a channel had developed 77m..  routing road drainage to Gunderson Creek. The channel eroded by the drainage from C-12 initially went
~subsurface  in the fill of the old railroad grade which paralleled the RMZ along Gunderson Creek, as documented in May 1994, but in August of 1994 it was
i observed to have channelized and delivered sediment to Gunderson Creek. In July of 1995 it was noted that the drainage was still reaching Gunderson
ICreek.  but it appeared that active channel erosion  and sediment transport had diminished. C-13 is a crossing of a small type 5 channel which runs between
lhvo~wetlands  located above and below of the road. The small size of the ftll limits the extent of sediment delivery from this crossing. Amphibians and aquatic
‘insects were observed in the stream at C-13. The channel at the outtlow  to culvert 14 had incised 0.5 meter by the 1994 survey. A gully developed on the fill
at the oufflow  of C-14 measured 6.3 meters tong and delivered 0.9 cubic meters of sediment to the type 4 stream. The C-15 relief culvert discharge
channelized twice  as  far as any other relief culvert at this site, and although there was no delivery to surface waters over  the course of the monitoring period,
there is potential delivery to Gunderson Creek if channeltzation  continues. Drainage from C-15 flowed across a landing spur before heading down across  the
clearcut  hillslope where it merged with a  rutted shovel trail on the Gunderson Creek floodplain

‘meters by 1994, and 160 meters by 1995.
Sediment from C-15 had routed 57 meters by 1993, 90

Slumping of the fill material with delivery to the type 5 stream was documented at culvert 16 in 1993. A channel
14m meters in length had formed at the outflow to culvert 17 by the 1994 survey date-this channel delivered sediment to a type S/wetland  at the  uppermost
extent of a RLTA which had been left along this stream.
The condition  of 17 culverts were evaluated for three years al this site with “Extent of Erosion” calls made for the area of the inflow and outflow of each culvert
50 % of the inflows or outflows exhibited a decrease in the extent of erosion, 16 % increased, 17 % exhibited a variable erosion trend, and 15 % of the calls
remained constant from 1993 to 1995. The decrease in erosion observed by 1995 at the culvert fills was primarily due to vigorous natural revegetation,

/evident  in the 1995 photos. However, 16 of the 17 culverts continued to erode in 1995, including 7 having moderate to severe erosion in 1995. Soil pedestals
jl-2 cm in height were observed on eroding rills in 1995. 6 of the 6 relief culverts had channets  eroded below their outfalls.  3 of which channelized and
/delivered sediment to natural streams, including Gunderson Creek, during the survey period. Relief culverts C-04, C-12. C-14, and C-15 were noted to have
lchannellzed  below slash piles constructed or left below their outfalls,  white the slash pile below C-07 was effective at preventing channelization.



CUTBANKIFILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Gunderson Cr.
Survey Id #‘s CF-01
Survey Dates 711193  & 5124194
Water Type 3
Construction Date: 10192

Length Road
Draining to Stream 79  meters

Range Road Gradient
Average Road Gradient
Range Hillslope Gradient
Average Hillslope Gradient
Range Cutslope Gradient
Average Cutslope Gradient

l-10 %
4 . 8  %
S-20  %
1 2 . 4  %
20-55  deg,
39.0 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

% Observations w/short slope height 5 0 5 0
% Observations wlmed.  slope height 5 0 5 0
% Observations wibigb slope height 0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

% Observations w/O-25% exposed soil 0 0 0 0
% Observations w/26-50  % exposed soil 0 5 0 0 15
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed soil 0 5 0 75 2 5
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soil loo 0 2 5 0

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

loo loo

Yes Yes

Yes minor

80 100

only at culvert fill

n o no

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Not Effective Effective

COMMENTS:
The erosion and sediment delivery that occurred between the completion of road completion (10192) and the survey
in July 1993, was limited to the immediate culvert till for the fillslopes, but extended to each drainage divide for
the cutslopes and ditches. Scour of the ditch by flowing water to a depth of approximately 1 meter was observed
during the 1993 survey. Both the cutslope and fillslope were beginning to revegetate between the 1993 and 1994
surveys, as indicated by the changes in the percent of exposed soil, however, evidence of sediment delivery from
continued erosion of the cutslope and ditch was documented in the 1994 survey also.



CUTBANWFILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Gunderson  Cr.
Survey Id #‘s CF-02
Survey Dates 7/1/93  & 5124194
Water Type 4
Comruction Date: 10192

Length Road
Draining  to Stream 102 meters

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations w/med.  slope height
% Observations w/high slope height

Range Road Gradient 3 - 1 1  %
Average Road Gradient 6.1 %
Range Hillslope Gradient 23-25 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 24 %
Range Cutslope  Gradient 35-40  deg
Average Cutslope  Gradient 38.3 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

67 100
33 0
0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

% Observations w/O-25%  exposed soil
% Observations w/26-50  % exposed soil
% Observations w/51-75 % exposed soil
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soil

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying OI Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

0 0
0 33
0 33
loo  33

100 100

Yes yes

Yes yes

0 0
0 0
33 67
67 33

67 100

Only at culvert fill

yes Y=

BhfP Effectiveness Ratings: Not Effective Effective

COMMENTS:

The findings  of this survey are very similar to those  of cutban!&llslope survey CF-01 conducted on another road
drainage segment. This segment of road was crowned, with a dip at the stream crossing. Near the crossing, there
were short cutslopes  and ditches on both sides of the road. Substantial soil erosion and sediment delivery occurred
during the first  winter after construction, including cutslope  sloughing, ditch gullying, and gullying of the fill
material at the culvert. Partial revegetation  of the cutslope, fillslope, and ditch was documented in the 1994
survey, as reflected in tbe percent exposed soil information provided above. Ditch and cutslope  gullying  was
again observed in the 1994 survey, as was evidence of continued sediment delivery via the ditch draining to the
type 4 stream crossing. Sediment delivery from fillslope erosion was knited  to the immediate area of the fill at
the culvert.



CUTBANWFILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE:
Survey Id #’  s
Survey Dates
Water Type
Construction Date:

Length Road
Draining to Stream

Gunderson Cr.
C F - 0 3
711193  & 5124194
4
10192

77  meters
Range Road Gradient 3 - 4  %
Average Road Gradient 3.5 %
Range Hillslope Gradient 12-20  %
Average Hillslope Gradient 16 %
Range Cutalope Gradient 15-22 deg.
Average Cutslope Gradient 18.5 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

% Observations w/short slope height 100 100
% Observations wlmed.  slope height 0 0
% Observations w/high slope height 0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

% Observat ions ~10-25  % exposed soil 0 0 0 0
% Observations w/26-50 % exposed soil 0 0 5 0 5 0
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed soil 5 0 5 0 5 0 so
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soil 50 50 0 0

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion 100  loo 50 loo

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water Yes Yes no minor amount

Gullying  or Mass Erosion ott  Cuts, Fills,. no Yes Yes Yes
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMF’ Effectiveness Ratings: Not Effective Effective

COMMENTS:
The third cutbank/fillslope survey (CF-03) conducted at this study site documented lesser amounts of sediment
delivery compared to surveys CF-01 and CF-02. Several factors contributed to reducing the potential and actual
erosion at this road drainage segment. The road crossed the type 4 water in an area of relatively flat topography
(average hillslope gradient of 16 %),  which resulted in a road section with a lower average road gradient, lower
cutslopc gradients, and very low cutslope and fillslope heights (l-3 meters). The primary factor that minimized
soil erosion and sediment delivery is the shallow hillslope angle, which provided a favorable location for the road
crossing. However, despite the short cutslopes, there was chronic sediment delivery of material eroded from
cutslopes, including gully erosion. The road segment is partially insloped and partially crowned, with a ditch on
both sides near the stream crossing. On one side of the stream, a short spur road diverts the tillslopelditch
drainage away from the stream. The minor amount of sediment delivery from fillslope erosion (beyond the
immediate vicinity of the stream crossing culvert iill) was via the ditch that was present on the other side of the
stream. The fillslope in this section is very short (about 1 meter in height), which limited the magnitude of
delivered fillslope sediment to negligible levels.



CUTBANWFILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Gunderson Cr.
Survey Id #‘s CF-04
Survey Dates l/1/93  & 5124194
Water Type segment drains to relief culvert with potential delivery to Gunderson Creek (type 2)

Construction Date: 10192

Length of Road
Drainage Segment 157

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations wlmed.  slope height
% Observations w/high slope height

Range Road Gradient o-14 %
Average Road Gradient 7 .6  %
Range Hillslope Gradient 13-31 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 21.2 %
Range Cutslope  Gradient 22-50 deg.
Average Cutslope  Gradient 38 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

1 0 0 100
0 0
0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

% Observations WI@25%  exposed soils
% Observations ~126.50  % exposed soils
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed soils
% Observations w/76-100 % exposed soils

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

0 40
0 20
80 40
20 0

60 100

no no

yes Yes

0 25
loo 50
0 25
0 0

0 25

no no

yes no

BMP Effectiveness Ratings: Indeterminate Effective

COMMENTS:

Observations of cut and fill slope erosion in the CF-04 drainage segment at the Gunderson creek study site were
similar to the three  other CF surveys, with one notable exception: an increase over the monitoring period in the
proportion of observation points with evidence of active erosion, which is due to disturbance of the cutslopes and
Nlslopes by heavy equipment during logging and slash piling operations. There was evidence of chronic erosion
on the short,  but erodible cutslope, with  sediment routing via the ditch to the relief culvert. Relief drainage from
tbis culvert did not deliver to streams over the monitoring period, but the drainage channelized  57 meters
downslope  the first year after road construction: By the second year it had channeliied 90 meters and by the third
year had chmmelized  160 meters before merging with a rutted shovel trail on the floodplain of Gunderson Creek,
The extent of channel development from this drainage discharge indicates a potential for sediment delivery of
eroded cutslope  material if channelization  continues, therefore the effectiveness rating for cutslope  practices is
“indeterminate”. The tillslope drainage was not routed to the culvert, therefore fillslope practices are rated
“effective” in spite of continued erosion.



Site O-06: Whale

The Whale site is a harvest unit located in western Clallam County in the Olympic physiographic
region. The underlying geology is glacial drift deposits. The soils consist of Queets  silt loam, O-
5 % slopes. The disturbed soil stability rating is stable, and the erosion potential hazard rating is
low. The harvest BMP slope hazard category is high due to relatively steep stream valley side
slopes in the survey areas, raging  from 45-55 % . However, the majority of the harvest unit,
outside of the RMZ, is on flat or gently-sloping ground.

The Soleduck  River, Type 1 + , makes a large U-shaped bend that forms the harvest unit boundary
on three sides. The Soleduck  River meets the Bogachiel River to form the Quillayute River,
which flows into the Pacific Ocean at the town of La Push. A zero order, Type 3 stream that is a
“wall-based channel” associated with the Soleduck  River floodplain, is located within the unit.
This stream was not shown on the DNR water type maps but was depicted on the landowner’s
FPA. The Type 3 stream has a plane-bed channel morphology, with an average active channel
width of 1.4 meters, and an average channel gradient of 3 %

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 25 hectare clearcut  with 0.4 km of new road
construction. The harvest unit lies predominantly on the gentle slopes of a river terrace. The
ground-based harvest was conducted using skidders and shovels. A RMZ  was established along
the Soleduck, with removal of trees from narrow corridors cut perpendicular to the river in
portions of the RMZ. These cutting corridors stopped short of the slope break at the river bluff.
The Type 3 stream flows entirely within the RMZ, which was not entered for timber harvest in
the v@nity of the Type 3. The width’of  the RMZ averaged 30 meters and 52 meters in two
survey areas along the Soleduck, and 33 meters in the survey area along the Type 3 stream. The
harvest was completed in December 1993. Site preparation activities conducted concurrent with
the completion of harvest included slash piling  with shovel equipment.

The BMPs  evaluated at the Whale site include the RMZ  and ground-based harvest adjacent to the
Type 3 stream and the Soleduck  River. One study reach was established on the Type 3 stream for
a before-after comparison of in-stream conditions; a suitable site-specific control reach was not
available for this site. Channel condition surveys were conducted in July 1993, May 1994, and
July 1’995. Photo point surveys were conducted in July 1993 and May 1994 on the same stream
reach. Sediment routing surveys were conducted in August 1994 at three different locations
within the unit to evaluate harvesting in the vicinity the Type 3 stream and the Soleduck  River.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary
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~~ii);eia  was no sediment delivery  to the Soled&k  River  or its  type  3 tributary a&&edwiih~~&$i~g  disturbances. Soil disturbance maasurec
16 months following timber hawest  ranged from 2-4%  of the survey areas.
‘iharvesting  in the vicinity of steeper streamside slopes.

The RMZ was not yarded across, and was not entered for
Erosion features that delivered sediment to the type 3 or the Soleduck  were

‘associated with either river bluff erosion, windthrown trees, or wildlife activities.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study  Site The whale Survey Date 8/l/94

Site Id # O-06 Survey Id # SR-01

W a t e r  T y p e  l+ Months Since  Harvest 8

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA

DISTURBED ESED
SOIL ( m2  ) S O I L

( m’ )

1 Yarding no 19.2 w-75 12.0

:
Yarding no 5.5 75-100 4.8
shovel trail no 192.2 25-50 72.1

4 shovel trail no 147.6 25-50 55.4
5 Y=w I10 2.2 75-100 2.0

TOTALS 0 delivered 366.7 146.3

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.8 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 133 meters

Distorbed  Soil per hectare = 458.4 &hectare

Exposed Soil per hectare = 182.9 m2&ctare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion FeaNres  that Delivered to Water = 0.0 m*

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered per hectare = 0.0  m*~ectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0.0 m’

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per hectare = 0.0 m’hwtare

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
F e a t u r e s

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
( m*  )

Exposed Soil
from Features

7%  of Total Delivery
(based on area of

that Delivered
( m2  )

eqosed  soil)

Yarding
;

18.8 0.0 0.0
Shovel Trail 127.5 0.0 0.0

NARRATIVE:
The forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based equipment (shovels) in
the vicinity of a type 1 + water (the Soleduck  River) buffered with  a RMZ. RMZ  specifications met the
requirements for timber harvesting along a shoreline of statewide significance (type 1 + water). During harvesting
operations, the Soledock  River or the RMZ was not  crossed by logging equipment or yarding operations, which
helped to maintain the integrity of the riparian area in%uiing the upper and lower stream banks. Trees were
harvested from the RMZ in narrow logging corridors cut in from the clearcut,  but these logging areas  stopped
short of the river bluff. None of the  harvest erosion features identified in tbe survey delivered sediment to
streams. The RMZ, which  bad an average width of 30 meters in the vicinity of the SR-01 survey area, was
effective at preventing sediment delivery to the river.

BMPEFFECTIVENES s BATING:

BM.Z (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

The Whale Survey Date 8/l/94

O-06 Survey Id # SR-02

1 + Months Since  Harvest 8

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( I!? ) SOIL

( m2)

1 6 . 01 shovel trail IlO’

:
windthrow no 3.3 75%3 2.9
bluff irosion Yes 45.6 25-50 17.1

4 windthrow no 3.2 75-100 2.8
5 shovel nail 104.0 25-50 39.0
6 bluff erosion ;s 132.0 SO-75 82.5

ii
windthrow no 4.0 75-100 3.5
windtbrow  no 5.5 75-100 4.8

9 wind&row no 6.0 75-100 5.3
10 windthrow no 12.5 75-100 11.0

::
windthrow Yes 18.0 O - 2 5 2.3
windthrow Yes 26.1 O - 2 5 3.3

1 3 windthrow no 4.3 75-100 3.8
1 4 windthrow Yes 17.7 O - 2 5 2.2
15 wildlife Yes 3.0 25-50 1 . 1
1 6 windthrow no 11.0 75-100 9.7
1 7 windthrow no 5.0 75-100 4.4
1 8 shovel trail no 80.0 75-100 70.0
1 9 bluff erosion Yes 180.0 50-75 112.5
20 windtbrow no 2.0 75-100 1 . 8

TOTALS 7 delivered 679.2 382.0

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 3.0 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 462 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 226.4 &hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 127.3 m*/hectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 221 .O  m2.

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered per Hectare = 73.7 m*/hectare

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0.0 III*.

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0.0 m’/hectare

*FeaNres  that delivered to surface waters but are. not directly attributable to timber harvest  activities, such as
windthrow,  wildlife activity, and naNrd  bluff river  erosion, were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number Surface  Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
of Exposed Soil from Features (based on area of
Features ( m2  ) thar Delivered exposed soil)

( m2  )

Shovel Trails 111.0 0.0 0.0
Bluff Erosion i 212.1 212.1 96.0
Wildlife 1.1 1.1 0.5
Wmdthrow :3 51.8 7.8 3.5

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with  this survey were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based yarding equipment
(shovels) along a type 1 f water (the Soleduck  River) buffered with  an RMZ. RMZ specifications met  the
requirements for timber harvesting along a shoreline of statewide significance (type 1 + water). The Soleduck
River or the RMZ were not crossed by logging equipment or yarding operations during harvesting. Trees were
harvested from the RMZ in narrow logging corridors cut in from the clearcut,  but these logging areas stopped
short of the river bluff. None of the  harvest erosion feaNreS  identified in the survey delivered sediment to
streams. The  RMZ, which had an average width of 52 meters in the vicinity of the SR-02 survey area, was
effective at preventing sediment deiivery to the river from harvest site erosion. The primary sediment source
identified in the survey was natural erosion of the steep river bluffs along a bend in the river. Three of the 13
windthrow  features  identified delivered sediment to the river, but the extent of erosion and sediment delivery  was
ItliIl0r.

BMP EFFECTIVENJZSS  RATING:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study  Site The whale Survey Date(s) 8/l &  8/3 1994

Site Id # O-06 Survey Id # SR-03

Water Type 3 Months  Since Harvest 8

FEAVURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED
SOIL (m2.)

Cm’  )

1 shovel trail no 240.0 25-50 90.0
2
:

2

7

i
1 0
11
1 2
1 3
1 4

windthrow no
Yarding  windthrow n?

windthrow
yarditlg

;I2  no

falling M
Yard@ no
windthrow UO
windthrow tt0
windthrow It0
windthrow IlO
wildlife burrows yes
wildlife trail Yes

3.6
9.5 3.5

5.8 1.5

3.9
12.5
14.8
11.8
2.0
1.2
36.0

0.5 meters wide
length  not measured

25-50 1.4
o-25 0.5
75-100 8.3
75-100 1.3
75-100 5.1
75-100 3.4
75-100 11.0
75-100 13.0
75-100 10.4
75-100 1.8
75-100 6.3
O - 2 5 4.5
not recorded n/a

TOTALS 3 delivered 352.1 157.0 -

Total Area of Ground Surveyed =.  1.2 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 194 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 293.4 m*/hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 130.8 m%tectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 5.8 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered per Hectare = 4.8 m2/hectare

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0.0 m’

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0.0 m2/hectare

*FeaNres  that delivered to surface waters but are not directly attributable to timber harvest activities, such as
windthrow  and wildlife activity, were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion

Shovel Trail
YdiIlg
Falling
LgdMe,cti””

Number
of
Feature5

:

:
7

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
( In2 )

90.0
16.6
3.4
4.5
42.5

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
pa27 exposed soil)

i E
0 0
4.5 77.6
1.3 22.4

NARRATIVE:

The  forest practices evaluated with  this survey were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based yarding equipment
(shovels) on one side  of a type 3 water buffered by a RMZ. The type 3 stream, which  is a tributary of the
Soledock  River, is a wall-based channel associated with the river’s floodplain and  originating at a spring on the
valley wall. The  BMPs  employed, including a no-cut RMZ along tbe type 3 stream, were effective at preventing
sediment delivery from harvest  site erosion. The average width of the RMZ was 33 meters on the harvest side of
the stream in the vicinity of the SR-03 survey area. On the other  side of the stream was the undisturbed floodplain
of the Soleduck  River. A minor amount  of sediment delivery was observed, associated with  erosion from wildlife
activity and a windtbrown  tree.

BMPEFFJX TIVENWS  RATING:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding):  EFFECTlYE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Whale O-06

Treatment Survey ID#:  CS-01 Water Type: 3
Control Survey  ID#: none

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Ground-based Harvest (Clear Cut) with RMZ

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey #l:

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change  (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey #2:

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Treatment Score Survey Date
57 7122193

53 5/25/94

- 4
It/a

54 7126/95

- 3
da

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

CS Scoring Summary

Control Score Survey Date
(No site-specific control
reach available for the Whale
site.)

Case Narrative:
This study reach is on a wall-based channel. The stream bed and banks were noted as being
very stable  during all three surveys, with lush vegetation along stream banks. Substrate in this
relatively low gradient (3 %) stream is dominated by fines  (sand) and woody detritus. The
slight decrease in channel  condition score is attributable to the greater proportion of fmes noted
in later surveys. There was no direct disturbances of the stream from harvest activities.
Within the vicinity of the study reach, the RMZ was noted to be “no-entry”, and was 33
meters wide on the harvest side of the study reach. The harvest area began on flat ground at
the slope break above a moderately steep valley wall. The unharvested floodplain of the
Soleduck  River is on the other side of the study stream. Minor erosion was noted at one
location within  the study reach where a log apparently rolled down the valley wall into the
RMZ. A large, downed old growth cedar (referred to as “the Whale” because of its size)
spanning  the study reach was originally marked for salvage, but was not disturbed during
logging.



Site O-07: Gunderson 2

The Gunderson’2 site is a harvest practice study site on lands adjacent to the Gunderson Creek
study site in western Clallam  county in the Olympic physiographic region. The underlying
geology consists of sandstone, siltstone, and glacial drift deposits. The soil is Snahopish very
gravelly loam, 35-75%  slopes. ‘The disturbed soil slope stability rating is unstable with a severe
hazard rating for cutbank/fill/sidecast  road construction and a high hazard for soil erosion
potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard category is high due to steep inner gorges along the
stream.

Within the harvest unit is a zero order Type 3 stream that is a tributary of Gunderson Creek in the
Soleduck  River basin. This study stream has a step-pool channel  morphology, with a V-shaped
valley form. The average active channel  width is about 3 meters, with average channel gradients
of 7 % and 11% in two study reaches. Originally, this stream had been surveyed to serve as a
control stream for treatment reaches at the Gunderson Creek study site, but the area of the control
reaches was harvested before the completion of the study, so the study reaches were used to
evaluate harvest practices at the Gunderson 2 site.

Forest practices conducted at Guuderson  2 include a 13 hectare clearcut  with a RhIZ established
along the Type 3 study stream. Ground-based yarding practices were used on the northern
portion of the unit, and cable yarding was used on the remainder of the unit. Harvest of the unit
was completed in July of 1994, although areas adjacent to the RMZ study reaches were completed
by May 1994.

The harvest BMPs  evaluated at this site include the RMZ and ground-based and cable yarding in
the vicinity of the Type 3 stream which traverses the harvest unit. Two study  reaches were
established on the Type 3 stream. In-stream effects were evaluated using a before-after
comparison approach, as there is no site-specific control stream. Channel  condition and photo
point surveys were conducted on both study reaches in June and July of 1993, May 1994, and
July 1995. Stream bank erosion surveys were conducted on both study reaches in July 1993, with
a follow-up survey at the downstream reach in October 1994.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Study Site: j O-07: Gunderson  2 - Clearcut  harvest with RM? ; I I
1~  ---

Harvest  with RI TAs

‘ate@

-~~..~..,~~~~I~~  ~~~~~., ~~~.  ,._~~~~  .,. ~~~~_
surveys were conducted to evaluate this harvest practide,  it was noted dlring in-stream

survevs that there was no sediment deliven  within the RMZ reaches evaluated that was dir&iv  attributable to timber fallino  or
-f yarding or due to site preparation. Windthrow  which occurred following the harvest was a source  of sediment and channel-
~~~{disturbance,  but this also contributed beneficial woody debris to the stream. Fine sediment was observed routing through the study

j reaches both before and afler the harvest, and this is most likely attributable to the mainline haul road located upstream of the stud)
-{reaches.  which traverses the northern part of the subject harvest unit.

OVERALL SITE BMP
EFFECTIVENESS RATING: EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE

0-07woe.xls



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Gunderson 2: O-07

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 & CS-02 Water Type: 3
Control Survey JD#: N o n e

BMP&) Evaluated: RMZ (Cable and Ground-based Yarding)

CS Scoring Smnmaq

Treatment Score Survev Date

cs-01 cs-02

Pm-Treatment Surveys: 4 2 4 4 6130193

Post-Treatment Survey # 1: 4 1 3 6 5124194

Change 6om Pm-Treahnent  Score: - 1 - 8
Net Change (Control-Treatment): n/a

Post-Treatment Survey #2: 4 4 5 6 7124195

Change from Pm-Treatment Score: +2 +12
Net Change (Control-Treatment): n/a

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:

Control score Survev Date

n/a

(No site-specific Control Reach
was available for this site.)

The CS-01 and CS-02 treatment reaches have a step-pool morphology with average channel gradients of 11%
and 7%,  respectively. Salmonids  were observed in both reaches, and stream amphibians were observed in the
uppermost reach. It was noted during the initial survey that there was evidence that the stream had been used as
a yarding corridor during the original logging. This is reflected in relatively low pm-treatment scores. The CS-
01 reach on this study stream was originally surveyed as the control reach for in-stream surveys at the adjacent
Gunderson Creek study site, but after the site was harvested in 1994 and it was decided to use before/after
evaluations to assess the RMZ  at the new harvest site. Scores decreased by 2% and 1 g%, in the CS-01 and CS-
02 reaches, respectively, during the first year following the harvest. The decrease in score on the downstream,
CS-02 reach was attributable to upper bank disturbance and flow deflection onto banks, increased fines in
pools, and destabilization of sediment storage elements. Much of the disturbance was due to recent windthrow.
It was  also noted that much of the substrate was mobile. The 1995 scores were higher than pretreatment. It was

noted that there was no yarding across the stream valley, and the RMZ  extended to me slope break of the inner
gorge in most areas. There was no evidence of direct sediment delivery from tree falling or yarding activities.
Windthrow was extensive, but some windthrow erosion scars from the previous year were beginning to
re-vegetate. Other than the effects of windthrow, which is likely related to the clearcut harvest, the RMZ  was
effective in preventing sediment-related impacts in the stream. A mainline road which crosses above both study
reaches was noted as a probable source of tine sediment in all three survey years.



Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary

l~_..~.  ~I__-L  ~~. ! ~~~ ~~.._L~.~., ip.-~.-,.--l--.-  AL  ~~~~  -I_.._ -I~.. ..~~
Forest pradiCeS  evaluated at the treatment reach are Clearcut  harvest using primarily cable yarding assisted with ground-based equipment, with an RMZ left along  tha  typ,
3 stream. The control for this reach was logged, so no follow-up streambank erosion survey  was conducted for the control reach. Before  and after  sw,eys  of  the
treatment reach show a slight decrease in total length of eroding streambank between the 1993 and 1994 surveys. Although the  total length of  bank eroding  declined,  thf
amount of eroding bank attributed to windthrow increased by 6.5 meters between 1993 and 1994. While the length of actively eroding banks declined, the surface  area  oj
bank erosion increased by 50% following the harvest, primarily due to one large windthrow feature affecting both upper and lower banks, which accounted  for  22.3 square
meters of bank erosion. 5 of the 11 banks sampled in 1993 were no longer considered eroding bank features in 1994 because  they ware  mostly  ra.vegetated  or  wara

below the minimUm  Size Criteria for sampling, while two new eroding banks were present in 1994. In 1993, 36% of the banks sampled wara  2550% exposed, 28% were

50-75%  exposed, and 36% were 75-100%  exposed soil. In 1994.38% of the eroding banks were  O-25%  exposed, 25% were  25.50% exposed,  25% were  50.75%
exposed, and 12% were 75.100%  exposed.



WiUapa  Hills  Physiographic Region

Site W-01: Sears Creek

The Sears Creek site is a harvest practice located in the southwestern comer of Lewis County
about a mile north of the town Wildwood. The underlying geology of the site is Eocene-aged
marine sedimentary rocks consisting of siltstone, claystone, shale, and sandstone. Soils in the
portion of the harvest unit evaluated are classified as Melbourne loam, 8-15%  slopes. This soil
type has a disturbed slope stability rating of stable, and a moderate hazard a rating for
cutbank/till/sidecast  road construction. Erosion potential for the soil is rated as medium. The
harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is moderate, with stream valley slope gradients
lessthan40%.

Sears Creek, a 2nd order Type 3 tributary to the South Fork Chehalis  River, flows along the
southern boundary of the harvest unit. Sears Creek has a pool-riffle channel morphology in a U-
shaped valley. Active channel width is 3.3 meters, with an average stream channel gradient of
2 % . An unbuffered Type 4 tributary to Sears Creek and two short unbuffered Type 5 tributaries
are located witbin  the portion of the harvest unit evaluated.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 28 hectare clearcut  harvest using ground-based as
well as cable yarding methods. A RMZ  was established along Sears Creek, with adjacent areas
harvested using rubber-tired and tracked skidders, except for the southeast comer of the  unit
which was cable-yarded. The width of the RMZ  averaged 14 meters in the survey area evaluating
ground-based harvest practices, and 16 meters in the cable-yarding survey area. The harvest was
completed in February of 1994.

BMPs  evaluated at this study site include the RMZ and adjacent ground-based and cable
harvesting, as well as ground-based and cable harvesting in the vicinity of type 4 and 5 streams
without stream buffers. Two study reaches have been established along Sears Creek. The
treatment reach was established within the RMZ, and a control reach was established upstream of
the harvest unit boundary. Surveys conducted on.the  Sears Creek study reaches include channel
condition and photo point surveys conducted in April 1993 and July 1994. Channel  substrate
transect surveys were conducted on the same reaches in April 1993 and October 1994. Sediment
routing surveys were conducted on both  ground-based and cable-yarding areas of the harvest unit
in August 1994 and July 1995. The sediment routing survey areas included portions of the RMZ
along Sears Creek and adjacent harvest areas in the vicinity of tm-buffered  Type 4 and 5 streams.
Estimates of the volume of sediment eroded and delivered to streams was made for selected
erosion features identified during the 1995 sediment routing surveys.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary
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Case  @rrative:  The BMPs  applied at this site for harvest wilh  RMZ  were effective at preventing direct sediment delivery to the Type 3 stream. The RMZ was not
entered by heavy equipment in the survey areas. There was substantial chronic sediment deliv!-v  to  and disturbance of the Type.4~~4!-5  tributaries
to Sears Creek due lo limber falling/yarding activities. $&cl sediment delivery to Sears Creek was observed, via the Type 4 tributary.I n  a d d i t i o n ,
the physical integrity of aquatic habit!!  !!hin  t@  Type 4 and 5 streams was degraded by+~~@urbance  fro7  yarding as well a; sed&ent  deposition.

1
~i-,-~- ~.~  ..-~~~~

1-----

Channel Condition
Effective

Effective

lndelerminate

Case Narrative: No adverse changes were noted in the RMZ treatment reach from the CS or PS surveys. No new windthrowwas  observed in the RMZ study reach.__~ _. ~~.--~__-~~~~-.~-.~-_-~--
The SU survey results are indicative of a slight increase in fines in the treatment reach relative lo the control, but the results areE=.~~~  -~~  ~~~
Residual effects fr&&$~~f~&ig&l  forest were evident in both treatment and control reaches’ there were cull logs within’and  adjacent~.._._  -... ~~--.--~-.~.~~-.-.-~-~--~  ---1~- .~~--~._.  ~~~_
tothe  channel, which had appa%fltLy  been formerly used as a yarding corridor.

~.__~.  ..,~.
Disturbance of stream banks by wildlife was also noted in both study raache

I~stream  surveys were ~~~zapducted  on the Type 4 and~~&%jes.  olher than assessmenls  of chronic sediment delivery, in-stream
sediment deposition, and physical slream  channel disturbance made during sediment routing surveys. I~~~-~ T--~~-~.~.-~~
OVERALL SITE BMP I I I NOT I NOT



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Smdy  Site Sears Cr. Survey Date 8110194

Site Id # w-01 Survey Id # SR-OlBU

Water Type 3, 5 Months Since  Harvest 6

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED
SOIL (n?)

Cm”)

1 skid trail no 207.0 O-25 25.9

;
skid trail It0 218.4 50-75 136.5
Yarding

;s
4.8 50-75 3.0

1 0 wildlife trail 7.3 25-50 2.7

TOTALS 1 delivered 437.5 168.1

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.4 h&ares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 217 meters

Dismrbed  Soil per Hectare = 1093.8 m?ha.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 420.3 m*/ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 2.7 to*

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 6.8 m2/ba

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 mz

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that DeIivered  per Hectare = 0 m’lha

* The features that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to harvest activities, such as wildlife trails,
were excluded from these calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUUlber
of
Features

Surface Area Exposed Soil
of Exposed Soil from Features
@*I th&Delivered

% of Total
Delivery
(based on area of
exposed soil)

Skid Trail 2 162.4 0.0
Yarding 1 3.0 0.0 :
Wildlife 1 2.7 2.7 loo

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlBU survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that  drain to Sears Creek, which was buffered by
a RMZ, and the lowermost segment  of the main type  5 tributary and a short type 5 channel where they flow
through the Sears Creek RMZ. The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both
buffered and u-buffered portions of the survey  area. The forest practices evaluated were clearcut  barvest  using
ground-based yarding in the vicinity of a type 3 water (Sears Creek) buffered by a RMZ. The RMZ established on
Sears Creek, which averaged 14 meters in width  in tbe vicinity of the SR-01 survey area, was  effective at
preventing sediment delivery to Sears Creek from harvest site erosion.
sediment delivery from a wildlife trail.

There was a very slight amount of



Study  Site

Site Id #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Sears Cr. Survey Date l/19/95

w-01 Survey Id # SR-OlBU

Water Type 3, 5 Months Since Harvest 1 7

FEATURE # FEATURE
TYPE

DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED (m2)
SOIL (m2.)

1
2
9
10

skid trail no longer eroding - revegetated
skid trail no 218.4 O-25 21.3
Yardins no longer eroding - revegetated
wildlife trail not re-surveyed

TOTALS 0 delivered 2 1 8 . 4 21.3

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.4 hectares

Total Length of Stream Be& Surveyed = 217 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 546.0 n&a

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 68.3 m’/ba

Total Surface  Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m2

Exposed Soil from  All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m2iba

* Total Surface  Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m*

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per  Hectare = 0 m’lha

* The featores  that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to harvest activities, such as wildlife  trails,
were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion

Skid Trail

NUUlkr
of
Features

1

surface Area Exposed Soil % of Total
of Exposed Soil from Features Delivery
Cm? that Delivered (based on area of

(m2) exposed soil)

27.3 0 . 0 0

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlBU  survey includes portioris  of the SR-01 survey area that  drain to Sears Creek, which was buffered by
a RMZ, and tlte lowermost  segment of the main type 5 tributary and a short type 5 channel where they  flow
through the Sears Creek RMZ. The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which iricluded  both
buffered and on-buffered portions of the survey area. The  forest practices evaluated were clearcut  harvest using
ground-based yarding in the vicinity of a type 3 water  (Sears Creek) buffered by a RMZ. The RMZ established on
Sears Creek, which averaged 14 meters in width in the vicinity of the SR-01 survey area, continued to be  effective
at preventing direct sediment delivery to Sears Creek from harvest site erosion. Sediment delivery to Sears Creek
via the tm-buffered type 5 tributary is likely. Two of the four erosion features identified in tbe 1994 survey bad
revegetated  to the  point that  they were no longer considered to be  actively eroding. A wildlife trail (feature  10)
was not re-surveyed, since the objective of this foUow-up  survey was to evaluate sediment delivery from harvest
site erosion.

BMPEFFEC TIYENESS  RATING:

BMZ  (Ground-based Yardin@: EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Sears cr.

Site Id # w-01

Water Type 5

Survey Date

Survey Id #

Months Siice Harvest

g/10/94

SR-OlNB

6

FEATURE # % EXPOSED
SOIL AREA

DELIVERED
TO WATER

SURFACE

~%~“RBED
SOIL (rl?)

3 skid trail Yes 18.9 O - 2 5 2.4

: Y=dk3  skid trail YesYes 376.0 1.5 So-75  75-100 0.9 329.0
!: ;$$ Yes

Yes
6 . 6  1 3 . 5 50-75 25-50 2 . 5  8 . 4

8 Yarding Yes 7.0 75-50 6.1

TOTALS 6 delivered 423.5 349.3

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.3 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 237 meters

DisNrbed  Soil per Hectare = 1411.7 &ha.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 1164.3 m*/Ita

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 349.3 m2

Exposed  Soil from All Erosion Features tbat Delivered per Hectare = 1164.3 m2/ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest  Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 349.3 m*

Exposed Soil  from Harvest Erosion Features that Del&red  per Hectare = 1164.3 &ha

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NtlUlkr
of
Features

Surface Area Exposed Soil % of Total
of Exposed Soil from Features
Cm?

Delivery
tbat Delivered
(m2)

eased  on area of
exposed  soil)

Skid Trail 2 331.4 331.4 94.9
Yarding 4 17.9 17.9 5.1

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlNB  survey includes  portions of the SR-01 survey area  that drain to the main m-buffered type 5 stream
and a short type S chatmel  upstream  of where they  enter th$ Sears Creek  RMZ. The feature  numbers refer to the
field survey photo map, which  included both buffered and tm-buffered portions of the survey area. The forest
practices evaluated were clearcut  harvest using  ground-based yarding in the vicinity of un-buffered  type 5 waters.
Ground-based (skidder) harvesting along and across the main tm-buffered type  5 tributary to Scars creek resulted
in erosion feahlres  that  delivered substantial amoums  of fme  sediment to the stream. This included skid trail
crossings and erosion caused by yarding across or within the stream channel. Stream  banks within the type  5 were
destabilized by yarding disrurbance. All of the erosion features  identified in the survey delivered sediment to
streams, including the short type 5 that originated at a seep/spring just upslope  of the Rh4Z,  and all the erosion
features were located within 10 meters of the streams.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

SNdy  Site sears Cr. Survey Date 7119195

Site Id # w - 0 1 Survey Id # SR-OlNB

Water Type 5 Months Since Harvest 1 7

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER

%&ED
SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

SOIL (In’-)
cm  2 )

3 skld trail 6.0 25-50 2.3

2
Yarding
skid trail

:i longer eroding - revegetated
Yes 376.0 25-50 141.0

;
Yarding
Yarding

no longer eroding - revegetated

8 Yarding
no longer eroding - revegetated
no longer eroding - revegetated

TOTALS 1 delivered 382.0 143.3

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.3 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 237 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 1273.3 m*/ln.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 477.7 r&a

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 141.0 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered per Hectare = 470.0 m*/ba

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil  from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 141.0 m’

Exposed Soil  from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 470.0 m’/ha

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NNIlbe*
of
Features

Surface Area % of TotalExposed Soil
of Exposed Soil from Features
m tha;)Delivered

Delivery
(based  on area of
exposed soil)

Skid Trail 2 143.3 141.0 100

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlNB  survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that  drain to the main on-buffered type 5 steam
and a shon  type 5 channel upstream of where they enter the Sears Creek RMZ. The feature numbers refer to the
field survey photo map, which  included both  buffered and on-buffered portions of the survey area. The forest
practices evaluated were clearcot  harvest  using ground-based yarding in the vicinity of on-buffered type  5 waters.
Chronic sediment delivery was associated with the major skid trail crossing (feature  5) of the main on-buffered
type,  5 tributary to Sears Creek. Sediment delivery from this feature was continuing where golly erosion bad
routed sediment from the skid trail to the stream. The skid trail was not water-barred or grass-seeded, although
some natural revegetation  had occurred since the 1994 survey. Another skid trail feature that was delivering to the
other  type 5 bad revegetated within the seep/wetland area of the crossing, but exposed soil remained upslope  of the
crossing area. The yarding features identified in 1994 had revegetated to the point  that  they  were either no longer
visible or did not meet the minimum size criteria for erosion features.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS BATING:

Ground-Based Yarding without Stream Buffers: NOT EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site sears Cr. survey Date S/10/94

Site Id # w-01 Survey Id # SR-02BU

Water Type 3,  4 Months Since Harvest 6

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED cm  2 )
SOIL (It?)

1 yarding/wildlife Yes 3.0 25-50 1.1

-I_ TOTALS 1 delivered 3.0 1.1

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.2 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 111 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 13.0 m’/ha.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 5.5 m?ha.

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 1.1  m’

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 5.5 ml/ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 1.1 m’

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 5.5 m’lha

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
Features (m2)

Exposed Soil F of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
(m2)

yarding/wildlife 1 1.1 1.1 loo -

NARRATIVE.

The SR-02BU survey includes portions of the SR-02 survey area that drain to Sears Creek, which was buffered by
a RMZ. and the lowermost segment of the type  4 tributary where it flows through the Sears creek RMZ. The
feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both buffered and on-buffered portions of the
survey area. The forest practices evaluated with this survey  were clearcut  harvest using cable yarding systems in
the vicinity of a type  3 water (Sears Creek) buffered by a RMZ. Average width  of the RMZ in the vicinity of the
SR-M  survey (the cable yarding portion of the unit) was 16 meters. The RMZ and the harvest BMPs  employed,
(no yarding activity within the RMZ) were effective at preventing sediment &livery to Sears Creek, except in one
instam% where soil disturbance from yarding was routed to the stream via a wildlife trail. Good suspension of logs
was achieved on the lower hillslopes closest to the RMZ, leaving relatively little soil disturbance in the RMZ
survey area.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

SNdy  Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

sears  Cr.

W - 0 1

3, 4

FEATURE
TYPE

survey Date l/11/95

Survey Id # SR-02BU

Months Since Harvest 17

DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED cm 2 )
SOIL (m2)

1 yarding/wildlife no longer eroding - revegetated

TOTALS 0 delivered 0.0 0.0

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.2 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 111  meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 0 t&ha.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 0 ml/ha.

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m’/ba

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 0 m*

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m’lha

NARRATIVE:

Tbe SR-O2BU  survey includes portions of the SR-02 survey area that drain to Sears Creek, which was buffered by
a RMZ, and the lowermost segment of the type 4 tributary where it flows through the Sears Creek RMZ. The
feahlre  numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both  buffered and un-buffered potions of the
survey area. The forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut harvest using cable yarding systems in
the vicinity of a type 3 water (Sears Creek) buffered by a RMZ. Average width of the RMZ in the vicinity of the
SR-02  survey (the cable yarding portion of the unit) was 16 meters. The RMZ and the harvest BMPs employed,
(no tree harvesting or yarding activity within the RMZ) were effective at preventing chronic sediment delivery
directly to Sears Creek from harvest site erosion. However, chronic sediment delivery to Sears Creek occurred
via the u-buffered type 4 tributary evaluated in the SR-MNB  survey. Good suspension of logs was achieved on
the lower hillslopes closest to the RMZ, leaving relatively little soil disturbance in the RMZ survey area. The only
erosion feature identified in the 1994 survey bad revegetated by the time of the follow-up survey.

BMPEFFJK TlvENFssRATING:

RMZ (Cable Yardiig): EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site sears Cr.

Site Id # w-01

Water Type 4

FEATURE # FEATURE
TYPE

Survey Date 8/10/94

Survey Id # SR-02NB

Months Since  Harvest 6

DELIVERED SURFACE %  EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TO WATER AREA SOIL ARBA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED Cm’)
SOIL (m2)

2 Y=W no 9.2
3 falling Yes 2 .2
4 falling Yes  4.8
5 wildlife Yes  130.2
6 Yard@ Yes  63.0
I yardinglold,road  Xiig yes 75.2
8 fakglyarding Yes 55.4
9 falling/yarding no 14.6
1 0 yarding no 6.2
1 1 Yard@ Yes 22.0
12 falling/yarding yes 7.5
13 falling Yes  13.5
14 yarding Yes 56.0
1 5 in-stream deposit n/a (surface area: 3. lm2)
16 fallblg/yarding Yes 15.6
17 in-stream deposit n/a (surface area: 1. lm’)
18 Y=w3 Yes  3.9

TOTALS 12 delivered 479.3

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.2 hectares

2 5 - 5 0
75-100
50-75
O-25
50-75
O-25
75-w
50-75
2 5 - 5 0
o - 2 5
50-75
75-100
50-75
n/a
75-100
n/a
75-100

1 .2
1 .9
3.0
16.3
39.4
9.4
48.5
9 .1
2 .3
2.8
4.7
11.8
35.0
n/a
13.7
n/a
3.4

202.5

-

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 159 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 2396.5 m%a

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 1012.5,m2/ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 189.9 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 949.5 m’/ha

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 173.6 m2

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 868.0 m%

* The features that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, as wildlife
activity, were  excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NIltIlt. Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
Features Cm’)

Exposed Soil ‘ 5 of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
m3

yarding 1 93.5 90.0 47.4
hiig- 3 16.7 16.7 8.9
fallblglyarding 4 76.0 66.9 35.2
wildlife 1 16.3 16.3 8.5

NARRATIVE:

The SR-02NB  survey includes’portions of the SR-02  survey area that drain to the m-buffered  type 4 tributary
upstream of where  it enters the Sears Creek RMZ. The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map,
which included both buffered and m-buffered  portions of the survey area. The forest practices evaluated with this
survey were clearcut harvest using cable yarding systems in the vicinity of a type 4 water without stream buffers.
Cable yarding within and across the un-buffered type 4 stream resulted in several erosion features that delivered
substantial amounts of sediment to the stream. Yarding and tree falling activities disNrbed  both upper and lower
stream banks on both sides of the stream as well as tbe streambed. A puncheon culvert from an old road crossing
was disturbed by yarding (feature 7).  releasing sediment from the old road fill that had been revegetated prior to
the harvest. The upper stream banks on one side of the stream were also disturbed by elk trails.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Sears Cr. Survey Date Ill 119.5

Site Id # w - 0 1 Survey Id # SR-02NB

Water  Type 4 Months Since Harvest 1 7

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED Cm’)
SOIL (m’)

2 Yardi% no-longer eroding - revegetated
3 falling no longer eroding - revegetated
4 falling *0 2.2 25-50 0.8
5 w i l d l i f e yes 13.0 O-25 1.6
6 Yarding yes 63.0 o-25 7.9
7 yarding/old road Xmg yes 66.5 25-50 24.9
8 falling/yarding Yes 55.4 25-50 20.8
9 falling/yarding IlO 5.5 25-50 2.1
1 0 Yarding II0 2.6 50-75 1.6
11 yarding Yes 22.0 O-25 2.8
12 falling/yarding yes 7.5 50-75 4.7
13 falling Yes 13.5 75-100 11.8
1 4 yarding yes 56.0 50-75 35.0
15 in-stream deposit n/a (surface area: 3. lm’) n/a n/a
1 6 falling/yarding Yes 15.6 25-50 5 . 9
17 in-stream deposit tia (surface area: 1. lm*) n/a n/a
1 8 yarding yes 3.9 75-100 3.4

TOTALS 7 delivered
-

326.1

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.2 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 159 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 1633.5 m%a.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 616.5 m%.

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Feamres  that Delivered to Water = 103.4 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 517.0 m’/ha

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 101.8 m’

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 509.0  m2ha

* The feaNreS  that  delivered to water but were not directly attributable to current barvest  practices, as wildlife
activity, were excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUtllber Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
Features Cd

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
Cm21

-YXWS 6 75.6 63.3 61.2
falling 2 12.6 11.8 11.4
fallbtglyarding 4 33.5 26.7 25.8
wildlife 1 1 .6 1 .6 1 .6

NARRATNE:

The SR-02NB survey includes portions of the SR-02 survey area that drain to the un-buffered type 4 nibutary
upstream of where it enters the Sears Creek RMZ. The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map,
which included both buffered and un-buffered portions of the survey area. The forest practices evaluated with this
survey were clearcut harvest using cable yarding systems in the vicinity of a type 4 water without stream buffers.
Six of the 11 harvest-attributable erosion features found to &liver sediment to the stream in the 1994 survey,
conducted 6 months following harvest, were continuing to deliver in the 1995 survey (17 months following
harvest). However, the extent of exposed soils associated with harvest erosion features that delivered sediment to
tbe stream was reduced to 59% of that measured in 1994, due to natural revegetation that occurred between the
two surveys. Chronic sediment delivery was caused by erosion associated with cable yarding and tree falling
activities within and across the unbuffered type 4 stream, including disturbance of upper and lower stream banks
from harvest activities within the steep bitter gorge. All of the erosion features that delivered were located witbin
10 meters of the stream. Two notable in-stream sediment deposits (features 15 and 17) had covered the streambed
with a layer of fme sediment averaging 35 to 43 cm deep. Discominuous sediment &position was observed to the
confluence with Sears Creek.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

Cable Yarding without Stream Buffers: NOT EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Sears Creek

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-02 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Rh4Z  (Clearcut harvest with cable-yarding)

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey  #1  :

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey #2:

CS Scoring Summary

Trearment  Score Survey Date

35 4120193

55 l/6/94

+20
+13

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treament):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

control  Score Survey Date

52 4120193

59 716194

+7

Case Narrative:
There was an increase in both control and treatment scores, but the treatment increased by a
greater amount, hence there are no apparent effects of the harvest practices on the Type 3
stream. The RMZ was no entry in the area of the study reach, and this was effective. The
increase in score is substantial, and it may reflect the different times of year and streamflow
regimes when the observations were made. Score increases are primarily due to decreases in
bank erosion, fresh sediment deposits, and fines in pools. The seasonal effect may be reflected
in the degree of bank vegetation present in early spring versus early summer, as well as more
fines  moving through the reach in spring. This is a low gradient reach that does have the
potential to accumulate fine  sediment, especially in pools. The banks are highly erodible, and
appear to be disturbed by elk fairly frequently. The effects of logging the original forest are
also apparent, and it appears that both control and treatment reaches were formerly usedas
yarding corridors.

_.



In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Sears Creek Survey Dates: 4/29/93  8 7/6/94

Study Reach Descriptions: Both reaches were on Sears Creek, with the control reach located upstream of the harvest unit,

Indicators of in-channel changes
1. Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and /or physical
disturbance of banks?

Control  PS-02 Treatment PS-01
Yes N O Yes N O

X X

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage elements or
bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD, boulder clusters)?

X X

3. Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility (e.g. change in
brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

X X

4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of fine orcoarse
sediment?

X x

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
(indicate numbers of windthrown trees Increase in large WD? X X
documented over  the survey period) Increase in small WD? X X

Decrease in WD? X X

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other
disturbances?

X X

Summary:
Very little change was apparent in either study reach over  the monitoring period. There were no new windthrown  trees down
across the stream in either reach. The dense stream bank vegetation and lower stream flows in the 1994 su~yevs made
comparisons dificult,  but enough specific features were identiflible  to substantiate the conclusion of little chang;  in stream
channel features and no in-stream effects from harvest practices.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Effective
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These survey results reflect an increase in  the reach average percent fines over the monitoring period in the treatment reach. Likewise, the pebble count data indicates :
reduction in the proportion of gravel in non-pool  deposilional  zones  of the reach (e.g.. rimes and bars). The control reach was less  dominated by fines than the treatmen
reach, both pre  and post treatment, although there was small increase in fines in the control reach. While the results indicate a greater extent of streambed  fining in th,
treatment reach relative to the control, this change may be within the range of year to year and/or seasonal variability (Le.. spring versus fall sampling). Because of thk
unknown, and because sampling was not conducted at the same time of year pre  and post treatment, the results are inconclusive ‘as to a forest  practice &act,  eve,
though sediment sources were identified in the harvest unit. upstream of the treatment reach (re: sediment routing surveytindings of sediment delivery via “n-buffered typt
4 stream). Analysis of stream channel maps made during the surveys indicates there were no significant movements of sediment storage elements (LWD)  within althe

reach. The treatment reach has more woody debris than the control. indicating a higher potential to store sediment,

BMP Effect iveness Rat ing: INDETERMINATE



Sears Creek Channel Substrate Transects Survey Results

hese survey results reflect a slight increase in the reach average percent fines  over the monitoring period, but  less than the increase observed in the treatment reach
-II

Zavels  were the dominant substrate size class in the control reach both pre  and post treatment, whereas fines were dominant in the treatment reach  in the post
‘eatment  survey. and co-dominant (fines and gravels being about equally represented) in the pre-treatment survey.

‘.



Site W-02 : Neiman Creek

The Neiman Creek site includes a harvest unit with new road construction, and is located in
western Lewis County in the Willapa Hills physiographic region. The underlying geology of the
site is Eocene marine sedimentary rock consisting of siltstone, claystone, shale, and sandstone.
Soils are classified as Melbourne loam, 1530% slope phase. The disturbed slope stability for this
soil type is unstable, with a moderate hazard rating for cutbank/fill/sidecast  road construction, and
a medium hazard rating for erosion potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard category is low,
with stream valley side slopes under 20%. The road construction BMP slope hazard category is
moderate, with hillslope gradients along the road segment evaluated rangmg  from 7-42%.

Neiman Creek is a 1st order tributary to the  South Fork Chehalis River that flows along tlte
eastern boundary of the harvest unit. Neiman Creek is depicted as a Type 4 on the DNR Water
Type map and the approved FPA, but was treated with  a RMZ during the logging of the site. It
meets the physical criteria for a Type 3 water, and sahnonids  were observed during stream
surveys. A zero order Type 5 tributary to Neiman Creek is located within the portion of the
harvest unit evaluated. The tributary was not buffered and was found to have a deeply incised
channel along portions of its length. Neiman Creek flows through a series of old and recently
active beaver dams, that have formed a wetland along its floodplain. Channel  morphology is
classified as pool-riffle, with a wide-alluviated valley form. The treatment reach on Neiman
Creek has an average active channel  width of 5 meters and an average channel  gradient of 1% In
the area of new road construction on the east side of Neiman Creek, there is a tributary to Neiman
Creek that rmts parallel to the newly constructed road. This stream is mapped as a Type 4, but
appears to meet tire  criteria for a Type 3 for much of its length.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 32 hectare clearcut  harvest with 2.2 km of new
road construction. Of the 2.2 km of road construction, approximately 1.1 km are within the
harvest unit itself. The harvest took place along the west bank of Neiman creek with the new
road accessing the site from the east. A 16 meter temporary bridge was installed over Neiman
Creek. A RMZ,  with  ground-based harvesting adjacent to it, was established along the west bank
of Neiman Creek. RMZ width  averaged 28 meters in the survey area along Neiman Creek. The
harvest in the portion of the unit evaluated was completed in February 1994. Road construction
was completed in the fall of 1993. The temporary bridge was removed in the fall of 1994.

The BMPs  evaluated at this study site include the RMZ with adjacent ground-based harvesting,
ground-based harvesting in the vicinity of the Type 5 stream without stream buffers, and new
road construction practices, including water crossings (temporary bridge), road design (relief
culverts), and road construction techniques (cut and fill slopes). Two study reaches were
established along Neiman Creek, inchuiing  a treatment reach along the RMZ above the
temporary bridge and a control reach upstream of the harvest unit boundary. Channel condition
and photo point surveys were conducted on both study reaches in February 1994 and May 1995.
Sediment routing surveys evaluating harvest in the vicinity of the lower section of the unbuffered
Type 5 stream and a portion of the RMZ were conducted in August 1994 and July 1995.
Surveys conducted to evaluate road construction practices included culvert condition surveys in
April 1994 and June 1995 and cutbank/tillslope  surveys in April 1994 and May 1995. The
cutbanlc/fillslope  surveys evaluated the road segment draining to the temporary bridge crossing as
well as effectiveness of BMPs  employed at the crossing. Sediment deposition surveys were
conducted in  June 1995 in conjunction with the culvert condition survey to evaluate hillslope
erosion and sediment storage and m-stream deposition of sediment discharged via relief culverts..





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Harvest w/ RMZ 8 ~__

Effectiveness inter

The RMZ was
e 5 stream, from

s e c o n d  y e a r  s u r v e y s .

.-A --L----I.-AL
Case Narrative: No in-stream effects of the timber harvest were observed in the Type 3 stream buffered by the RMZ.

L____~__  ~~
No new windthr&  trees were

observed in the RMZ  study reach over the monitoring period. In addition to the Type 3 study reach, the photo-point survey also covered the
mouth of the unbuffered Type 5 tributary.

features within the clearcut.
Siltation of the streambed was observed, attributable to short-term sediment delivery from yarding

OVERALL SITE BMP
EFFECTIVENESS RATING: EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE

W02woehuls



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

SNdy Site Neiman Creek Survey Date 8110194

Site Id # W-02 Survey Id # SR-OlBU

Water Type 3, 5 Months  Since  Harvest 6

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( m*  ) SOIL

cm*)

5 windthrow  no 3.4 75-100 3.0
6 skid trail no 40.8 75-100 35.7
7 skid nail no 62.9 O - 2 5 7.9
8 skid trail no 433.3 50-75 270.8
9 skid trail 110 1124.8 50-75 703.0

TOTALS 0 delivered 1665.2 1020.4

Total Area of Ground  Surveyed = 0.9 hectares

Total Let@  of Stream  Bank Surveyed = 170 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 1850.2 m2/ha

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 1133.8 m*/ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m*

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 t&l-a

Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = I) m2

Exposed Soil  from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m’lha

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
Features

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
(m2)

Exposed Soil * % of Total Delivery
from Featores (based on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
( d )

skid trail 4 1017.4 0.0 n/a
windthrow 1 3.0 0.0 n/a

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlBU  survey includes portions of the SR-01  survey area  that drain to Neiman Creek, which  was buffered
by a RMZ, and the lowermost segment of the type 5 tributary where it flows through  the Neiman Creek RMZ.
The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included bath  buffered and on-buffered portions of
the survey area. The forest practices evaluated with  this sediment routing survey were clearcut  harvesting using
ground-based equipment on one side of a type  3 stream that was buffered with  a RMZ. The RMZ, which
averaged 28 meters in width and was not entered by equipment in the vicinity of the survey area, was effective at
preventing sediment delivery directly to Neiman Creek despite extensive areas of disturbed and  exposed soils
immediately adjacent to and upslope  of the buffer.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Neiman Creek Survey Date 7119195

Site Id # W-02 Survey Id # SR-OIBU

Water Type 3, 5 Months Since  Harvest 1 7

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
T Y P E TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( ml  ) SOIL

( m2  1

5 windthrow no 3.4 50-75
6

2.1 -
skid trail no 42.0 o-25 5.3

7 skid trail no longer eroding - revegetated
8 skid trail no 433.3 2.5-50
9

162.5
skid trail no 1124.8 o-25 140.6

TOTALS 0 delivered 1603.5 310.5

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.9 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 170 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 178 1.7 &/ha

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 345.0 m%a

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 &/ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest  Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m’

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m’lha



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
cm21

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
( m*  )

skid trail 3 308.4 0.0 da
windthrow 1 2.1 0.0 da

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OIBU survey includes portions of the  SR-01  survey area that drain to Neiman Creek, which was buffered
by a RMZ, and the lowermost segment of the type 5 tributary where it flows through  the Neiman Creek RMZ.
The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both buffered and u-buffered portions of
the survey area. Tbe forest practices evaluated with  this sediment routing survey were clearcut  harvesting using
ground-based equipment on one side of a type 3 stream that  was buffered with a RMZ. The RMZ, which
averaged 28 meters in width and was not entered by equipment in the vicinity of the survey area, continued to be
effective at preventing direct sediment delivery to Neiman Creek from harvest site erosion. The extent of exposed
soils in harvest areas adjacent to and upslope  of the buffer went from about 11% of the survey area in 1994 (6
months  following harvest) to about 4% of the  survey area in 1995 (17 months following harvest) due to vigorous
tmtml  revegetation. As had been observed at other  clearcut  sites west of the Cascades, thistle (cirsium sp.)  and
tansy  watt  (Senecio  jacobaea)  were the most common plants  to colonize the site.

BMP EFFECTIVENI?SS RATING:

FCMZ  (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Neiman Creek Survey Date 8/10194

w-02 Survey Id # SR-OlNB

5 Months Since  Harvest 6

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( ItI2  ) SOIL

( m2  )

1 skid trail yes 472.5 25-50 177.2
2 skid trail Yes 230.0 5@75 143.8
3 skid trail no 532.4 O - 2 5 66.6
4 skid trail no 93.1 25-50 34.9

TOTALS 2 delivered 1328.0 422.5

Total  Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.4 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 44 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 3320.0 &/ha

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 1056.3 m2/ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 321.0 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 802.5 m*/ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 321.0 mz

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 802.5 m’h

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NlXtlber Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
Features Cm’)

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
( m2  )

skid trail 4 422.5 3 2 1 . 0 100

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OINB survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that drain to the on-buffered type 5 tributary
upstream of where it enters the Neiman Creek RhfZ. The featore  numbers refer to the field survey photo map,
which included both buffered and on-buffered portions of the survey  area. The forest practices evaluated at
Neiman Creek with this sediment routing survey were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based equipment in the
vicinity of a type  5 stream without stream buffers. The two skid trail features associated with sediment delivery
were located within 10 meters of and roughly parallel to the unbuffered type 5 stream. (Note: although designated
as skid trails, these erosion features  also included disturbance by adjacent tree falling and yarding to the trails.) In
two places the skid trails crossed the  stream. Sediment deposition in the lower part of the type  5. where it entered
the RMZ, was documented io the photo point survey conducted along Neiman Creek.



Study Si te

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Neiman Creek Survey Date 81/19/95

w-02 Survey Id # SR-OINB

5 Months Since. Harvest 17

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL  AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( tn2  ) SOIL

(m2)

1 skid trail n o 472.5
2 skid trail n o 166.5
3 skid trail no 532.4
4 skid trail no 93.1

TOTALS 0 delivered 1264.5

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.4 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 44 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 3161.3 m’iba

o-25 59 .1
0-2s 20.8
O-25 6 6 . 6
O-25 11.6

158.1

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 395.3 m’iha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 &ha

Total Surface Area Exposed  Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 mz

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 mz/ha



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
Features

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil

(m2)

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
tbat Delivered exposed soil)
( m*  )

skid trail 4 158.1 0.0 n/a

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlNB  survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that drain to the on-buffered type  5 tributary
upstream of where it enters the Neiman Creek Rh4.Z. The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map,
which  included both buffered and un-buffered  portions of the survey area. The  forest practices evaluated at
Neiman Creek with this sediment routing survey were clearcut  harvesting using ground-based equipment in the
vicinity of a type 5 srream  w&out stream buffers. The two skid trail features that  bad been observed to deliver
sediment to the unbuffered type. 5 stream in the 1994 survey (features 1 and 2) were heavily revegetated  in 1995,
as were the other  erosion features  in the survey  area. (Note: a.ltbough  designated as skid trails, these erosion
features also included disturbance by adjacent tree falling and yarding to the trails.) Featore  2 no longer bad
exposed soils within 10 meters of the stream. In the  two places where the skid trails crossed the stream, there  was
no evidence of continued sediment routing to the stream from these erosion features, although fresh in-stream
sediment  deposits were observed both upstream and downstream of the crossing area. Apparently, the  source of
tbis sediment is hillslope erosion in the upper part of the  drainage area, or  chiumel  erosion in the  deepIy  incised
segment of the stream upstream of the  survey  area. Within the SR-OlNB survey area, the rype  5 channel  was not
well-defmed  and surface flow was discontinuous. Sediment deposition in the  lower part of the type 5, where it
entered the RMZ and merged with the  Neiman Creek floodplain, was documented in the photo point survey
conducted along Neiman Creek. Because sediment delivery within the survey area was not chronic,  the BMP
rating is effective.

BMPEFFECTIVENJL9SRATING:

Ground-Based Yarding without St- Buffers: EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Neiman Creek W-02

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01
Control Survey ID#: cs-02

Water Type: 3
Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ  (Clearcut with Ground-based Yarding)

cs scoring summary

Treatment Score Survey Date Control score Survey Date

Prelii surveys*: 45 212194 37 212194

Post-Treatment Survey #l: 46 s/31/95 38 5131195

Change from Pre-Treatment  Score: +1 +1
Net Change  (Control-Treatment): 0

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:
Both control and treatment reaches are heavily influenced by beaver activity, and are
characterized by a series of impounded or slow-moving pools punctuated by short glides or
riffles.
detritus.

Substrates in these low-gradient reaches are either tine sediment or woody organic

reach.
Streamside wetlands have developed on the floodplain, especially along the treatment

The Riparian Management Zone averages 28 meters in width and extends from the
edge of the non-forested wetland to the harvest unit which is only on the right side of the
stream. The channel condition surveys did not detect any impacts of the harvest practices
on the Type 3 stream buffered by the RMZ, but siltation was observed at the mouth of a Type
5 tributary where it entered the floodplain wetland.

(* Note: Timing of the initial surveys was concurrent with the harvest activities. It was noted
at the time of these surveys that no immediate impacts from logging were apparent in the
treatment reach.)



Road BMP Effectiveness Summary

1.~.  ....~~~~~~~~~~ ~. ~-_  ...,,  ~.  ~.~~~~  L ~~~~~~  ~..~..,  .,.--  .J._ ~. .~~ _~ ,~~~  ~:  ~~~ Zig  ~~~~~~  ~~~  1~~  ~~~~~~~~~

&se  NarmQye:~I  ~j?hree  of the four relief culverts evaluated delivered sediment to streams, including Neiman Creek (Type 3) and Its  Type 4 and 5 tributaries, witt
;channelized  and overland flow sediment transport distances below these three culverts ranging from 15-85 meters. At a fourth relief culvert,

I the downslope sediment transport distance was 120 meters and came within 15 meters of Neiman Creek, but no delivery was documented by.~.~
y:the 1995 survsy  (about 20 months following road construction). BMPs  employed for the temporary bridge crossing of Neiman Creek were

effective; exposed soils at the bridge location had completely re-vegetated by the 1995 survey. Chronic erosion of cutslopes with sediment
Tdelivery  to Neiman Creek and its tributaries was documented. Highly erodible  soils at this road construction site were still over 75% exposed
‘on most cutslope  sections by the 1995 surveys, in spite of attempts to stabilize exposed soils by grass seeding (without mulching). H a y  b a l e s
; placed in ditches ware overwhelmed by the amount of sediment and ditch flow and were not effective at preventing delivery  to Neiman Creek.

_IDitch  diversion into a sediment trap on one side of the road reduced delivery  somewhat in the second year. Material eroded from fillslopes
,~~~ .!delivered  to Neiman Creek during the first year, but delivery from fillslopes  was not chronic.

.i:~~~-------  _...  ‘.-~.,~-
case  Nqtjtive;~~.:  In-stream effects of sediment  delivery via relief drainage were evaluated by direct measurement of in-stream sediment deposition in a tributary

Creek (mapped as a Type 4. but appears to meet criteria for Type 3 for much of its length). A total of 121 m3 of freshly deposited
from two  road drainage segments (522 m of road), was delivered by two relief culverts. This deposition covered the

and portions of the floodplain with a layer of sediment ranging from 3-42 cm thick, and averaging 11 cm thick. The deposition was
noncontinuous  from the confluence with Neiman Creek to a point 240 meters upstream.

IOVERALL SITE BMP
IEFFECTIVENESS  rbiTIt4G:

NOT NOT I
EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE

/ ~~ ~~~~  ”

WOZwoerd.xls



Neiman Creek Culvert Condition Survey Results

Site: W-02: Neiman Creek
Culvert Condition Survey: CC-01

Survey Dates: 4194  8 6195
Date of Construction:

Extent of Erosion

Comments/ Notes Summary:

Year
1995

i

0193
CUIVWI
Spacing

(Drainage

-%?
(269m)
253m
(253m)
43m

(157m)
157m

(220m)

Decrease Y
c o n s t a n t Y
c o n s t a n t Y

1
Constsnt Y
DSCV5?SSS Y

Increase Y

IIWSSSS Y

Channelized  or
Overland Flow

Sediment Transport

Yes, 24m down slope

Yes, 851”  down slope

Yes, 15m  down slope

Yes. 12Om  down slope

Site BMP Effectiveness Rating:

Stream X-ha: n/a

Delivery to
surface water
from culvert

i

Yes. Type 5

Yes, Type-4

Yes, Type 3

NO

Relief. lot Effective

iThe culvert condition survey at this site only evaluated the four relief culverts along the road segment draining to Neiman Creek; the temporary ~
‘bridge crossing of Neiman Creek was evaluated as part of the Cutbank/Fillslope  Survey of the road segment. The average spacing between relief
&ulverts was 226 meters (with 275 m  between C2 and Neiman Creek and 43 m  between C3 and Neiman Creek), and the average road gradient
iwas  8 36. In-stream sedimentation from eroded road material delivered via relief drainage at this site was perhaps the most extensive case of
Isuch  effects observed over the course of the study. The road constructed at the Neiman Creek site had a well compacted travel surface covered

I

/by a layer of crushed-rock at least 15 cm. thick.
~

However, erosion of cutslopes and ditches constructed in the highly erodible  soils was severe.
‘Culvert fill armoring was rated as poor at all the inflows and outftows  for both 1994 and 1995. At the time of the 1994 survey, severe erosion was
,observed  on the cutslopes and ditches. Channel development and overland sediment transpoti  was observed downslope of the oufflow  at all four
~culverts  in 1994, with sediment delivery to surface waters occurring at three of the four. Sediment transport downslope  of culverts 1 and 2 was
exceptional in that the sediment was transported via both overland flow and channelized  Row across the floor of the second -growth forest.

I

Relief
:
I

dramage  from culvert 2 traveled 65 meters downslope  before delivering sediment to a type 4 tributary to Neiman Creek. In-stream deposition
~surveys  measured 69 cubic meters of unambiguous sediment deposition in the type 4 stream below the delivery point of the discharge from C2,

~

continuing for a distance of 135 meters to the confluence of Neiman Creek. The fine sediment deposition formed a continuous layer up to 44 cm
~
~

,thick  (ave. depth of deposition was 12 cm.), covering the active stream channel and portions of the floodplain. Hillslope storage of eroded material I
was dominant the first year following road construction, but by 1995, channetization  of the hillslope produced erosion that was equivalent to the i
volume stored on the hillslope. Upstream of the delivery point of drainage from C2, another 32 cubic meters of continuous in-stream sediment i
deposition that was attributable to discharges from culvert 1 to a tributary of the same stream, was measured over a stream distance of 105 meters :
(ave. depth 10 cm). Erosion from the cutslope  and ditch was severe  enough to plug the inflow of culvert 3 in 1994 and the inflow of culvert 1 in

/ 1995. Plugging of the inflow of culvert 1 undoubtedly contributed to the severe ditch erosion down-gradient of the relief inflow, and increased the
;
‘~

magnitude of sediment delivery from culvert 2. Slash berms lefl along the base of the tillslopes during road construction were ineffective at
/preventing channel initiation and sediment transport/delivery.

I
in 1995, a channel that developed below the outflow of culvert 4 extended 120 i

meters downslope across the clearcut, but stopped in an equipment rut 15 meters short of the ordinary high water mark of Neiman Creek. There is

I

the potential for delivery if channeliration continues. As noted in the CutbankIFillslope  Survey, dry grass seeding was ineffective, and other soil

”stabrkzatton  BMPs  such as hydromulching were not employed to stabilize soils exposed by road construction at this site. Water bars were
/

/constructed across the road tread but they were not connected with or diverting flows from the ditch. .



CUTBANKIFILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Neiman Creek
Survey Id #‘s CF-01
Survey Dates 4114194 &S/31/95
Water Type 3
Road Construction Date: lo/93 Range Road Gradient 6-13 %
Length of Road Average Road Gradient 9.2 %
Draining to Stream 491 meters Range Hillslope Gradient 7-42 %

Average Hillslope Gradient 23.6 %
Range Cutslope  Gradient 28-60 deg,
Average Cutslope  Gradient 44.0 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

% Observations w/short slope height 61 80
% Observations wlmed.  slope height 33 20
% Observations w/l@  slope height 0 0

1994 1 9 9 5 1994 1995

% Observations w/O-25  % exposed soils 0 0 5 0
% Observations ~126.50  % exposed soils 0 0 5 5
% Observations w/51-75 % exposed soils 16 21 25 75
% Observations w/76-100 % exposed s&s 84 19 65 20

% Observations wtEvidence  of Erosion loo loo loo loo

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water yes yes yes no

Gully&g  or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills, Yes Yes Yes Yes
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMP Effectiveness Ratings: Not Effective Effective
Temporary Bridge Crossing of Neiman Creek: Effective

COMMENTS:
The  forest practices evaluated with this survey were cut and till slope construction practices and a stream crossing
of a type 3 water with a temporary bridge. The road constxwtion  was completed in the fall of 1993. The
temporary bridge was removed between the 1994 and 1995 surveys. Substantial soil erosion of the curslopes  and
ditches was observed in both the 1994 and 1995 surveys. Types of erosion observed included sheetwash  erosion,
slumping, and gullying  on both  Cut  and fill slopes, aad gully erosion in ditches. During the 1994 survey it was
noted that the hay bales placed in ditches and below fillslope erosion sites were being overwhelmed by the amount
of sediment and flowing water, and were not effective at preventing sediment delivery to Neiman Creek.
Unambiguous deposits of road sediment were observed in Neiman Creek in the vicinity of ditch outrlows.
Sediment was delivered to Neiman creek via direct entry ditch-lines in both years, although the amount of
sediment delivered between the 1994 and 1995 surveys was reduced following the construction of sediment uaps,
the re-routing of &litch  flow into sediment t raps, and grass seeding and natural revegetation of some exposed areas.
In 1994, there was evidence of &livery of material eroded from fillslopes to Neiman Creek, but there was not
evidence of continuing direct delivery from fillslopes  at the time of the 1995 survey. While ditch diversion into a
sediment trap prevented a portion of cutslope  and ditch erosion from continuing to deliver to Neiman Creek,
substantially reducing the magnitude of sediment delivery in the second year of road life, continued delivery from
exposed cutslopes  and ditches down-gradient of the sediment trap and on the other side of Neiman Creek was
evident in the 1995 survey. Hay bales were only partially effective at trapping sediment at the ditch outflow. As
indicated from the above  information on the percent of exposed soil in both  survey years, revegetation of the
cutslopes  was very slow. The evaluation of practices employed at the temporary bridge installation, included
within the surveyed segment, found that exposed slopes at the crossing site were completely re-vegetated by the
time of the 1995 survey, with no evidence of chronic sediment delivery, therefore the temporary crossing BMPs
are rated effective.



Site W-03: Tram Whistle

Train Whistle is a road construction and harvest site located in north-central Cowlitz County in
the Willapa Hills physiographic region. Underlying geology consists of upper Eocene
volcaniclastic sedimentary and volcanic rock members of the Goble volcanics. Soils are classified
as Olympic gravelly silt loam with two slope phases, 30-65 % slopes along stream valleys and O-
30% slopes in other areas of road construction. Both soil phases have a disturbed soil slope
stability rating of stable, with soil hazard ratings of moderate and medium, respectively, for
cutbank&ll/sidecast  road construction and erosion potential. The road construction BMP slope
hazard category for the site is high, with hillslope gradients ranging from 1 l-68%.  The harvest
BMP slope hazard category is high, with stream valley slopes in the survey areas ranging from
45-82 %

In-stream surveys were conducted on one zero order and one 1st order stream, which are
tributaries to Mulholland Creek in the Coweeman River basin. These streams are depicted as L
Type 5s on then  DNR Water Type map and on the FPA, however, they meet the physical criteria
for Type 4 Waters. The study streams have step-pool and cascade channel morphologies in V-
shaped valleys. Channel  gradients are 26-31%  and active channel widths are about 2 meters. In
addition to these Type 4 streams, the section of new road construction evaluated crosses four
Type 5 streams in the same watershed.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a clearcut  harvest using both ground-based (shovels)
and cable yarding methods, and approximately 6 km of road construction. Approximately 2 km
involved reconstruction of an old existing road, while the remaining 4 km was new road
construction. Conditions for the FPA included no sidecast  road construction where side slopes
were 50% or greater, cleaning of draws and streambeds upstream of culvert inlets, and grass
seeding of road cuts and fiils. The road construction was completed by August 1993. Timber
harvest was completed in February 1994.

BMPs  evaluated at this site are the new road construction practices, including water crossings
(culverts), road design (relief culverts), and road construction techniques (cut and fill slopes),
and ground-based harvesting in the vicinity of Type 4streams without stream buffers.
Preliminary channel condition surveys on two Type 4 streams were conducted in May 1993, prior
to the road being built, with survey reaches located in reference to the flagged P-line for the new
road construction. It was intended that the reaches upstream of the road would serve as controls
for the downstream reaches evaluating the effects of the road crossings. However, prior to the
follow-up surveys, the area upstream of the road was harvested. Therefore, follow-up surveys
conducted in July 1994 were used to make before-after comparisons of m-stream conditions. The
channel condition surveys were split into two reaches each, with one reach located upstream of
the road for evaluation of harvest practices, and one reach representing the immediate area of
road fill and culvert placement and the stream segment below the crossing. Photo point surveys
were conducted on the Type 4 treatment reaches above and below the two road crossings in
September 1993 (immediately following the completion of road construction), with follow-up
surveys in July 1994. Cutbank/fillslope  surveys were conducted on a segment of the new road
construction in September 1993 and July 1994. Culvert condition surveys covering over 1100
meters of newly constructed road were conducted in September 1993 and May 1995.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Study Site: ‘W-03: Train Whistle - Clearcut  harvest without stream buffers 1 I~.~~~~  , ~~..~~~~.  ~~~~~..  ,~

I
Survey Employed

for the downstream reaches affected by road crossings. However, the area upstream
and 1994 surveys, and the surveys were used to make before/after comparisons of in-

Channel condition and photo-point surveys reflected disturbance ofstreambed

/OVERALL SITE SMP
I / I I I I

NOT
iEFFECTIVENESS  RATING: EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Tram Whistle W-03

Treatment Survey ID#:  CS-OlB  & CS-02B Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#:  n/a Water Type: n/a

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Ground-based Yarding (clearcut harvest) without stream buffers

CS Scoring Summary

PmTreatment  Surveys:

Treatment Score Survey Date control  score Survey Date

CEOIB  CS-OZB There were no control
reaches for this evaluation.

45 43 5113193

Post-Treatment Survey  #l: 17 16

Change from Pre-Treaanent  Score: -28 -27
Net Change (Control-Treatment): n/a n/a

7/U-28/94

BMP EFFECTlVENESS RATING: NOT EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:

These surveys were conducted upstream of the new road construction evaluated with the CS-
OIA and CS-02A survey reaches. The decrease in channel  condition scores in this before-after
comparison reflect the effects of clearcut  harvesting using shovels, without stream buffers.
Both study reaches had steep step-pool morphology with average channel gradients of 31% and
26 % Steps were formed by both natural LWD and large cull logs from the logging of the
original forest. It was noted that some cull logs were moved out of the channel during logging
operations. Other channel  changes include disturbance of upper and lower stream banks, flow
deflection onto banks by logging slash in the channel, increases in the extent of fresh sediment
deposits and surface fines, increased streambed mobility, destabilization of sediment storage
elements formed by LWD, and extensive slash covering the streambed. A larval Pacific Giant
Salamander was observed in the CS-OlB  reach during the follow-up survey.



In-Stream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Train Whistle Survey dates: g/9/93  8 7/27/94
Survey Id: PS-02 Treatment Reach (no Control comparison)

(e.g. change in brightness, fresh sediment deposits).

fine or coarse sediment?

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
increase in large WD? X 20 YS. 1 3
Increase in small WD X 22 vs. 1 7
Decrease in WD? X 18 vs. 1 1

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to X 17vs. 9
scouring or other disturbance?

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Not Effective

Summary :

Photo survey PS-02 is located upstream of the road crossing, on the Same  type 4 stream on which PS-01 is iocated~~iS-?2~’
was inttially  intended to serve as a control reach for the area below the road crossing. but the area was harvested between
the 1993 and 1994 surveys. Therefore, the PS-02 surveys are used for a before/after evaluation of the impacts of clearcut
harvesting on an unbuffered type 4 stream. Substantial changes noted between the 1993 and 1994 surveys include removal
,of  large and small woody debris within the channel that had been serving as sediment storage structures, and an increase in :

;bank  erosion through physical disturbance. Large amounts of logging slash.placed  in the channel obscured some  of the ~
lfeatures  in the 1994 survey that were visible in 1993. In areas where the channel substrate was visible. the substrate shows ~
:increases  in bright, fresh sediment deposition.



In-Stream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Train Whistle Survey dates: 9/a/93  & 7/27/94
Survev  Id: PS-04 Treatment Reach (no Control comparison1
Water.Type:  4 ‘Reach iength: 69.7

Photo/Field Note References (Pt. #, Frame#)
Indicators of in-channel changes
1. Is there evidence of increased streambank erosion
and /or  physical disturbance of banks?

Yes No 1992 ) 1993 ) 1994 1995
Banks obscured by logging slash

I I

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage X 4 YS. 2 3
elements or bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD, boulder clusters)?

3. Is  there evidence of increased stream bed mobility
(e.g. change in brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of
fine or coarse sediment?

Substrate obscured by logging slash

I I I
I I I

X 1 24 vs. 19  (at culvert inflow)
Other than at culvert area at downstream end of
reach, channel substrate was obscured by slash.

I I I I I I
5. Are there changes in woody debris?

Increase in large WD? X 5 vs. 2 4
Increase in small  WD
Decrease in WD?

X (All photosj
X

I I
1 I I I ,

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to I 1x1 I I
scouring or other disturbance? I// I I I 1

I

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Indeterminate
, I I I I I I

Summary:

Fis reach, located upstream of the newly constructed road, was initially intended to sewe  as a control reach for the PS-03
/survey on the same type 4 stream below the road crossing. Because the area  in the vicinity of the reach was harvested
ibefore  follow-up surveys were conducted, this survey  reflects a before-after evaluation of timber harvest effects. The area of
‘the  reach was clearcut  behveen  the 1993 and 1994 surveys. and no buffer was left on the type 4 stream. Large amounts of
~ logging slash was left within the stream channel, which obscured many portions of the channel, making photo comparison
/between  survey years difficult. Sediment delivery  in the area of the culvert inflow was documented in the form of fresh
isediment  deposits. The sediment deposited at the culvert inflow may have originated at the road prism and was delivered via
iditches  to the culvert inflow, or the sediment may have originated within the harvested area due to channel and bank
!disturbance. Other than at the vicinity of the culvert inflow, the channel bed and banks were  obscured by logging slash at
/most of the photo points, and the 1994 photos were over-exposed, so it is not possible to make an adequate evaluation of
lchannel  substrate and lower stream bank conditions with photo comparisons. The survey  did document stream valley wall
ierosion  due to mechanical disturbance in the upper portion of the study reach.

I



Road BMP Effectiveness Summary

Channelized  and overland flow sediment transporl  distances downslope of relief outfalls  ranged from less than 1 meter to 20 meters. Areas
downslope of the outfalls  of sume  relief culverts was armored with rock riprap,  which apparently prevented channelization. At stream crossing
culverts, although portions of some fills were anored  with riprap.  an increasing trend in the extent of erosion on culvert fills was observed  at  al
crossings. In the initial culvert condition survey conducted soon after road construction. erosion was rated  none to slight at all stream

..- crossings (BMPs  included grass-seeding with hydromulch treatment). However, f ive of the six crossings had severe erosion on either the

inflow or outflow side of the culvert till 21 months following road construction. Some of the increase in erosion at stream crossing fills was
attributable to disturbance of fills during logging and slash clean-up. It was noted that four of the six culvert outfalls  were  hanging above the
streambed at eleVatiOnsOf  0.3 to 0.5 meters. Cutslopes on a segment draining to one of the stream crossings were highly exposed and

_ actively eroding one year following road construction. but there was no evidence of culslope  material being delivered to the stream over the
monitoring period. Delivery to the stream of eroded cutslope  material was avoided by the use of rock riprap  in the ditch, which prevented ditch
erosion and acted  to filter ditch flows and store cutslope  material at the toe of the slope. Fillslope BMPs  were rated effective because, althougl
continuing to erode, fillslopes delivered only in the immediate vicinity of the stream crossing, where a gully developed during the first  year
following road construction.

ASPECT 2:
Effectiveness in terms of
localsirem;mpactsand

response (sedimentation

Not Effective .-
NOESX

..~.  JOIN I ~~~~_
type 4 stream reaches affected directly

by placement of culverts and rills as well as the stream segment immediately downstream of the road. Photo point survey results reflecl
changes over the first 11 months following road construction in the same streams,  from the culvert outfall to about 70 meters downstream. In
addition to the loss of physical stream channel  integrity and aquatic habitat function attributable to culverl  and till  placement covering about 20
meters on each stream. the survey result6 reflected degraded stream channel conditions in the reaches downstream of the mad crossing.
Changes observed included increased streambed  mobility, both increases and decreases in in-stream woody debris, and increases in fine
sediment deposition, including more or less continuous deposits of fresh sediment edtending  about 60 meters below the two  road crossings,
The majority of this sediment delivery is attributable to chronic erosion of the large culvert fills, including slumps which developed on the
outflow sides, while lesser amounts are attributable lo erosion from the harvest area upstream of the road.

/OVERALL  SITE BMP N O T

/EFFECTIVENESS  RATING: EFFECT&&. EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE

W03woerd.xls



Train Whistle Culvert Condition Survey Results

Site: W-03: Train Whistle
Survey: Culvert Condition Survey CC-01

Survey dates: 9/93  &  5/95
Date of Construction: 8193

Site  BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Stream X-lng:  Not effective

Relief:  Effect ive

Comments/ Notes:

including the ditches leading to
and very little evidence
to 40%. with 3 relief



CUTBANIUFILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Train Whistle
Survey Id #‘s CF-01
Survey Dates 911193 &l/28/94
Water Type 5
Road Construction Date: 8193

Len&  of Road
Draining to Stream: 210 meters (1 side only)

Range Road Gradient 5-11 %
Average Road Gradient 8%
Range Hillslope Gradient 11-50 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 26 %
Range Cotslope  Gradient 33-55 deg
Average Cutslope  Gradient 44 deg.

% Observations wlshon slop& height
% Observations wlmed.  slope height
% Observations w/high slope height

Cutslopes Fillslopes

0 0
1 0 0 l@l
0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

% Observations w/O-25  % exposed soils 0 0 0 0
% Observations w/26-50 %  exposed soils 0 0 39 20
% Observations w/51-75 % exposed soils 0 0 22 7
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soils loo loo 39 73

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion 0 100 15 100

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water *0 *0 *0 Only at culvert till

Gullying  or Mass Erosion on Cuts,  Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

no no IlO yes (@ culven till)

BMF  Effectiveness Ratings: Effective Effective

COMMENTS:
The forest practices evaluated with this survey were new road constmction  practices for cut and till slope
construction in a road segment draining to a type 5 stream crossing. The timber harvest unit accessed by the road
was cut between the 1993 and 1994 surveys. Impacts from the harvesting and slash clean-up activities, including
equipment rutting, timber yarding, and other mechanical disturbance to the cutslope,  tillslope, and ditch were
apparent &ring  the 1994 survey. At the time of the 1993 survey, the immediate area surrounding this type 5
crossing, including the tillslopes and approximately twenty meters of the ditchliie,  had grass cover well
established (apparently from a hydromulch  treatment), but the remainder of the road segment had bare slopes. The
ditch had been armored with rock riprap. Despite considerable mechanical disturbance during harvest to the
cutsJopes  and fillslopes within the contributing drainage area to the type 5 stream, sediment delivery via the
cutslopes and ditch was not evident in either survey year, based on residual evidence of flow or sediment transport
in the ditch (ditch gullies, sediment plumes, etc.). However, road maintenance activities and slash clean-up
following timber harvest may have obscured such residual evidence in the ditch, which was noted to be filled with
road surfacing rock and cutslope  ravel material in both the 1993 and 1994 surveys. The cutslopes  were continuing
to erode and ravel as evidences by storage of eroded material at the toe of the cutslope. While the potential exists
for suspended sediment delivery to the stream during major runoff  events, the riprap  and ravel deposits in the ditch
appeared to have prevented gully erosion in the ditch and facilitated in-ditch sediment storage, thereby alleviating
chroniti  sediment delivery to the stre&n  from this drainage segment. A golly which developed on the culvert
fillslope between the 1993 and 1994 surveys delivered sediment to the stream, but otherwise the tillslopes did not
deliver.



P

CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Tram Whistle  W-03

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-OlA  & CS-02A
Control Survey ID#:  n/a

Water Type: 4
Water Type: n/a

BMP(s)  Evaluated: New Road Construction: Stream Crossings

CS Scoring Summary

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

Treatment Score Survey Date

CS-OlA CS-02A

45 43 5113193

control  score Survey Date

There were no COIltIOl
reaches for this evaluation.

Post-Treatment Survey #l: I 9 l/21-28/94

Change from Pre-Treatment Score: -38 -34
Net Change (Control-Treatment): n/a n/a

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING: NOT EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:

These surveys were conducted on two type 4 streams crossed by culverted road crossings,
downstream of the new road. They are on the same streams and downstream of the CS-OlB
and CS-02B survey reaches in the harvest unit upstream of the road. The pre-treatment
surveys were conducted on reaches that were downstream of the flagged P-line for the road
alignment. After road construction it was determined that the study reaches were directly
impacted by the placement of the culverts and fill. Therefore, these surveys reflect a before-
after comparison of stream charmel  changes resulting from culvert and fill placement, as well
as the stream segment irmnediately downstream of the road crossing. In addition to the loss of
stream channel integrity associated with culvert placement, stream channel changes
downstream of the culvert outfall include severe bank disturbance, fine  sediment deposition,
destabilization of sediment storage elements, and loss of in-charmel woody debris.



In-Stream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Train Whistle Survey dates: 9/a/93  6 7127194
Suwe~  id: PS-01 Treatment Reach (no Control comparison1
Wate;Type: 4 ‘Reach’Length: 67.1 meteen

Photo/Field Note References (Pt. #,  Frame#)
Indicator  of in-channel changes
1. Is there evidence of increased streambank erosion
and loor  physical disturbance of banks?

Yes No 1992 1993 1994 1995
X 1 vs. 11

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage
elements or bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?

X 9 YS. 2 2

3. Is there evidence of incraased  stream bed mobility
(e.g. change in brightness. fresh sediment deposits)?

X 5 vs. 1 7

4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of
fine  or coarse sediment?

X
I

5.8.9”s.  13,17.20.23

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
Increase in large WD?
Increase in small WD
Decrease in WD?

X 9 YS. 2 2
X
X

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to
scouting or other distwbance?

X all photos

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Not Effective

Summary:

j Photo survey PS-01  was conducted below a newly constructed road that crossed the type 4 stream using culverU?ill
!constrwtion  techniques. Due to heavy brush and differences in photo perspectives between survey yaars.  most of the photos
wars not directly comparable. The photos showing the stwambed substrate that ware  comparable depicted etiensive fresh,
! bright fine  sediment deposits in the stream during lhe 1994 survey. associated wtth erosion of the large culvert fill placed at this!
:crossing.  Some of the sediment may also have come from hillslope and channel erosion from the clearwl  harvest in the
;vicinity  of the PS-02  survey reach above the road. The fresh sediment deposition was more or less continuous along the I
/reach in 19%. whereas in the 1993 sway, conducted within weeks of the road construction, the streambed had a mixture of I
/darker substrate composed of fines. gravels, and cobbles. /

/ /



In-Stream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Train Whistle Survey dates: S/8/93  8 7/27/94
Survey Id: PS-03 Treatment Reach (no Control comparison)

(e.g. change in brightness, fresh sediment deposits

fine  or coarse sediment?

5. Are there changes in woody debrts?
hlcrease  in large  WD? X
increase in small WD
Decrease in WD?

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to
scouting  or other disturbance?

BMP Effectiieness  Rating: Not Effective

Summary :

jPhoto  point survey PS-03  was conducted on a reach downstream of the newly constructed road, on a different type 4 stream
lfmm  that surveyed in PS-01 and PS-02. This PS-04  study reach in the harvest unit is on the same stream upstream of the
Inew  road. The 1993 suwey  consisted Of only one photo due to the extremely dense Spartan  vegetation that obscured the
‘stream channel, making point-by-point photo comparisons between the hvo years  impossible. However, photos end notes
:&ken during the 1994 survey document numerous fresh. bright fine  sediment deposits within the stream reach. Possible
sources of this fine sediment include emsion  of the large culvert fill (slumping of fill material into the stream was obsewed),
road prism erosion delivered to the stream via ditches, or from erosion in the harvest area upstream of the road, which was
#earCUt  between the 1993 and 1994 sulveys. Unambiguous bright, fresh sediment deposition was ObSeNed  to exiend  at least!
;60  deters downstream of the culvert.



Site W-04: 1600 Mainline

The 1600 Mainime site is an active haul road located near Hemlock Pass, approximately 4 km
east-southeast of the Train Whistle study site, in north-central Cowl&z  County in the Willapa
Hills physiographic region. The underlying geology of the site is a basaltic-andesite lava flow
member of the Goble volcanics  of upper Eocene age. The soils consist of Olympic silt loam, tuff
substratum, 5-30% slopes. Disturbed soil stability is rated as stable with cutbank/filllsidecast  and
erosion potential hazards rated as moderate and medium, respectively.

A 1st order, Type 3 tributary to Mulholland Creek is crossed by the mainline haul-road at our
study site. (This stream is mis-classified as a Type 4 on the DNR Water Type map.) Mulholland
creek is a tributary to the Coweeman River.

Active, mainline haul road maintenance BMPs  were evaluated at this site. The road drainage
segment for the stream crossing surveyed included 403 meters of mainline road plus drainage
from 189 meters of a spur road. Road maintenance schedules varied according to traffic volume,
weather conditions, and road-surface integrity. During preliminary field reconnaissance surveys
ditch cleaning was observed for a ditch draining into the Type 3 stream.

Channel  condition surveys were conducted above and below the road to evaluate m-stream
sediment sources and comparability of the study reaches. A single runoff event was sampled in
December 1994 using runoff sampling and road surface condition surveys.





Active  Haul Road Maintenance BMP Effectiveness Summary

conditions during the survey were characterized by intermittent light rain. The on-site rain gauge recorded a cumulative total of
1.5 mm falling over 4.5 hours during the 7-hour  precipitation monitoring period. However, runoff on the road surface and in
ditches was observed. Measurements of fines  on the road surface and other observations of road surface conditions were
indicative of a well-maintained gravel-surfaced road. The thickness of fines on the road surface was less than 0.5 cm. in the
center of the road, and generally l-3 cm along the edges of the travelway. No rutting or rilling of the road surface was apparent.

i;Ditchlines  and cut and fill slopes were well-vegetated nearest the stream, but there was a 35 m segment where a 1.5”  high cut
islope  was actively eroding. The majority of the sampled segment was  outsloped or crowned, with berms nearest the stream, but

sections were insloped. Traffic on the day of sampling included 36 heavy vehicles (6 loaded log trucks, and 12 unloaded
and other heavy trucks) and 26 light vehicles over a 6.5 hour period. ’

ASPECT 2:
Effectiveness in terms of ~-  Runoff Sampling:

-~~~~__--

locet stream impacts and RO-01
response (sedimentation,
physical inte$t@dlor
biological integ*__

Case Narrative: - Water sampling indicated transport of colloidal tines in ditches, with turbidity es high& 600 NTU during times of rainfall, failing ta
210 NTU during an afternoon lull in the rain. Total suspended solids concentralions  in the ditch flow were also elevated in the
rmorning  but not in the afternoon. There was no discernible effect of this road drainage on either turbidity or total suspended

concentrations in the stream, based on results from sampling above and below the road. Ambient conditions in the stream

.-  --.----, ~upslream  of the road were characterized by II-12 NTU, while below the road crossing and in the mixing area for the ditch~~~p~7,
,dacharge  (on the immediate upstream side of the road), turbidity was IO-13 NTU. TSS concentrations in the morning were at 14
lmg/l upstream and 13-16 “g/i  downstream, while in the afternoon they ranged from 15-16 “g/l upstream and 14-17 “g/t
]downstream.  This indicates potentially stressful ambient conditions based on the aquatic life stress index of Newcombe and
:MacDonald  (1991),  but no impacts from this road segment during the light runoff conditions monitored. Stream discharge
lmeasurements  taken on the day of sampling indicated that streamfiow  downstream of the road wes  the same or slightly less than
!upstream.  Our stage height recorder showed that streamflow was  steady throughout the monitoring period, varying by no more
than 1 cm. confirming that this was a relatively minor runoff event.

‘OVERALL SITE SMP-.,-  ___- .--. -~-~~~ ~~ ~~ I
iEFFECTIVENESS  RATING: EFFECTIVE

W-04woe.xls



Site W-05.: Bus Stop

This is a road construction evaluation site located in northeastern Clark County in the Willapa
Hills physiographic region. The underlying geology of the site is Miocene-aged basalt and basalt-
andesite lava flows. Soils at the site are classified as Newaukum cobbly  silt loam, 5-30% slopes
in most of the area of new road construction, and Cinebar silt loam, 3-8 % slopes along stream
valleys. Both soils have soil hazard ratings of stable for disturbed soil stability, with
cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard and erosion potential rated moderate and medium, respectively. The
road construction BMP slope hazard category for the site is low, with hillslope gradients less than
20% at drainage swale crossings.

The road crosses drainage swales above the channel heads of two zero order Type 5 tributaries to
Big Tree Creek in the Lewis River basin, These streams flow through a harvest unit that was
clearcut  the year following road construction, and join to form a Type 4 which was buffered with
an RLTA.

Forest practices conducted at this site include 1.2 km of new road construction. The entire length
of new road construction is within the boundaries of a 32 hectare clearcut. The harvest unit is
rectangular in shape with the road traversing the northern section of the unit. The road
construction was completed in June 1993. Harvest was completed by the summer of 1994.

BMPs  evaluated at the Bus Stop study site were the new road design and construction practices,
specifically those for installing relief culverts, including drainage relief in swales draining to the
Type, 5 streams. Surveys employed~at  this site included a culvert condition survey conducted in
September 1993 and September 1994 and a photo point survey conducted in October 1993 and
September 1994. The purpose of the photo point survey was to monitor sediment transport in the
swale and the condition of the channel head and stream below the road, in terms of road drainage
effects. While the timing of timber harvest activities interfered somewhat with the m-stream
evaluation, harvest BMPs  were not targeted for evaluation at this site.





Road BMP Effectiveness Summary

Studfit& - ,ad  Construction ~~~~__-...~-~
J- .a,.,,~  L,IFI,- ws I

Culvert BMPs  ~
Stream Xingr  Relief

I ~oaa  &nstruction  BMPs
I Cutslopes 1 Fillslopes I

. __~..
WAC 222-24-040 WAC 222-24-02s  / WAC 222-24.030

/ I

monitoring period following road construction. Sediment transport distances downslope of relief outfalts  ranged from less than 1 meter to 8
meters. Two of the four relief culverts were located in un-channelized  drainage wales. approximately 40-80  meters above type 5 channel
h e a d s . Practices employedat this site which likely contributed to the lack of downslope sediment transport included large sediment traps at
one of the culverts and the use of rock riprap  in the ditch leading to the relief culvert that was in closest proximity to a stream.

/ I I I _--_h__l_..
ployed  to evaluate sediment transport in a wale  below a relief outfall and road drainage effects on a type 5

stream that began 42 meters downslope of the road. Although the area was clearcut  harvested between the initial and follow-up su&ys. it
was ascertained that there was virtually no evidence of road sediment being transported through the wale. nor was upslope  migration of the
stream channel head observed over the monitoring period.



Culvert  #

and  Type
C-l. Relief

C-2, Relief

C-3, Relief

C-4, Relief

Bus Stop Culvert Condition Survey Results

Site: W-05: Bus Stop
Culvert Condition Survey CC-01

Survey Dates: 9/93 and 9/94
Site BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Stream X-lna: n/a

Date of construction: 6193 Relief Culveia: Effective

Extent of Erosion Culvert
Survey  Yea r Spacing/ Channelized or Delivery to B M P

P o i n t  o f 1993 1994 (Drainage Trend in Continuing Overland Flow s u r f a c e  w a t e r E f f e c t i v e n e s s
Observation Distance) E r o s i o n Erosion (Y/N) Sediment Transport from culvert Call (Yes or No)

Inflow None j Moderate 164m I n c r e a s e Y N o Y e s
outflow

Inflow
outllow
Inflow

oufflow
Inflow

Slight
N o n e
N o n e
N o n e
N o n e
N o n e

Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight
Slight

(164m) C o n s t a n t Y Yes, 8m down slope
317m i n c r e a s e Y N o Yes
(97m) Increase Y N o
108m I n c r e a s e Y No Y e s

(108m) I n c r e a s e Y Slight, lm down slope
215m I n c r e a s e Y N o Yes

Outflow 1 None 1 Slight 1 (215m) 1 Increase ) Y N o

Comments/ Notes Summary:

The average distance between culverts was 243 meters, with average road gradient of 7.4%. Armoring effectiveness for both the inflows and outflows
was rated as “Poor” or “Fair”, with most receiving a “Poor” rating. Plugging of culvert inflows was noted in 1993 shortly after road construction(C1 and C:
were 35% and 40% plugged). However, at the time of the 1994 survey, all the relief culverts were observed to be 0% plugged. Between culverts 1 and
2, a spur road breached the cutslope, blocked the ditch, and forced water to flow down the surface of the road toward the fillslope. Apparently
recognizing the potential erosion problem this situation created, the operators constructed a berm on the edge of the road near the fillslope which
directed the water to the outflow at culvert 2. The inflow at culvert 2 had been mechanically excavated and was functioning as an effective sediment trap
A second, larger sediment trap was constructed at the outflow of culvert 2. The ditch between culverts 2 and 3 was effectively armored with rock. Culver
3 drains to a swale leading to the type 5 study stream. There was no evidence of sediment delivery to the type 5 or channel initiation below the outflow
of culvert 3, in fact, there was no evidence that the swale had carried surface flow during the course of the study. Sediment traps were not constructed a
C3, but a large slash pile was left just downslope of the outfall. Culvert 4 was also placed in an un-channelized drainage swale above a type 5 stream in
the same drainage as the type 5 below C3. As in the case of C3, there was no evidence of channelization or sediment transport down the swale.
Practices for relief culverts at this site are rated effective because drainage relief discharges did not deliver sediment to streams over the 15month
monitoring period following road construction, despite the fact that two of the relief culverts were located in un-channelized drainage swales,
approximately 40-80 meters above type 5 channel heads. Sediment transport distances downslope of relief outfalls ranged from less than 1 meter to 8
meters. Practices employed at this site that likely contributed to the lack of downslope sediment transport included large sediment traps at one of the
culverts and the use of rock riprap in the ditch leading to the relief culvert that was in closest proximity to a stream. ..~



In-Stream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: BusStop W-05

Survey Id: PS-01

Water Type: 5.  changing to type 4

Survey dates: 10/8/93  and 9/Z/94

Treatment Reach (no Control comparison)

Reach Length: 182 meters

Indicators of  in-channel  changes
1. Is there evidence of increased streambank erosion
and /or  physical disturbance of banks?

‘Caused by t imber harvest  act iv i t ies,  not  road ef fects

Yes
X^

Photo/Field Notes References (Pt.Photo/Field Notes References (Pt.
IO 1 9 9 2 1 9 9 3 1 9 9 4m

2. Is  there evidence of  destabi l izat ion of  sediment  storage
elements or bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?

3 . Is  there evidence of  increased stream bed mobil i ty
(e.g.  change in br ightness,  f resh sediment deposits)?

4.  Is  there evidence of  increased deposit ion or  storage of
fine or coarse sediment?
“No evidence of road sediment routing to or depositing in the stream.

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
Increase in large WD?
Increase in  smal l  WD
Decrease in WD?

x-

“Wcrease  in SWD from logging slash.

6.  Is  there evidence of  changes in aquat ic plants due to
scouring or other disturbance?

Frame#)
1 9 9 5

Summary:

[This survey was conducted to monitor for effects from road drainage that might be discharged from a road drainage relief 1
culvert installed in the un-channeliied wale  above the stream. The stream channel began 42 meters downslope  of the
culvert  outfal l .  Al though the area was clearcut  harvested between the two survey years.  which changed the character of the
stream and made point- to-point  photo comparisons impossible,  i t  was ascertained that  there was no sediment del ivery from
the road drainage to the stream over the monitoring period, norwas  there upslope  migration of the channel head in response
to road drainage. There was little to no evidence of sediment transport of surface runoff in the wale  below the relief culvert

SMP  Effectiveness Rating: Effective



Site W-06: Pot Pourri

The Pot Pourri site is a harvest practice evaluation located in western Thurston County within the
Capitol State Forest in the Willapa Hills physiographic region. This site is part of the CMER
Wildlife-RMZ research project, and our BMP effectiveness surveys were co-located with the
wildlife-RMZ study transects. The underlying geology is Eocene-aged volcanic rock of
submarine basalt flows and flow breccia. Soils at the site are classified as Boistfort silt loam, 20-
40% slopes and Wade11 silty clay loam, O-3 % slopes. The disturbed soil slope stability rating for
both soils is stable, with soil hazard ratings for cutbank/fill/sidecast  road construction and erosion
potential of moderate and medium, respectively, for the Boistfort soil, and an erosion potential
rating of low for the Wade11 soil. The harvest BMP slope hazard category is high, with stream
valley side slopes of up to 58 % along the study reach.

The harvest unit is traversed by North Fork Porter Creek, a 3rd order Type 3 stream that is a
tributary to the Chehalis River. Porter Creek has a pool-riffle channel morphology in a wide-
alluviated valley. Active channel width along the treatment reach is 6 meters with an average
channel  gradient of 2%. There are two Type 5 tributaries to Porter Creek in the portion of the
harvest unit evaluated. These tributaries were tm-typed on the DNR Water Type maps.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 33 hectare clearcut  harvest with 1.9 km of road
construction of which about 0.5 km are within the harvest unit. The harvest unit covers both
sides of Porter Creek, which was buffered with a RMZ. The width of the RMZ averaged 17
meters in the survey area. The harvest was conducted using cable-yarding and was completed in
February 1994.

The BMPs  evaluated at this site are the RMZ along Porter Creek with adjacent cable harvesting.
Two study reaches were established on Porter creek. The treatment reach is within the RMZ
while the control is located upstream of the harvest unit boundary. Both reaches were evaluated
using channel  condition and photo point surveys, with surveys conducted in May 1993, April
1994, and June 1995. Stream amphibian surveys were conducted within the treatment reach by
investigators from the University of Washington, as part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research
project. Sediment routing surveys were conducted in September 1994 and June 1995.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

.~. .~~ ...,  _~..~.  .~~~  ~,

SPECT 1:
ffectiveness  in terms of
Ironic  erosion with delivery ,
surface waters.

case  Narrat&  Application  of RMZ practices at this unit were effective at preventing direct sediment-related water quality impacts to the Type 3 stream.
There was short-term sediment delivery to the Type 3 stream from one yarding  feature, and indirect delivery via unbuffered tributaries.
It was noted that cable yarding at this unit was accomplished with minimal ground disturbance, apparently due to good log suspension.
Although sediment effects in unbuffered Type 4/5 waters was not specifically evaluated at this study ~&~&&.&a~&f  a Type 5..~--__-.
stream/wetland area and delivery of sediment to another Type 5 stream was observed. Within the sediment routing survey area,

d@very  from harvest-related erosion features was not chronic; harvest erosion features which delivered had re-vegetated
by the time of the follow-up survey. .---~~r  ~-  ‘.~

-.-~~_  ..-  . ..-  ~_~..  .~~~ ~~~~~~  _, ~.
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IEFFECTlVENESS  RATING: EFFECTIVE 1

Study Site:

Survey Employed Harvest WI  RMZ &
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SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study  Site: Pot Pourri Survey Date(s) 9/b/94  & 6/27/95

Site ID # W-06 Survey ID # SR-01

Water Type 3, 5 Months Since  Harvest 76  16

916194  Survey Summary:

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED cm2  )
SOIL (In*)

1 Yarding no 20.7 25-50 7.8
2 Y=aT no 8.0 50-7s 5.0
3 Yam? no 4.7 25-50 1.8
4 Y=diw no .5.6 o-25 0.7
5 falling no 2.5 25-50 0.9
6 Y=uz Yes 9.8 O-25 1.2
7 yarding no 11.9 50-75 7.4
8 falling/yarding y e s 71.3 25-50 26.7
9 in-stream deposit n/a (surface area: 3.6 m’, n/a n/a
1 0 Yard%! no 60.5 O-25 7.6
11 Yarding Yes 11.9 O-25 1.5

TOTALS 3 delivered 206.9 60.6

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 2.7 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 762 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 76.6 m’/ha

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 22.4 &ba

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion FeaNres  that Delivered to Water = 29.4 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 10.9 mzihcctare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 29.4 m’

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 10.9 m2/hectare



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Nllltlber Surface Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
of Exposed Soil from Features (based on area of
Features Cd that Delivered exposed soil)

Cm’)

YXWZ 8 33.0 2.7 9.2
falling 1
falling/yarding ’ 1

0.9 0.0 0.0
26.7 26.7 90.8

NARRATIVE:

The RMZ  established on the type 3 water (Potter Creek) was effective at preventing sediment delivery directly to
Porter Creek with the exception of one erosion feature (disturbance caused by tree falling and yarding identified
as feature 8). The remainder of the features which delivered to surface waters were delivering to unbuffered type
4/5  tributaries to Porter Creek, just upstream of where they entered the RMZ. One of the erosion features # (6)
located on a type 5 tributary to Porter Creek was located upstream of a sediment deposit within the creek
identified, as feature # 9. This sediment deposit was located on the edge of the Porter creek floodplain. 27 % of
the features identified delivered to surface waters. 100 % of the features that delivered were within  10 meters of
the surface water. The features  that delivered account for 49 % of the total area of exposed soil surveyed.

6/27/95  Survey Summaty

Survey Date: 6127195

NARRATIVE:

A follow-up survey was conducted 16 months following timber harvest, focusing on those features that  were
delivering sediment to surface waters in the initial survey. The second year survey  was limited to only that side of
the RMZ that had features  which delivered the previous year. None of the three yarding and falling features that
had delivered sediment in 1994 were doing so in 1995. They had revegetated  to the point that they were no longer
considered to be  erosion features. The sediment deposit from the type 5 stream which had settled in the Porter
Creek floodplain was still present, but had decreased in size., A single erosion feature,  which delivered to Porter
Creek, was identified in 1995. This feature is a wildlife trail which had been noted as the route of delivery to
Porter Creek from feature number 8 in, the 1994 survey. This wildlife trail was 5 m2  of disturbed soil, O-25  %
exposed. Feature number  8 was a falling and yarding scar that, as mentioned, had revegetated  to the point that it
no longer me* the minimum size criteria for an erosion feamre.

BMPEFFECTIVEhTSS  RATING:

RMZ (Cable Yardiig): EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Pot Pourri W-06

Treatment Survey ID&‘: CS-02 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-01 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ  (Clearcut with Cable Yarding)

CS Scoring Summary

Pm-Trearment  Surveys:
Treatment Score Survey Date Control Score

62 5/19/93 62 %73&F

Post-Treatment Survey #l:

Change  from Pre-Treattnettt Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey #2:

Change from Pre-Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

58 4128194 60 4128194

-4 -2
-2

56 6127195 55 6127195

-6 -7
+1

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:
The net decrease in the treatment reach score noted in the first post-treatment surveys resulted
primarily from increased fines in pools. More substantial changes were noted in both  study
reaches between the first and second post-treatment surveys, including increases in fresh
sediment deposits, increased bed mobility, and unstable sediment storage elements composed
of small woody debris. These changes are indicative of a bed-mobilizing peak flow event,
which is further indicated by the blow-out of a large beaver dam which was located
approximately 90 meters downstream of the treatment reach between the 1994 and 1995
surveys. It was noted that beavers had become active in the treatment reach in 1995. The
Sediment Routing survey indicated some delivery of sediment was likely during the initial 7
months following timber harvest via the type 4/5  tributaries on the right bank side of the unit,
but areas of exposed soil were not extensive and did not persist into the second year following
harvest. Channel morphology of both treatment and control reaches is such that they are
susceptible to fines  deposition, as well as destabilization of streambanks.  Survey observations
documented residual effects of logging of the original forest, including large cull logs
functioning as LWD within and adjacent to the channel. It was also noted that the RMZ
appears to have prevented any direct disturbances of the stream bed and banks. Wmdtbrow  was
low within the RMZ along the treatment reach, with only two downed spruce observed over
the 2 year study period, no recent windthrow was observed along the control reach. The
overall observations of channel condition indicates that any localized effects on the Type 3
stream due to the harvest were none to minimal during the evaluation period.



In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Pot Pourri

Study Reach Descriptions:

Survey Years 5/93.4/94.  &  6195

141 m.  treatment reach on type 3 stream; control reach is 120 m. on same stream,  upstream
of halvest  unit.

Indicators of in-channel changes
1. Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and /or physical
disturbance of banks?

Control  PS-01 Treatment PS-02
Yes N O Yes N O

X X

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage elements or
bedfonns  (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?

X X

3. Is  there evidence of increased stream bed mobility (e.g. change in
brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

X X

4. Is  there evidence of increased deposition or storage of fine o~coarse
sediment?

X X

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
* 3 new windthrown trees down scross Increase in large WD? X X’
the channel in treatment reach. Increase in small WD? X X

Decrease in WD? X X

6. Is  there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other
disturbances?

X X

Summary

Only minor changes were noted in either the control 01  treatment reach. Many of the photographs showed that
even some of the small woody debris had not moved between the survey years. Large woody debris appeared
stable, with.only  one piece having moved, and that was in the control reach. VUindthrow  within the RMZ during
the second winter following timber harvest resulted in 3 new trees down across the channel along the 141 meter
treatment reach.

BMP  Effectiveness Rating: Effective



Site W-07: Night Dancer

The Night Dancer site is a harvest practice located southeast Grays Harbor County, within the
Capitol State Forest in the Willapa Hills physiographic region. This site is part of the CMER
Wildlife-RMZ research project, and our BMP effectiveness surveys were co-located with  the
wildlife-RMZ study transects. The underlying geology consists of Eocene-aged volcanic rock of
submarine basalt flows and flow breccia. Soils are primarily Raught silt loam, 30-65 % slopes for
the stream and most of the harvest ,unit,  with some soils in the eastern part of the harvest unit
classified as Boisfort silt loam, 8-30% slopes. Both soils have a disturbed slope stability rating
of stable, and cutbank&ll/sidecast  and erosion potential hazard ratings of moderate and medium,
respectively. The harvest BMP slope hazard category is high, with stream valley side slopes
ranging from 29 % to 46 %

The study stream at this site is a 1st order tributary to Porter Creek which flows into the Chehalis
River near me town of Porter. This stream segment was depicted as a Type 5 on the DNR Water
Type map, however it meets the physical criteria for a Type 3 water, and was treated with a
standard regulation RMZ for the purpose of the wildlife-RMZ study. The stream has step-pool
channel morphology, with an active channel width of 4 meters and an average gradient of 9%.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 38 hectare clearcut  harvest conducted using cable-
yarding, with 2.4 km of new road construction, of which about 2.2 km are within the harvest
unit. The harvest unit is bisected by the study  stream, with no road access across the stream
within the unit. An RMZ was established on both sides of the stream. Although originally
planned to occur in 1993 or 1994, the harvest was delayed at this site and was not completed until
March 199.5.

The BMPs  evaluated at this site are the RMZ along the stream with adjacent cable harvesting. A
study reach was established on the stream within the harvest unit, and a control reach was
established outside of the unit on a different Type 4 tributary to Porter Creek, located about 1 km
to the northeast. Channel condition surveys were conducted on both study reaches in May 1993
and May 1995, and photo point surveys were conducted on both reaches in June 1993 and May
1995. Stream amphibian surveys were conducted within the treatment reach by investigators from
the University of Washington, as part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project.
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Study Site: ’!W-07: Night Dancer - Clearcut  harvest with RMZ

PECT 2: Channel Condition:~~... ~_...~__
ectiveness in terms of cs-OllCS-02 Not Effective
al stream Impacts and
,ponse  (sedimentation, Photo Point:--__~.~.  ~_..~  ~~~  ~~~  ~~...~~~~  ~~__~.~~  _~~
(sical  integrity, and/or PS-Ol/PS-02
logical integrity).

Case NarraNerz,  While both treatment and control reaches experienced one or more bad-mobilizing flow events between pretreatment and post-
treatment surveys, in-Stream SurveyS found greater levels of degradation in the treatment reach, where channel condition scores
decreased by 35% as compared to an 8% decrease in the &ntrol reach. Changes observed included increased stream bank
erosion,  increased streambed mobility and destabilization of sediment storage elements (including excavation of sediment wedgas

.~~‘~-~-~  associated  with Small  woody debris), logging slash and windthrow in the channel, and increases in fresh sediment deposits in the
~~~~  ~~~  treatment reach relative  10  the Control  reach. Photo point surveys documented the increased sediment deposition and streambed

~~~-. mobility, including changes in aqUatic  Plants in the treatment reach due to scour and bed mobility, as well as evidence of increased
~-~-~  bed mobility in the control reach. Some of the bank destabilization and sediment deposition in the treatment reach was associated
~..  with recent windthrow:The  post-harvest monitoring period at this site was short (only 2-3 months) because the harvest was delayed
.~~~~~  and occurred at least one year later than originally planned.

OVERALL SITE BMP I f PARTIAILI  Y f I I I
~VENEss  RATING: EFFECTIVE

W-07woe.xls
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CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Night Dancer W-07

Treatment Survey ID#:  CS-01 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-02 Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ  (Clearcut with Cable Yarding)

he-Treatment  Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey #l:

Change from Pre-Treamxnt  Score:
Net Change  (Control-Treatment):

CS Scoring Summary

Treatment Score Survey Date

60 5/19/93

39 5/30/95

-21
-17

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: NOT EFFECTIVE

Control Score Survey Date

53 5120193

49 5130195

-4

Case Narrative:
Substantial changes in stream channel stability were noted within the treatment reach following
timber harvest activities. The net decrease in treatment reach score is primarily due to
observations of: 1) increases in stream bank erosion, with windthrow and flowing water
indicated as the cause of bank erosion; 2) destabilization of sediment storage elements, with
recent excavation of several sediment wedges associated with SWD; 3) net increases stream
bed mobility and fresh sediment deposits; and 4) a net decrease in the extent of fine sediments
within the control reach. The treatment reach has a step-pool morphology with an average
gradient of 9 % , and is slightly braided in sections. Wet seeps were noted in the floodplain.
This reach has a moderately low potential to store fine  sediments, except in dammed pools and
channel margin areas, which were noted as having obvious fresh deposits of fines  in 1995.
Fresh fines  were evident in the lower section and mouth of a right bank Type 5 tributary which
was unbuffered in the clear cut harvest area. Observations indicate one or more bed-
mobilizing peak flow events in the treatment reach between the pre- and post-treatment
surveys. Other disturbances in the treatment reach included recent windthrow of RMZ trees
and a large cull log piece which rolled down into the stream. Surveyors noted that there was
no evidence of yarding across or within the RMZ reach, with trees yarded away from the RMZ
on both sides. There was evidence of limbing/bucking  of trees within the RMZ, but no harvest
of RMZ trees. It was noted in the control reach that the stream bed appeared less mobile for
the larger grain sizes, relative to the treatment reach. Although less extensive than in the pre-
treatment survey, a layer of fresh fines  was noted in most pools and marginal areas of the
control reach in 1995, attributable to one or more roads which cross the stream above the
survey reach.



Survey Dates: 6/15/93  6 5/30/95

136 m. treatment reach on type 3 stream: control reach is 56 m.  on  a type  4 stream  in a nearby
drainage. Both streams are tributaries of Porter Creek.

indicators of in-channel changes
1. Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and /or physical
disturbance of banks?

Control  PS-02 Treatment PS-01
Yes N O Yes N O
X X X

2. Is there evidence of destabilization  of sediment storage elements or
bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD, boulder clusters)?

X X

3. Is  there evidence of increased stream bed mobility (e.g.,change  in X X
brightness. fresh sediment deposits)?

4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of fine or coarse
sediment?

X X

5. Are  there changes in woody debris?
+ 5 new windthrown trees down across Increase in large WD? X’ X̂
the channel in treatment reach. Increase in small WD? X X
1 new windthrow  across  the channel Decrease in WD? X X
in the control reach.

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other
disturbances?

X X

In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Night Dancer

Study Reach Descriptions:

Summary:

A notable change observed in the treatment reach was the increase in both small and large woody debris from
windthrow and logging slash. The contradictory calls on bank erosion in the control reach is due to the addition
of one new windthrow bank feature and the revegetation  of a pre-existing windthrow rootwad  at the stream bank.
One or more peak flow events occurred in both study reaches, mobilizing smaller substrate size classes on the

streambed. Bed mobil i ty, fresh sediment deposit ion, and bank erosion were more pronounced in the treatment
reach than in the control. Changes noted in aquatic plants refer to a reduction of mosses on the streambed

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Partially Effective



Southern Cascades Physiographic Region

Site S-01 : Camp One Road

The Camp One Road site is an active haul road located in south-central Pierce County in the
Southern Cascades physiographic region. The surface geology of the site is classified as
unconsolidated glacial drift. Soils at the study site are classified as fluvaquents and humaquents,
O-3 % slopes. These soils are rated as stable for disturbed slopes, a cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard
was not assigned, and their erosion potential is low. Stream valley side slope gradients along the
study reach are 5 % or less.

The study stream at this site is North Fork Ohop Creek, a 2nd order, Type 3 stream that is a
tributary of the Puyalhtp  River via Kapowsin Lake. Both the control and treatment reaches have
pool-riffle morphologies and average stream gradients of 2-3 % .

Active, mainline haul road maintenance BMPs  were evaluated at this site. The road section
evaluated was the near-stream portion of a flat, mainline drainage segment that included 1150
meters of road length to the nearest discernible drainage divides, with discontinuous ditch
drainage. The road crosses N.F. Ohop Creek via two large parallel culverts. At the stream
crossing, the road is crowned and gravel-surfaced; where present, cutslopes and ditches were
well-vegetated. Maintenance schedules varied according to traffic volume, weather conditions,
and road-bed integrity. Maintenance activities consist primarily of application of crushed rock
and grading. Ditch clean-out in the  vicinity  of the study site did not appear to occur on a regular
basis; grasses and shrubs were well established to the edge of the road travel surface.

Two study reaches were established on the creek: a control reach located upstream of the road
crossing, and a treatment reach located immediately downstream of the crossing. Channel
condition surveys were conducted on both reaches to evaluate m-stream sediment sources and
comparability of the study  reaches. Runoff sampling and road surface condition surveys were
conducted at the site during a light rainfall event in April 1993. Although sampling ‘was
scheduled to coincide with a rainfall-runoff event that had been forecast, there was not active
runoff during the sampling. The rain gauge and stream stage recorder at the site revealed only a
trace of rain and a receding hydrograph during the sampling period.





Active Haul Road Maintenance BMP Effectiveness Summary

ASPECT 1:
Effectiver
chronic  el

L. ~~~~~-.~.:~~.  ~-.~..,  -.-.-.,~i-.~... --L  ,..~~ ~..~~~~

Case Narrative: ;The effectweness  call is indeterminate because the survey results are not representative of active runoff conditions. The road
<segment  surveyed was the near-stream portion of a very flat drainage segment that included 1150 meters to the nearest

drainage divides (with discontinuous ditch drainage along this length due to the flat topography), and potential
portions of two  spur roads. This road segment was surveyed during a light rainfall event over a two day period

~-:>:jdudng  April 1993, with more intense rainfall occurring during the night before the two-day sampling period. The on-site rain
gauge recorded only.0.3 mm (a single tip) over a 7-hour  precipitation monitoring period. Surface flow was observed in a

-- roadside ditch, but this would best be characterized as inter-storm baseflow. Measurements of fines on the road surface and
.,,  ~~~

other observations of road surface conditions are indicative of a well-maintained road, with the thickness of fines on the road
surface less than 2 cm (most measurements less than 0.5 cm.) in the center of the road, and generally 3-13 cm along the edges
of the travelway. No rutting or  rilling  of the road surface was apparent. Grading of the road segment was observed the day prior
to the road surface condition survey. during the runoff sampling period. Ditchlines and fill slopes were well-vegetated, and there
were no cutslopes  due to the flat topography of the site on a main valley floor. The sampled segment was crowned. with a ditch

~~~~ on one side and with berms in sections farther away from the stream. Traffic on the day of road surface sampling included 23

heavy vehicles (log trucks, dump trucks, etc.) and 15 light vehicles over a 3 hour period. On the previous day during runoff

‘.  sampling there were 51 heavy trucks and 31 light vehicles over a B-hour period.
ASPFCT  9. I I / I

~_,  .. ~. ,_~ ~c+c&trations  were elevated by about 2-4 mgil  in the.ditch  flow. There were  no discernible effects of the road drainage on
‘either  turbidity or total suspended solids concentrations in the stream, based on sampling above and below the road. Ambient
conditions in the stream upstream Of the road were characterized by 2.7-3.2 NTU. while below the road crossing the turbidity was
2.0-3.0  NTU. TSS concentrations ware 2-3 mg/l  both upstream and downstream of the road. These results indicate no impacts
from this road segment during the non-runoff, inter-storm baseflow  conditions monitored. The stream stage height recorder
showed that streamflow was declining throughout the monitoring period, dropping 5 cm over the 5.5 hour recording period,
confirming that this was not a runoff event. Therefore, the effectiveness call is indeterminate.

OVERALL SITE BMP
EFFECTIVENESS RATING: INDETERMINATE

..~
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Site S-02: 8 Road Unit 2

The 8 Road Unit 2 site is located in south-central Pierce County in the Southern Cascades
physiographic region. New road construction BMPs  were evaluated at this site. The surface
geology of the area is classified as Eocene and Oligocene-aged andesite and basalt flows. Soils at
the site are mapped as Jonas gravelly silt loam, 30-65 % slopes. These soils are rated as stable for
disturbed slopes, with a moderate hazard rating for cutbank/fill/sidecast  construction, and a
medium erosion potential. Based on hillslope gradients of 47-5 1% at the stream crossings, the
road construction BMP slope hazard category for the site is high.

The section of new road construction evaluated crosses two streams: a 1st order Type 4 and a
zero order Type 5. The Type 4 was r&-classified  as a Type 5 on the FPA and DNR Water Type
map. The study streams are located on the access road leading into the 8 Road Unit 2 harvest
area, but are outside of the harvest unit boundary. Both streams are tributaries of Neisson
Creek, in the Puyallup River basin.

Forest practices conducted at this site include approximately 2.2 kilometers of new road
construction. Construction of the road segment evaluated was completed by August of 1992.

BMPs  evaluated at the 8 Road Unit 2 site are the new road construction practices, including water
crossings (culverts), road design (relief culverts), and road construction techniques (cut and till
slopes). Culvert condition surveys that covered two stream crossings and one relief culvert along
439 meters of the road were conducted in  January 1993 and May 1994. Cutbank/fillslope  surveys
were conducted in January 1993 and May 1994 to evaluate the segment draining to the Type 4
stream crossing.





Survey Employed

ASPECT 1:

to surface waters.

’
~~~~~~~

Case Narrative:~~~-‘~~~  ~‘~~----Culvert  fills were adequately stabilized at one of two stream crossings by the second year of surveys
construction). This was attributed to effective armoring with rock, including additional rock placed folll
combined with hydromulch and grass seeding. The relief culvert did not deliver sediment to streams I
construction, and is rated effective. The overland flow sediment transport distance downslope of the

:
(21
3wi
by  I
reli

L .,~~  ~ . ~ ~~~~. 1

months following road
ng the initial construction,
the second year following road
ef outfall was 30 meters. Plugging

~~~  of the relief culvert following re-grading  of the road was noted as a concern during second-year su,rveys. The fillslopes did not result in
~~~~~  delivery of sediment except for the immediate vicinity of the culverts and are rated effective. Cutslope  erosion, including gully development,

.._ ~,  --.--did  result in substantial amounts of chronic sediment delivery to the Type’4  stream via drainage ditches, as evidenced by the expanding
sediment deposit in the stream. Grass seeding with hydromulch treatment of both cut and fill slopes was partially effective in controlling
erosion, except where gullies developed.

ASPECT 2:~

Effectiveness in terms of

No separate in-stream surv

Case Narrative:

OVERALL SITE BMP PARTIALLY N O T I
EFFECTIVENESS RATING: EFFECTIVE , EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE / EFFECTIVE
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CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
Features

YdiIlg I 214.9 272.1 70.6
Falling/Yarding 1 14.5 14.5 3.8
Landing 2 134.0 99.0 25.6
Old Windthrow 1 0.1 0.1 <O.l

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
d)

Exposed Soil
from Features
that Delivered
m

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of
exposed soil)

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with this survey were partial cut harvesting using cable yarding methods (possibly
assisted by skidders) in the vicinity of on-buffered type 4 stream (was type 5 in the upstream reaches of the survey
irea). The survey proceeded down the valley of the on-buffered type 4 stream, from just below the upper road
crossing to the downstream limit of the harvest unit. Both sides of the stream  were covered. (Note: two erosion
features associated with temporary culvert installations were  documented and measured during  the survey, but dare
excluded from the sediment routing summary which is focused on harvest-related erosion features. Information on
these road crossing feamres  is considered in the road evaluation at the same study site.) 82% of the erosion
featureS  identified in the survey delivered sediment to the stream. All of these were within 10 meters of the
stream. 91% of the total exposed soil area documented in the smvey  is from features that delivered. Most of the
erosion associated with sediment delivery was caused by yarding activities very near to or crossing the stream or
on the stream valley slopes. Falling and yarding activities conducted within and crossing the u-buffered type 4
stream also resulted in disturbance of upper and lower stream banks.



CUTBANKIFILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: 8 road Unit 2
Survey Id #‘s CF-01
Survey Dates 1129193  & 5/16/94
Water Type T-4
Road Consrruction  Date: 8192
Length  of Road
Draining to Stream 203 meters

Range  Road Gradient
Average Road Gradient
Range Hillslope Gradient
Average Hillslope Gradient
Range Cutslope  Gradient
Average Cutslope  Gradient

1-6  %
3%
33-59 %
33%
28-53 deg
43 deg.

% Obskrvations  w/short slope height
% Observations wlmed.  slope height
% Observations w/high  slope height

% Observations w/O-25%  exposed soils
% Observations ~126-50  % exposed soils
% Observations w/51-75 % exposed soils
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soils

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying  or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMP Effectiveness Ratings:

COMMENTS:

Cutslopes Fillslopes

22 56
78 44
0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

0 44 0 100
0 22 100  0
0 22 0 0
loo 12 0 0

loo loo 100 78

Yes Yes Only at culvert fill

yes Yes Yes Yes

Not Effective Effective

J.n  1993, the types of erosion observed included gullying,  slumping, and sheetwash erosion on both cutslopes  and
fillslopes. Storage was occurring in the ditch for cutslopes and in the slash for tillslopes. Most of the cover  for
!illslopes was from slash in 1993. The road surface was rocked and graveled  to a depth > 15 cm. Evidence of
erosion in 1994 for both cutslopes  and fillslopes was noted as minor to major gullying,  slumping, soil pedestals,
and sheetwash  erosion. Two seeps were noted on the cutslope,  one at Pt. 1 and the other between Pt. 3 and Pt. 4.
Storage was noted in ditches for cutslopes and in slash on fillslopes. Grass seed and hydromulch  was applied after
the 1993 survey, and photos taken during the  1994 survey show extensive growth  on previously exposed soils on
both c.utslopes  and fillslopes. However, despite grass seeding, the gullies which formed on the cut and iillslopes
prior to the 1993 survey were continuing to erode, and in the case of the cutslope  gullies, they are sources of
chronic  sediment delivery to the stream via the drainage ditch. A fresh sediment wedge at the outflow to culvert
C-2 was observed in both 1993 and 1994. The  surface area of the deposit was 2 square meters in 1993 and  4
square meters in 1994. Newly placed rip-rap was noted at the outftow  to the culven (C-2) during the 1994 survey.



Site S-03: Ohop Blowdown

The Ohop Blowdown site is located in south-central Pierce County in the Southern Cascades
physiographic region. New road construction BMPs  were evaluated at this site. The surface
geology of the site is classified as Eocene and Oligocene-aged andesite and basalt flows. Soils at
the site are mapped as Jonas gravelly silt loam, 30-65 % slopes, and Scamman silt loam, 6-15 %
slopes. Both soils are rated as stable for disturbed slope stability, with a moderate
cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard, and a medium erosion potential. Based on hillslope gradients of up
to 55 % in the vicinity of stream crossings, the road construction BMP slope hazard category for
the site is high.

The new road construction crosses three Type 5 streams and one Type 4 stream, which are zero
order tributaries to Twenty-five Mile Creek. Twenty-five Mile creek is a tributary of Ohop Creek
in the Nisqually River basin.

Forest practices conducted at this site include approximately 1.8 kilometers of new road
construction. Road construction was completed by September of 1992. Following road
construction, a portion of the site was clearcut  harvested, but harvest BMPs  were not targeted for
evaluation at this study site.

BMPs  evaluated at the Ohop Blowdown  site are the new road construction practices, including
water crossings (culverts), road design (relief culverts), and road construction techniques (cut and
fill slopes). Culvert condition surveys that covered four stream crossings and nine relief culverts
along 1,756 meters of the road. were conducted in February 1993 and May 1994.
CutbankIfillslope  surveys were conducted in February 1993 and May 1994 to evaluate two
drainage segments, one of which included the Type 4 stream crossing and a crossing of a short
Type 5 stream that began as a hillslope seep just above the roadcut  location, and one that included
another Type 5 crossing.





Road BMP Effectiveness Summary
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Ohop Blowdown  Culvert Condition Survey Results

Site: S-03: Ohop Blowdown
Culvetl Condition Survey CC-01

Survey dates: Z/93  8 5/94
Date of Construction: 9/92

Site BMP Effectiveness Rating:

Stream X-ing: Partially Effective
Relief: Effective

Channelized  or
Overland Flow

**Amount of chronic sediment delivery from slight levels of fill erosion at these culverts is considered negligible due to short (<3m) fill heights
and/or effective armoring with riprap.

Culvert C6  was the stream crossing in cutbanklfillslope  survey CF-02
Culverts ClO.  Cl 1. and Cl2 were  included in cutbanklfillslope  survey CF-01.



Ohop Blowdown  Culvert Condition Survey Results

Comments/ Notes Summary:
-. ~~,

iThe length of road surveyed was 1,756 meters, with an average c&&t  spacing’of 135 meters. The average road gradient was 7 % with  a range I
iof 1-14 %,  and the hillslope gradient along the road alignment in two drainage segments averaged 37 % and 39%,  with a range of 11-55 %.
1 Armoring effectiveness in 1994 was rated as “good” for most of the culverts with only culverts 9 and 12 receiving “poor” ratings for the outflow and
iinflow,  respectively. Relief culverts 4 and 9 were bothtocated upslope  of type 5 streams, however no sediment delivery was documented at either

/ :
locabon The outftows  of culverts 6 and 7 were partially crushed by rocks used to armor the fillslopes. Culvert 8 did not appear to relief any
,dramege  because of its placement at the centerline of a ridge. The type 5 stream was observed to be flowing through the fill, under the pipe at
iculvert 6. The culvert fill at C6 was almost completely armored with rock, which minimized the potenttal  for chronic erosion of the culvert fill. B y
/1994,  a sediment deposit located at the outflow of culvert 9 had revegetated with grasses. The inflow to culvert IO was 40 % plugged by sediment
which slumped off the cutslope  between the 1993 and 1994 surveys, which diverted flow to the ditch leading to the stream crossing at culvert 11.
Between culverts 11 and 12 is a flowing seep that was diverted down the ditch to culvert Ii. The intended function of Cl2 may have been to
relieve ditch flow, but it was actually placed at the head of a small type 5 seep/stream, where it appears to have increased channel development
downstream of the culvert and delivered sediment via the type 5 stream to the type 4 stream crossed by Cl 1. Due to a slump on the cutslope  and
sediment deposits at the inflow, culvert 12, like culvert IO. does not provide complete flow relief for the ditch, and some of the ditch drainage
bypasses the inflow and drains to the crossing at culvert 11. The type 5 water that is crossed by culvert 13 is a tributary to the type4 at culvert
1 1 . Channelization was not observed downslope of relief outfalls, with the exception of a 3 meter channel developed below C2, but subsurface
flow was apparent during the 1994  survey downslope of several relief culvert outfalls. Portions~of  the road were crowned (only partially draining to
the ditch), which may have helped prevent channelization from relief outfalls  by reducing ditch flows. Also, there was extensive slash in the
clearcut  areas below some relief culverts, which may have promoted flow dissipation and infiltration of drainage relief discharges.

tpmmmm~~~  _~~~  .__ .-  ~~~.  ~~~~~~_~..._  -.-.-.~-~~~~~~  ~~.,~



CUTBANK/FILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Ohop Blowdown
Survey Id #‘s CF-01
Survey Dates 212193  & 5flll94
Water Type T-4
Road construction date; P/P2
Length  Road
Draining to Stream 306 meters

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations wlmed.  slope height
% Observations w/b&h  slope height

% Observations w/O-25% exposed soils
% Observations “126-50  % exposed soils
% Observations “151-75  % exposed soils
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soils

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gully Development or Mass Wasting on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMP Effectiveness Rating:

COMMENTS:

Average Road Gradient 9%
Range Hillslope Gradient 19-48 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 39%
Range Cutslope  Gradient 30-53  deg.
Average Cutslope  Gradient 42 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

40 40
60 60
0 0

1993 1994 1993 1 9 9 4

0 1 3 0 73
7 21 100 27
7 21 0 0
86 33 0 0

loo loo loo loo

yes Yes Only at culvert till

Yes Yes

Not Effective

n o Yes

Effective

In 1993, evidence of erosion for cutslopes  were noted as small slumps and large slumps (pt. 3 to Ft.4).  with. a
type-5 seep/stream flowing across the cutslope  between observation points ,F6  and F7. This type-5 flows to culvert
C-12 between pt. 6 and Ft.  7. There are three culverts within this survey; one at Ft. 9 (culvert C-11) which
drains the type 4 study stream to which the CF-01 drainage segment drains, one between Ft. 6 and Ft. 7 (culvert
C-12) which provides a crossing for the type 5 seep/spring and partially relieves ditch flow on the south side of
C 11, and culvert 10 (C  10) which partially relieves the ditch on the north  side of C 11. In 1993, surface erosion was
the primary erosion process observed. Slash and sidecast  material were observed in the Type-4 stream. In 1994
erosion on cutslopes ranged from minor sheetwash  erosion to major slumping. This major slumping occurred at
the Type-5 seep, with direct delivery occurring from this slump. Other evidence of erosion included soil
pedestals, tension cracks, and tnlnor  slumping. These other forms of erosion were also noted for the fillslopes.
the &livery from f&lopes  was from the areas surrounding the culvert. Seven different seeps were noted along the
cutslope  side of the road, which may have contributed to a failure (slump) of the cutslope  near the intlow to C 11.
Evidence of storage for cutslopes ranged from none, to storage in the ditch and cut the road surface. Sediment

eroded from flllslopes was documented b&g  stored in the slash. Between survey points 13 and 14, the fillslope
was used as a landing and subsequently burned. The burned area was not found to be a source of sediment to
streams.

Range Road Gradient l-16 %

-.



CUTBANWFILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Ohop Blowdown
Survey Id #‘s CF-02
Survey Dates 2116193  &S/18/94
Water Type T-5
Road consrmction  date 9192
Length of Road
Draining to Stream 127 meters

% Observations wlshon slope height 40
% Observations w/med.  slope height 60
% Observations w/high  slope height 0

1993 1994

% Observations w/O-25%  exposed soils 0 20
% Observations w/26-50 % exposed soils 20 40
% Observations ~151-75  % exposed soils 0 40
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soils 80 0

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion loo loo

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery  to surface water no no

Gullying  or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

Range Road Gradient l-12 %
Average Road Gradient 7 %
Range Hillslope Gradient 18-55 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 37%
Range Cutslope  Gradient 30-50 deg.
Average Cutslope  Gradient 40 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

40
60
0

1993

40
20
0
40

100

no

no

1994

100
0
0
0

83

no

minor

BMP EWxtiveness  Ratings: Effective Effective

COMMENTS:
In the 1993 survey, the cutslopes were noted as bemg  un-vegetated  except for small areas where the new road
paralleled an old RR grade. The surface of the fillslopes consisted of soil, rock, and logging slash. The Type-5
stream crossing (culvert C-6) was adjacent to a bedrock out-cropping, that had been shot for the placement of the
road. Shot rock was used as armoring for the culvert till, some of which deposited in the active channel of the
Type-5 stream during placement. In 1994, evidence of erosion for cutslopes  was  noted as tension cracks,
sheetwash  erosion, minor gullying,  and slumping. Sediment storage occurred on the road surface and in the ditch.
Several points were noted as not storing sediment. For fillslopes,  similar erosion features were noted. Storage
was noted in slash and in the blasted material placed on culvert C-b’s fillslope. Four seeps were noted between
survey p&u  7 and 12. On the left bank side of the stream crossing, immediately up-gradient from the bedrock
outcrop, there is a low-gradient section of the drainage ditch that facilitated dissipation of energy from ditch flows
and aided infiltration. Acting as a fortuitous topographic “sediment trap” formed by the bedrock outcrop, this
area, in combiition  with a crowned or partially outsloped  road design, appeared to have effectively prevented
surface runoff from the  cutslope  and ditch from delivering to the stream at the crossing. On the right bank side of
the stream, there was little to no residual evidence of surface flow in the ditch, indicating that a lack of
concentrated flow, a. low gradient in the ditch, and soil infiltration prevented eroded material from being delivered
to the stream.



Site S-04: Friday Creek II

Friday Creek II is a harvest practice evaluation site located in southeast King County in the
Southern Cascades physiographic region. The surface geology of the area is classified as Eocene
and Oligocene-aged andesite, basalt breccia, and tuff. Soils at the study site are mapped as
Pitcher sandy loam and exposed breccia substratum, 30-65 % slopes. These soils are rated as
unstable for disturbed slope stability, with a severe~cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard and a medium
erosion potential. Based on valley side slope measurements taken along the study  stream, the
harvest BMP slope hazard  category for the site is high, with slope gradients ranging from 4448%
adjacent to the stream.

The study stream at this site is a 2nd order, Type 3 stream that is a tributary to the Green River.
The treatment reach. within the harvest unit has a cascade/step-pool channel morphology with a V-
shaped valley.

‘.
The average active channel width is 8 meters, with an average gradient of 11%

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 23 hectare clearcut  with a RMZ established along
me Type 3 study stream. Harvest was conducted using high lead cable yarding. Yarding across
the stream and through the RMZ occurred in two places. Trees cut on approximately 1 hectare

on me west side of the stream were yarded to the east side using cable systems. BMZ  width
averaged 7 meters in the  vicinity of the survey area. The harvest was completed in March 1993.

The BMPs  evaluated at this site are the RMZ along me Type 3 stream with adjacent cable
harvesting and yarding across the stream. Two study reaches were established on Type 3 stream.
The treatment reach is along the lower portion of the RMZ, and the control reach is located
upstream of the harvest unit boundary. The control reach has a cascade morphology, with an
average active channel width of 7 meters and an average channel gradient of 13 % Both study
reaches were evaluated using channel condition surveys in March 1993 and August 1994. Stream
amphibian surveys were conducted within the treatment reach as part of a University of
Washington research project. Sediment routing surveys were conducted at the site in August
1993 and August 1994.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

harvest ) ,  and  12% for  the  second-year  survey  (17  months  fo l lowing harvest ) . Chronic  sediment  de l ivery  to  the  st ream buf fered by an RMZ
was pr imar i ly  associated wi th  cable  yarding routes  that  crossed the  st ream and RMZ.  which accounted for  72% of  the  exposed soi l
associated with erosion features that delivered sediment. Another 26% of the exposed soil  from erosion features that delivered sediment

.~~_~  .-‘~‘-~~~~~~  ~~~~~ ~~~~~-  was attributed to stream bank erosion not associated with harvest activities, and minor amounts of sediment delivery were attributed to
erosion from windthrow and wildlife activities. The RMZ prevented sediment delivery to the type 3 stream where it was not crossed by

..,.. ~~-~~~~~~-.  yarding routes,

ASPECT 2: Channel Condit ion:
Ef fect iveness in  terms of czs-02
local  s t ream impacts  and
response (sedimentat ion,
physical integrity.  and/or~--__--  ..--~.~~~~~~~~- ~_..
biological integrity).

____ -_L  _L “%.-Ar_L_~_~::,---.
condit ion survey resul ts  do not  show in-stream impacts  associated wi th  the- t imber  halvest  act iv i t ies  eva luated ,  A  decrease  in

channel  condi t ion scores was observed in  both t reatment  and contro l  reaches,  pr imar i ly  associated wi th  increased st reambed mobi l i ty .
Al though chronic  sediment  del ivery  was documented in  the sediment  rout ing surveys.  the high gradient  study reach has a  re lat ive ly  low

-~-~~~~~~--._‘.‘~  .-~  ~~potential  to store fine sediment.

IOVERALL  SITE BMP I PARTIALLY
IEFFECTIVENESS  R A T I N G :  1 EFFECTIVE

I

S-04WOE.xls



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type-

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Friday Creek II Survey Date 8/19/1993

S-04 Survey Id # SR-01

3 Months Since Harvest 5

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( to2 ) SOIL

( m*  )

1 Y=w3 Yes 26.0 not recorded o/a
2 Yarding Yes 1029.0 not recorded n/a
3 eroding leti bank Yes 11.3 n o t  r e c o r d e d  n/a

TOTALS 3 delivered 1066.3

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.6 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 344 meters

Dishubed Soil per Hectare = 1777.2 m2ha

Total Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = not determined

Total Disturbed Soil Area from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 1066.3 m*

Disturbed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 1777.2 oha

* Total Disturbed Soil Area from Harvest  Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 1055.0 m2

* Disturbed  Soil  from Harvest  Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 1758.3 m*/ba

* Features  that delivered to water but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, as fluvial  baok
erosion, were excluded from these calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number Surface Area of
of Disturbed Soil
Features cd

Disturbed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Featores (based  on area of
that Delivered disturbed soil)
Cm’)

Yard%

bank erosion
\

2 1055.0 1055.0 98.9

1 11.3 11.3 1.1

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with  this survey were clearcut  harvest using  cable yarding in the vicinity of a type 3
stream bufferd  with  a RMZ. Tbe two yarding feaNreS that delivered sediment to the type 3 stream occurred
where uees were yarded across and tbroogb  the stream. The RMZ was effective at preventing sediment delivery
in other parts of the survey area. The bank erosion featore  identified was not related to recent harvest activities.
The degree of soil exposure for erosion features was not determined in this prcbminary  field survey.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

Friday Creek II Survey Date 818194

S-04 Survey Id # SR-01

3 Months Since  Harvest 1 7

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
T Y P E TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL (m2) SOIL

ma

1 Y=di% Yes
(Note:. original feature 2 now features 7 and  8)
2 bank erosion Yes
3 wildlife activity yes
4 yardiug no
5 bank erosion yes
6 Yardins Yes
7 Yarding yes
8 Yarding yes
9 windthrow Yes
10 bank erosion Yes

TOTALS ? delivered

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.6 hectares

16.2 O - 2 5 2.0

6.5 75-100 5.7
6.0 25-50 2.3
340.7 SO-75 212.9
29.4 75-100 25.7
62.7 75-100 54.9
113.4 25-50 42.5
117.6 25-50 44.1
3.8 75-100 3.3
22.4 75-100 19.6

718.7 413.0

Total Let@  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 344 meters

Disturbed Soil per  Hectare = 1197.8 &ha

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 688.3 m*/ba

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from AU Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 200.1  mz

Exposed Soil  from AU Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 333.5 &/ha

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 143.5 mz

* Exposed Soil  from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 239.2 m’iha

* Features that  delivered but are not directly attributable to current harvest activities, such as  windthrow,  wildlife
activity, or fluvial  bank erosion, are excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NlUtlbe* Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
Features ( m2  )

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based  on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
( m2  )

Y=dQ 5
bank  erosion 3
wildlife activity 1
windthrow 1

Y=dQ 5 356.4356.4 143.5143.5 71.771.7
bank  erosion 3 51.051.0 51.051.0 25.525.5
wildlife activity 1 2.32.3 2.3 1.1
windthrow 1 3.33.3 3.3 1.7

2.3 1.1
3.3 1.7

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated at the Friday Creek II site were clearcut  harvest using cable yarding io the vicinity
of a type 3 stream  buffered by a RMZ. The RMZ averaged 7 meters in width io the vicinity of the survey area.
Trees harvested on the west side of the stream were yarded across the stream and  RMZ to a landing on the east
side. The  yarding scars that were delivering sediment to the stream in 1993 were continuing to do so at the time of
the 1994 survey (17 months followiog  harvest). The  large yarding erosion feature identified as feature 2 in the
1993 survey was identified as two more distinct erosion features in 1994 (features 7 and 8). Features 4 and 6 are
two  yarding scars that were not identified as distinct erosion features in the prelii survey. Several new
features not directly attributable to harvest activities were identified in 1994, including bank  erosion, wildlife
activity, and windthrow. The RMZ continued to be an effective buffer preventing sediment delivery from harvest
site erosion except where crossed. However, a substantial amount of chronic sediment delivery occurred where
cable yarding routes crossed the stream and RMZ.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS BATING:

BMZ(  Cable Yarding): NOT EFFECTIVE

-.



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Friday Creek II S-04

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01
Control Survey ID#:

Water Type: 3
cs-02 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ (Clearcut with Cable Yarding)

CS Scoring Summary

Treatment Score Survey Date Control Score Survey Date

Prelii surveys*: 54 3/17/93 59 3117193

Post-Treatment Survey #l: 46 S/8/94 48 818194

Change from he-Treatment  Score: -8 -11
Net Change (Control-Treamwnt): +3

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:
Both control and treatment reaches had decreases in channel  condition scores over the
monitoring period. Changes observed in both study reaches included increases bank erosion,
increases in fresh sediment deposits, and increased streambed mobility, including
destabilization of sediment storage elements. Because the control reach score decreased by a
greater amount, there were no apparent effects of timber harvest activities within the RMZ
stream reach.

(* Note: Timing of the initial surveys was concurrent with the harvest activities at the site. It
was noted at the time of these surveys that no immediate in-stream impacts from logging were
apparent in the treatment reach.)



Site S-05: Sundog

The Sundog  site ‘is located in north-central Pierce County in the Southern Cascades physiographic
region. Harvest practices were evaluated at this site. The surface geology of the site is classified
as alpine glacial deposits and mudflows of the Ohanopecosh Formation. Soils in the vicinity of
survey areas are mapped as Larrupin  gravelly sandy loam, 30-65 % slopes. These soils are rated
as stable for disturbed slope stability, with a moderate cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard and a medium
erosion potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is high, with stream valley
hillslope gradients ranging from 36-70%.

The study stream at Stmdog is a 1st order, Type 4 stream which was buffered with a RLTA. The
stream is a tributary to the Carbon River. The average stream gradient is 28%. There is a Type
5 tributary entering the study stream in the upper portion of the unit.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 46.5 hectare “new forestry” cut, with FLTAs  left
along all streams within the unit, and areas between the RLTAs clearcut. Width of the RLTA
averaged 25 meters in the survey area along the Type 4 stream. About half of the harvest unit
was yarded with cable systems, and the remainin g area was shovel-logged. Total volume removal
of trees was estimated at 85 percent. The harvesting was completed in June of 1993.

BMPs  evaluated at the Stmdog site were the RLTA along the Type 4 stream with adjacent cable
harvesting. Sediment routing surveys were conducted along the stream and RLTA in the area
between the upper road and the lower road in October 1993 and October’1994. Stream amphibian
surveys were conducted on the same study  stream as part of a University of Washington research
project.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

IS-05: Sundog  - Clearcut  harvest with RLTAI I
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Study  Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Sundog

s-05

4

FEATURE
TYPE

survey Date 10/5/93

Survey Id # SR-01

Months Since Harvest 4

DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED Cm’)
SOIL ( m2  )

1 windthrow no 4.0 not recorded da
2 UttkItOWtl yes 72.0 not recorded da
3 windthrow  cluster yes 143.0’ not recorded n/a
4 windthrow  cluster yes 141 .o* not recorded n/a

* Note: for the features identified as wind&row  clusters, the area of the zone  of disrurbance  is given
rather than  the surface area of individual windthrow  erosion faNrcS.

TOTALS 3 delivered 360.0

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 3.1 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 856

Disturbed Soil per hectare = 116.1 m*/hectare

Total Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = not determined

Total Disturbed Soil Area from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 360.0 m2

Disturbed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 114.8 m%a

* Total Disturbed  Soil Area from Harvest  Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m*

* Disturbed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 &ha

* Features that delivered to water but  were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, as windthrow,
were  excluded from these  calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUOlber
of
Features

Surface Area of
Dish&cd Soil
(m2)

Disturbed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Featores (based on area of
that Delivered disturbed soil)
( al2 )

unknown cause 1 72.0 72.0 20.2
windthrow 3 288.0 284.0 79.8

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with this survey were  clearcut  harvesting using cable yarding methods on both sides
of a type 4 stream buffered with a Ripariao Leave Tree Area (RL.TA). The trees harvested were yarded away
from the RLTA on both  sides of the stream in the vicinity of the survey arca. This practice prevented direct
sediment delivery to the buffered stream from harvest site erosion. Wiidthrow within the RLTA was associated
with a minor amount  of sediment delivery to the stream. The erosion feature (#2)  attributed to unknown  causes
appeared to be residual gully erosion from a large yarding scar associated with  logging of the original forest. The
degree of soil exposure was not determined in this preiii  field survey.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Sundog

Site Id # S-05

Water Type 5

FEATURE # FEATURE
TYPE

Survey Date(s) 10/7/94

Survey Id # SR-01

Months  Since  Harvest 1 6

DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED (m2)
SOIL ( m2  )

1 windthrow no 4.0 75-m 3.5
2 tUtkUOWtl Yes 30.0 25-50 11.3
3 windthrow  cluster Yes 30.0 75-100 26.3
4* wind&row It0 4.1 50-75 2.6
5* windthrow Yes 2.9 25-50 1.1
6* wind&row Yes 8.0 50-15 5.0
7* wind&row yes 5.2 50-75 3.3
8* windthrow Yes 5.1 25-50 2.0
9* windtbrow 6.4 50-75 4.0
(* Feature 4 from the 1993 survey %“, cluster of six wind&row  features that were measured individually in 1994.)
1 0 windthrow IlO 5.7 75-100 5.0
11 windtltrow ItO 6.8 25-50 2.6
12 windtbrow Yes 21.5 50-75 13.4
13 windthrow yes 11.3 75-100 9.9
1 4 windthrow ItO 6.4 75-100 5.6
1 5 windthrow IlO 13.0 m-75 8.2
1 6 windthrow IlO 6.7 75-100 5.9
17 windthrow Yes 2.3 50-75 1.4
1 8 windtbrow Yes 1.3 50-75. 0.8
1 9 windthrow tl0 8.8 75-100 7.7
20 UtlkllOWn tt0 6.2 O - 2 5 0.8
2 1 windthrow DO 2.3 75.  loo 2.0
22 wind&row tt0 2.7 75-100 2.4

-TOTALS 10 delivered 190.7 124.8

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 3.1 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 856 meters

Disturbed Soil per hectare = 61.5 m%ectare

Exposed Soil per hectare = 40.3 m’ihectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 74.5 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 24.0 m*/hectare

* Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0.0 m’.

* Exposed  Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0.0 m’hectare

f Features tbat delivered but were not directly attributable to current harvest activities, such as windthrow,  were
excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NltdW Surface Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
o f Exposed Soil from Features (based  on area of
Features Cm’) that Delivered exposed soil)

(ml)

windthrow 2 0 112.7 63.2 8 4 . 8
lmhown callse 2 1 2 . 1 11.3 15.2

NARRATIVE:

Tbe forest practices evaluated with this survey were clearcut harvesting using cable yarding methods on both sides
of a type 4 stream buffered with a Riparian  Leave Tree Area (RLTA). Wmdthrow within the RLTA was the
major cause of erosiotuwociated  with sediment delivery to tbe stream. Features 10-22 were not identified as
distinct erosion features during the prelii survey, and many of these may be windthrow tbat &cured
between the 1993 and 1994 surveys. Tbe erosion features attributed to unknown causes (features #2  and #20)
appeared to be residual golly erosion from yarding scars associated with logging of the original forest. The
average width of the RLTA was 25 meters in the vicinity of the survey area, which buffered the steep inner gorge
along the stream. The trees harvested were yarded away from tbe RLTA on both sides of the stream in the
vicinity of the survey area. Tbis practice was effective in preventing direct sediment delivery to the buffered
stream from harvest site erosion.

BMl’J3FFECTIVENESS  BATING:

RLTA (Cable Yarding): EFFECTIVE



Site S-06: Big Wedge

The Big Wedge site is located in north-central Lewis County in the Southern Cascades
physiographic region. Harvesting practices were targeted for evaluation at this site, but the
harvest was postponed due to the occurrence of a debris flow.event. The surface geology of the
site is mapped as basaltic andesite and andesite flows. Soils at the study  site are classified as
Pheeney-Jonas complex, 8-30% slopes. The soils are rated as stable for disturbed slope stability,
with a slight cutbank/till/sidecast  hazard and a medium erosion potential. Based on stream valley
side slopes measured in the study  reaches, the harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is
high (side slopes range from 19-55 %).

The study  stream at the Big Wedge site is a 1st order, Type 3 stream that is a tributary to Mineral
Creek in the Nisqually River basin. Within the study  reaches, this stream had a step-pool
morphology prior to the debris flow, with an average channel gradient of 9%.

Forest practices targeted for evaluation at the Big Wedge site included a proposed 15 hectare
clearcut, with ground-based harvesting adjacent to the Type 3 stream, which was to be buffered
with a RMZ. However, the proposed harvest did not occur during the period of field monitoring
for this study. The harvest was postponed due to the occurrence of a debris flow which ran
through the study  stream during a ram-on-snow event in December 1994. The debris flow was
triggered by a small hillslope failure on a clearcut  valley wall in the uppermost reaches of the
stream, about 1,700 meters upstream of the study  reaches in the proposed harvest area. Relief
drainage from a road just upslope  of the landslide may have been a contributing factor. The
rtmout  for the debris flow began just downstream of a road that bisected the proposed harvest area
and continued to the confhrence  with Mineral Creek.

Four study  reaches were established on the Type 3 stream to serve as treatment and control
reaches within and immediately upstream of the proposed timber harvest unit. Preliminary
surveys conducted during the summer of 1993 through the summer of 1994 included channel
condition surveys on four reaches, and photo point and streambed stability surveys on three
reaches. In the interests of documenting some of the physical stream channel  effects of the debris
~flow,  the results from before and after streambed stability surveys on one of the study  reaches are
reported in this case summary. These survey results characterize the changes in streambed
complexity and in-channel sediment storage that occurred over the monitoring period. Other
surveys originally intended to evaluate harvest practices were not used in the post-debris flow
evaluation and are not reported.





Site S-06: Big Wedge - Streambed Stability Survey Results

Survey Date ~ Reach/Survey ID 1
6/Z/94  ~ ST-01 I

Sed. Dep. # ~ Vol. Stored (m3)  ~ Survey Date 1 Reach/Survey ID ~ Sed. Dep. #I  Vol. Stored (m3)

1 ~ 1.2 ~ 7/20/95 1 ST-01 ! 0 .36/22/94 ~ ST-01 i 2 0 .8 7/20/95 I ST-01 ~ : I
0.05

6/22/94 I ’ST-01 i 3 2.2 7120195 ST-01 3 i 0.05
6/22/94 j ST-01 I 4 i 0.3 i 7120195 ST-01 i 4 0.05
6l22l94 i ST-01 1 5 ~ 4.9 ~ 7/20/95 ST-01 1 5 0.15
6/22/94 j ST-01 6 3 .2 ~ 7/20/95 ST-01 I 6 0.05
6/22/94 1 ST-01 ~ 7 4 .2 1 7/20/95 ST-01 ~ 7
6/22/94 i ST-01

LO.1
8 2.9 7/20/95 ST-01 a 0 .3

6/22/94 ~ ST-01 9 0 .8 : 7120195 ST-01 9 0 .6
6/22/94 ~ ST-01 1 0 2 .4 I 7/20/95 i ST-01 1 0 0 .1
6122194 ST-01 ! -: 11 0 .1 I 7/20/95 ST-01 1 1 0.05
6/22/94 ST-01 1 1 2 2 .1 ~ 7/20/95 / ST-01 I 1 2
612294 ~ ST-01 1 3 ~ 0.9

~-0.15
7/20/95 I ST-01 ! 1 3 0.25

6/22&I ST-01 1 4 1 4.1 7/20/95 I ST-01 / 1 4 0.15
6/22/94 ST-01 1 5 0 .7 7120195 ST-01 / 1 5 T 0.15
6122194 ST-01 1 6 ~ 4.4 7/20/95 ST-01 I 1 6 ~ 0.2
6/22B4 ST-01 1 7 ~ 3.7 7/20/95 ST-01 ~ 1 7 0 . 0 5
6/22/94 ST-01 ~ 1 8 1 26.4 7120195 ST-01 i 1 8 3 . 9

-_6/22/94 ST-01 ~ 1 9 I 0 .4 7/20/95 ST-01 ! 1 9 ~ 1.1 ~
7/7”,95 ST.“, 7” “4-_. -- -. -. _”

7/20/95 / ST-01 j 2 1 0 .1
1 7/20/95 ! ST-01 2 2
I

: 0.05
7/20/95 j ST-01 2 3 0 .8
7/20/95 ! ST-01 24 I 0 .2

I
Total Volume Stored in Reach (i&:

/
65.7 9 .0

Average Volume of Sediment Deposits (m’): i 3.5 1 1 0.4
Reach Length (meters): 9 5 9 5--.-~~~~~~  ~~~~~~~_~~_~.~  ~~_~~~~~~~

Case Narrative: I I

JThese  survey results reflect the changes in in-channel sediment storage that occurred in the study reach as a result of a  debris1
jflow  that ran through the reach in December 1994. For approximately 1700 meters upstream of the study reach, the stream:
channel had been scoured to bedrock, but Some  amount of deposition of Colluvial  and alluvial materials had occurred within thei
study reach, where stream confinement and gradient lessened. The main runout  for the debris flow was downstream of the study!
reach. Prior to the debris flow  event, the reach had numerous distinct sediment wedges, all of which were formed in associationj

:with  large woody debris pieces. These included both naturally occurring woody  debris and cull logs from the logging of the:
wiginal  forest, and appeared to have been anchored in place for decades. Following. the debris flow, none of the original,
isediment wedges or woody debris pieces were present. The zone of disturbance within the study reach encompassed four to six’
/times the previous active channel width. At the time of the follow-up survey. about seven months following the event, numerous~
ismall  sediment wedge features were observed. These were exclusively associated with cobble clusters (a few having small
Iboulders).  and did not appear stable  so as to persist through normal winter flow regimes. The total volume of in-channel
[sediment storage within the reach decreased by 86% from before to after the debris flow event, and the average volume of the in-
!channel  sediment deposits decreased from 3.5 cubic meters to 0.4 cubic meters. Before the debris Row the reach had a
(complex step-pool morphology, whereas after the event it had a steep, plane-bed morphology.



Site S-07: Eleven Creek 32

Eleven Creek 32 is a harvest practice evaluation site located in north-central Lewis County  in the
Southern Cascades physiographic region. This site is part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research
project, and some of our BMP effectiveness surveys were co-located with the wildlife-RMZ sNdy
transects. The surface geology of the area is classified as Eocene-aged basalt and andesite flows.
Soils at the site are mapped as Baumgard loam, with S-30%  and 30-65 % slope phases, and the
Pheeney-Jonas complex, S-30%  slopes. These soils are rated as stable for disturbed slope
stability, with a slight to moderate cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard, and a medium erosion potential.
The harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is high, based on stream valley side slopes
exceeding 40% gradient in the vicinity of survey areas.

The study  stream at this unit is a 1st order Type 4 stream that is a tributary to Eleven Creek, in
the Skookumchuck River basin. The upper reaches of this stream within the harvest unit were
classified as Type 5 on the DNR Water Type map and the FPA, however, it meets the physical
criteria for a Type 4 water. The stream has a step-pool morphology, with an average active
channel width of 1.5 meters and a gradient of 15 % in the upper study  reach. Jn  a second,
downstream study  reach, the stream has a cascade morphology, with an average active channel
width of 2.3 meters and a gradient of 26%.

Forest practices conducted at the Eleven Creek 32 site include a 41 hectare clearcut, using both
ground-based (shovel) and cable yarding methods, with a RMZ established along the Type 4
stream for most of its length within the unit. (Although classified as a Type 4, the stream was
buffered with a Type 3 regulation RMZ for the purposes of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ study.)
The width of the RMZ averaged 8 meters in the vicinity of the survey area. The uppermost
segment of the stream within the harvest unit was not buffered. The harvest was completed in
July 1994.

Harvest BMPs  evaluated at this site include the RMZ along the Type 4 stream with adjacent cable
harvesting, and ground-based harvest along the upper portion of the same stream without stream
buffers. Both study  reaches were evaluated using channel  condition and photo point surveys, with
preliminary surveys conducted in February and March of 1994 and follow-up surveys conducted
in May 1995. The two control stream reaches for these surveys are located at a nearby site
referred to as Vail Control. Stream amphibian surveys were conducted within the RMZ reach, as
well as at the Vail Control site, by investigators from the University of Washington as part of the
CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project.





Study Site:

Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

ls-07: Eleven Creek 32 - Clearcut  harvest with RMZ, and harvest without stream buffers\

windthrow. Ground-based yarding across the type 4 stream occurred in the upper survey reach where the stream was not buffered.
I I I I I /

ASPECT 2:

I __~
Stream channel changes observed over the

monitoring period in the CS-01 survey (RMZ treatment reach) included increases in streambed mobilitv  and a slight  finins  of the streambed.

:-:: :-I
Both the c&O1 treatment and the C&i3  control reaches had some increased upper bank erosion. In.the  treatment reach  this was
associated with the extensive windthrow that occurred (the photo point survey documented 31 windthrown trees across the channel in a 61

~~,  meter reach). By  contrast, surveys conducted to evaluate the upstream, w-buffered section of the same stream within the harvest unit
-~:  ;showed  substantial in-stream degradation associated with timber harvest activities. While the CS-04 control reach survey showed very little

,changes, the CS-02 treatment reach had a 53% decrease in the channel condition score wer  the monitoring period. Most of this
‘degradation was associated with recent sediment deposition and a fining of the streambed. including a shift in the dominant particle size on

-.:f the streambed surface from gravel to fines, and increased streambed mobility. Other adverse changes were associated with the extensive
jlogglng  slash left in the channel, causing flow deflection onto stream banks. Although some increase in bank erosion was noted, it was also

~~:Ir,l

obsewd  that the layer of logging slash appeared to have protected the stream banks from more extensive physical disturbance by ground-
, based yarding operations. The photo point survey comparison for the w-buffered reach is rated indeterminate because several of the rating

ielements  could  not be determined due to much of the channel beina  obscured bv loclaina  slash.
1

IOVERALL  SITE BMP

/EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

, “_  -

N O T

EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE

S-07WOE.xls



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Eleven 32 S-07

Treatment Survey ID#:  CS-01 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: cs-03 Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ (Clearcut harvest using Cable-Yarding)

CS Scoring Summary

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey  #  1:

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Treatment Score Survev  Date
45 213194

40 5116195

-5
-3

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:

Contrkll  score Swev  Date
56 3115194

54 5/10/95

-2

Both treatment and control reaches are on relatively steep stretches of streams, with cascade
morphologies and average gradients of 26% and 27%,  respectively. The control reach is on a
different type 4 stream located at the Vail Control study site. Despite the steep gradients, both
reaches were storing fine  sediments, behind obstructions and on sediment wedges, as well as in
pools at the treatment reach. In fact, fines  were the dominant particle size in the treatment
reach during both surveys, though gravels were a close second and it was noted that the
substrate was very diverse, with all size classes except large boulders and bedrock being
represented. Both reaches had newly constructed or reconstructed roads crossing above them
within about 100 meters, and these are likely sources of some of the fine sediment observed.
In addition, there was an ongoing cedar salvage operation above the treatment reach at the time
of the 1994 survey, and an old railroad grade was located upstream of the control reach, just
below the previously mentioned logging road. During both preliminary and post-treatment
surveys it was noted that there were old growth cull logs within, across, and adjacent to the
channel on both streams, some oriented longitudinally, indicating that the streams were used as
logging corridors during the logging of the original forest. Channel  changes noted during the
study period included increased upper bank erosion in both treatment and control reaches, with
extensive windthrow disturbance noted in the treatment reach, some of it a source of fme
sediment. Additional decreases in treatment reach score were attributable to destabilization of
some sediment storage elements associated with small woody debris and slight increases bed
mobility and the extent of non-pool surface fines.



In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Eleven 32

Study Reach Descriptions:

disturbance of  banks?

Survey Years  2,3194  8 5/16/95

61 m. treatment reach on type 4 stream wi  RMZ: control reach is 49 m. on type 4 stream
at Vail Control

Control  PS-03 Treatment PS-01

bedforms  (e.g. embed

the channel in treatment reach between
1994 and 1995 swvsys.

Summary
The increased streambed  mobility noted in the control reach was of relatively minor magnitude. The grsafast
changes observed in the treatment reach were  associated with the extensive windthrow  that occurred  within the
RMZ during the first winter following timber harvest, some of which caused increased bank erosion. A reduction
of mosses on the substrate associated with streambed scowwas  observed in both reaches.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Effective



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Eleven 32 S-07

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-02 Water  Type:  4
Control Survey ID#: cs-04 Water  Type:  4

BMP(s) Evaluated: Clearcut  harvest using Ground-based-Yarding with no buffer

CS Scoring Summary

Pre-Treatment Surveys:
Treatment Score Swev Date Control score Survev Date

51 217194 5 5 3115194

Post-Treabnent Survey #l: 21 5/16/95 5 6 51 I o/95

Change from Pre-Treatment Score: - 3 0 +1
Net Change (Control-Treatment): -31

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: NOT EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:

Both the CS-02 treatment and CS-04 co&o1  reaches are on the same respective streams as the CS-01
and CS-03 study reaches, but on lower gradient stretches of those streams with step-pool
morphologies, having average gradients of 15 % and ll%, respectively. The CS-02 reach is upstream
of the CS-01 reach and a newly constructed road, and about 200 meters downstream of an older road
which runs along the top of the harvest unit. The CS-04 reach is located downstream of the CS-03
control reach at the Vail Control site. There was an ongoing cedar salvage operation in the area of the
treatment reach af the time of the 1994 survey, which resulted in some disturbance of the stream
channel with some in-channel cedar cull logs being salvaged and others left undisturbed. During
preliminary surveys on both treatment and control streams it was noted that there,were  old growth cull
logs within, across, and adjacent to’the channel, some oriented longitudinally, and it was noted that the
streams were in a state of recovery from the destabilizing effects of being used as logging corridors
during the logging of the original forest. Channel changes noted during the study period occurred
almost exclusively within the treatment reach, and included slightly increased bank erosion (although it
was still not very extensive-- < 25 % of reach length affected) and numerous areas where flow was
diverted into banks by logging slash, substantial increases in fresh sediment deposits (where there had
been little fo none observed during the pre-treatment survey) and greatly increased streambed
mobility/brightness, increased fines in pools (as compared to a decrease in pool fines in the control
reach), increased fmes in non-pool areas, a shift from gravels as the dominant particle size to fines as
dominant, destabilization of sediment storage elements associated with small woody debris (while old,
LWD elements remained stable), and a shift in the dominant size of woody debris from predominately
large logging debris (i.e. cull logs) to predominantly small logging slash. It was observed that the
slash left in the channel was resulting in the formation of a new layer of fine sediment and organic
matter essentially burying the pre-existing gravel substrate. It was also noted that the low-profile
stream banks had apparently been protected from direct physical disturbance during shovel operation
and yarding by the extensive slash.



In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Eleven 32 survey  Years:  2/3/94  8 5/16,95

Study Reach Descriptions: 103 rn  treatment reach on unbuffered type 4 stream; control reach is 75 m. on type 4 stream
at Vail Control

Control  PS-04 Treatment PS-02
Indicators of in-channel changes Yl?S NO Yes NO
1. Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and /or physical X X
disturbance of banks?

2. Is there evidence of destabilization  of sediment storage elements or
bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?

X Indeterminate

3. Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility (e.g. change in
brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

X Indeterminate

4 . Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of fine or coarse
sediment?

X lndeteninate

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
Increase in large WD? X X
Increase in small WD? X X
Decrease In WD? X X

$. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other
disturbances?

X X

Summary:
Changes in streambed and bank conditions were observed in both treatment and control reaches. The bank
distuibance  was greater in the treatment reach. The greatest changes observed in the treatment reach were
associated with the extensive logging slash covering the channel. This made comparisons of year-to-year
conditions at most photo points inadequate for several rating elements, leading to an “Indeterminate” call for this
survey. A reduction of mosses on the substrate associated with streambed scour was observed in the
treatment reach.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Indeterminate



Site S-08: Kapowsin

The Kapowsin site is a harvest practice located in southeast Pierce County in the southern
Cascades physiographic region. This site is part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project,
and our BMP effectiveness surveys were co:located  with the wildlife-RMZ study transects. The
surface geology of the site is classified as Eocene-aged basalt and andesite flows as well as Mount
Rainier mudflows. Soils at the study site are mapped as Wilkeson gravelly silt loam, 30-65 %
slopes, and Klaber-Cinebar complex, O-3 % slopes. The Wilkeson soil is rated as stable for
disturbed slope stability, with a slight cutbank/till/sidecast  hazard and a medium erosion potential.

The Klaber-Cinebar complex is rated as stable for disturbed slope stability, with a low erosion
potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is high, based on stream valley
side slope gradients of 29-130% -measured in the vicinity of study reaches.

The study stream at the Kapowsin site is a 2nd order, Type 3 tributary to Twenty-Five Mile
Creek in the Nisqually River basin. Within the study reach, the stream has a step-pool
morphology with an average active channel width of 5.4 meters and an average gradient of 11% ,
and runs through a steep inner gorge in sections.

Forest practices conducted at the Kapowsin site include a 46 hectare clearcut, with ground-based
yarding (shovels) used in some areas and cable-yarding used in other portions of the unit. A
RMZ was established on both sides of the Type 3 stream. The harvest, originally planned to
occur in  late 1993 or 1994, was delayed at this site and was not completed until March 1995.

Harvest BMPs  evaluated at this site include the RMZ along the Type 3 stream with adjacent
ground-based and cable harvesting. In-stream surveys conducted to evaluate BMP effectiveness
include channel  condition, photo point, and stream bank erosion surveys. The control stream for
these surveys is located at another wildlife-RMZ study site in the same physiographic region,
referred to as Elbe Control. Preliminary surveys at the treatment study reach were conducted in
May 1993 and April 1994, with follow-up surveys conducted in May 1995. At the control reach,
pre-treatment surveys were conducted in August and December of 1993 and May and July of
1994, with post-treatment surveys conducted in May 1995. Stream amphibian surveys were
conducted within the RMZ reach, as well as at the Elbe Control site; by investigators from the
University of Washington as part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Survey Employed 1 Harvest w/ RMZ 8
/

Streambank Integrity BMPs
i
!
I Ground-based Cable Yarding

pi
WAC 222-30-060

ASPECT 1: No separate erosion/delivery
Effectiveness in terms of
chronic erosion with delivery
to surface waters.

-I ,.-~~-~L.  ..~~  ~~.
Harvest with RLTAs

(Type 4 and/or 5 Waters)

;t  practice, it was noted in po! st-
valley wall disturbance

associated with yarding activity within the RMZ. Although there was  a minor amount of harvest and yarding activity within the RMZ, the
stream and RMZ were not crossed within the survey areas. The main sediment source observed was windthrow within the RMZ and innr

decreased by a greater amount in the control reach. Changes observed in the treatment reach included increas
stream bank erosion, including upper bank disturbance, and destabilization of sediment storage elements within the channel. Photo poir
surveys documented the increased streambed mobility, including a reduction in aquatic plants in the treatment reach due to scour and bf
mobility, as well as the windthrow that occurred (at least 17 new windthrown trees across the channel were observed over the 135 meter
treatment reach). The stream bank erosion surveys found that yarding activity within the RMZ caused disturbance along one section of tl
valley wall, but the disturbed banks were also affected by windthrow and scour by high stream flows. The main causes of bank erosion ir
the post-harvest survey of the RMZ treatment reach were windthrow and scour by flowing water. The post-harvest monitoring period at 11
site was short (only 2-3 months) because the hawest  was delayed and occurred at least one year later than originally planned.

OVERALL SITE BMP PARTIALLY PARTIALLY
iEFFECTIVENESS  RATING: EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE
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CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Kapowsin S-08

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-02 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ (Clearcut harvest, using both Cable & Ground-based-Yarding)

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

CS Scoring Summary

Treatment Score Survev  Date control score Swev  D a t e
64 5127193 65 S/10/93

2”d  Pre-Treatment Survey @ Control Reach: 60 7ni/94

Post-Treatment Survey :

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

62 x23/95 56 5117195

-2 -9
+7

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:

The CS-01 treatment and CS-02 control reaches are on different type 3 streams (the control
reach is at the Elbe Control study site), both having step-pool morphology, and average
gradients of 11% The slight decrease in chatmel  condition score for the treatment reach is
attributed to increased upper bank disturbance and destabilization of sediment storage elements
associated with woody debris. However, changes in channel  conditions in the control reach
were of greater magnitude over the monitoring period, and included increases in fresh
sediment deposition, a fining  of substrate in pools, and increased bed mobility. Changes
between 1994 and 1995 at the control reach reflected the effects of one or more bed mobilizing
peak flow events during the last winter of the study period. It was noted that a side channel in
the control reach had experienced flow and was storing fresh sediment deposits. Likewise, the
effects of peak flow events, such as increased streambed mobility were evident in the treatment
reach. As observed at several other clearcut  RMZ  study sites in western Washington, a
substantial reduction of mosses which had covered the larger substrate was noted within the
treatment reach, and this is attributed to the increased streambed mobility and/or changes in the
riparian canopy associated with timber harvest and windthrow.



T-‘-’  .” rTotal Ien=
Total area of err~~~-__
% of bank lengtl

Cause of Bank Erosion:

Yarding/scour/windthrow  combination
Forest practices evaluated at the Kapowsin site are clearc
stream. A few trees were cut from within the RMZ,  but yar

Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary

b a

harvesting using both ground-based and cable-yarding equipment, with a two-sided RMZ along a typr
ng activity within the buffer was observed in only one area which affected two of the eroding banks

documented in the 1994 survey. The comparison of 1994 conditions to 1995 clearly shows an increase in bank erosion within the treatment reach due to scour frl
flowing water and especially due to windthrow following the 1994 harvest. At least 17 new windthrown RMZ trees associated with streambank erosion were
documented in the 1995 survey. In addition, bank erosion associated with yarding disturbance of valley walls/upper banks and channelized  runoff from the clearc
area which was routed across the valley wall of the steep inner gorge was documented in the treatment reach during the 1995 survey. The two banks affected by
yarding activities, accounting for about 11% of the total eroding bank length and surface area and 3% of the total streambank length in the reach, were also affect
by either windthrow or scour by high stream flows. These two banks were adjacent to each other; in all, a 10 meter section of the valley wall was affected by this
yarding disturbance. Because the disturbance from timber harvest activities was isolated to this one area of the RMZ, the BMP is rated “Partially Effective” in this
case. Windthrow is the biggest single source of bank erosion in the study reach. The amount of bank erosion within the control reach at the Elbe Control site
remained stable over the monitoring period.



In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Kapowsin
Study Reach Descrtptions:

Survey Years: 5/93 and 5/95  @ Kapowsin (8/93,  7/94. and 5/95  @ Elbe Control)
135 meter treatment reach in a type 3 stream. The control reach is a 68 meter reach at
the Elbe Control site.

Control PS-02 Treatment PS-01
indicators of in-channel changes Y e s No ( Yes No

11.  Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and ior physical I X I X’
disturbance of banks?
‘Primarily associated with windthrow.

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage elements or
bedfonns  (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?

X X

3 . Is there evidence of increased stream bad mobility (e.g. change in
brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

X X

“some cobbles and sm.  boulders were mobilized and scoured of moss.

4 . Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of tine or coarse
sediment?

X X

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
*At least 17 RMZ trees documented Increase in large WD? X X’
as windthrown across the channel Increase in small WD? X X
between 1993 and 1995 @ Kapowsin. Decrease in WD? X X
Only 1 new windthrow crossing the stream
was documented @the Elbe Control reach.
6 . Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other X X
disturbances?
*Obvious loss of mosses within the active channel, due to scour and
bed mobility, and/or riparian canopy changes.

--

Summary:
[The most substantial changes observed within the treatment reach was the extensive windthrow which occurred. The photo
/point survey at Kapowsin documents at least 17 new wtndthrown  trees within or across the channel in the 1995 survey.
IMany  of these windthrown trees were associated with bank erosion. Movement and scour of the substrate was also evident
;in  some  areas (e.g. photo points Pl-P2 and P3-P4).  There was a substantial reduction in mosses within the active channel.
iThis is attributed to bed mobility and scour and /or  changes in microclimate within the riparian zone associated with
windthrow opening up the rtpartan  canopy. Changes in woody debris documented in the control reach refers to the
temporary formation of a small woody debris jam associated with an alder deadfall between the 1993 and 1994 surveys,
,which  was removed by high flows between the 1994 and 1995 surveys. The survey in the RMZ treatment reach did not
:document  any direct channel disturbance associated with tree falling or yarding practices, but the magnitude of change
,reflects  decreased stream channel stabilii  and increased streambed mobility, with effects on aquatic plants, resulting in a
i rating of “Partially Effective”.

t3MP  Effectiveness Rating:

-.

Partially Effective



Site S-09: Siions Creek

The Simmons Creek site is harvest practice located in  south-central Lewis County in the Southern
Cascades physiographic region. This site is part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project,
and some of our BMP effectiveness surveys were co-located with the wildlife-RMZ study
transects. The surface geology of the area is classified as Eocene and Oligocene-aged andesite
and basalt flows. Soils at the site are mapped as Newaukum gravelly silt loam, 1530% and 30-
65 % slopes. These soils are rated as stable for disturbed slope stability, with a slight to moderate
cutbank/filJ/sidecast  hazard and a medium erosion potential. Based on stream valley side slopes
of 25-45 % measured in the vicinity of our study reaches, the harvest BMP slope hazard category
for the site is high.

The study streams at this site include Simmons Creek, a 1st order, Type 3 stream, and a zero
order Type 4 tributary to Simmons Creek. The Type 4 stream was mis-classified as a Type 5 on
the FPA. Simmons Creek is a tributary to the Cowlitz River. The study reach on Simmons
Creek has a step-pool morphology with an average active channel width of 3.9 meters and an
average gradient of 8%. The study reach on the Type 4 stream has a step-pool morphology with
an average active channel width of 1.5 meters and an average gradient of 12%.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 49 hectare clearcut, with both ground-based
(shovels) and cable yarding methods. A RMZ was established on both sides of the Type 3
stream. The width of the RMZ averaged 8 meters in the vicinity of survey areas The harvest
was completed in March 1994.

Harvest BMPs  evaluated at this site include the RMZ along Siions Creek with adjacent cable
harvesting, and ground-based harvest practices along the Type 4 stream without stream buffers.
Both study reaches were evaluated using channel condition and photo point surveys, with
prelii surveys conducted in May and September of 1993, and post-treatment surveys
conducted in July 1994 and May 1995. The study reach on Simmons Creek was also evaluated
using stream bank erosion surveys, with  a prehminary survey conducted in September 1993, and
post-treatment surveys conducted in May 1994 and May 1995. Macroinvertebrate sampling
surveys were conducted on both Simmons Creek and the Type 4 tributary in late September of
1993 and early October of 1994 and 1995. The two control stream reaches for these m-stream
surveys are located at the Elbe Control study site in the same physiographic region. At the
control site, pre-treatment surveys were conducted in August and December of 1993, with post-
treatment surveys conducted in May and July of 1994 and May 1995. Sediment routing surveys
were conducted along a portion of the Simmons Creek RMZ in October 1994 and October 1995.
Stream amphibian surveys were conducted within the RMZ reach, as well as at the Elbe Control
site, by investigators from the University of Washington as part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ
research project.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

I Study Site:F .,.. --.-

ASPECT 1:

to surface waters The sediment routing survey evaluated sediment delivery frOm cable yarding in the vicinity of a reach of Simmons Creek buffered by a RMZ. In the first-
~~-~~~  encase  Narrative:~~...  year survey (7 months fotloting  harvest), one yarding feature  ac$ounted  for just over half of  the erosion  associated with  sediment delivery  to the creek,  wit

the remainder attributed to two windthrow features. By the second-year survey conducted 19 months following harvest, the yarding erosion feature had re-
vegetated, and the same two windthrow features were continuing to deliver minor amounts of sediment. The RMZ was effective at preventing chronic
sediment delivery directty  to Simmons Creek from harvest erosion features. although w-buffered tributaries were noted as sources of sediment.
Channel Condition: ~~~~~

biological integrity).

Some recovery  in channel conditions within the treatment reach was observed  bewas”  thl

Channel surveys evaluating the un.



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Simmons Cr. Survey Date 10/20/94

s-09 Survey Id # SR-01

3 Months Since Harvest 7

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACEAREA
T Y P E TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED Cm*  )
SOIL ( m2  )

1 windthrow Yes 4 . 3 75-100 3.8
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1 2
13
1 4
1 5
1 6
1 7
1 8
1 9
20
2 1
22
23
24
25
26
27

tl0 14.0
00 5.9
00 5 . 1
ILO 3.3
IlO 1.4
00 9 . 1
00 2.5
00 6.9
00 4.8
00 8.0
Yes 12.9
IlO 3.9
ItO 12.4
00 20.8
00 4.2
C&O 7 . 1
Yes 18.4
00 43.0
IlO 6.8
tl0 5.3
tt0 8.0
n o 2.5
00 1.8
00 7.5
It0 14.1
tl0 9.5

75-100
25-50
O - 2 5
25-50
25-50
75-luil
25-50
50-75
25-50
50-75
75-100
c-25
75-1M)
25-50
50-75
25-50.
75-100
50-75
25-50
25-50
50-75
75-100
75-100
25-50
75-100
50-75

12.3
2.2
0.6
1 . 2
2.8
8.0
1.0
4.4
1 . 8
5.0
11.4
0.5
10.9
7.8
2.7
2.7
16.1
26.9
2.6
2.0
5.0
2.2
6.8
2.9
12.4
6.0

TOTALS 3 delivered 255.5

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1 .O  hectares

Total Len@  of Streambank  Surveyed = 377 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 255.5 &hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 162.0 m?bectare

162.0



Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 31.3 to2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 31.3 m*/hectare

* Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 16.1 m2

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 16.1 m’/heftare

*Feantres  that delivered but were not directly attributable to current barvest  activities, such as windthrow,  wildlife
activity, etc., were excluded from these  calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion N0Dlb-X
of
Features

surface Area of
Exposed Soil
( In2 )

Exposed Soil 7%  of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
( m2  )

Wiidtbrow 1 0 51.8 15.2 48.6
Yarding 1 4 104.1 16.1 51.4
Falling/Yarding 3 6.1 0.0 0

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with tbis survey were include clearcut  harvesting using cable yarding  in the vicinity
of a type  3 stream (Simmons  Creek) buffered with a Rh4Z. The RMZ, which averaged 8 meters in width  in the
vicinity of the  survey area and vf~ not yarded across, was effective at preventing direct sediment delivery to
Simmons Creek from erosion caused by timber falling and yarding activities, with  tbe exception of erosion feature
(#18) where yarding activities occurred witbin  10 meters of the stream. At least one of the several windthrow
erosion features identified was associated with  additional erosion from a cable yarding scar, and the tree itself was
cable-damaged and may have been knocked down  during logging.



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Simmons Cr. Survey Date 10/11/95

S-09 Survey Id # SR-01

3 Months Since Harvest 1 9

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED (m2)
SOIL ( m*  )

1 windthrow Yes 4.3 75-100 3.8
l-95 windthrow *0 3.8 50-x 2.4
2 windthrow IlO 14.0 50-15 8.8
3 Yarding no longer eroding - revegetated
2-95 windthrow no 6.3 75-100 5.5
4 old windthrow no longer eroding - revegetated
5 windthrow IlO 2.2 50-75 1.4
6 windthrow IlO 1.9 50-75 1.2
3-95 windthrow ll0 5.8 50-75 3.6
I Yarding no longer eroding - revegetated
8 windthrow no longer eroding - revegetated
9 yarding IlO 3.8 25-50 1.4
1 0 windthrow no longer eroding - revegetated
11 YardinS no 8.0 C-25 1.0
1 2 windthrow Yes 13.0 75-100 11.4
1 3 fallmg/yarditlg no longer eroding - revegetated
14 windthrow tl0 12.4 50-75 7.8
15 Y=mi tl0 20.8 O - 2 5 2.6
lb fallmg/yardiog no longer eroding - revegetated
1 7 Yarding no longer eroding - revegetated
1 8 Yarding no longer eroding - revegetated
4 - 9 5 windthrow no 6.0 75-100 5.3
5-95 yarding surv;  100.0 O-25 12.5
(Features 19-27 from the 1994 weie not re-surveyed in 1995)

TOTALS 2 delivered 202.3 68.7

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.6 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 244 meters

Disturbed Soil per hectare = 337.2 m*/hectare

Exposed Soil per hectare = 114.5 m’ihectare



Total Surface~Area  Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 15.2 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per hectare = 25.3 m2/hectare

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0.0 m*.

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per hectare = 0.0 m’/hectare

*FeaNres  not directly attributable to BMP implementation such as windtbrow,  wildlife activity, etc., which may
have delivered to surface waters were excluded from these calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
Features

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
( m2  )

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
(m2)

Y.=da 4 17.5 0.0 0
windtbrow ‘0 51.2 15.2 100

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with this survey were include clearcut  harvesting using cable yarding in the vicinity
of a type  3 stream (Simmons Creek) buffered with a RMZ. The harvest area on the north  side of the RMZ  was
not resurveyed in 1995, which accounts for the reduced survey area. Features 19-27 from the 1994 survey of the
north side barvest  area were all yarding-related erosion features, none of which delivered to surface waters; these
features were not re-surveyed in 1995. Nine of the erosion features  from 1994 were no longer eroding in 1995
due to MNral revegetatiom Six of these  9 features were yarding-related (including one that  was associated with
short-term sediment to Simmons  Creek), and the other 3 were windtbrow. Five new erosion features were
identified  in the 1995 survey, including four new windthrow  features and one yarding-related erosion featore  that
was not mapped in 1994. The  RMZ, which  averaged 8 meters in width in the vicinity of the survey area and  was
not yarded across, was effective at preventing direct chronic  sediment delivery to Siions  Creek from harvest
site erosion.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

RMZ (Cable Yarding): EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

a

Study Site: Simmons Creek s - 0 9

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-02 Water Type: 3

BMP(s) Evaluated: RMZ (Clearcut harvest using Cable-Yarding)

Pre-Treatmenl  Surveys:

Pod-Treatment  Survey # 1:

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey #2:

Change from  Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: PARTIALLY EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:
-_

CS Scoring Summary

Treatment Score Survev Date
6 3 Sl27l93

41 7119194

-16
-11

Conml  score Survey Date
65 s/10/93

60 7L2 l/94

-5

50 5124195 56 5117/95

-13 -9
-4

The CS-01 treatment and CS-02 control reaches are on different type 3 streams (the control reach is at
the Elbe Control study site), with step-pool morphologies, and average gradients of 8% and ll%,
respectively. The net decrease ln channel condition score for the treatment reach was much greater
during the first year following timber harvest, exceeding 10 points. Because the fmal scores reflect
some recovery of channel conditions within the treatment reach, relative to the control, the BMP is
rated “Partially Effective” in this case. Changes between 1994 and 1995 at the control reach reflected
the effects of one or more bed mobilizing peak flow events  during the last winter of the study period.
It was noted that a side channel in the control reach had experienced flow and was storing fresh
sediment deposits. Likewise, the effects of peak flow events were evident in the treatment reach,
including the break-down of a small woody debris jam that had spanned the channel during the 1994
survey (but was not present in 1993) and obvious scouring of a windthrow rootwad. The decrease in
channel condition scores for the treatment reach reflects the following changes noted during the study
period: slight increases in bank erosion within straight stretches of the channel, increases in fresh
sediment deposits and streambed mobility/brightness (similar changes also observed in the control
reach during the second year), increased fines in pools (recovered by second year), destabilization of
sediment storage elements associated with small woody debris (while elements associated with
cobble/small boulder clusters remained stable), and a shift in the dominant size of woody debris to
predominantly small logging slash. A substantial reduction of mosses which had covered the larger
substrate was noted within the treatment reach in 1994, and this is attributed to the increased streambed
mobility and/or changes in the riparian canopy associated with timber harvest and windthrow. In 1995
it was noted that a filamentous  algae was becoming established on cobbles in areas under the more
open canopy (e.g. windthrown areas), as well as distinct algae staining on substrate throughout the
reach.

. .



mpm~-L-~-.~
Site: Simmons S-09
eey dates: 9/93, 5/94,  & 5195
Survey #: SE-01, , ~ ..~_ ,-.-----IqYI:

.,.  I,-~ -~~~~~~~A-
Total # eroding banks j
Total length of eroding banks
Total area of eroding banks
% of bank length eroding:

Cause of Br

Flowing Water
Forest practices being evaluated

i-~----~~~-  .-L~-~-  ~~  ~~~~
at this site are clearcut harvesting using primarily cable-yarding (possibly  as~stedbyshovels),  with a RMZ along

a type 3 stream. As can be seen from the analysis, the primary cause of increased bank erosion in the treatment reach between the 1993 (before
harvest) and 1994/1995 surveys (after harvest) is windthrow of trees which were left as part of the RMZ and were rooted in the banks, While no
eroding banks were mapped/measured at Simmons Creek in 1993, the wildlife disturbance (which met the criteria for an eroding bank in 1994 and
1995) was noted in 1993, but it did not meet the minimum size criteria that year. Two of the eroding banks mapped in 1994 (one caused by
windthrow and one associated with flowing water) were no longer considered to be eroding in 1995, while two new eroding banks were measured
that year (one caused by a new windthrow and one scoured by flowing water). While it did increase bank erosion to about 6% of total bank length,
some of the windthrow was also noted as storing sediment and forming side,channel habitat within the reach. Bank erosion attributable to scour

by flowing water was about 1% of the total banks length in the treatment reach following the harvest, compared to about 7% in the control reach.

Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary

I I I I I ITrLw
Total  reach length center line: 67m.,~__~.-..---.

Length of IeP hank. 7nm

-enath of Erodinqanks:



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Simmons Creek s - 0 9

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-03 Water  Type:  4
Control Survey ID#: cs-04 Water  Type:  4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Clearcut  harvest using Ground-based-Yarding with no buffer

Pm-Treatment Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey  # 1:

Change  from  Pm-Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey #2:

Change from Pm-Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

CS Scoring Summary

Treatment Score Swev  Date Control Score Swev  Date
62 9113193 56 12129193

23 1114194 52 712 l/94

-39 -4
-35

30 5124195 45 5/l II95

-32 -11
-21

NOT EFFECTNE

Case Narrative:
The CS-03 treatment and CS-04 control reaches are on different type 4 streams (the control reach is at
the Elbe Control study site), with step-pool morphologies, and average gradients of 12% and 16%,
respectively. The CS-03 reach is a tributary to Simmons Creek, and the CS-04 reach is a tributary to
the type 3 stream at Elbe Control. During preliminary surveys on both treatment and control streams it
was noted that they appeared to have been used as yarding corridors during the logging of the original
forest, and several large old growth cull logs were left along the treatment reach. The net decrease in
channel condition score at the treatment reach reflects the following changes noted during, the study
period: some channel widening associated with slash and sediment/organic matter accumulation,.
substantial increases in fresh sediment deposits, where there had been little to none observed during the
pre-treatment survey, and greatly increased streambed mobility/brightness (increased fresh sediment
deposits were also observed in the control reach, but to a lesser degree), increased extent and depth of
fmes in pools, increased fines in non-pool areas, a shift from gravels as the dominant particle size to
fmes as dominant, destabilization of sediment storage elements associated with small woody debris
(while some old, LWD  elements remained stable), and a shift in the dominant size of woody debris
from predominately large logging debris (i.e. cull logs) to predominantly small logging slash. It was
observed that the slash left in the channel had resulted in the formation of a new layer of fine sediment
and organic matter essentially burying the preexisting gravel substrate. Most of these effects were
more pronounced during the 1994 survey (first summer after logging). At the time of the 1995 survey,
while some riffle areas were beginning to clean out revealing the previously existing gravel substrate in
the thlaweg, channel margin areas, pools, and other riffles were still mostly fines and organic debris to
a depth of 7-15 cm, including a spring which was flowing but heavily silted. Some tilamentous  algae
was becoming established in sheltered areas by 1995. The low-profile stream banks had apparently
been protected from direct physical disturbance during shovel operation and yarding by logging slash
and old growth cull logs which were left in place.



Short-Term Observations on the Effects of Forest Clearing on
Invertebrate Biota of a Cascade Range, Washington Stream

R.W. Plotnikoff

Washington State Department of Ecology
Ambient Monitoring Section

Olympia, WA 98504-7710

Objectives of the Survey

The effects of forest clearing on stream biota was evaluated by measuring the response of
the benthic macroinvertebrate assemblage. Biological surveys were conducted prior to
the forest practice at a control (Elbe Site) and a treatment site (Simmons Creek). Three
years of monitoring are incorporated in this analysis. Before-treatment surveys at both
sites were completed in the late summer of 1993. Successive surveys were completed at
the same sites during the same time period in 1994 and 1995.

The control site (Elbe) was used as a reference for the treatment site (Simmons). The
focus for comparison was on: 1) significant changes in assemblage characteristics, and 2)
the direction of change of an assemblage characteristic between years. Identifying the
source of change (natural disturbance versus anthropogenic disturbance) was one
approach used to isolate the effect of the forest practice on the biotic indicator.

Effects of Stream Disturbance on Biota

The effects on stream biota from changes in the chemical or physical environment have
been measured at the individual, population and assemblage levels (a review by Johnson
et al. 1993). This survey focused on the biological significance of potential changes in a
stream environment: 1) following clearcut  logging with a buffer (RMZ), and 2) following
clearcutting an unbuffered first order stream.

Several measures are commonly used to identify changes in macroinvertebrate
assemblages (Plafkin  et al. 1989; Karr 199 1; Resh and Jackson 1993). The measures, or
biometrics, chosen for use in a survey depend on: 1) the type of land use expected to
influence stream biota,  and 2) the macroinvertebrate taxa present at a site. The direction
of change for each biometric is based on the type of alteration that occurs at streamside or
within the stream.

Canopy removal and timber yarding activities in and adjacent to the riparian zone can
influence several instream  variables. Water temperature, sediment transport to the
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stream, and periphyton growth can be directly affected. Each biometric indicates change
when a specific component of the stream environment is altered (e.g., physical, chemical
or biological variables). Table 1 indicates the biometrics used in this survey and the
expected changes should the clearcut  with buffer treatment have degraded the
macroinvertebrate assemblage.

Table 1. Expected benthic macroinvertebrate assemblage response to riparian alteration
at Simmons Creek.

Assemblage Biometric Expected Response

Total no. of taxa decrease
Ephemeroptera,Plecoptera,Trichoptera taxa decrease
% Scrapers increase
% Shredders decrease
% Predators decrease
% Collector-filterers increase
% Plecoptera decrease
% Ephemeroptera decrease
% Trichoptera decrease
% Perlidae  (stoneflies) decrease
% Dominance (3 taxa) increase

Expected direction of change for each biometric is based on explanations found in Platkin
et al. (1989),  Resh and Jackson (1993) and Waters (1995).

Survey Design and Data Analysis

Biological surveys of benthic macroinvertebrate assemblages were completed before the
clearcut  at Simmons Creek (late September 1993) and after the clearcut  (early October
1994 & 1995). Monitoring was conducted during the low flow period of each year.
Water quality variables were measured along with several others that included the stream
channel, riparian area and flow.

Four riffle samples were collected from the control site (Elbe) and four riffle  samples
were collected from the treatment site (Simmons). The Type 4 tributary was sampled
with a lower level of intensity. Collection of biota was consistent for the survey period
1993 through 1995. Field methods are outlined in detail in Plotnikoff (1994).

Statistical analysis of the macroinvertebrate assemblage focused on inter-ammal
conditions at each site. Assemblage condition was compared between the 1993 and 1994
biological surveys at Elbe Site and the same comparison was made for Simmons Creek
conditions. Other inter-annual comparisons made for each site were between 19940995
and 1993/1995.  These inter-annual comparisons were made for each biometric and
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examined for significant differences. Results were compared to the possible assemblage
responses listed in Table 1.

Biometrics were analyzed for significant inter-annual differences (~150.05)  using the
Student’s t test. Transformation of the proportional data (i.e., % Scrapers) was done
using the arcsine  function. All other data (i.e.! Total no. of taxa) was analyzed without
the use of any transformation functions. Replicate samples collected from within a reach
were expected to show low variation using community biometrics, but density estimates
typically show higher variation.

Finally, specific taxa were identified that had responded to the forest-clearing treatment
or other effects. Biological interpretation of any assemblage changes represented the
finest level of detail in this analysis.

Results of Data Analysis & Interpretation

a) Pre-Harvest Conditions

The shaded stream corridor at Simmons Creek had a cool ambient temperature when the
initial survey was done. Heavy growth of moss on streamside rocks and woody debris
were also prominent. Light penetration to the stream was low (Table 2). The stream
channel at Elbe Site was also heavily shaded by overhead canopy, but unlike Simmons
Creek, it did not have dense streamside vegetation.

Several of the biotic assemblage characteristics were similar between the Elbe Site and
Simmons Creek 1993 survey. Total no. of taxa, Ephemeroptera-Plecoptera-Trichoptera
taxa,  and % Dominance (3 taxa)  all showed similar means and variation. Other
biometrics were not substantially different for the control-treatment site comparison
during pre-harvest conditions.

b)‘Post-Harvest Biological Conditions

Canopy cover appeared to be more dense at the Simmons Creek site during pre-harvest
conditions. Canopy cover is denser in even-aged stands (Murphy and Meehan 1991) as
appears to have been the case with this old second-growth stand at Simmons Creek. The
effective canopy cover at the Simmons Creek reach declined in succeeding years. Table 2
outlines the canopy cover measurements at each site for a three year period.
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Table 2. Mean canopy covex  measures for Elbe Site and Simmons Creek, 1993-1995
surveys. Four equidistant measurements were made within each reach with a canopy
densiometer.

Elbe Site

Simmons Creek

1993 1994 1995

78% 82% 84%

96% 74% 46%

Several biometrics were calculated to describe macroinvertebrate assemblage condition.
The biometrics used in this survey are listed in Appendix I and Appendix II. Results of
statistical analysis for each biometric which exhibited significant changes at each site are
listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of inter-annual comparison of biometrics for Elbe Site and Simmons
Creek. Significant differences between any two years and the direction of change are
listed using the Student’s t test.

Elbe  Site

% Scrapers

%Ephemeroptera

%Trichoptera

Simmons Creek

% Scrapers

% Ephemeroptera

%Trichoptera

1993194

not significant

not significant

not significant

decrease
@=.OZf

increase decrease
@=.Ol) (F.03)

decrease
@=.03)

not significant

1994195

increase
(p=.OOl)

not significant

not significant

not significant

1993195

increase
(p=.OOl)

not si~ifitant

not significant

not significant

not significant

not significant

The percentage of scrapers increased during  the 1994 and 1995 surveys at Elbe Site. An
overall increase of scraper representation was identified at the control site from the
beginning of the survey (1993) to the end (1995).
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Scraper feeding group representation initially declined at Simmons Creek in 1994
following the clearcut. Overall, no significant difference in proportion of scrapers was
found between the 1993 and 1995 surveys at the treatment site. In contrast, the
proportion of Ephemeroptera (maytlies)  increased significantly following the clearcut  and
then returned to pre-harvest conditions by the 1995 survey. The percentage of
Trichoptera responded to the clearcut  with an initial decline, but returned to precut
conditions by 1995.

c) Biota of a Type 4 Tributary Stream

A small tributary stream of Simmons Creek was surveyed for benthic macroinvertebrates.
The total number of taxa found in the tributary was low (9-l 7 in multiple samples).
These low numbers of taxa precluded calculation and comparison of most of the
analytically useful biometrics. More important, were the variety of feeding groups
present. Most major feeding groups were found in the small Simmons Creek tributary
(collector-gatherers, shredders, omnivores, predators). The collector-filterers were not
present. Several shredder taxa were present, two stonefly  taxa  (Plecoptera) and two
caddisfly taxa (Trichoptera). Of these shredders, the stonefly  Pteronarcys  is a long-lived
macroinvertebrate (Merritt and Cummins 1996). The collector-gatherers found here are
taxa normally associated with sandy and tine gravel substrates. Six predator taxa were
also collected. Predators prefer a physically complex environment in which to live.

Discussion of Stream Biotic Condition

a) Effects of the Forest Clearing Treatment

The control site was intended to identify any changes other than those effects resulting
from the forest clearing treatment. Changes that occurred in the control assemblage were
expected to be identified in the treatment assemblage if forest clearing had no effect on
the biology.

The density of scrapers (‘periphyton  consumers) declined at Simmons Creek following the
clearcut  treatment. With canopy removal, primary production is normally expected to
increase. The scrapers feeding group would then directly respond to the increased food
availability (Appendix II).

An increase in sunlight and dissolved nutrients (i.e., ortho-phosphate) is necessary to
promote periphyton productivity. If nutrient availability were low, canopy removal would
not have stimulated a substantial increase in primary production (Murphy and Meehan
1991).

A response in the opposite direction by the scrapers assemblage may have been related to
stream size (Murphy and Meehan 1991). As stream size increases the threshold to induce
change also increases. Any change in physical or chemical conditions at this stream reach
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appeared to be partially assimilated below the threshold needed to stimulate primary
production.

Scraper density did increase significantly at the control site (Elbe). Understory cover
visually appeared to be less dense at the Elbe  Site as it was at Simmons Creek. The
increase in scraper density at Elbe Site indicated that there may have been greater primary
productivity in small streams within the region that had relatively little understory
vegetation but greater overhead cover. Primary production appears not to have been
influenced by an increase in sunlight penetration (Table 2) following forest clearing at
Simmons Creek. A scraper assemblage may require a longer period of time to become
dominant and show significant change in this channel.

Mayflies  were dominated by two feeding groups at Simmons Creek riffles, collector-
gatherers and to a lesser extent, scrapers. The collector-gatherers showed the greatest
increase in density following the clearcut. Baetis  spp.  and Diphetor  hugeni  both
increased in density by the 1994 survey. Their significant increase in abundance
indicated that suspended particulates became readily available following the treatment.

Even though the short-term increase of suspended organic material occurred, the
contribution to dissolved organic forms must have been negligible. The scrapers did not
respond to any increase in production as would have been the expected response from an
increase in dissolved organ&.  Suspended particulates smothering stream-bottom
surfaces may also have depressed periphyton growth which was noticeably reduced
following treatment. The maytly  assemblages reverted to pre-treatment conditions by
responding with a significant decline in density between 1994 and 1995 (Table 3).

The caddisfly (Trichoptera) assemblage significantly declined in density from 1993 to the
1994 survey (Table 3). Most caddisflies at Simmons Creek were scrapers and collector-
filterers. Their decline in numbers may have been due to the limited periphyton
availability (i.e., scrapers) and the presence of an altered organic suspended particulate
size that was not handleable by the hydropsychids present prior to the clearcut  treatment.
Also, substrate attachment may have become more difficult  with any increase in stream
bed mobility. The subfamily Hydropsychinae were more abundant than the
Arctopsychinae, both collector-filterers, during the pre-treatment survey (1993).
Hydropsychinae consume smaller food particulates than do the Arctopsychinae (Wiggins
1996). The Arctopsychinae showed a slight density increase in 1994, but did not
compensate for the larger density decline of the Hydropsychinae.

b) Effectiveness of the Forest-Clearing with Buffer Practice

Expected increases in primary productivity would have encouraged the scraper
macroinvertebrate density to increase, but nutrient limitation may have suppressed a
response. Waters (1995) reported that felling and skidding logs near a stream produced
the most detrimental effects on stream assemblages. Road-building near streams also
contributes to sedimentation of stream substrates over the longer time period.
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It appears that in the absence of road-building close to the Simmons Creek channel and
with the removal of timber by yarding outside of a narrow buffer, short-term effects to the
macroinvertebrate assemblage were limited, but detectable. Other  assemblage changes
may not be detectable in this stream channel over this short of a time frame. In the
absence of severe flooding, substantial sedimentation, or a streambank failure, the
macroinvertebrate assemblage may remain similar to pre-treatment conditions. If
revegetation of disturbed areas occurs quick enough to reduce the potential for

sedimentation, and if physical channel disturbance is avoided, then no long-term
macroinvertebrate assemblage changes would be expected.

The clearcut  with buffer technique used at the Simmons Creek site was partially effective,
A small response by the macroinvertebrate assemblage indicated there is a potential for
adverse effects through an increase in particulate suspended sediments (organic and
inorganic).

c) Type 4 Tributary: Biological Significance and Effects of the Clearcut

Several important observations were made from collections in the small tributary of
Simmons Creek. The variety of feeding groups found in this stream indicates some
stability of the habitat. In frequently disturbed streams the non-specialists dominate the
assemblage. These taxa are the collector-gatherers and to some extent the collector-
filterers. Predators and shredders require more constancy in the physical stream channel
There were a variety of taxa collected from this small stream representing both feeding
groups, indicating stable physical habitat.

Also present in this tributary stream were long-lived stoneflies (Preronurcys  sp.). The
long developmental time of the nymphal  stage indicates that water is continually present
in this small stream channel. The food source of this stonefly  is deciduous leaves that
have been partially conditioned by the microbial community (Stewart and Stark 1988).

Threats to this tributary stream are changes in the surface water flow regime and in the
accustomed food source for the existing macroinvertebrate assemblage. Reduction of the
water table or changes ,in the timing of surface flows could eliminate the habitat of the
long-lived (3-5 years) stonefly, Pteronurcys  sp.  This length of time to complete an
individual life cycle is comparable to that of the salmon (Oncorhynchus  sp.). Loss  of the
allochthonous food source (leaf litter) will occur with removal of overhead canopy.
Collector-gatherer taxa extract organic material from the stream sediments in this
tributary. Alteration of the proportion of organics  in the  substrate could mean the loss of
a food source for several taxa.  The increase in sedimentation that occurred in this stream
may also smother or dilute food-rich sediments for macroinvertebrates.

Although the number of taxa were too limited to rely on the most useful diagnostic
biometrics, notable changes in the macroinvertebrate assemblage were not observed
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following forest clearing. Therefore, the BMP application was considered to have
adequate short-term effectiveness for stream macroinvertebrates.

Conclusion

Small to medium sized streams do not always show immediate effects from forest
clearing activities. Many streamside activities can have a negative influence on the
biological assemblage. The presence of some combination of such activities can initiate a
physical and chemical response. When the stream responds to riparian  and watershed
changes, the influence on biology may not be immediately identifiable.

Small changes in stream biol’ogy  can be early indicators of the potential for long-term
problems. An early warning in the biological assemblage can be used to decide if other
important biological resources require protection. The biological response to forest
practice activities can be unique at each stream, but a deductive analytical approach with
apriori expectations makes bioassessment a useful assessment tool.
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Appendix I

Station Total taxa EPT Index %Plecoptera %Ephemeroptera %Trichoptera %Perlidae %Dominance(3  taxa)

Elbe Site 1993
rime I
rime  2
rime 3
rime 4

37 29 12.76 24.48 1.2 3.09 54.94
41 27 27.27 3.33 8.48 13.03 60.61
32 18 12.34 II.88 16.48 3.6 52.65
39 ,26 24.14 7.39 9.36 II.33 37.44

Simmons Creek 1993
riffle I
rime  2
rime 3
riffle 4

36 24
unavailable data
40 31
40 27

5.71 24.86 22 .57 48.29

II.54 23.64 18.2 I.5 48.45
14.68 15.44 II.66 2.32 56.53

Elbe Site 1994
riffle I
rime  2
rime  3
rime  4

62 39 14.16 9.85 12.58 4.72 49.73
42 23 16.24 14.65 2.38 2.38 45.74
35 21 24. I4 7.39 9.36 II.33 37.44
48, 28 12.3 i7.94 6.26 2.78 37.35

Simmons Creek 1994
rime I
riffle 2
rime  3
rime 4

38 26 7.01 58.23 8.23
37 2s II.74 SO.76 6.06
52 31 20. I 38.26 10.93
36 24 13.84 38.12 10.7

1.52
Sl
I .93
3.39

60.67
62.88
49.2
55.61

Elbe Site 1995
riffle I
rime 2
rime 3
rime 4

47 30 20.03 7.59 16.69 9.41 43.85
44 25 25.61 3.81 13.84 10.73 35.64
26 I3 7.3 2.23 12.98 4.87 55.42
40 27 20.3 9.25 10.45 4.48 44.21

Simmons Creek 1995
riffle 1
rime  2
rift%  3
rime  4

41 25 28.16 38.58 8.65 .44 38.i4
35 28 41.54 17.44 24. I 2.05 43.59
28 I9 9.06 30.2 2.01 .34 62.75
46 30 20.36 21.91 37.89 2.58 27.58



Station

Appendix I (Continued)

Total taxa EPT Index %Plecoptera %Ephemeroptera  %Trichoptera  %Perlidae %Dominance(3  taxa)

Simmons Creek 1993
(tributary)

sample I 9
sample 2 12

Simmons Creek 1994
(tributary)

3 28.57 25.0 3.6 0 64.28
9 56.0 8.0 12.0 4.0 52.0

sample I 9
sample 2 12

Simmons Creek 1995
(tributary)

3 29.73 24.32 2.7 0 64.86
8 62.07 6.9 6.9 3.45 12.41

sample I I7 5 16.67 0 14.10 1.3 47.44



Appendix II

Station % Scrapers % Shredders % Collector-flkrers % Predators

Elbe Site 1993
rifle I
rime 2
riffle 3
rime 4

4.53 9.67 .4 9.05
4.54 11.82 3.3 28.79
8.78 13.93 0 17.48
7.85 9.84 16.65 IS.37

Simmons Creek 1993
rime I
riffle 2
rime 3
rifle 4

10.86
unavailable data
10.32
13.17

3.43 21.71

0 8.88
9.29 4.64

13.71

2.16
11.32

Elbe Site 1994
riffle I
riffle 2
riffle  3
riffle 4

9.78 8.21 4.7 22.23
II.29 11.48 I .2 13.46
5.42 14.78 2.96 28.08
I I .99 7.81 1.24 12.92

Simmons Creek 1994
rifle I
rime  2
riffle 3
riffle 4

8.23
5.93
3.38
6.79

4.27 5.79
8.84 .I6
.l3.99 5.35
9.92 4.15

5.49
8.46
14.31
IO.18

Elbe Site 1995
r i f f l e  I

riffle 2
rifle 3
riffle 4

20.66 8.95 IO.17 18.97
21.8 10.38 5.54 25.26
21.7 8.92 2.84 11.76
23.28 14.03 3.88 14.03

Simmons Creek 1995
rime  I
riffle 2
rifle 3
rime  4

19.96 23.72 3.99 9.3 I
12.82 26.15 17.95 21.54
8.05 6.71 3.02 9.73
36.86 11.34 17.52 13.92



Northern Cascades Physiographic Region

Site N-01 : Upper Shop

Upper Shop site is Agnew  road construction and harvest evaluation site located in southwest Skagit
County in the Northern Cascades physiographic region. The underlying geology consists of
upper Cretaceous  metamorphic rocks. The northern one-quarter of the harvest unit is underlain
by fine-grained  greenschist of the Shuksan  Unit, and the surface geology of the southern portion
of the site.is  mapped as black quartz phyllite of the Darrington Unit. Soils at the site are mapped
as Sorenson very gravelly silt loam, 3-30% slopes. The disturbed soil slope stability is rated as’
stable with a moderate hazard for cutbank/fill/sidecast  construction and a low erosion potential.
The harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is high, with stream valley side, slopes of up
to 50% along the study reaches. The road construction BMP slope hazard category is low, with
hillslope gradients ranging from 4-20%  along the road alignment, but predominantly less than
15%.

There are eight zero order streams within the unit. Three of them are short Type 5 streams that
originate within me unit, one of which was not shown on the FPA or DNR Water Type map.
Another Type 5 stream originates upstream of the unit  and flows a short distance across the
northeast comer of unit before exiting, and re-entering the southeast comer of the unit as a Type
4. There are four other Type 4 streams in the unit,  one of which was mis-classified as a Type 5
on the FPA. (Note: these streams are upstream of an anadromous barrier at mile 11 of Pilchuck
Creek, but may actually be Type 3 based on physical criteria for resident fish use; in the absence
of observations on fish presence or summer low flow conditions, they are referred to as Type 4.)
All of these streams are tributaries of Pilchuck Creek in the Stillaguamish  River basin, In-stream
surveys were conducted on one of the Type 4 streams that is crossed by the upper road. The two-
study reaches on this stream have average active channel  widths of about 3 meters with average
gradients of 9-lo%, and a step-pool channel morphology.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 46 hectare clearcut  harvest with 1.8 kilometers of
new road construction. RLTAs were established on all the Type 4 streams within the harvest
unit, with adjacent areas harvested by ground-based yarding methods (including shovels). The
width of the RLTA in the vicinity of the two Type 4 in-stream survey reaches averaged 5-6
meters. The Type 5 streams were not buffered. The road construction was completed in
February 1993, and the harvest completed in April 1993.

The BMPs  evaluated at Upper Shop are the new road construction practices, including water
crossings (culverts), road design (relief culverts), and road construction techniques (cut and fill
slopes), and the RLTA along the Type 4 stream with adjacent ground-based harvesting. Culvert
condition surveys that covered five stream crossings and two relief culverts along 744 meters of
the upper road in the unit were conducted in July 1993 and May 1994. Four road drainage
segments draining to Type 4 stream crossings were evaluated using cutbank/ftllslope  surveys
conducted in July 1993 and May 1994. Two study reaches were established to evaluate in-stream
conditions in the Type 4 stream buffered by a RLTA, one upstream and one downstream of the
upper road. A suitable off-site control reach was not available for evaluation of harvest practices,
due to the differences in stream character upstream of the unit. Channel  condition and photo
point surveys were conducted on both reaches in July 1993 and June 1994.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Case Narrative: The in-stream surveys  evaluated hw  study reaches on the same type 4 stream buffered by a RLTA. No stream channel disturbance
or sediment sources directly associated with timber falling and yarding activities were observed. Increased stream bank erosion
associated with windthrow  was observed at one location. Photo point surveys  documented 14 windthrown trees across the channel

~~~ over 150 meters of stream surveyed.
,,.  L...-~-  ~~~ -~ ~~~  ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~

OVERALL SITE BMP

N-Olwoe.xIs



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Upper Shop: N-01

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 & CS-02 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: None

BMP(s) Evaluated: RLTA (Clearcut harvest with Ground-based Yarding)

CS Scoring Summarv

Initial Surveys*:

Post-Treatment Survey # 1:

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

Case Narrative:

Treatment Score Survev Date
cs-01 cs-02
6 2 55 7113193

60 57 611194

- 2 +2
n/a

EFFECTIVE

cona score Survev  Date

da

(No site-specific Control Reach
was available for this site.)

[Note: Initial surveys were conducted approximately 3 months following harvest operations, rather than before
treatment. No direct effects of timber falling or yarding activities were apparent at this time.]

The CS-01 and CS-02 treatment reaches have a step-pool morphology with average channel gradients of 10%
and 9%,  respectively, with stable steps formed by old cedar woody debris (both natural and cull logs). Active
channel width within the CS-01 and CS-02 survey reaches are 2.5 meters and 3.2 meters, respectively. These
streams are upstream of an anadromous  barrier at river mile 11 on Pilchuck Creek, but the CS-01 and CS-02
reaches may actually be type 3 based on the physical criteria for resident fish use (e.g. channel gradient and
width). In the absence of field observations one summer low flow discharge or fish use, both reaches are
referred to as type 4. The channel condition score decreased by 3% in the upper, CS-01 reach, but increased by
4% in the lower reach. Minor changes noted in the CS-01 reach were a reduction in the extent of fresh
sediment deposits (increase in score) offset by an increase in the extent of fines in pools. Within the CS-02
reach below the road, changes include a increased flow deflection into banks, offset by decreases in the extent
of bank erosion and the extent of fresh sediment deposits and non-pool surface fines.



In-Stream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Upper Shop
Survey id: PS-01
Water Type 4

Survey dates:
7/13/93 &6/l  194
Reach Length: 75m,

Treatment Reach (no control comparison).

Indicators of in-channel changes
1. Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion
and /or physical disturbance of banks?

‘(a single cedar windthrow at streambank)

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage
elements or bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?

3. Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility
(e.g. change in brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of
fine or coarse sediment?

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
Increase in large WD?
Increase in small WD
Decrease in WD?

‘“(Survey documents 2 new WT  in ‘93 plus 4 additional
WT  trees in ‘94 over the length of this reach.)

5. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to
scouring or other disturbances?

Ye!
F

-

-

-

-

x**’
X

-

-

j

r

ote Refer< ces
1993 1994

*@ ‘1:Photo ;
“(remain< r of reach

Photo 23 Photo 11

Photo 16 Photo 3

Photo 16 Photo 3

Photo 22
Photo 22

Photo 10
Photo 10

Summary:

%%&vey  is located within a type 4 stream which was buffered with an RLTA within a clearcut harvest unit. The
!initial  survey was conducted approximately three months following the harvest, There were no obvious effects of
~the  harvest activities on the stream channel at the time of the initial survey. Between the 1993 and 1994 surveys
ithe  channel appeared to change little. The most noticeable change was in vegetation along the channel margins
,and  colonizing sediment wedges and bars. Where in 1993 no grasses were observed, 1994 showed lush growth
!of grasses all along the stream corridor. This new growth obscured a large proportion of the streambed from view
:in the 1994 survey. The increase in stream bank erosion was from one windthrow along the stream bank near
, photo point 1. Other changes include 6 windthrown trees observed within the window of the photo perspectives ~
~ over the study period over the 75 meter reach, which was a relative low rate of windthrow pornpared  to other
rclearcut harvest units evaluated in this study.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: EFFECTIVE



in-Stream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Upper Shop Survey dates:
Survey Id: PS-02 7113193 &6/l/94
Water Type 4 Reach Length: 75m.

Treatment

I jPhoto/Fi
Indicators of in-channel changes
1. Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion
and /or physical disturbance of banks?

Yes No 1992
X

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage X
elements or bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?
l small woody debris jam gone.

3. Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility X’
(e.g. change in brightness, fresh sediment deposits)? X
‘(fresh fines noted on revegetating sediment wedges and I I I
a bank deposition area during both years.) I I
4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of I IX1
fine or coarse sediment?

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
Increase in large WD? X’
Increase in small WD X
Decrease in WD? X

“(Survey documents 4 new WT trees in ‘93 plus 4 additional
WT trees in ‘94 over the length of this reach.)
6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to X revegets

ield

Gior

Note References

n of channel noted at

I
scouring or otner cksturbances’!

I I I
several pornts.

t -I I

S u m m a r y :

IThis  survey is located within a type 4 stream which was buffered with an RL’TA  within a clearcut  harvest unit. It is on
~ the same stream as PS-01, but is downstream of the road at culvert C3. The initial survey was conducted
iapproximately three months following the haNeSt.  and 5 months after road construction. Since the initial survey was
iconducted  5 months after road construction, and given that road-related sediment was observed in the upper part of
/the reach at this time and there is no control reach, this survey will not be used to evaluate road effects. Within the
:upper  part of the reach closest to the road crossing, there were observations of fresh fines deposits durlng both
/years, but with substantial revegetation occurring the second year. If anything, there was a decrease in fine  sedimeni
iand  fresh deposits over the study period. There were no obvious effects of the haNeSt  activities on the stream
/channel at the time of the initial survey. Between the 1993 and 1994 surveys the channel appeared to change little
~with  the exception of increased vegetation (primarily grasses) along the channel margins and colonizing sediment
jwedges  and bars. Other changes include 8 windthrown trees observed over the study period  within the window of
‘the  photo perspectives over the 75 meter reach.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: EFFECTIVE
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Upper Shop Culvert Condition Survey Results

Site: N-01: Upper Shop
Culvert Condition Survey CC-01

Survey dates: 7112193  & 5/l 3194
Date of Construction : Z/93

Site BMP Effectiveness Rating:
Stream X-ings: Effective
Relief Culverts: Partially Effective

Overland Flow

Comments/ Notes Summary:

rock minimized the potential for continued erosion.

The average distance between culverts was 106 meters. with an average road gradient of 3 % and an average hillslope gradient of 12 %;  the range
of the hillslope gradients along the road alignment was 4-20 %.  A total of 14 armoring effectiveness calls were made at the inflows and outflows to
the 7 culverts--the armoring was rated “good” at 9, “fair” at 4, and “poor” at 1. The armoring material was large rock, which made the fills resistant to

At the outflows of culverts 3 and 6. some material used to armor the culverl fill was placed in the channel, presumably to dissipate energy
and reduce channel erosion. At culvert 5, the newly formed channel traverses under a slash pile and flows 100 meters across the hillslope  to type 5
stream, which then flows to the type 4 stream crossed by culvert 4. The gradient of the new channel was measured at 16 %. During the initial survey
in 1993, the relief drainage had channelized to the slash pile, but not beyond it. Relief culverts 2 and 5 only partially relieved ditch flow. It appeared
that flow in the ditches was perennial due to interception of shallow groundwater.



CUTBANK’FILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: upper Shop
Survey Id #‘s CF-01
Survey Dates 7112193 &  5/31/94
Water Type Type- 4
Road Construction Date: 2193
Length of Road
Draining to Stream 312 meters

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations wlmed.  slope height
% Observations w/high slope height

% Observations v&?-25%  exposed soils
% Observations w/26-50  % exposed soils
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed soils
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soils

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMP Effectiveness Rating:

COMMENTS:

Range Road Gradient 1.3%
Average Road Gradient 2 %
Range Hillslope Gradient 4-20 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 11%
Range Cutslope  Gradient 15-50 deg.
Average Cutslope  Gradient 34 deg.

Cutslopes F i l l s lopes

100 100
0 0
0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

38 63 63 75
38 31 31 25
0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0

100 loo 87 87

yes Yes Only at culvert fill

yes yes no no

Not Effective Effective

This road segment drains to culvert C-3 at a type  -4 crossing, and includes a relief culvert (C2). The relief culvert
was noted as not providing full relief to the ditch flow along this road segment. In both years it was observed that
a type-5 seep/stream at observation point P5  was flowing and incising a channel on the cutslope. Flow from this
Type-5 water was diverted to the Type-4 stream at the crossing via the drainage ditch at the base of the cutslope.
Numerous other seeps were observed  along the cutslope  with the ditch having flowing to standing water during
survey times. Exposed soils in 1994 were noted to have good MNrd re-vegetation from rushes, grasses, shrubs
and cononwood  tree saplings. Evidence of erosion for cutslopes for both years ranged from minor sheetwash
erosion to gully development, and dishlrbance  by timber yarding (equipment ruts), and gullying at seeps. Fill
slopes had only minor surface erosion for both  survey years. Storage was noted in the ditch for cutslopes  and in
the slash for till slopes. The t%@N&  of chronic erosion and sediment delivery at this site was limited by the
short cutslopes, resulting from a road location on relatively flat ground.





CUTBANWFILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Upper Shop
Survey Id #‘s CF-03
Survey Dates 7112193  & 5131194
Water Type 4
Road Construction Date: 2193
Length of Road
Draining to Stream 121 meters

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations wlmed.  slope height
% Observations w/high slope height

% Observations w/O-25 % exposed soils 2 5 7 5
% Observations w/26-50 % exposed soils 2 s 0
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed soils so 2s
% Qbservations  w/76-100  % exposed soils 0 0

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying  or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMP Effectiveness Ratings:

COMMENTS:

loo loo

Yes Yes

yes Yes

Not Effective

Range Road Gradient
Average Road Gradient
Range Hillslope Gradient
Average Hillslope Gradient
Range Cutslope  Gradient
Average Cutslope  Gradient

3-4%
3.5 %
12-15%
13%
16-34 deg
25 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

100 100
0 0
0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

6 7 loo
3 3 0
0 0
0 0

6 7 5 0

no no

*0 *0

Effective

This road segment drains to culvert C-6 at a type 4 stream crossing, and includes a relief culvert (CS),  which also
delivered road drainage to a type 5 stream located downslope  of the relief outfall. The relief culvert was noted as
not providing full relief to the ditch flow along this road segment. Minor surface erosion and gully formation was
noted in 1993 on the cutslope,  with only minor surface erosion for the tillslopes. Storage was observed in the
ditch for cutslopes and in slash for fillslopes for both 1993 and 1994 surveys. Numerous seeps were observed
along the cutslope  and two were observed on the tillslopes. In 1994, gully erosion was noted on cutslopes,
especially at seep discharges. As in the other CF surveys at this site, vigorous natural re-vegetation was observed
on both the cutslopes  and  tillslopes between the first  and second survey years. The magnitude of chronic erosion
and sediment delivery at this site was limited by the short cutslopes, resulting from a road location on relatively
flat ground.
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CUTBANWFILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Upper Shop
Survey Id #‘s CF-04
Survey Dates l/12/93  & S/31/94
Water Type 4
Road Construction Date: 2193
Length of Road
Draining to Stream 65 meters

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations w/med.  slope height
% Observations w/high  slope height

% Observations w/O-25%  exposed soils
% Observations w/26-50 % exposed soils
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed soils
% Observations w/76-100 % exposed soils

33 so so so
0 S O so  so
33 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0

% Observations w/Evidence  of Erosion loo loo

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery  to surface water Yes

Gullying or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface yes

BMP Effectiveness Ratings: Not Effective

Range  Road Gradient o - 5  %
Average Road Gradient 3%
Range Hillslope Gradient ll-14%
Average Hillslope Gradient 12.5%
Range Cutslope  Gradient 25-34  deg.
Average Cutslope  Gradient 3 0  deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

100 100
0 0
0 o-

1993 1994 1993 1994

so loo

yes no no

Yes tl0 minor slump

COMMENTS:

In 1993 evidence of cutslope  erosion ranged from minor sheetwash erosion to gully development. For fillslopes
erosion was noted as minor sheetwash  erosion. Storage of sediment for cutslopes  was observed in logging slash
and some in the ditch. The ditch was noted to have been scoured. For  fillslopes storage was in the  logging slash.
Types of erosion observed in 1994 for cutslopes included slumping, @lying,  and ditch scour, with fillslopes noted
as having minor surface erosion. Storage for cutslope  was partially in the ditch, but with contimting  ditch scour.
On fillslopes in 1994 storage was in logging slash. Several seeps were noted on the cutslope  in 1993 and 1994
with one seep noted on the fill in 1993 but not in 1994. As in the other CF surveys at this site, vigorous natural re-
vegetation was observed on both the cutslopes  and fillslopes between the first and second survey years. The
magnitude of chronic erosion and sediment delivery at tbis site was liited by tlte short cutslopes, resulting from a
road location on relatively flat ground.



Site N-02: Pilchuck Mainline

The Pilchuck Mainline site is an active haul road located in south-central Skagit County in the
Northern Cascades physiographic region. The surface geology of the site is classified as
recessional glacial outwash  deposits of the Vashon stage, consisting primarily of stratified sands
and gravels. Soils at the study site are mapped as Saxon silt loam, O-30%  slopes. These soils are
rated as stable for disturbed slopes with a moderate cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard and a low erosion
potential. Hillslope gradients are generally flat in the study area.

The study stream crossed by the haul road is a 2nd order, Type 3 tributary to Pilchuck Creek, in
the Stillaguamish River basin. The study reach established downstream of the road crossing has
step-pool/pool-riffle channel morphology, with an average active channel width of 8 meters and
an average stream gradient of 3 % . The control reach on the same stream upstream of the road
crossing has a pool-riffle morphology, with an average active channel  width of 8 meters and an
average stream gradient of 2 %

Active, mainline haul road maintenance BMPs  were evaluated at this site. The road segment
surveyed was the near-stream portion of a relatively flat drainage segment that included 186
meters of mainline road, plus additional drainage from a spur road. The study stream drams
beneath the road via a 1.8 m diameter culvert. The road at the stream crossing is crowned with
ditches, and berms on the side that is slightly downslope. Fillslopes and ditches were well-
vegetated; there were no appreciable cutslopes along the survey segment due to the flat
topography of the site. Maintenance schedules varied according to traffic volume, weather
conditions, and road-bed integrity. Regular maintenance activities consisted primarily of grading.
At the time of the field surveys, a layer of sand had been placed to cover a layer of abrasive rock
surfacing in order to prevent tire damage. It did not appear that ditch clean-out in the vicinity of
the study site occurred on a regular basis: grasses and shrubs were well established to the edge of
the running road surface.

In-stream sampling reaches were established just upstream and downstream of the road crossing,
Channel condition surveys were conducted on both reaches to evaluate in-stream sediment sources
and comparability of the study reaches. Runoff sampling and road surface condition surveys were
conducted at the site during a rainfall/runoff event in April 1994.





Active Haul Road Maintenance BMP Effectiveness Summary

I I I I

Case Narrahve:  ,The road segment surveyed was tie  near-stream portion of a drainage segment that included 186 m of mainline road, plus some
~~~~~~-,~~.;~  ,.,.  j - .  .-  ...~~._~.  ~,.. / ._~~~~~.. ,,..~~~~~~  ~~..  ,._~~~~~  ~d--~

:::::I

additional drainage from a spur road. This road segment was surveyed during a single runoff event during April  1994. Weather
conditions during the survey were characterized by intermittent heavy rain and periods of tight rain. The on-site rain gage recorded

~-:::I

a cumulative total of 20.1 mm falling over a 7 hour period. During one part of the day 15 mm of rain was recorded in just over 2
hours, Runoff on the road surface and in ditches was observed. The road did not have a competent gravel surface at the lime of

~’ the survey.

~~~~~-~~~~~ _I::g  j

The travelway  surface consisted of a layer of sand that had been temporarily placed to cover a layer of abrasive rock
surfacing that had caused problems by damaging tires. However, the road surface condition survey resulted in a call of “Effective”

~~~~  --. because excessive generation of fines  or other problematic conditions leading to water quality impacts were not observed. The
thickness of fines on the road surface ranged from less than 0.5 cm to 5 cm. but the majority of measurements were less than 0.5

_~ B

cm. on the travelway. Minor potholes (eO.2  m) and minor rutting were noted at some  transects. The outer sides of ditches and fill
slopes were well-vegetated. There were no appreciable cut slopes due to the flat topography of the site. The sampled segment

‘iwas  crowned, with a berms running along the side that was slightly downslope. Trafric  on the day of sampling included 12 loaded
log trucks, 10 unloaded log trucks and 12 light vehicles over a 7 hour period.

ASPECT 2:
Effectiveness in terms of Runof f  Samplingl~~~~~_~~~~_~~.~...  ~. ~~~~~~~~  ._.__.._  ~~~~~ .._~~~~~  ~~~~  -~~~~
local stream impacts and RO-01 Effective
ppl~ej  (szej..G,  y~-‘~  ---~----
physical integrity, and/or

bi!~d~I  ifwW.  ~~~~~~~~.  .~~~~.~~__-.~~.~~  ~~~~~~~~~~~  ~_.--

Case  Narrative:  Water sampling indicated transport of fine sediment in ditches, with turbidity ievelsots:25~NTLj~comparedto3-7  NTU in the
ambient stream waler. Total suspended solids concentrations were also elevated in the ditch flow relative to the stream (32-56 mg/l

~~ in the ditch versus 1.943  mgil  in the stream. However, the observed effects of this road drainage on turbidity and total suspended
,~~.,  .~.  ,~.~~  ~~~~~~-~

solids (TSS)  levels in the stream were limited and transient, based on sampling above and below the road. Ambient conditions in
--‘---the stream upstream of the road were characterized by turbidity of 5-6 NTU and TSS of 3.1-3.3 mgfl during a rainy period in the
“--- morning, while below the road crossing turbidity was 6-7  NTU and TSS concentrations were 3.7-4.3 mgll  during the same period,
~~~~~~-indicating  a slight increase associated with the road drainage. During a lull in the rainfall in the afternoon, turbidity was 3-6 NTU

..-  upstream and 4 NTU downstream, and TSS was 1 .Q-2.9  mg/f upstream and 1 .Q-2.4  mgil  downstream. Stream discharge~~~~~~~  ~~~~~~~~~~~  ..--.
measurements taken on the day of sampling indicated that streamflow  downstream of the road was higher than upstream. The
stage height recorder malfunctioned, but manual readings showed a stage increase of 3 cm from morning lo aflernoon,  confirming
that this was a runoff event.



Eastern Cascades Physiographic Region

Site E-01: Fish Lake Mine

The Fish Lake Mine site is located in north-central Kittitas County in the Eastern Cascades
physiographic region. Both harvest and new road construction practices were evaluated at this
study site. The surface geology of the site is metamorphic rock of the Ingalls  tectonic complex,
primarily serpentine. Soils at the study site are mapped as Waptus  very stony sandy loam, 45
65 % slopes. The soils are rated as very unstable for disturbed slope stability, with  a severe
cutbank/fill/sidecas~  hazard and a high erosion potential. Based on stream valley side slope
gradients of up to 53 % measured in the vicinity of survey areas, the harvest BMP slope hazard
category is high. The road construction BMP slope hazard category is tioderate,  with slope
gradients of 12-45 % at the stream crossing, and 29-47 % along the rest of the road segment
surveyed.

The study stream at this site is a zero order, Type 4 tributary to Silver Creek iu  the Cle Elum
River basin. In the upper reaches of the survey areas, the stream changes to a Type 5. Two in-
stream survey reaches on the Type 4 stream have a step-pool morphology, with average active
channel widths of 1.5 to 2 meters, and average gradients of 12% and 17%.

Forest practices conducted at the Fish Lake Mine site include a 24 hectare partial cut harvest,
with 75 % volume removal. 2.4 kilometers of new road were constructed to access the harvest
unit. Temporary log and culvert croSSings  were installed across the Type 4 stream and the upper
Type 5 reach. Road construction  was completed by the end of August 1992. The harvest was
completed in September 1993. The temporary crossings had been removed by June 1994.

BMPs  evaluated at the site include partial cut harvesting using cable yarding methods in the
vicinity of the Type 4/5  stream without stream buffers, as well as new road construction
practices, including temporary water crossings and road construction techniques (cut and fill
slopes). Two study reaches were established on the Type 4 stream; one upstream of the
temporary crossing and the other. downstream. Preliminary channel condition and photo point
surveys were conducted in August 1992, concurrent with road construction and about a year
before the harvest occurred. The area in the vicinity of the study reaches was harvested before
follow-up surveys to evaluate road effects could be conducted, so the in-stream surveys were used
primarily for a before/after comparison of harvest effects. Follow-up in-stream surveys were
conducted in October 1993 and August 1994. Sediment routing surveys were conducted along
the Type 4/5  stream in June 1994 and October 1995. CutbaxUillslope surveys were conducted
along the segment of the road draining to the temporary crossing of the Type 4 stream in October
1993 and August 1994, with follow-up observations of the temporary crossing sites in October
1 9 9 5 .





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

ASPECT 1:

to surface  waters.

------~~~  -1~  ~~~~.  ...~_~~~

Case Narrative: The sediment routing surveys d~~~rn~nted  substantial sediment delivery to and disturbanceofe,Type  4 stream (Type 5 in the upper reaches within
Erosion and sediment delivery  was greatest in two zones where timber was yarded diagonally acro?w!he  stream, disturbing

banks and valley walls. At the time of the first survey (9 months following harvest). disturbed soils covered 24% of the survey area, with all

but 0.5 m’  of this erosion caused by timber harvest activity. A substantial amount of natural revegetation  of disturbed areas had occurred by
the follow-up survey conducted 25 months after harvest, wth soil disturbance reduced to 4 % of the survey area. but half of the harvest erosion ~-  -~.-‘-‘.‘-~_
features that were found to deliver the first year were continuing to deliver sediment to the stream, and stream bank~~~hingwas~continuing-~~
m an area disturbed by falling and yarding activities. I I I

I /
I
I

UIUIIVII  b.aU”ruv)r”~~~~  y”p’*al  “IDIYIVLIII~ ““IW~  y”r”“‘g  “prrav”,!s,  IIIcIeas~s  111 lWJ,l  sell,menr  Qeposlrs,  !“Gressecl  sIream!Jea  mao,uly  ana
destabilization of sediment storage elements (e.g., sediment wedges formed by natural  woody debris), and slash &cull  logs lefl in the channel causing
flow deflection onto banks. It was obsewedd  pre-treatment  surveys that there was no evidence of previous  timber harvesting in the survey  areas.

OVERALL SITE BMP N O T.~ FFFFCT,“FNFL~ ~~T,YF;.. ..-. ..-~-~. -..-~~  -. I
I
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Study~  Site

Site Id #

water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Fish Lake Mine Survey Date 6114194

E-01 Survey Id # SR-01

415 Months Since Harvest: 9

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE %  EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE T O  W A T E R  A R E A SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED cm 2 )
SOIL (to*)

1 Yarding Yes 1.6
2 yarding n o 17.3
3 old windthrow yes 0.5
4 Yarding Yes 22.5
5 Yarding Yes 35.0
6 Yard@ Yes 36.0
7 landing no 40.0
8 YZdiW Yes 1746.0
9 landing yes 158.4
10 Yarding Y= 340.0
11 fallblglyarding Yes 38.6

TOTALS 9 delivered 2435.9

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1 .O hectare

TotaI  Let@ of Stream Bank  Surveyed = 742 meters

O-25 0.2
o-25 2.2
O-25 0.1
O-25 2.8
O-25 4.4
o-25 4.5
75-100 35.0
O-25 218.3
50-75 99.0
O-25 42.5
25-50 14.5

423.5

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 2435.9 m*Jhectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 423.5 m*/hectare

Total Swface.Area  Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 386.3 meters’

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 386.3 m2/bectare

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 386.2 meters’

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered  per Hectare = 386.2 m’hectare

* Features that  delivered but are not directly attributable to current harvest  activities, such as windthrow, are
excluded from these  calculations



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Nllttlb-3 Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
Features m2)

Exposed Soil
from Features
that Delivered
(m9

% of Total Delivery
(based  on area of
exposed soil)

Y&it& 7 214.9 272.1 70.6
Falliig/Yarding 1 14.5 14.5 3.8
Landing 2 134.0 99.0 25.6
Old Wiidtbrow 1 0.1 0.1 <O.l

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with this survey were partial cut harvesting using  cable yarding methods (possibly
assisted by skidders) in the vicinity of on-buffered type  4 stream (was type 5 in the upstream reaches of the survey
irea). The survey  proceeded down the valley of the on-buffered type  4 stream, from just below  the upper road
crossing to the downstream lit of the harvest tit. Both  sides of the stream were covered. (Note: two erosion
features associated with temporary culvert installations were documented and measured during  the survey,  but are
excluded from the sediment routing summary which is focused on harvest-related erosion features. Information on
these road crossing features is considered in tbe road evaluation at the same study  site.) 82% of the erosion
featum  identified in the survey delivered sediment to the stream. AI1  of these were  within 10 meters of the
stream. 91% of the total exposed soil area documented in the survey is from fearures  that delivered. Most of the
erosion associated with sediment delivery was caused by yarding activities very near to or crossing the stream or
on the stream valley slopes. Falling and yarding activities conducted within and crossing the on-buffered  type 4
stream  also resulted in disturbance of upper and lower sneam  barks.



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Fish Lake Mine Survey Date 1013195

E-01 Survey Id # SR-01

415 Months Since  Harvest 25

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL ARBA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( ml ) S O I L

( m*  )

1 no longer eroding - revegetated
2 pRii&g no  - - 1 7 . 3  -
3 old wind&row  yes 1.0
4 yditlg no longer eroding - revegetated
5 Yarding no 1.5
6 Yarding Yes 9.2
7 lauding no 4 0
8(a) yarding Yes 8.4
8@) Yam no 61.6
9 landing no 158.4
10 y=ding Yes 24.8
11 falling/yarding Yes 26.4

O - 2 5 2.2
75-100 0.9

75-100 1.3
25-50 3.5
50-75 25.0
o-25 1.1
2 5 - 5 0 23.1
25-50 ,59.4
025 3.1
5&75 16.5

TOTALS 5 delivered 348.6 136.1

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1 .O hectares

Total Let@  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 742 meters

Disturbed Soii  per Hectare = 348.6 m%a.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 136.1 m%a.

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Feamres  that  Delivered to Water = 25.1 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 25.1 m%a.

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil  from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 24.2 ma

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 24.2 m%a.

* Features that delivered but are not directly attributable to cutrent  harvest practices, such as windthrow,  are
excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
Features ( m2  )

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
( m2  f

Yarding 6 ~34.3 7.1 30.7
falling/yarding 1 16.5 16.5 65.7
latldhtg 2 84.4 0.0 0.0
old windthrow 1 0.9 0.9 3.6

NARRATIVE:

Forest practices evaluated at this site were partial cut  harvesting using cable yarding methods (possibly assisted by
skidders) in the vicinity of an tm-buffered  type 4 stream (was type 5 in the upstream reaches of the survey area).
Four of the  8 erosion features associated with  yarding and falling activities within the channel and on the lower
stream valley slopes that were delivering sediment to the stream in the 1994 survey  conducted 9 months following
harvest, continued to deliver in 1995, although the extent of erosion was greatly reduced due to natural
revegetation. While the amount  of exposed soil associated with features that contimted  to deliver is relatively
small (24.2 m*iha.),  the  harvest erosion features are  still delivering sediment over two years after the  hatvest  was
completed. Stream bank sloughing was continuing where yarding and tree falling witbin the  stream channel
(feature 11) disturbed upper and lower stream banks for several meters. The stream was re-working through slash
and fine sediment  deposited over the  gravel substrate, and was observed to be dowttcutittg  and  bank  cutting  in
places.

(Note: two erosion feamres  associated with temporary culvert installations were documented and measured during
the survey, but are excluded from the sediment routing summary which is focused on harvest-related erosion
features. Information on these road crossing features is considered in the road evaluation at the same smdy  site.)

BMP ElWECTIVENJLSS  BATING:

Cable Yarding (Partial Cut Harvest) without Stream Buffers: NOT EFFECTIVE



In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Amazon Survey Dates: 7/30/93&6/30/94

Study Reach Descriptions: 68 meter treatment reach in RMZ. and 83 meter control reach upstream
of the harvest unit on the same stream.

Control  PS-01

brightness. fresh sediment deposits)?

Decrease in WD?

Summary:

Very  little a  any changes were apparent in the year-to-year comparison of photos for either study reach. Small area of fresh
sediment noted in control  reach. No new windthrow was observed crossing the channel in either study reach.

EMP  Effectiveness Rating: EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Fishlake  Mine E-01

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 Water Type:4
Control Survey ID#: none Water Type:

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Partial Cut Harvest (cable yarding without stream buffers),

cs scoring  summaiy

he-Treatment Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey #l:

Treatment Score Survey Date
51 8/l 1192

Change from he-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

3 8

-13
da

10122193

Post-Treament  Survey #2:

Change from PreTreatmeat  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

2 9 8116194

- 2 2
Ida

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: NOT EFFECTIVE

Control score Survey Date

(No site-specific Control
Reach available for
Fishlake  Mine)

Case Narrative:
This study reach is located immediately upstream of a the new road where the temporary culvert was
placed, and is upstream of the CS-02 reach. The decrease in the treatment reach score is attributable to
increases in streambank erosion, fresh sediment deposits, bed mobility/brightness, and slash in the
channel causing re-routing of flow into banks. Destabilization of sediment storage elements was also
noted. Comments on the survey forms indicated substantial direct disturbance of stream bed and banks
(including upper banks) from a cable yarding route which crossed the stream diagonally in the upper
portion of the reach. Considerable amounts of slash were left in the channel, resulting in a braided
section and flow diversion into banks. During the pre-treatment survey it was noted that there was no
evidence of previous timber harvest activities in the immediate vicinity of the study reaches, and
sediment wedges appeared very stable and were controlled by relatively large, natural wood. The
overall morphology and substrate character reach is indicative of a moderate potential to store sediment
deposits, particularly medium gravel and larger sizes. Stream banks are moderately susceptible to
physical disturbance. Physical disturbance of the stream bed and banks and in-stream sediment
deposition are attributable to yarding within and across the stream and slash/cull log deposits. In the
lowermost 6 meters of the reach, extensive fine sediment deposits and severely disturbed stream bed
and banks were apparently caused by road construction and yarding of logs to a landing.



c

In-Stream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Fish Lake Mine E-01 Survey dates: 8/l I/92,  10/22/93,  8116194
Survey Id: PS-01 Treatment Reach (no control comparison)
Water Type: 4 Reach Length:

Indicators of in-channel changes Ye
1. Is there evidence of increased streambank erosion X
and /or physical disturbance of banks?

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage
elements or bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD, boulder clusters)?

I
3. Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility
(e.g. change in brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?
*(Substrate views inadequate in 94/95  due to slash in channel.)

I

4 . Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of X
fine or coarse sediment?

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
Increase in large WD? X
Increase in small WD X
Decrease in WD?

*( Some oldLWD still present but moved around by yarding.)

6 . Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to
scouring or other disturbance?

X’

*(Disturbance of bank vegetation; some revegetation evident in 1994.)

I

im
Photo/Field

No 1992
PI:  #I2

X

X*

X P3: #14

R late  References
19931993

P1:#2&#3P1:#2&#3
19941994 19951995

PI:  #3PI:  #3

P2:#!5P2:#!5
P2:#5/P3:#6P2:#5/P3:#6

P3: #6P3: #6 P3: #20P3: #20

P1:#2P1:#2

Summary:
‘This survey was used in conjunction with a Channel Condition Survey to evaluate instream  effects of partial cut cable yarding
iwith  no buffer on the type 4 intermittent stream (mapped as a type 5 but meets physical criteria for type 4). In the vicinity of
!Pl there is bank ero;on  on the lower banks caused by direct disturbance from yarding across the stream. Some upper bank
disturbance noted as well. Some bank vegetation came back in 1994. A substantial increase in woody debris within and over
ithe  channel was documented, including both large and small diameter logging slash, causing some m-routing of flow onto the
ilow profile stream banks A cable yarding corridor passed through/across the channel between point P2 and P3. In general,
,1994  photos had excessive shadows and brightness, obscuring some details.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Not Effective



IrpStream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Fish Lake Mine E-01 Survey dates: 8/11/92,  1 O/22/93,  a/16/94
Survey Id: PS-02 Treatment Reach (no control comparison)
Water Type: 4 Reach Length:

Indicators of in-channel changes Yes
1. IS there evidence of increased streambank erosion X
and /or  physical disturbance of banks?

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage
elements or bedforrns (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?

3. Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility
(e.g. change in brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

4 . Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of X
fine or coarse sediment?

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
Increase in large WD? X
Increase in small WD X
Decrease in WD?

6 . Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to
scouring or other disturbance?

Summary:

4(

I

L

photo/Field Note References

P3-P4,  #8 P3-P4,  #I9P3-P4,  #8 P3-P4,  #I9
P4-P5.  #9 P4-P5,  #20 P4-P5.  #5P4-P5.  #9 P4-P5,  #20 P4-P5.  #5

&#8&#8

P4, #8 P4, #I9 P4. #4
PP, #5 PP, #IO P5. #6

PI, #3&#4 PI, #II
P5, #IO P5, #21

!There is evidence of fresh sediment deposits in the reach (both coarse and fine), particularly fine sediment at the yarding 1
icrossing  upstream of P5. Also, between P4 and P5 there is considerable bank erosion on the lower banks caused by direct :
!disturbance  from yarding across the stream, as well as slight increases in bank erosion by flowing water at P2 and P3. Most
lof the upper bank vegetation came back in 1994. An increase in woody debris was noted, with large diameter cull logs ieft in

~
(

the  channel near P4, causing some re-routing of flow. Substantial amounts of logging slash were left in the channel near PI
;and  downstream of P5. In general. 1994 photos had excessive shadows and brightness, obscuring some details. The before:
/after comparison leads to a “Not Effective” rating for harvest practices. This survey reach is located downstream of the ’
/temporary road crossing. Photo point survey results are rated “Indeterminate” for evaluation of road effects because the ~
upstream-downstream (PS-Ol/PS-02)  comparison intended for this evaluation was invalidated by interfering effects from ~

harvest activities affecting both study reaches. Preliminary surveys were conducted concurrent with road construction and a
year before the completion of timber harvest. but timber harvest in the area of the study reaches occurred before follow-up

i

/surveys could be conducted. However, in-stream deposition of the gravel-sized material from the temporary road fill at the
1
:

‘crossing could be distinguished- other, harvest-related sediment deposJon.

‘.  BMP Effectiveness Rating: Not Effective (for harvest practices); indeterminate (for road construction practices)



Road BMP Effectiveness Summary

~.., Study Site: !E-01:~  Fish Lake Mine:-  New Roao +IIIIIL
FlMr

segment was a temporary culvert installation, with large logs placed alongside and abovt
hhe culvert, and below a fabric layer, and gravel-sized road fill material placed above the fabric layer. Between the preliminary and
follow-up surveys,  the road fill, culvert, and logs were removed from the stream channel, with the road fill sloped back on both sides of
the stream. Attempts to stabilize the road fill and disturbed areas of the stream valley by dry grass seeding were unsuccessful. and
chronic sediment delivery was observed at two such temporary crossings of the same stream. At the lower crossing site within the CF.

01  sunray  segment, there was sediment delivery from a disturbed area of 65 m2  that was still over 75% exposed over 16 months
removal of the temporary culvert. At an upper crossing site, there was sediment delivery  from a disturbed area of 426 mz  thai

75% exposed over 18 months following removal of the temporary culvert. Cutslope  BMPs  were rated effective in spite of
;chronic  erosion on large. highly exposed road cuts, because there was no evidence of delivery of the eroded material to the stream
crossing

”

On one side of the crossing the road was crowned or outsloped with no ditch, while on the other side there was no evidence
of sediment  transporl  via surface flow in the ditch; Fillslope BMPs  were rated effective because, although continuing to erode, fill
material delivered only in the immediate vicinity of the stream crossing.

but timber harvest in the area of the study reaches occurred before follow-up surveys could be conducted. However, in-stream
deposition of the gravel-sized material from the temporary road All at the crossing could be distinguished from other, harvest-related
sediment deposition. It was also noted during follow-up surveys that channel incision was occurring just downstream of the outflow of
the temporary culvert.  At an upper temporary road crossing site, in-stream deposition of eroded road fill material was observed  to
extend at least 15 meters downstream of the crosslna.

OVERALL SITE BMP NOT-~~__--- -__-~~~ I
EFFECTIVENESS RATING: EFFECTIVE. EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE 1



CUTBANKIFILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Fish Lake Mine  Road
Survey Id 4-s CF-01
Survey Dates 10/22/93  &  8/16/94,  with follow-up observations in October 1995
Water Type 4
Road Constmction  Date: 8192
L.engd~  of Road Range Road Gradient 4-15 %
Draining to Stream 79 meters Average Road Gradient 9%

Range Hillslope Gradient 29-47 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 37 %
Range Cutslope  Gradient 14-45 deg.
Average Cutslope  Gradient 32 deg.

CutsloPes Fillslopes

% Observations w/short slope height 50 33
% Observations wlmed. slope height 50 67
% Observations w/high slope height 0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

% Observations w/O-25% exposed soils 0 0 0 33
% Observations w/26-50  % exposed soils 50 50 0 0
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed soils 0 0 67 33

.%  Observations w/76-100  % exposed soils 50 50 33 ,33

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion 66 100 66 loo

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water no no Only at temporary
crossing site

Gullying or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface *0 yes DO yes

BMP Effectiveness Ratings: Effective Effective

Temporary Stream Crossing: Not Effective
COMMENTS:
The forest practices evaluated with this survey included road construction practices for cut and fill slopes, and a
temporaty crossing of a type 4 stream that is within the road drainage segment. The stream crossing was designed
to be a temporary structure, and was removed behveen the 1993 and 1994 surveys,~ following timber harvest at the
site. Whole logs were placed parallel to the culvert and covered with a fabric layer, which was then covered with
native roadfill material composed of crushed serpentine. Upon completion of the harvest, the temporary crossing
structure was removed, and the fill material excavated from the stream bed and sloped back and piled on the road
grade adjacent to the stream. An unsuccessful attempt was made to stabilize these materials by grass seeding. The
primary mechanism of sediment delivery from this road segmem to the stream was via erosion of the materials
piled adjacent to the channel following removal of the temporary crossing. A follow-up inspection of the crossing
site in October 1995 confirmed that there was chronic sediment delivery from a disturbed acea of 65 m2,that was
still over 75 % exposed overt 18 months following removal of the temporary culvert. At an upper crossing site on
the same stream (not included io the CF-01 drainage segment), there was sediment delivery from a disturbed area
of 426 m*,  that was still over 75% exposed over 18 months following removal of a temporary culvert crossing. In-
stream deposition of eroded road till  material was observed downstream of both crossing sites. Cutslope BMPs
are rated effective in spite of chronic erosion on large, highly exposed road cuts, because there was no evidence of
delivery of the eroded material to the stream crossing. On one side of the crossing dte road was crowned or
outsloped with no ditch, while on the other side there was no evidence of sediment transport via surface flow in rhe
ditch. Fillslope BMPs were rated effective because, although continuing to erode, till material delivered only in
the immediate vicinity of the stream crossing. A water bar resulted in a golly across the fillslope that extended 21
meters but did not &liver to the stream.



Site E-02: Plesha Road

Plesha Road is a new road construction site located in west-central Kit&as  County in the Eastern
Cascades physiographic region. The surface geology of the site is mapped as feldspathic
sandstone of the Roslyn Formation. Soils at the study site arc mapped as Nard loam and Nard silt
loam, 2545%  slopes. These soils are rated as stable for disturbed slope stability, with a
moderate cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard and a medium erosion potential. Based on stream valley
side slope gradients of 12-46 % measured at the main Type 4 stream crossing, the road
construction BMP slope hazard category for the site is moderate. At other locations surveyed
along the road alignment, hillslope gradients ranged from 23-54%.

The primary study stream at this site is a zero-order, Type 4 stream that is a tributary to Cle Elum
Lake on the Cle Elum  river. The downstream study reach on this stream has a step-pool
morphology with an average active channel width of 2 meters and an average gradient of 15 %
The road also crosses two Type 5 streams and traverses just upslope  of two other Type 5 charmel.
heads.

Forest practices conducted at this site over the study period include about 1 kilometer of new road
construction, which provided access to a 15 hectare partial cut harvest unit located at the end of
the road. Timber harvesting did not occur in the vicinity of the study streams or road surveys.
The road construction was completed in July 1992, with additional maintenance and erosion
control work conducted in the summer of 1993.

BMPs  evaluated at the Plesha Road site were the new road construction practices, including water
crossings (culverts), road design (relief culverts), and road construction techniques (cut and fill
slopes). A treatment reach was established on the Type 4 stream, downstream of the culverted
road crossing, with a control reach located upstream of the road on the same stream. Channel
condition and photo point surveys were conducted in November 1992, October 1993, and August
1994. Stream bank erosion surveys were conducted on the same study reaches in October 1992
and June 1994. Cutbank/fillslope  surveys were conducted within two road drainage segments,
one draining to the Type 4 stream crossing and one draining to a Type 5 crossing, in October
1993 and October 1994. An erosion pm network was installed on a portion of the cutslope  in the
Type 4 drainage segment, but the pins were lost due to cutbank  sloughing and/or maintenance
activities before follow-up measurements could be made. Culvert condition surveys
encompassing 754 meters of the new road construction were conducted in November 1992,
October 1993 and October 1994. Photo point surveys and channel profile and cross-section
meaSurement.s  were made in conjunction with the culvert condition survey to evaluate sediment
transport and channel head changes downslope of relief culverts.





Road BMP Effectiveness Summa-u

PS-01 8 PS-02

sponse  (sedimentation,

E-02woe.xls



Plesha Road Culvert Condition Survey Results

E-02: Plesha  Road
Culvert Condition Survey CC-01

Culvert #
and Type

C-l
Relief
c-2

Relief
c-3

Relief
C-l

Type-4, x-ing
C-5

fype-5.x.ing
C-6

Typed, x-in$
C-7

Relief
C-B

Relief
c-9

Relief

Site:

Survev dates: 11/3/92.  10/21/93  8 10/26/94

L-

Date ofConstruction: 7192

Trend in
Erosion

Increase
IfWSSSS

Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
IIWSSSS

Increase
Increase

Increase
Increase
Constant

Increase

Continuing
Erosion (Y/N)

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Site BMP Effectiveness Rating:

Channelized  or
Overland Flow

Sediment Transport
Y e s ,

7 m overland flow
Y e s ,

10m  overfand  flow
N o

nla

n/a

n/a

Y e s ,
27m overland flow

Yes
21m , overland flow

Y e s ,
5m overland flow

Stream x-ing: Not effective
Relief: Effective

Delivery to
surface water
from culvert

N o

N o Y e s

N o Y e s

Yes

YE?S

Yes

N o

N o

N o

B M P
Effectiveness

Call (Yes or No)
Y e s

N o

N o

N o

Y e s

Yes

Y e s



Plesha  Road Culvert Condition Survey Results

Comments/ Notes Summary:

;The  length of the road surveyed was 754 meters, with an average gradient of 7 % and gradient range of 2-14 %. The average spacing between c&e&  was
:83 meters. The average hillslope gradient was 34 %,  with a range of 23-53 %. In addition to the 9 culverts, survey notes were taken on 5 water bars
jconstructed along the road following a timber harvest located at the end of the road. There was no sediment delivery to streams from any water bars over the
!course  of the monitoring period. Relief drainage from WBI.  located between Cl and C2, formed a gully on the fillslope below which an overland flow
‘sediment plume extended 15 meters down slope. WB2, between C2 and C3.  was noted to not be relieving the ditch, but only diverting drainage from the road
surface. WB3, between C6 and C7 was noted to have formed a gully on the fillslope, but no sediment plume was observed down slope of this minor gully.
IRelief drainage from Wf34.  between C7 and C8.  channelized  through the slash berm at the toe of the fillslope, and combined with drainage from C7 to produce
an overland flow sediment plume extending 27 meters down slope. Rdlief drainage from WB5,  between C8 and C9.  combined with drainage from C8 to
produce an overland flow sediment plume extending 21 meters down slope.

The extent of erosion on culvert fills in the 1992 survey was generally low, probably a reflection of the age of the road and the low number of precipitation
events which had occurred since the time of construction. Local material, consisting of highly erodible weathered sandstone was used to armor the culvert fills
at the time of the 1992 surveys. It was noted in the 1993 survey that the ditches leading to the culverts had been cleaned out and the immediate areas of the
culvert inflows armored with erosion resistant materials, primarily cobble-sized rock. Erosion of the culvert fills was documented at all culverts in 1993 and
1994, with delivery occurring at the stream crossin@.  Dry grass seeding may have been applied, but it was not successful in stabilizing disturbed soils at the
site. Erosion of culvert fills at stream crossings was continuing at moderate to severe levels 27 months following road construction, despite re-armoring of
some parts of culvert fills in 1993. Relief culverts did not deliver to streams over the 27 month post-construction monitoring period and are rated effective.
Sediment transport distances downslope of relief outfalls  ranged from less than 1 meter to 27 meters. Relief culvert C3 had a functioning sediment trap and
no down slope sediment transport. Photo point surveys and channel profile and cross-section measurements made to evaluate effects of road drainage on a
stream channel head just downslope of culvert Cl did not detect headward  migration or other channel changes over the monitoring period.

During the 1994 survey, two days of hard rain resulted in a run-off event that allowed the investigators to observe the active erosion processes while
conducting the survey. Several relevant observations were made: 1) two years afler construction, revegetation of exposed soils within the road prism was
sparse and patchy--some areas of the fillslope and ditch were vegetated while most of the cutslope  remained exposed and eroding; 2) sediment traps
constructed at some relief culvert inflows were effectively capturing non-colloidal particles transported in the ditches, 3) sediment was being transported via
overland flow through those relief culverts lacking sediment traps, or, in one instance, where the  trap had become full and was no longer functioning; 4)
de$pite  overland flow of sediment, none of the relief culverts or water bars delivered to surface waters; 5) the slash berms left at the toe of the fillslope during
road construction was only partially effective at storing sediment transported through relief culverts. Relief drainage from C7 and C8 developed sediment
plumes extending beyond slash piles; and 5) during this runoff event, only the relief culverts had flowing water at their inflows and outflows. Of the three
stream crossings, only C5 had a trickle flow.



CUTBANWFILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Plesha  Road
Survey Id #‘s CF-01
Survey Dates 10/21/93  & 10/26/94,witb  follow-up observations in 9/95
Water Type 4
Road Construction Date: 7192
Length of Road Range Road Gradient
Draining to Stream 66 meters Average Road Gradient

Range Hillslope Gradient
Average Hillslopc Gradient
Range Cutslope  Gradient
Average Cutslope  Gradient

2-5  %
3.8 %
23-30 %
28%
35-54 deg
44 deg.

.%  Observations w/short slope height
% Observations wlmed.  slope height
% Observations w/high  slope height

% Observations w/O-25 % exposed soils
% Observations w/26-50  % exposed soils
% Observations w/51-75 % exposed soils
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soils

% Observations w/Evidence of erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMP Effectiveness Rating:

COMMENTS:

Fillslopes

50 75
50 25
0 0

1993 1994 1993 1994

0 0 0 75
25 25 25 25
0 25 50 0
75 50 25 0

loo 100 loo 75

Ye= Yes only  at culvert fill

no no no minor

Not Effective Effective

In 1993, evidence of erosion for both cutslopes and fillslopes was in the form of minor slumping, minor surface
erosion and some rills. Some sediment storage was noted at the tot of the cutslope  and in slash on fillslopes. It
was noted that sediment stored within the ditches had recently been cleaned out. No seeps were noted in the
surveyed segment. Types of erosion observed in 1994 for cutslopes was sheetwash erosion (leaving residual soil
pedestals) and minor sloughing. Fillslopes were observed to have minor gullying,  tension cracks, and surface
erosion. Sediment was stored at the toe of the cutslopes and in the slash on tiIlslopcs. Re-vegetation occurred by
natural means; dry grass seeding may have been applied but it had little effect. Fillslopes showed more  vigorous
re-vegetation growth than the cutslopes.  The 1994 survey was conducted during heavy periods of rain. Water was
observed flowing in the ditches with some of it appearing slightly turbid in the photos. The delivery noted for
fillslopes was limited to the fill at the culvert location. During a follow-up site inspection in September 1995,
following a runoff event, fresh sediment deposi*;  were observed at the culvert inflow  as well as downstream of the
culvert, indicating continued delivery of eroded cutslope  and road surface material via the ditch. Cutslopcs  were
still mostly bare in 1995, over three years following road construction.



CUTBANWFILLSLOPE SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Plesha  Road
Survey Id #‘s CF-02
Survey  Dates 10/21/93  &  10/27/94,  with  follow-up observations in 9/95
Water Type T-5
Road constroction  date 7192
Length Road Range Road Gradient l-4 %
Draining to Stream 80 meters Average Road Gradient 2.5 %

Range Hillslope Gradient 23-54 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 39%
Range Cutslope  Gradient 28-48 deg.
Average Cutslope  Gradient 41 deg.

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations w/med.  slope height
% Observations w/high slope height

% Observations w/&25%  exposed soils
% Observations w/26-50  % exposed soils
% Observations w/51-75 % exposed soils
% Observations w/76-100 % exposed soils

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying or Mass Erosion on Cots, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMP Effectiveness Rating:

COMMENTS:

Cutslopes Fillslopes

50 50
25 25
25 25

1993 1994 1993 1994

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 50
25 25 50 0
75 75 50 50

100 100 75 100

tl0 tl0 Only at culvert till

tl0 minor 0.0 Jlli!lOI

Effective Effective

In 1993, erosion on both the cutslopes  and fdlslopes  was by minor sloughing, minor ravel, and minor surface
erosion. Sediment eroded from cutslopes was stored in the ditch, and that  for ffflslopes  was stored in the slash
berm at the toe of the fillslope, with some sidecast  material noted as having  raveled into the tp 5 stream channel
up to 4 meters downstream of the culvert. In the 1994 survey, erosion observed on the cutslopes was minor
slumping, and  surface erosion. The  fillslopes  were noted as having mioor  gullying  and substantial surface erosion.
Sediment storage was observed at the toe of the cutslope,  in the ditch, and the slash  berm at the toe of the fillslope.
Doting a follow-up site inspection in September 1995, gravel-sized sediment deposits were observed in the type 5
stream, extending about 12 meters downstream of the culvert. This in-stream deposition, with an estimated
volume of 1 m3  was attributed to erosion of the cu@zn  till plus sidecast  ravel from the fillslope adjacent to tix
culvert. Observations made during  field surveys and the 1995 site visit, which  followed a runoff event, indicate
that this culvert (C-6) only rarely carried surface flow. The  1994 CF-02 survey was conducted during heavy
rains. Standing turbid water was observed in some ditch sections along the road, but no stream flow was observed
at the intlow or outflow of the culvert in the CF-02 drainage segment. In addition, there  was very little residual
evidence of surface flow in the ditch below the cutslope  in this relatively flat drainage segment, even during or
immediately after runoff  events. Apparently, the lack of surface runoff  in the ditch and the small sediment trap
constructed at the culvert intlow prevented delivery of sediment eroded from the cutslope  and road surface to tix
stream.



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Plesha Road

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-03 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: cs-01 Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: New Road Construction (stream crossing, cut and tillslope construction).

Prelii surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey #l :

Change from Pre-Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey #2:

Change from he-Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

cs scoring slmlmary

Treatment Score Survey Date

31 1115/92

3 9 10/21/93

+8
+8

2 5 S/16/94

- 6
- 8

EFFECTIVE

Control Score Survey Date

4 7 1114/92

4 7 10/21/93

0

4 9 S/16/94

+2

Case Narrative:
The preliminary surveys were conducted 3-4 months following road construction. Any in-
stream effects from the road construction at that time were very limited  (some sediment
deposition immediately below the culvert outfall.) The decrease in treatment reach score is
attributable primarily to an increase in fresh sediment deposits and increased bed
mobility/brightness. This would appear to reflect sediment delivered via the road fill and
cutslopes/ditches. The morphology of the reach is such that portions of it readily accumulate
fine  sediments, and fines (sand-sized) were noted as the dominant particle size. In addition,
certain sediment storage elements were rated as being less stable in the treatment reach,
although they are recognized as being fragile throughout this stream, due in part to me soft,
crumbly nature of the weathered sandstone bedrock. The net change in score is less than 10
points, leading to an “effective” call for this survey.



Stream Sank Erosion Survey

after road construction, it was observed that the stream channel had incised through highly erodtble,  sandy soils and weathered sandstone bedrock, Roth

control and treatment reaches had bank disturbance due to scour and sloughing attributable to the effects of flowing water. The controt  reach upstream  of the
road crossing had a greater increase in the extent of eroding banks over the monitoring period than did the treatment reach, There was  no evidence of adverse

effects from the road drainage or road construction. Heavy snowfall and leaf litter on the day of the 1993 surveys prevented the investigators from measuring
the banks accurately.

I~
~~I~~.  .~ ,~~1  ~~~~~-.-~~~~-.~-~

BMP Effectiveness Rating: EFFECTIVE 1



In-Stream Photo-Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Plesha  Road E-02 Survey Dates: 11192, 10/93.  &  S/94

Study Reach Descriptions: Treatment reach is 55 meters downstream of road crossing (culvert 0%);
control reach is 41 meters upstream of crossing on same stream.

Control  PS-03
Indicators of in-channel changes Yes N O
1. Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and /or  physical X
disturbance of banks?

2. Is there evidence of destabiliiation  of sediment storage elements or X
bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?

3. Is  there evidence of increased stream bed mobility (e.g. change in
brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

X

4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of fine or coarse
sediment?

X

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
(indicate numbers of windthrown  trees Increase in large WD? X
documented over the survey period) Increase in small WD? X

Decrease in WD? X

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other
disturbances?

X

rreatment  PS-04
Yes N O

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

Very  little change was apparent in either study reach over the monitoring period, based on year-to-year comparison of the
photos. Minor changes included one new piece of SWD in control, and one sediment deposit in treatment. but in this case
this was un-related to the road (a fragile sandstone boulder rolled down and crumbled in the channel). Some photo point
comparisons showed virtually no change Over the two  years: numerous small pieces of wood  (small branches and twigs) had
remained in position,.indicating  minimal surface flow in this stream over  the monitoring period.

BMP  Effectiveness Rating: Effective



Site E-04: Green Canyon

The Green Canyon site is a harvest practice evaluation located in northeast Kit&as  County in the
Eastern Cascades physiographic region. The surface geology of the area is mapped as the margin
of the Columbia Plateau basalt flows. Soils at the site are varied, but the most common soil type
is Loneridge stony loam, 25-45 % slopes. These soils are rated as stable for disturbed slope
stability with a moderate cutbank/till/sidecast  hazard, and medium erosion potential. Based on
stream valley side slopes, which ranged from 18-66% in the vicinity of survey areas, the harvest
BMP slope hazard category for the site is high.

Study streams within the harvest unit include a 1st order, Type 3 stream, and two zero-order
Type 5 streams. The Type 5 streams are tributaries of the Type 3 stream, which is a tributary of
Reecer  Creek in the Yakima River basin.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 162 hectare partial cut harvest using ground-based
yarding methods (tracked and/or  wheeled skidders), with a RMZ established along the Type 3
stream. The average width of the RMZ in the vicinity of survey areas was 16 meters. Harvest in
vicinity of the survey areas was completed by November 1992.

BMPs  evaluated at the site included the RMZ on the Type 3 stream with adjacent ground-based
harvesting, and ground-based harvesting in the vicinity of Type 5 streams without stream buffers.
Photo point surveys evaluating skid trail erosion and sediment delivery were conducted in
November 1992 and April 1994. Two sediment routing surveys were conducted in April 1994
along one of the Type 5 streams and along a portion of the RMZ.





Harvest BMP  Effectiveness Summary

Harvest with no buffers

or other chronic erosion problems and storing or diverting sediment, so that no delivery to the type 3 stream was observed, even though one

E-04WOE.xls



c

SEDIMENT ROUTMG SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Green Canyon Survey Date 4126194

Site Id # E-04 Survey Id # SR-01

Water Type 5 Months Since Harvest 1 7

FEATURE  # FEATURE DELNERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA

DISTURBED
SOIL (m2)

~&ED
SOIL
Cm’)

:
3
4
5
6

;
9
1 0
11

stock pond berm Yes 120.0 not recorded n/a
skid trail .“O 3.9 not recorded n/a
wildlife “0 1.0 not recorded n/a
wildlife no 3.0 not recorded n/a
w i l d l i f e Yes 21.0 not recorded
yarding no 5.1 not recorded 2
yardiig “0 23.4 not recorded n/a
skid trail no 65.6 not recorded
skid trail “0 413.4 not recorded 2
skid trail Yes 302.1 25-50 113.3
skid trail no 129.6 not recorded n/a

TOTALS 3 delivered 1088.1
-

Total Area of Ground Sweyed  = 1.6 hectares

Total Length of Stream  Bank surveyed = 851~  meters

Dishlrbed  Soil per hectare = 680.1 &hectare

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = Not Determined

*Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 113.3 m2

*Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 70.6 m?hectare

*Featwes  that delivered but were not  directly attributable to current  harvest practices, such as windthrow,  wildlife
activity, etc., were  excluded from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion

Stock Pond Berm
Wildlife
Skid Trail
Yarding

Number
of
Features

:

5
2

Surface Area Disturbed Soil % of Total
of Disturbed from Feahues Delivery
Soil which Delivered (based on area

cm21 of Disturbed Soil

120.0 120.0 27.1
25.0 21.0 4.1
914.6 302.1 68.2
28.5 0.0 0.0

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with this survey  were partial cut harvesting using ground-based equipment along a
zero-order type 5 stream that was not buffered. For most of its length the stream had a defmed  channel, but it was
not continuous, with intermittent surface flow at the time of the survey. In the tower  part of the valley the type 5
became a wale  without a defined channel. A road crossed the lowermost part of the  wale  and a landing were
‘located on a wide, flat area where the wale  joined the floodplain of the rype 3 tributary to Reecer  Creek. Subsurface
flow through this portion of the  wale  was indicated by a concentrated surface discharge to the type 3 stream, which
surfaced just beyond the road. The only erosion featurb  identified in the survey that was directly related to harvest
operations and that delivered sediment 10 the stream system was  a skid trail (feature #IO)  located within 10 meters of
the type 5 stream. The lower portion of the skid trail crossed the wale  at a point where there was no channel.
Sediment delivery appeared localized! apparently due to a lack of surface flow in this part of the type 5. However,
during snowmelt  episodes and other tunes of surface runoff, the bare soils of this skid trail (which was not water-
barred or grass-seeded) may be a chronic source of sediment to the stream system. Although the survey documented
continued sediment delivery from the skid trail up to 17 months following harvest, there was not evidence of
significant amounts of sediment routing beyond the immediate area of the crossing during the study period, so the
practice is considered partially effective. (The degree of soil exposure was not determined for features l-9 and 11,
which did not deliver sediment to the stream and/or were not related to timber harvest operations.)

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATiNG:

Ground-based Yarding (Partial Cut Harvest) without Stream Buffers: PARTIALLY EFFECTIVE



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Green Canyon Survey Date 4126194

E-04 Survey Id # SR-02

3 Months Since  Harvest 1 7

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( m*  ) SOIL

( m2  )

1 sediment deposit no (surface area: 5.1 m2)  n/a n/a
2 skid trail no 113.9 not recorded n/a
3 bank  erosion Yes 20.0 not recorded ala
4 wildlife Yes 27.3 not recorded n/a

TOTALS 2 delivered 161.2

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 0.4 hectares

Total Length  of Sueam  Bank Surveyed = 168 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 403.0 t&hectare

Exposed Soii  Area per Hectare = Not Determined

*Surface Area Disturbed/Exposed  Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0.0 m*

*Disturbed/Exposed  Soi! from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0.0 m’lhectare

*Features that delivered but were not directly attributable to current haqest  practices, such as wind&row,  wildlife
activity, etc., were excluded from these calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NlXllkr
of
Features

Surface Area Disturbed Soil % of Total
of Disturbed from Features Delivery
Soil ( m2  ) that Delivered (based on

( m’ ) area of
Disturbed Soil)

skid trail 1 113.9 0.0 0
wiIdliie 1 27.3 27.3 57.7
bank erosion 1 20.0 20.0 42.3 ~\

NARRATIVE:
The forest practices evaluated with  this survey were partial-cut harvesting using ground-based yarding along a type
3 stream buffered with  an RMZ. The RMZ, which was not yarded across, was effective at preventing direct
sediment delivery from harvest site erosion, even tbougb  the  skid trail feature came to within several meters of the
stream. The only erosion features that delivered to the stream were not related to current harvest  operations:
stream  bank erosion caused by flowing water and wildlife activity on tbe billalope. The degree of soil exposure
was not determined in this field survey.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



Skid Trail  Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Green Canyon (E-04)
survey Id: PS-01

Survey dates: 1 i/6/92 8 4/25/94

1. Is there evidence of sediment delivery to surface waters
from skid trail  erosion?

‘rhe  skid trail was located in the center of a type 5 wale  for  a
distance of 88  m. as a minor skid trail and 87 m. as a main skid
trail.]
2. Is  there evidence of gully development or other chronic
erosion problems?
‘[minor gullies developing on steep spur trail.]

3 . If answer to No. 2 is “Yes”, is there reasonable potential
for delivery to surface waters?
‘[steep spur trail connects directly to main trail running down
type 5 wale.]
4. Is there evidence that waters bars are effective at  controlling
drainage and preventing chronic erosion problems?

5 . Is there evidence that skid trails are m-vegetating?
* except steep spur trail.

6 . If answer to No. 5 is “yes”, is this due to seeding, mulching. or
other efforts to encourage re-vegetation (i.e. , other than
natural re-vegetation)?

P hotolfieb
, 1992

#:3,4,11,2l

#3
#22

#25-#5

,te Refer1
1993

vs.
vs.
vs.

ces
1 9 9 4

W17.21

8 25

pIa5

#I58  1c I

866
#2

#S-m 0

Summary

[This  su!vey  was established to evaluate erosion and sediment delivelv  to the stream svstem  from a skid trail
ithat  was l&ted  partially within a type 5 water. The type 5 water was not buffered on this partial cut harvest
iunit. The type 5, which is shown on the water type map submitted with the FPA, is an ephemeral drainage
!swale  which has a discontinuous. poorly-defined channel. The survey runs down the center of wale.  where the
‘a skidder yarding trail runs for 88 meters before intersecting a major skid trail which runs another 87 meters
idown  the center of the wale  before veering off to a road. Slope gradients along the skid trai l /wale range from

7% to 24% but are mostly behveen  10% and 15%. Another short skid trail runs down a steeper side slope of 30.
60% and joins the main trail. During both survey years there was flowing and standing water in the upper part of
the wale.  both upstream of and within the upper part of skid trail section, as well as downstream of the skid trail

/section where it approaches its confluence with the type 3 stream that is buffered with an RMZ. For most of the
ise,ction  where the skid trail runs, the wale  was dry during both survey years, and there was no residual
ievIdence  of recent surface flow along this dry section of the wale. Any channel definition that may have existed’
:along  this section of the wale  would have been obliterated by the skidding activity and the construction of water
~ bars. Water bars were present during both survey years. Revegetation of the skid trails was greatest in the
lopper  portion (7%100%  vegetated), above the water bars and the intersection with the major skid trail, and I

~ ranged from mostly bare soil to mostly vegetated within the flatter, drier section along the main skid trail. The

1
steep spur trail  was still almost 100% exposed soil at the time of the 1994 survey, 17 months following the

‘.

1

completion  of bmber  harvest. Minor gullies were noted on lower  part of the steep spur trail in the 1994 survey.
I

IFlowing  and standing water was noted in skidder ruts in the upper portion of the yarding trail during both survey
~

1 years. The water bars combined with an apparent lack of surface runoff were effective at preventing
channelized  flow and sediment transport downstream of the skid trail. No transport of sediment was observed
Ldownstream  of a fill and slash berm constructed where the trail veered out of the wale  to~intersect  a road.
~Surface  flow and moist, wetland conditions resumed in the wale  downstream of the skid trail. The practices ~
~ used at this site did result in localized sediment delivery to the type 5. as well as direct physical disturbance of
;the  drainage and any channel that may have existed there and possibly disruption of the flow regime within the

~

,type  5 water. In addition, the bare soils are potentially a chronic source of sediment to the stream system during ~
irunoff events. For these reasons, the practice of locating a skidding route down the center of a wale.  even an
‘apparently dry wale. is not advisable. However, since surface water and sediment have apparently not been ~
:routed beyond the immediate skid trail area, the practice is considered partially effective in this case.

SMP Effectiveness Rating: PARTIALLY EFFECTIVE
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Skid Trail Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Green Canyon
Survey id: PS-02

Survey dates: 11 If392
4i25i94

/iAiEY-1. Is there evidence of sediment delivery to surface waters

2. Is there evidence of gully development or other chronic
erosion problems?

3. If ans.ver  to No. 2 is “Yes”. is there reasonable potential
for delivery to surface waters?
l While gully erosion was prevented, there is reasonably high poter
for delivery to the type 5 stream at the base of this steep skid trail.
4. Is there evidence that waters bars are effective at controlling
drainage and preventing chronic erosion problems?

I

5. Is there evidence that skid trails are re-vegetating?
* Skid trail still had >75%  exposed soils at all transects, and active
surface erosion was observed at 11 of 16 transects in 1994 survey.

6; If answer to No. 5 is “yes”. is this due to seeding, mulching, or
other efforts to encourage re-vegetation (i.e..  other than
natural re-vegetation)?

‘es Nt
x

X

rll;

! I

X

X’

n,

*

~

‘a

hotolfielc
1992

lte Refer1
1993

#

e s
1994

‘23.  #24
#2. #7

7

1995

Summary:
fih;;to  survey PS-02 is the second of four photo point surveys intended to evaluate the effectiveness of water
~ bars in preventing erosion on skid trails after logging activities are completed, and, secondarily, to monitor the
;rate  of revegetation of the soils exposed by the skid trails. The skid trail monitored in the PS-02 survey runs
/down a relatively steep side slope, and at its base it connects with the main skid trail monitored in the PS-01
isurvey. Therefore, the potential for delivery of eroded sediment to the type 5 stream covered in the PS-01
isurvev  is reasonablv hiah.  The trail begins on a flat above the tvpe 5 stream valley. but on the steeo terrain of
i the valley side slope the trail was con&ted  with cut and fill sl&es,  with the trail &ace  being ouisloped. The
‘main findings of the PS-02 survey are: 1) the rate of natural revegetation was very slow;

I

all 16 transects were
sbll>75%  exposed 18 months following timber harvest; 2) the water bars were effective at preventing gully

Ierosion, which would have likely led to sediment delivery to the type 5 at the base of the trail, but there was
ievidence of continuing surface erosion (e.g., sheetwash) on 11 of the 16 transects surveyed; and 3) there was
jno evidence of fine sediment delivety to the stream from this skid trail over the monitoring period.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: EFFECTIVE

j



Skid Trail Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Green Canyon Survey dates: 11 I6192
Survey Id: PS-03 4125194

Photo/Field Note Refert
Yes No 1992 1993

1. IS there evidence of sediment delivery to surface waters X
from skid trail erosion?

2. Is there evidence of gully development or other chronic
erosion problems?

X’

‘[Minor gullies noted on some sections but these were

short and sediment was stored behind water bars.]
3. If answer to No. 2 is ‘Yes”. is there reasonable potential

for delivery  to surface waters?

n/a

4. Is there evidence that waters bars are effective at controlling X #21  vs.
drainage and preventing chronic erosion problems? #3 vs.

5. Is there evidence that skid trails are re-vegetating? X

6. If answer to No. 5 is “yes”. is this due to seeding, mulching, or X
other efforts to encourage re-vegetation (i.e.  , other than
natural re-vegetat ion)?

z

#

:eS

1994 1995

-t-

A-#24
#7

--l--:13,16,17

Summary :

mto survey  PS-03 is the third of four photo point surveys intended to evaluate the effectiveness of water bars in 7

~preventing  erosion on skid trails after logging activities are completed, and, secondarily, to monitor the rate of ravagatation  :
iof  the soils exposed by the skid trails. The findings of PS-03 are similar to those of PS-01 and PS-02 except in one
Irespect.  The rate of natural revegetation  was slightly faster than that observed at the other trails. Of the 14 transects
levaluated,  the percent vegetative cover was O-25 % for 4.25-50 % for 5, 50-75 % for 3, and 7550 % covered for 2

I

Itransects. Again, no fine sediment was delivered to surface water and there was no evidence of sediment transport onto or i
iacross  the road that exists between the skid trail and the type 3 water. The water bars were effective at storing eroded ~

:sediment  and preventing the development of large gullies. slumps, or other forms of erosion other than surface wash, I
Iminor  rills, and minor, short gullies.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: EFFECTIVE



Skid Trail Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Green Canyon (E-64) Sulvey  dates: 1 l/6/92
Survey Id: PS-04 4125194

Photo/Field Note References
Yes No 1992 1993 1994 1995

1. Is there evidence of sediment delivery to surface waters X #6.#9 #7.  A%
from skid trail erosion?

2. Is there evidence of gully development or other chronic
erosion problems?
[Only sheet-wash and minor rilling.]

X #3,  #4,  iv6

3. If answer to No. 2 is “Yes”, is there reasonable potential
for delivery to surface waters?

n/a

[Defintte  potential to deliver from base of skid trail.]

4. Is there evidence that waters bars are effective at controlling
drainage and preventing chronic erosion problems?

X #5,  #7

5 . Is there evidence that skid trails are m-vegetating? X #12 vs. #15
#Es vs. #lO
4% vs. #a

6. If answer to No. 5 is “yes”. is this due to seeding, mulching, or X
other efforts to encourage m-vegetation (i.e. , other than
natural m-vegetation)?

Summary:

iPhoto surrey  PS-04 is the fourth of four photo point networks established to evaluate sediment delivery to
~&face  waters from skid trails, the effectiveness of water bars in preventing excessive erosion on skid trails, and
monitor the rate of revegetation on the trails. This skid trail came down a relatively steep slope (30% to 45%
gradient, with flatter portions at the top and bottom of the surveyed trail) to a landing area near where a road
‘crossed the type 3 stream. At the bottom of the survey, the trail came to within about 4 meters of the stream,
:with  potential to deliver runoff and sediment across the floodplain. Along this section of the stream just
iupstream  of a road crossing, floodplain vegetation consisted only of grasses; there were no trees in the RMZ
j here, apparently due to historical grazing and land clearing activities. No sediment was delivered to surface
/waters via the skid trail, although the base of the trail came to within about 4 meters of the type 3 stream. The
water bars were effective at preventing the development of gullies, mass wasting, or other chronic erosion
1 problems. The rate of revegetation was much faster at the top and bottom of this trail (75100% vegetated in
~ 1994)  probably due to the flatter ground which allowed for greater soil and seed retention, while the middle
:portion  of the trail which descended a steep slope was much less vegetated at the time of the 1994 survey  (O-
;25% vegetated).

SMP Effectiveness Rating: EFFECTIVE



Site E-05: Aspen Patch

The Aspen Patch site is a harvest practice evaluation located in north-central Kittitas  County in
the Eastern Cascades physiographic region. The surface geology of the site is classified as
alluvium consisting of sand and gravel deposits. Soils at the study site are mapped as Nard loam
and Nard silt loam, O-25 % slopes. These soils are rated as stable for disturbed slope stability,
with a slight cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard and a medium erosion potential. The harvest BMP slope
hazard category for the site is low, with stream valley side slope gradients of less than 5 %

The study stream at this site is a 2nd order, Type 4 stream that is a tributary of the West Fork
Teanaway River. The intermittent stream runs through an aspen grove, which was left intact as a
RMZ. A forested wetland exists in portions of the BMZ.

Forest practices conducted this site include a 65 hectare partial cut harvest with 60% volume
removal, using ground-based yarding methods (tracked and/or wheeled skidders). 0.8 kilometers
of road was constructed to access the harvest area, with another 0.2 kilometers of road
reconstruction. Harvesting in the vicinity of the survey areas was completed by September 1992.

BMPs  evaluated at this site were the BMZ  along the Type 4 stream with adjacent ground-based
harvesting. Sediment routing surveys were conducted along the entire length of the RMZ in
October 1993 and August 1994.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Z& 1 Harvest wit
k Integrity SMPs
+a, 8 -030  8 -040  s 050)

ASPECT 1:
Effectivemess  in terms of

type 4 stream%  forested we1 nd from
]ground-based  yarding activities on a partial cut harvest. There was no yarding across me stream  or wetland. and no erosion

features from timber falling, yarding, or site preparation activities were found to deliver sediment to the type 4 stream. 5 of 24
yarding-related erosion features identified in the sediment routing surveys caused localized disturbance of the perimeter of the
wetland, but there was no evidence of s&face  flow or sediment transport to the stream. Some of the skid trail erosion features
identified in the first survey (13 months following harvest) had revegetated by the time of the follow-up survey conducted 23 month
following harvest. Two off-road vehicle trails within the survey area crossed the stream and wetland, with sediment delivery to the
stream. It was also noted that a haul road crossing of a type 5 swale  within the survey area delivered minor amounts of sediment’

I RLTAs
5 Waters)
‘W))
Cable Yard/n

ASPECT 2:
Effectiveness in terms  of
local stream impacts and
response (sedimentation,
physical integrity, and/or
biological integrity).

---.---J.---- ._....  m-.L
Case Narrative:

-..“---L~~~_~..~.-~ 1 ~m-J-. __~__lih_l_  .-_.., __
II was observed in sediment routing surveys that there were no sediment-related in-stream effects associated with harvest
activities. The only impact on aquatic habitats observed at this study site was localized yarding-related disturbance of the
perimeter of a large forested wetland.
OVERALL SITE BMP L
EFFECTIVENESS RATING:1

1
EFFECTIVE 1

E-05woexls



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Aspen Patch

Site Id # E-05

Water Type 4

FEATURE # FEATURE
TYPE

Survey Date 10120/93

Survey Id # SR-01

Months Since Harvest 1 3

DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( IllI ) SOIL

( In2 )

1 old windthrow  yes 2.0 not recorded n/a
2 skid trail IlO 14.0 not recorded n/a
3 skid trail IlO 2.0 not recorded n/a
4 skid trail *0 6.4 not recorded n/a
5 skid trail IlO 49.6 . not recorded n/a

TOTALS 1 delivered 74.0

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 10.4 hectares

Total Lettgtb  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 1756 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 7.1 &ha.

Exposed Soil Area per Hectare = Not Determined

*Surface Area Disturbed/Exposed  Soil from Harvest  Erosion Feature,$  that Delivered  to Water  = 0.0  &

*Disturbed/Exposed  Soil from Harvest  Erosion Features that  Delivered  per Hectare  = 0.0  n&em

*Features  that delivered but were not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as windthrow,  were
excluded from these calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause  of Erosion Number
of
Features

Surface Area of
Disturbed Soil
( Id )

Diirbed  Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that  Delivered Disturbed soil)
( m2  1

skid trail 4 72.0 0.0 0
wind&row  (old) 1 2.0 2.0 100

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with  this survey were partial cot harvesting using ground-based yarding methods in
the vicinity of a type 4 stream buffered by a RMZ. Portions of the RMZ contain a forested wetland. During this
prelii survey,  erosion features that  disturbed the wetland were not identified, as was done on tbe follow-up
survey. The  only erosion feature that delivered sediment to the type  4 stream was the  rootwad  of an old
windthrow,  which  was obviously down  prior to the logging.



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Aspen Patch

Site Id # E-05

Water Type 4

FEATURE # FEATURE
TYPE

Survey Date S/15/94

Survey Id # SR-01

Months Since  Barvest 23

DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( m*  ) SOIL

( In2 )

1
2
3
4
5
1 (‘94)
2 (‘94)
3 (‘94)
4 (‘94)
5 (‘94)
6 (‘94)
l(‘94)
8 (‘94)
9 (‘94)
10 (‘94)
11 (‘94)
12 (‘94)
13 (‘94)
14 (‘94)
15 (‘94)
16 (‘94)
17 (‘94)
18 (‘94)
19 (‘94)
20 (‘94)
21 (‘94)
22 (‘94)
23 (‘94)
24 (‘94)

old windthrow Yes 1.0 75-100 0.9
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail

wildlife/livestock
skid trail
skid trail
ORV trail
Yarding
Yard%

wildlife/livestock
ORV trail
skid trail
Y=dh
skid trail
Y=aT
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail
skid trail

25-50 5.2& (wetland*) 13.8
no longer eroding revegetated
no longer eroding - revegetated
no 76.0
no 15.1
no 168.0
no 86.1
yes 343.0
no 9.5
no 23.3
no 7.5
Yes 76.2
no 98.4
no (wetland*) 24.3
no 129.0
no 10.2
no 199.5
no 64.0
no (wetland*) 22.1
no 68.0
no 180.0
no (wetland*) 133.0
no (wetland*) 161.0
no 5.0
no 20.0
no 40.5
no 31.5
no 122.2

50-75 47.5
75-100 13.2
25-50 63.0
25-50 32.3
O - 2 5 42.9
50-75 5.9
O-25 2.9
50-75 4.7
o-25 9.5
25-50 36.9

25-50 9 . 1
25-50 48.4
75-m 8.9
O - 2 5 24.9
25-50 24.0

25-50 8.3
O - 2 5 8.5
50-75 112.5

25-50 49.9
o-25 20.1

50-75 3 . 1
25-50 7.5
o-25 5.1
25-50 14.1
25-50 45.8

* disturbed perimeter of forested wetland; no delivery to stream or routing via flowing water

TOTALS 3 delivered 2134.2

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 21.6 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 1756 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 98.8 ml/ha.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 30.3 m’iha

655.1



Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from AU Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 53.3 m’

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 2.5 &/ha.

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m’

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m’lha.

* Features tbat delivered but are not directly attributable to current harvest practices, such as windthrow,  wildlife
or livestock activity, ORV trails, etc., were excluded from these  calculations.

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUtlbiX
of
Featores

Surface Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
Exposed Soil from Features (based  on area of
( m2  ) that  Delivered exposed soil)

( m2  )

skid trail 1 7 554.0 0.0 0
Yarding 5 29.9 0.0 0
windthrow  @re-logging) 1 0 .9 0.9 1.7
ORV trail 2 52.4 52.4 98.3
wildlife/livestock 2 17.9 0.0 0

NARRATIVE:

The forest practices evaluated with tbis survey were partial cut harvesting using ground-based yarding methods in
the vicinity of a type 4 stream buffered by a RMZ. Portions of the RMZ contain a forested wetland. The large
increase in the number of erosion features, and the area of disturbed and exposed soil, is doe to a change in the
survey area from the  previous year. The preliminary 1993 survey covered about  half of the area surveyed in
1994, and focused solely on delivery to the  type 4 stream channel which meanders roughly  through  the middle of
the RMZ, which averages 34 meters wide on each side of the stream. In 1994, the surveyors covered a wider
swath of ground and identified erosion features causing disturbance of the perimeter of the forested wetland
associated with the stream and riparian zone (essentially the edge of the aspen-dominated RMZ),  in addition to
evaluating sediment delivery to the type  4 stream. For this reason, erosion features which were outside the survey
boundary  in 1993 were surveyed in 1994. The Aspen Patch harvest site is flat ground, w&b  maximum hillslope
gradients no greater than  10% in the vicinity of the Rh4Z. Evidence of overland flow, gully development, or other
mechanisms  of soil movement were not documented at any of the harvest attributable erosion features. Three
erosion features on-related to the barvest  (an old windthrow  and two off-road vehicle trails) were found to deliver
sediment to the type  4 stream. Five of tbe 22 harvest-related erosion features were found to disturb the perimeter
of the forested wetland, but there was no evidence of sediment routing via flowing water.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding): ACTIVE



Northern Rockies Physiograpbic  Region

Site R-02: Muddy West

The Muddy West site is located in northwest Pend Orielle County in the Northern Rockies
physiographic region. Both harvest and road construction practices were evaluated at this site.
Muddy West is part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project, and some of our BMP
effectiveness surveys were co-located with the wildlife-RMZ study transects. The surface geology of
the harvest unit is mapped as undifferentiated glacial drift deposits, which overlay granitic bedrock.
Soils at the harvest site are mapped as Aits  loam (high precipitation), 1525%  slopes. These soils are
rated as stable for disturbed slope stability, with a slight cutbank/fiil/sidecast  hazard and a medium
erosion potential. The harvest ,Bh4P  slope hazard category is high, with stream valley side slope
gradients of 21% to 49% along study reaches. The road construction BMP slope hazard category is
moderate, with hillslope gradients along the road alignment and at stream crossings generally less than
SO%, and averaging 16% and 37% in two survey segments draining to the main stream crossings.

Study streams within the Muddy West harvest unit include a 1st order, Type 4 stream that is a
tributary of Big Muddy Creek in the Pend Orielle River basin, and a zero or&r, Type 4 stream that is
a tributary of the main Type 4. The main Type 4 stream has a step-pool channel morphology, with an
average active channel width of about 2 meters and average gradient of 10% to 12% in the study
reaches. The Type 4 tributary has a step-pool morphology, with an active channel width of 1 meter
and an average gradient of 14% in the study reach. The road crosses the main Type 4 stream twice,
with additional crossings of Type 4 and 5 tributaries.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 37 hectare partial cut harvest with 40% volume
removal, using ground-based yarding methods. A RMZ was established on the main Type 4 stream
(although classified as a Type 4, the perennial stream was treated with a standard regulation Type 3
RMZ for the purposes of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ study). The width of the RMZ averaged 17
meters in the vicinity of the survey areas. A RLTA (9 meters wide in the study reach) was established
on the Type 4 tributary. Approximately 3.2 km of road was constructed to access both the Muddy
West and Muddy East harvest units, of which 0.8 km was reconstruction of an old road. The road
construction was completed iu  October 1993. The timber harvest was completed in January 1994.

BMPs  evaluated at this site include the RMZ and RLTA with adjacent ground-based harvesting, and
new road construction practices, including water crossings (culverts), road design (relief culverts),
and road construction techniques (cut and fill slopes). Two in-stream survey reaches were established
on the Type 4 stream buffered by the RMZ. Channel  condition and photo point surveys were
conducted at both reaches in June and July of 1993, August 1994, and June 1995. Stream bauk
erosion surveys were conducted at the upstream RMZ reach in July 1993 and August 1994. One
study reach was established on the Type 4 tributary buffered by the RLTA, with channel condition,
photo point, and streambed stability surveys conducted in June and July of 1993, and August 1994.
Control reaches for surveys on both Type 4 streams are located in au adjacent drainage just to the
north of the harvest area, referred to as the “Muddy Control” site. Riparian  amphibian surveys were
conducted along the main stream and RMZ and at the Muddy Control site by investigators from
Eastern Washington University and Washington State University, as part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ
research project. A sediment routing survey was conducted along a portion of the RMZ in June 1995.
Surveys to evaluate road construction BMPs  include cutbankKillslope  surveys of two road drainage
segments, conducted in November 1993, August 1994, and June 1995. Culvert condition surveys
covering over 2 km. of the road were conducted in November 1993 aud August 1994, with follow-up
measurements of erosion, storage, and sediment deposition in June 1995. In addition, in-stream
surveys on the RMZ study reaches mentioned above were used in the evaluation of road effects.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Study Site: ;R-02:  Mudy W&l  Partial cut harvest! with RMZ and with RLTA. I I
1 1” 1

Sediment Routing:

to surface waters. ,.~~ ~~~~
;The  sediment routing

to as the “Muddy West” stream) that was  buffered by a RMZ. The RMZ was not crossed by timber yarding routes. although it was noted
of trees were harvested from the RMZ. At the time of the survey conducted 16 months following harvest, distured  soils from skid trails

and other yarding activity covered 5% of the survey ares. None of the erosion features identified in the survey delivered sediment directly to the type 4
This occured  at a

Channel Condition:

study reaches did not document any windthrow over the It)-month  post-harvest monitoring period Stream bank erosion surveys in the RMZ study reach
showed slight increases in bank erosion attributed to scour by stream flows and wildlife activity, but no bank disturbance  associated with timber harvest

~~.~  activities. (Note: f&Wing  preliminary surveys on the SE-01 study reach, the lower portion of the reach  was affected by a road crossing, so for follow-up
surveys. the reach was split into SE-OlA  and SE-01 B.) In-stream surveys evaluating the type 4 tributary buffered with a RLTA showed very little change in

stream channel conditions associated with timber harvest activities. Harvest of trees occurred within the RLTA. The photo point surveys documented
-,. increases in small woody debcis  and 20 new  trees across the channel, either windthrown or knocked down during harvest, over a 26 meter reach. The

streambed stability surveys  showed increases in the total volume of in-channel sediment storage in both treatment and control reaches. 13 individual
sediment wedges identified in the treatment reach remained stable over the monitoring period.
OVERALL SITE  BMP
EFFECTIVENESS RATING: EFFECTIVE
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Study Si te

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Muddy West Survey Date 6122195

R-02 Survey Id # SR-01

4 Months Since  Harvest 18

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED,
SOIL ( In*  ) SOIL

( m2 )

1 skid trail Yes 306.6 o-25 38.3
2. skid trail n o 1.1 75-100 1.0
3 skid trail n o 31.9 O-25 4 . 0
4 skid trail n o 4 6 . 2 50-75 2 8 . 9
5 skid trail n o 19.3 25-50 7.3
6 skid trail n o 694.6 25-50 260.5
7 Yarding n o 3 . 6 50-75 2.3
8 windthrow n o 2 . 4 50-15 1 . 5

TOTALS 1 delivered 1105.7 343.8

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 2.2 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 822 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 502.6 &/ha.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 156.3 m2iha.

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water  = 38.3 m’

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per  Hectare = 17.4 m’/ba

Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest  Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 38.3 m*

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 17.4 m*h



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
Features

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
Cd)

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based  on area of
that Delivered exposed soil)
( d )

skid trail 6 340.0 38.3 100
Yarding 1 2.3 0.0 0
windthrow 1 1.5 0.0 0

NARRATIVE:

Forest practices evaluated with tbis survey were partial-cut harvesting using ground-based yarding methods  on
both sides of a type 4 buffered with a standard regulation “type  3” RMZ. The skid trail that delivered sediment
crossed a type  4 tributary to the main type  4 stream. The tributary was buffered with a ROTA,  and the skid trial
crossing was made perpendicular to the channel. Unambiguous sediment  delivery was observed only at a localiid
area in the immediate vicinity of the crossing. There was no evidence of surface erosion or golly development on
the skid trail, which  was water barred to divert drainage and sediment away from the crossing. Although there
was some slight amount  of sediment delivery to the tributary, the RMZ, which averaged 17 meters wide in the
vicinity of the survey area and was not yarded across, was effective at preventing direct sediment delivery to the
main stream from harvest site erosion.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE
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CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Muddy West R-02
Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: CS-04 (@  Muddy Control Site) Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ with Partial Cut Harvest (Ground-based Yarding)
New Road Construction (Stream Crossings)

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey #l : 45 8123194 5.5 8124194

Change km Pre-Treatment Score: -16 -6
Net Change (Control-Treatment): -10

Post-Treatment Survey #2:

Change from  Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

51 6120195 61 6120195

-10 0
-10

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

Case Narrative:-. . .The treatment study reacn  is  locatea  on the main “Muddy West” stream buffered by a RMZ,
and is downstream of the main road crossing; an aborted spur road crossing disturbed the
upper section of the reach. The control reach is in an adjacent drainage at the “Muddy
Control” study  site. Both study  reaches have step-pool morphologies with average channel
gradients of 12% and 8 % , respectively for treatment and control reaches. The change in .score
for the treatment reach is attributable to observations of increased stream bank erosion,
increased streambed mobility and destabilization of sediment  storage elements associated with
small WD, and increased extent and depth of fines in pools. The degradation in stream
channel  condition is attributed primarily to disturbance associated with the aborted spur road
crossing that impacted the upstream end of the treatment reach. Sediment from the stream
bank erosion at this crossing site was observed as fresh, mobile sediment deposits throughout
the reach. There was no evidence of sediment delivery to or direct disturbance of the study
reach attributable to timber falling or yarding activity. Little overall change in stream channel
integrity or sediment deposition was noted in the control reach over the monitoring period.
The changes in score for the control reach between the 1993 and 1994 surveys reflected an
increased fines  in pools, increased streambed mobility, and a shift in dominant particle size
from gravels and cobbles to fines. These decreases in channel  condition score in the control
reach were offset by observations of slightly reduced bank erosion and decreased non-pool
fines.  In 1995, the control reach score was the same as pre-treatment.

CS Scoring Summary

Treatment Score Swvev Date Control Score Swev  Date
61 611193 61 6/l/93

Effective (RMZ)
Not Effective (Road Stream Crossing)



In-Stream Photo Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Muddy West SUPER  Dates: 7193,  6194  and 6195
RMZ Reach below new road

Indicators of in-channel changes
1. Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and /or physical
disturbance of  banks?

Control  PS-04 Treatment PS-03
Yes N O Yt?S N O

X X

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage elements or
bedfons  (e.g. embedded LWD, boulder clusters)?

X X

3. Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility (e.g. change in
br ightness, f resh sediment deposits)?

X X

4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of fine or course
sediment?

X X

5. Are there changes in woody debris?

Increase in large WD? X X
Increase in small WD? X X
Decrease in WD? X X

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other
disturbances?

X X

Summary :
The treatment reach was substantially altered by an attempt to cross the stream. This crossing was abandoned,
with the actual crossing occurring upstream about 75 meters. This crossing lead to loss of stream bank

integrity, delivery  of fine and coarse material to the stream channel, and destabilization of sediment storage elements
associated with woody debris. Changes in the treatment reach were substantially greater than in the control.
An increase in SWD was noted in both study reaches, with some SWD pieces also mobile from year to year.

BMP Effectiveness Call: Not Effective



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Muddy West R-02
Treatment Survey ID#: CS-03 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: CS-04 (@  Muddy Control Site) Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ with Partial Cut Harvest (Ground-based Yarding)
New Road Construction (Stream Crossings)

CS Scoring Summary

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

Post-Treatmint  Survey # 1:

Change from  &Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey  #2:

Change from he-Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

Treatment Score Survev  Date Control Score Survev  Date
55 7128193 61 6/l/93

45 8124194

-10
-4

48 6120195

-7
-7

55 S/24/94

-6

61 6/20/95

0

Effective (RMZ)
Not Effective (Road Stream Crossing)

Case Narrative:
The treatment study reach is located on the main “Muddy West” stream buffered by a RMZ,
and is upstream of the main road crossing. The control reach is in an adjacent drainage at the
“Muddy Control” study site. Both study reaches have step-pool morphologies with average
channel gradients of 10% and 8%,  respectively for treatment and control reaches. The change
in score for the treatment reach is attributable to observations of increased stream bank
erosion, increases in fresh sediment deposits, increased streambed mobility. The degradation
in stream channel condition is attributed primarily to disturbance associated with the culvert
installation that occurred at the downstream end of the study reach. Streambed changes
associated with the culvert installation resulted in the destabilization of streambed control
elements, including a relict beaver dam, that were just upstream of the crossing. The resulting
downcmting, streambed scour, and bank erosion affected the lower 24 meters of the study
reach. The surveyors noted after the road construction that this treatment reach looked lie
two different streams above and below the area affected by the culvert installation.
Consequently, some of the channel condition survey elements were scored as an average of
two separate observations. Thus, although the overall reach score did not decrease by more
than 10 points as compared to the control, it is clear that the lower section would have
exceeded this threshold, resulting in a “not effective” rating for stream crossing practices. It
was noted that the upper 62 meters of the reach appeared very stable, including the finer
substrate and small WD. There was no evidence of sediment delivery to or direct disturbance
of the study reach attributable to timber falling, yarding, or nearby skid trails, although some
trees were harvested from the RMZ.



Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary

seen from the cause analysis, although there was a slight increase in bank erosion in the treatment reach due to wildlife activ
mechanical disturbance of the banks via timber falling, skidding, yarding, etc. did not occur. The control reach used for corn:

-ength  of left bank:
.ength  of right  bank:

ii M
i6 M
I5 M
131 M

thr s type 4 stream. As can be
‘ity and scour by flowing water,
rariing stream bank responses at

Muddy West was also used as the control for the Muddy East site. The banks of the control reach remained stable over the monitoring period
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CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Muddy West R-02
Treatment Survey ID#: CS-02 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: CS-05 (@  Muddy Control Site) Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RLTA with Partial Cut Harvest (Ground-based Yarding)

CS Scoring Summary

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

Treatment Score Survev  Date Control Score Sunev Date

5 9 611193 62 8125193

Post-Treatment Survey # 1: 56 s/23/94 6 0 8124194

Change from  Pre-Treatment Score: -3 - 2
Net Change (Control-Treatment): - 1

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: Effective

Case Narrative:
The RLTA treatment study reach is located on the type 4 tributary of the main “Muddy West”
stream. The control reach is in an adjacent drainage at the “Muddy Control” study site. Both
study reaches have step-pool morphologies with average channel gradients of 14% and lo%,
respectively for treatment and control reaches. Very little change in channel condition was
observed in either the treatment or control reach over the monitoring period. The change in
score for the treatment reach is attributable  to observations of slightly increased stream bank
erosion and increases in the extent of non-pool fmes on the substrate. The slight &crease in
the control reach score over the same monitoring period is attributat$e  to an overall fining of
the streambed, although the extent of fines  in pools decreased. There was no evidence of
direct stream channel disturbance within the study reach attributable to timber falling, yarding,
or nearby skid trails, although a number of trees were harvested from the RLTA.



Site R-02: Muddy West - Streambed Stability Survey Results

Survey Date i Reach/Survey IDSurvey Date i Reach/Survey ID Sed. Dep. # i Vol.  Stored (1713)  1 Survey Date 1 Reach/Survey ID!  Sed. Dep. #,  Vol. Stored (m3)Sed. Dep. # i Vol.  Stored (1713)  1 Survey Date 1 Reach/Survey ID!  Sed. Dep. #,  Vol. Stored (m3)
7/29/937/29/93  // ST-01ST-01 ~~ 11 0 .40 .4 jj 8123194  i8123194 i ST-01ST-01 ~ 1 ~~ 1 ~ 0.60 .6

2 1
_ _
0 .5 I 2 0.7

. 1 3 1 2.9 I 3 5 .5
I 4 I 1.3 4 0.4

5 I 0 .8 5 -1 1.0
6 0 .2 ~ I I 6 ~ 0 .2
-2 ! n. 7 n,

Total Volume Stored in Reach (I& 9.1 I
Average Volume of Sediment Deposits (m’): I 0.7

)
I

Reach Length (meters): ! 3 9 1 i

I~~hannel  Sediment_Storage  (m%OOm): I 23.3 7 3'0---~I

Case Narrative: I I I
iThese  survey results reflect a slight increase in in-channel sediment storage over  the monitoring period. All of the individual\
Jsediment  wedge deposits were  stable over the period. L

i BMP Effe#iveness  Rating: EFFECTIVE t

J

t

t

i

I
/



Site R-02: Muddy West - Streambed Stability Survey Results

Control Reach: Type 4’Stream  at Muddy Control

-__t__

Survey Date 1 Reach/Survey  IDiSurvey Date 1 Reach/Survey  IDi Sed. Dep. # j Vol. Stored (m3)  Survey Date 1 Reach/Survey ID ~ Sed. Dep. #I  Vol. Stored (m3)Sed. Dep. # j Vol. Stored (m3)  Survey Date 1 Reach/Survey ID ~ Sed. Dep. #I  Vol. Stored (m3)
ii/4/93ii/4/93  ii ST-02ST-02 11 1 I1 I 0 .30 .3 81241948124194  11 ST-02 ~ 1ST-02 ~ 1 0 .50 .5

// 22 0 .30 .3 II 22 ii absentabsent
?3 n,0 .1 II-. 3?

4

n?0.3
1 // 44 I 0 .40 .4 4 ; 0:;~ 0.3
! 55 0 .70 .7 II 55 _ 0.7_ 0.7

jj 66 I 0 .30 .3 11 66
77 ~~

L-o.4-.~-L-o.4-.~-
1 11 1 II 77 1818

- 8 0 .5 ~ 8 0 .7
9 0 .4 ~ 9 0 .4

1 0 0 .2 1 0 0 .1
1 1 1 .1 1 1

/
1.6

1 2 1.2 1 2
!

1.2
1 3 I 0 .5 1 3 ! 0 .5
1 4 ~ 0.2 1 4 0 .2
1 5 ~ 0.8 1 5 0 .9b---~-~-

lred  in Reach (ma): 8.1 ~

Volume of Sediment Deposits (I?):
! I

i 0 . 5
Length  (meters): I

/ 4 1 I
/ 1

irkChannel  Sediment Storage (m3/100m): i 1 9 . 8 I
I





Road BMP Effectiveness Summary

Study Site: \R-02:  Muddy ‘,V!st

chronic erosion with delivery
to surface waters

sediment to &earns  within the first  year following road construction;  leading to e  partially effective call for road drainage SMPs.  Sediment  kensport
,distances  downslope  of relief culvert outfalls  ranged from less than 1 meter to SO meters. Erosion of culvert fills al Ihe  rive stream crossings was continuing a(

,~. ~jmodefate  to severe levels about  one year following road construction, and gully erosion was observed at three of the five crossings. In-stream deposition of eroded
,matenal  was observed. covering the streambed substrate for a distance of 20-100 meters downstream at four of the crossings. Three of the five stream crossing

~cuIveris  had outfalls  hanging above the streambed  a(  elevations of 0.3 to 0.5 meters. An aborted stream crossing at a spur road (included in the CF.01 surrey)  was
‘also a  source of chronic sediment delivery to the main type 4 stream. Cutslope  erosion continued at moderate to severe levels due to the highly emdible  soils and a
lack of adequate revegetation  practices (dry grass seeding was  not effective at stabilizing mad cuts). At one of the two drainage segments where  cutslope  pracLices
were evaluated (CF.02 segment), &elopes  were still over 75% exposed 22 months following road construction, resulting in chronic sediment delivery via sediment

laansport  in ditches draining to the type 4 streem  crossing. Types of erosion observed in this segment included mass erosion and severe gully erosion on cutslope  a
-‘- Iditch. Despite chronic cutslope  erosion in the CF.01 drainage segment, and delivery of eroded material that occurred in the first few months following road

jconstruction.  there was no evidence of  chronic sediment delivery. This relatively flat drainage segment was  partially outsloped.  and although slightly insloped  in
,places.  did not have a ditch constructed at the toe of (he  cutslope.  Chronic sediment delivery from fillslope  erosion occurred in the CF-02 segment, associated with
jgully  erosion (caused by discharges from water bars). sheehvash  erosion, and sidecast  ravel from fillslopes constructed within 10 meters of a dream. fn  the CF.01
segment. chronic delivery of material eroded from Rllslopes  was limited (0  the immediate vicinity of (he  culvert fill. although minor amounts of fillslope  sediment

to the floodplain from e  short fillslope  section located within 6 meters of the stream.

ASPECT 2:
Effecliveness  in terms of

Channel Condition:
cs-Ol/CS-04,__  --.__

Not Effective
Not Effective

lndeteninate lndeterminale

In the downslream  reach (surveys CS
In  the upstream reach (surve:

CS-03 and PS-Ol),  streambed  changes associated with the culvert InHallation  resuked  in the desrabilizarion  of skeambed  control elements, including a relict beaver
dam. that were iust  upstream of the cmsslng.  The resulting downcuttins.  streambed scour. and bank erosion affected the lower 24 melen  of the skrdv  reach. The
increased bankerosi&  was also  measuredin  the stream l&k  erosion&‘veys  conducled’on  the fame  study reach, whereas above the area affected by the road
aossing.  stream banks remained stable. Deposition surveys conducted in conjunction with the culvert condition survey. measured the volume of erosion. hillslope
storage. and unambiguous, in-stream deposits of malerial  eroded from mad sites. In-stream deposition of material eroded from culvert fills  plus erosion from road
drainage segments (e.g.. from road cu@  and ditches) ranged from 2 to ~17  cubic meters. One of two relief oulfalls  resulted in  in&earn deposition, while  the other
had 50 cubic  meters of sediment stored on the hillslope  with no delivew  to streams over the monitoring period.

OVERALL SITE BMP
EFFECTtVENESS  RATING:

_.
NOT PARTIALLY PARTIALLY PARTIALLY I_~._~_____~  ~~~~

EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE

R-OZwoeRd.xls



Muddy West Culvert Condition Survey Results

Site: R-02: Muddy West
Culvert Condition Survey

Survey dates: 11/3/93,  S/25/94.  8 Q/15/94
Date of Construction:

Sits BMP  Effectiveness Ratings:
Stream X-ing:  Not Effective

Relief : Partially Effective

Ovedand Flow

Comments/ Notes Summary
on following page.

Waterbar  Summary
Location: # Avg. spacing Delivery to Surface Waters?
C-l to c-2 1 0 4 4 M NO
c-2 to c-3 2 53M N O
c-3  to c-l 1 0 36.2M N O
C-5 spur Rd 4 2 6 M NO
c-l to c-6 1 4 2nd Yes, 3 of the 14 water bars delivered to Type 4 @ C4 crossing.
.Cb to c-7 7 4 5 M Yes, 2 of the 7 delivered to type 5 paralleling road.
c7-  to C-6 3 32M NO
C-6 to c-9 0 n / a n/a



Muddy West Culvert Condition Survey: Notes Summary

The total road length surveyed was 2,178 meters. The average spacing between culverts was 242
meters, and the average road gradient was 9%. In 1993, at culvert C-l, fresh sediment deposition was
noted in the stream 7 meters downstream from the outflow; in 1994, the culvert outtlow  was hanging
0.5 meters above the streambed and sediment deposition was observed 20 meters downstream,
including large, in-channel bar deposits. There is no ditch between culverts 1 and 2. Tension cracks
in the road fillslope  were noted in 1993 at culvert 2. Despite the presence of a slash berm at the
outflow of culvert 3, fresh sediment was delivered to the type4 “Muddy West” stream, 20 meters
downslope via overland flow. No ditch exists between culverts 3 and 4. Water bars were installed
after timber harvesting, in February 1994, and during follow-up maintenance in May 1994. 5 of the
50 water bars were found to deliver sediment to streams located near the road during the survey
conducted in 1994. In addition, several of the water bar discharges were observed to transport
sediment past stash piles left as sediment traps. The fill material at culvert 4 was failing  and delivering
sediment to the stream as of 1994. Culvert 5 was placed on a spur road crossing of Muddy East
creek; in-channel, fresh sediment deposits and mrbid water were documented at the outflow in 1993.
By the 1994 survey, the channel had incised 0.3 meters at the outflow of culvert 5. In  1993, fresh

sediment was noted 2.5 meters downstream of the outflow of culvert 6. By 1994, extensive sediment
deposits traveling at least 100 meters downstream were documented in the Type 5 stream below culvert
6. Rutting in the ditch was documented between culverts 6 and 7 in 1993. A sediment plume
downslope of relief culvert C7 less than 1 meter at the time of the 1993 survey, extended down the
hillslope for 80 meters via overland flow by the 1994 survey. Culvert 8 had rutting and a small gully
on the till in 1993. By 1994, a sediment plume had extended 14 meters downslope but had not
delivered sediment to a nearby type 5 stream. However, culvert 8 only relieves 23 meters of the road

drainage. Fresh sediment deposits were documented in the channel 12 meters downstream at culvert 9
in 1993. In  1994, fresh sediment was documented 37.4 meters down stream from culvert 9.

In  June 1995, erosion volume measurements were made at several of the culverts, which accounted for
the volume of eroded soil, sediment storage on the hillslope, and estimates of the volume of in-stream
sediment deposits. The results are as follows:

Culvert 3 is a relief culvert that delivered sediment to Muddy Creek. Sediment volume estimates were
made for: 1.) surface erosion on the cutslope, 2.) the volume of a gully in the road ditch, 3.) the
sediment stored on the hillslope between the culvert outflow and the point of delivery, and, 4.) a
distinct, continuous m-stream sediment deposit within the first 7 meters of the point of delivery.
Obvious, bright sediment deposits continued for at least 32 meters downstream of the point of delivery.

1.) Cutslope  Surface Erosion = 12.0 cubic meters
2.) Ditch Gully Erosion = 4.8 cubic meters
3 .) Hillslope storage = 1.7 cubic meters
4.) Instream Sediment Deposit = 0.35 cubic meters

The estimated volume of sediment delivered to the stream from the gully  in the ditch alone* =
4.8 m3 (ditch erosion) - 1.7 m3 (billslope  storage) = 3.1 m3

* eroded cutslope  material not stored in the ditch is an additional amount of up to 12 m3 not
included in the above estimate.



Culvert 4 is a stream crossing with 8 gullies on the culvert fill which delivered to the stream. The
estimated volume eroded and delivered from the gullies alone = 3.1 cubic meters.

Culvert 5 is located on a spur road as a stream crossing. Gullies on the fill material which delivered
sediment to the stream were measured. The estimated volume which eroded and delivered to the
stream = .66  cubic meters.

Culvert 6 is a stream crossing at a type 4 water. The measured volume which eroded and delivered to
the channel from gully erosion on the fill alone = 0.13 cubic meters. The estimated volume of a
sediment deposit located in the type 5 stream (upstream of the confluence of a type 5 tributary water
that was impacted by sediment delivery from a water bar) = 8 cubic meters.

The volume of sediment which delivered via the waterbar  to the type 5 which is a tributary to the type
5 crossed by culvert 6 was estimated to = 4.5 cubic meters. The length of stream measured was 24
meters. ( An additional S-10  cubic meters of fresh sediment deposition was observed downstream of
the confluence of the tributary.)

Culvert 7 is a relief culvert that was depositing a large volume of sediment on the hillslope. This
deposit did not deliver sediment to a surface water in either 1993, 1994, or 1995, however, overland
flow and sediment deposition from the relief culvert was measured at 80 meters downslope of the
relief outfall in 1994. The estimated volume of the sediment deposit = 50.1 cubic meters.

Culvert 9 is located at a type 5 stream crossing. The estimated volume of sediment which eroded via
surface erosion and delivered to the stream = 0.06 cubic meters. A sediment deposit measured in
the channel downstream of the culvert outflow = 2.0 cubic meters.



CUTSLOPEIFILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Muddy West
Survey Id #‘s CF.01
Survey Dates 1 l/3/93 & 8/25/94
Water Type 4
Construction Date: 1011993

Length Road
Draining to Stream 147 meters

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations w/med.  slope height
% Observations w/high slope height

% Observations w/O-25% exposed soil
% Observations w/26-50 % exposed  soil
% Observations w/51-75 % exposed soil
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soil

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying  or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMP Effectiveness Ratings:
Aborted Stream Crossing @ Spur Road: Not Effective

COMMENTS:

Range Road Gradient o - 7  %
Average Road Gradient 3 %
Range Hillslope Gradient 5-21 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 1 6  %
Range Cutslope  Gradient 32-42 deg
Average Cutslope  Gradient 38 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

100 100
0 0
0 0

1993 1 9 9 4 1993 1994

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 7
0 17 0 1 7
100 83 loo 66

loo loo loo 100

yes no only at culvert fill*
(*Minor  delivery to flood
plain in 1994)

no no no no

Effective Effective

The forest practices evaluated with this survey are new road constructi&  practices for cut and fill slopes  in a road
segment draining to a crossing of the main rype 4 “Muddy West” stream, as well as an aborted crossing of the
same  stream  cm  a spur road within dx drainage segment. At this aborted spur road crossing, the road had been
“roughed in” to the left stream bank, and both banks and the stream bed had been disturbed, apparently in
preparation for culvert installation. This crossing may have been intended for a spur road to access the southeast
corner of the harvest unit, or it may have been intended as the main road crossing. The crossing was probably
aborted due to the steep nature of the stream valley side slopes on the far side of the stream, where the road would
have switched-back through the RMZ. In any case, the road crossing was made approximately 100  meters
upstream at a flat crossing site. No measures were employed to stabilize the stream banks at the aborted crossing
site, other than possibly dry grass seeding, which was not effective. The road surface within the study segment
consisted of native soils; rock was not used as surfacing material which is typical of road construction in this
physiographic region. The road surface design ranged from flat or slightly outsloped to slightly insloped,  without



Muddy West CF-01 (cont.)

a purposefully constructed ditch. The types of erosion observed in 1993 were ravel and sloughing for both the cut
and tillslopes. There was sediment delivery of material eroded from the cutslope  and road surface to the inflow
of the culvert. The  ii11 at tlte outflow of the culvert prism was delivering sediment, but the remainder of the
tillslope was not delivering sediment to the stream. In 1994, the types of erosion observed on the cutslope
included slougbjng  and slumping, skidder ruts, and surface erosion. Sediment delivery from both the cut and
fillslopes  was limited to the immediate area of the culvert installation. The partially outsloped  road design and
absence of a defined ditch at the toe of the cutslope  that  drains directly to the stream  crossing, combined with the
gentle topography along this road segment, prevented chronic sediment delivery of eroded material to the stream.
A minor amount of filslope  sediment was observed to deliver to the floodplain of the stream, with  potential
delivery to the stream during high flows. This occurred along a section where the fillslope was located within 4-6
meters of the stream paralleled by the road. The magnitude of sediment deposition on the floodplain was minor,
and there was no gullying or channel development that extended beyond the slash berm at the base of the fillslope,
so this is not considered to be a chronic source of sediment delivery. The primary source of sediment delivery to
the stream in both survey yeas was  the aborted stream crossing. Unambiguous in-stream deposition of the bright,
fresh sediment from the dishlrbed  area was observed to extend 12 meters downstream of the crossing site in 1993,
and up to 100 meters downstream 1994. Tlx  left bank area was still nearly 100% exposed in 1994. It was also
observed in 1993 that the stream became turbid as it flowed past the aborted crossing site.



CUTSLOPEIFILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE:
Survey Id #‘s
Survey Dates
Water Type
Construction Date:

Length  of Road
Draining to Stream

Muddy West
CF-02
1 l/3/93  & 612Ol95
4
1011993

194 meters

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations w/me.d.  slope height
% Observations w /high slope height

% Observations w/O-25%  exposed soil
% Observations w/26-50  % exposed soil
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed soil
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soil

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Evidence of Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying or Mass Erosion on Cots, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMF’  Effectiveness Ratings:

COMMENTS:

Range Road Gradient 3-17 %
Average Road Gradient 1 1  %
Range Hillslope Gradient 12-55 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 37 %
Range Cutslope  Gradient 32-50 deg.
Average Cutslope  Gradient 42 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

43 38
43 50
1 4 1 2

1993 1995 1993 1995

0 0 0 0
0 1 2 0 1 4
0 1 3 50 29
1 0 0 75 50 57

1 0 0 100 100 loo

Yes Yes Yes Yes

“ 0 Yes Yes yes

Not Effect&e Not Effective

The forest practices evaluated with this smvey  are cutslope  and fillslope  construction practices on a road segment
draining to the crossing of a type 4 stream. The road surface consisted of native soils, without any crushed rock
surfacing. Unliie the segment of road surveyed in CutslopeiFillslope  CF-01, this segment was relatively steep,
tith  an average gradient of 11 % Afier the harvest was completed in early 1994, water bars were installed and
dry grass seed was applied to the road in an effort to stabilize the soils. The types  of erosion documented on the
cutslope,  ditches, fillslope, and road surface ranged from minor ravel, sloughing, slumping, sheetwash erosion,
and tension cracks to major gullies. Delivery of fme sediment to the type 4 stream was obsetved  in minor amounts
during the 1993 survey, associated with surface erosion at the culvert fill and sidecast  ravel into the stream from a
fillslope on a spur road that paralleled the stream; this was a very high fillslope and was located within 10  meters
of the stream. The  1995 follow-up survey documented substantial amounts of sediment delivery to the surface
water from severely eroded cutslopes,  ditches, fillslopes and the road surface. Gully erosion on the fillslopes was
associated with water bar discharges, and some of this fillslope erosion routed sediment to the stream. Volume
measurements determined over 3 m’  of sediment eroded and delivered from fillslope gullies. Gully erosion in one
10 meter  section of ditch produced 1.5 m’of sediment, and it was estimated that mass erosion on cutslopes
delivered over 20 m’  of sediment to the direct entry ditch. As indicated by information on soil exposure presented
above, the rate of revegetation  was extremely slow, especially on the cutslopes, creating the potential for continued
sediment delivery from this road segment.

_.



Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary

Forest practices evaluated with this survey were stream crossing practices for new road construction. A culvert was installed  immediately downstream of the

treatment reach (the SE-OlB  treatment reach for evaluation of harvest practices is immediately upstream of the SE-91A  reach affected by road construction,) The

road crossing filled  the lOWermOSt  4 to 5 meters  of the treatment reach with 811  material and a culvert;  that portion of the reach is excluded  from this erosion
analysis. A relict beaver dam located just upstream of the road crossing was destabilized between the pre-treatment  and post-treatment surveys. Changes ln  the
streambed elevation associated with culvert placement, and/or removal of channel roughness atamants  (e.g., woody dabds)  just upstream of the culvert effectively
changed the hydraulic gradient of this section of the study reach. The change apparently contributed to a localized increase in stream energy, and a subsequent
increase  in bank erOSiOn  and downcutting. Scour of banks occurred both up stream and downstream of the destabilized beaver dam which  had been an important
local channel control element. There was also a small isolated area of bank erosion attributed to scour by stream  flows, but this was  upstream  of the  area
disturbed by the road crossing effects. The banks of the control reach remained stable over~~.~_-_IL:::~~~  ~/  ~I  /,.,~~~~~~  1~1~~~~-~

BMP Effectiveness Rating: NOT EFFECTIVE
~~~~  ~~~~~~...~~~~~~~~.~~~

I



Site R-03: Muddy East

The Muddy East site is located just to the northeast of the Muddy West site, in northwest Pend
Orielle County in the Northern Rockies physiographic region. Harvest practices were evaluated
at this site. Muddy East is part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ  research project, and our BMP
effectiveness surveys were co-located with  the wildlife-RMZ study transects. The surface
geology of the site is mapped as undifferentiated glacial drift deposits, which overlay granitic
bedrock. Soils at the site are mapped as Aits  loam (high precipitation), 15-25 % slopes, with the
2540%  slope phase of the Aits  loam occurring in the northeast comer of the  unit. The 15-25%
phase soils are rated as stable for disturbed slope stability, with a slight cutbank/fill/sidecast
hazard and a medium erosion potential. The 2540% phase has similar soil management
interpretations, except that it is rated as having a moderate cutbank/till/sidecast  hazard. The
harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is moderate, based on stream valley side slope
gradients of 14% to 33% measured in the vicinity of the RMZ study reach.

The study stream at this site is a 1st order, Type 4 stream that is a tributary of Big Muddy Creek
in the Pend Orielle River basin. The stream has a step-pool channel morphology, with an average
active channel  width of about 1 meter and an average gradient of 10% in the study reach.

Forest practices conducted at the Muddy East site include a 30 hectare partial cut harvest with
40% volume removal. Harvest was conducted using ground-based yarding methods. A RMZ
was established on the Type 4 stream (although classified as a Type 4, the perennial stream was
treated with a standard regulation Type 3 RMZ for the purposes of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ
study). The width of the RMZ averaged 14 meters in the vicinity of the survey areas. Timber
harvest was completed in January 1994.

Harvest BMPs  evaluated at this site were the RMZ and adjacent ground-based harvest practices.
One in-stream study reach was established on the Type 4 stream buffered by the RMZ. Channel
condition, photo point, and stream bank erosion surveys were conducted on the RMZ treatment
reach in July 1993 and August 1994. The control reach for these surveys is located at the
“Muddy Control” site, upstream of the Muddy East harvest unit on the same stream. (Note: this
is the same as one of the control reaches used for the Muddy West harvest evaluation.) Riparian
amphibian surveys were conducted along the Type 4 stream and RMZ and at the Muddy Control
site by investigators from Eastern Washington University and Washington State University, as
part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project. A sediment routing survey covering harvest
areas on both sides of the stream was conducted along the upstream portion of the RMZ in
September 1994.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

Study Site:’ R-03: Muddy East - Partial cut harvest with RMZ
1.

I
Survey  Employed

1.~~~ T /
:~.~ I

BMP Effectivenes! iRstings I
I ~~~~~~~~~~  , i _~,

, ! ! nIO buffers Harvest with RLTAs
I/Or 5 Waters) (Type 4 andlor  5 Waters)

(WAC  222.30.020,5,,

ASPECT 1:~

Effectiveness in terms of 1
chronic erosion with delivery  I
lo surface waters.

Jam  ~.~  ~1~~---...~~~~~~~~.~1_.~-~~
Case Nanrltive:fAlthough~majorskid  roads ian parallel lo and within 15 lo 30 meters of the stream. no erosion features attributed to timber falling or

/ya!ding  were found to deliver sediment to the stream buffered with a RMZ within the swey area on this partial cut unit. Disturbed
isotIs  covered 15% of the survey area  in the swvey conducted 9 months following harvest. The only erosion features delivering

Channel Condition:

The photo point surveys dld not document any windthrow  along either the RMZ study reach or tht
~~..,  .J  upstream control reach over the 13 month monitoring period. Increased bank emsion  documented in the stream bank erosion surveyr

was not altribulable  to limber  harvest acthrities.
OVERALL SITE BMP

R-03woe.xls



Study  Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Muddy East Survey Date 9llSl94

R-03 Survey Id # SR-01

4 Months Since  Harvest 9

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( m2  ) SOIL

( m2  )

1 skid trail no 900.0 75-100 787.5
-2 &id trail no 21.1 O - 2 5 2.6

3 windthrow no 2.8 75-100 2.5
4 Yarding no 682.0 75-100 596.8
5 windthrow Yes 2.2 75  100 i .9
6 windthrow *0 1.9 75-100 1.7
7 wind&tow Yes 3.4 75-100 3.0

TOTALS 2 delivered 1613.4 1396.0

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.1 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 402 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 1466.7 m2k+.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare  = 1269.1 m2/ha.

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Featores  that Delivered to Water = 4.9 m*

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 4.5 m2/ha.

* Total Surfack  Area Exposed Soil from Harvest  Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0.0 m’

* Exposed Soil from Harvest  Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0.0 m%a.

* Features that  delivered but were not directly attributable to harvest  activities, such as windthrow,  were excluded
from these calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number Surface Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
of Exposed Soil from Features (based on area of
Features ( m2  ) that Delivered exposed soil)

( m2  1

skid  trail 2 790.1 0.0 0
Yarding 1 596.8 0.0 0
windthrow 4 9.1 4.9 100

NARRATIVE:

Forest practices evaluated at this site were partial-cut harvesting using ground-based yarding methods on botb sides
of a type 4 stxam buffered with  a standard regulation “type 3” RMZ. The RMZ, which averaged 14 meters in
width and  was not yarded across in the vicinity of the  survey area, was effective at preventing direct sediment
delivej to the type 4 stream.

BhXP  EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Muddy East R-03

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 Water Type: 4
Control Survey ID#: CS-04 (@  Muddy Control Site) Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ (Partial Cut Harvest with Ground-based Yarding)

CS Scoring Summary

Treatment Score Swev  Date Control score Survev  Date

PreTreatmeat  Surveys: 55 ll27l93 61 611193

Post-Treatment Survey #l : 50 8125194 55~ g/24/94

Change ffom  Pre-Treatment Score: -5 -6
Net Change (Control-Treatment): +1

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: Effective

Case Narrative:
Treatment and control reaches are both on the same stream, and both have step-pool
morphologies with average channel gradients of 10% and 8%,  respectively. Little overall
change in channel integrity or sediment deposition was noted in either study reach over the
monitoring period. The change  in score for the treatment reach is attributable to observations
of increased flow deflection into banks, increased extent of fresh sediment deposits, and
increased fines in pools. These negative changes in the channel condition score were offset by
a decrease in the extent of non-pool fines and a shift in dominant particle size from fines to
gravels. The changes in score for the control reach reflected increased fines  in pools,
increased bed mobility/brightness, and a shift in dominant particle size from. gravels and
cobbles to fines. These decreases in channel condition score in the control reach were offset
by observations of slightly reduced bank erosion and decreased non-pool fines. Within the
treatment reach it was noted that fine  sediment within the channel  had been mobilized and fresh
deposits were obvious at sediment storage/channel roughness elements. It was also noted that
banks and woody debris elements appeared very stable, that larger grains (cobbles) had
obvious algal growth or clinging vegetation, and that there was no evidence of sediment
delivery to the’study reach or direct channel disturbance attributable to timber falling, yarding,
or nearby skid trails.



Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary



In-Stream Photo Point Survey Comparison Summary

Site: Muddy East Survey Dates: July 1993 and August 1994

lndidaton  of in-channel changes
1.  Is there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and /or  physical
disturbance of banks?

Control  PS-04 Treatment PS-01
Yes N O Yes N O

X X

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage elements or
bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD, boulder clusters)?

X X

3. Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility (e.g. change in
brightness, fresh sediment deposits)?

X X

4. Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of fine or course
sediment?

X X

5. Are there changes in woody  debris?
Increase in large WD? X X
Increase in small WD? X X
Decrease in WD? X X

6. Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other
disturbances?

X X

Summaty
The treatment study reach was virtually unchanged between 1993 and 1994
The flow in 1994 for the treabnent  was greater than that Seen  in either the control
or  at the Muddy West site.

BMP Effectiveness Call: Effective



Site R-04: Buck East

Buck East is harvest practice evaluation site located in southwest Pend Orielle  County  in me
Northern Rockies physiographic region. This site is part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research
project, and our BMP effectiveness surveys were co-located with the wildlife-RMZ study
transects. The surface geology of the area is mapped as Phillips Lake Granodiorite, a medium to
coarse-grained granitic rock of late Cretaceous  age. Soils at the study site are primarily Moscow
silt loam, O-25%  slopes, with the Skanid-Rock outcrop complex, O-40%  slopes, occurring on the
ridges at the upstream end of the unit. Both soil mapping units are rated as stable for disturbed
slope stability, with a moderate cutbank@ill/sidecast  hazard and a medium erosion potential.
Based on stream valley side slope gradients of 28% to 40% measured in the vicinity of the study
reach, the harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is moderate.

The study stream at this site is a 1st order, Type 3 stream that is a tributary of Buck Creek in the
Little Spokane River basin. Although classified as a Type 4 stream on the FPA and DNR Water
Type map, salmonid  use was observed during field surveys in the upper control reach of this
stream. The stream has a step-pool channel morphology, with an average active channel width of
about 2 meters and an average gradient of 10% in the downstream study reach. There are also
several zero order, Type 5 streams within the harvest unit.

Forest practices conducted at the Buck East site include a 49 hectare partial cut harvest with 50%
volume removal, using ground-based yarding methods. A RMZ was established on the Type 3
study stream. Although officially classified as a Type 4, the stream was treated with a RMZ for
the purposes of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ study. The RMZ at Buck East wasdesigned as an
experimental treatment, meaning that it is intended to provide enhanced riparian  zone protection
above the minimum requirements of a standard regulation RMZ. The width of the RMZ averaged
18 meters in the sediment routing survey area located in the downstream portion of the harvest
unit. Timber harvest was completed in early March of 1994.

Harvest BMPs  evaluated at this site include the RMZ along the Type 3 stream and adjacent
ground-based harvest practices. In-stream study reaches were established on the Type 3 stream
that is buffered by the RMZ. The treatment reach is located in the upstream portion of the RMZ,
and the control reach is located on the same stream upstream of the harvest unit boundary.
Channel condition surveys were conducted on both study reaches in June 1993 and September
1994. Riparian  amphibian surveys were conducted along the Type 3 stream and RMZ by
investigators from Eastern Washington University and Washington State University, as part of the
CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project. Sediment routing surveys covering harvest areas on both
sides of the stream were conducted along the downstream portion of the Rh4Z  in September 1994
and June 1995. General observations were also made of a skid trail constructed along the edge of
the RMZ in the central portion of the harvest unit.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary
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raveled into the type 3 stream. A 20 meter length of the stream was affected by sediment deposition from sidecast  ravel and erosion.
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Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Buck East Survey Date g/16/94

R-04 Survey Id # SR-01

3 Months Since Harvest 6

FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( In2  ) SOIL

( m2 )

1 skid trail n o 550.5 25-50 206.4

i skid skid trail trail n o 191.4
;s

16.5 O-25 25-50 23.9 6.2

z
skid trail 690.0 50-75 431.3
skid trail Yes 36.6 75-100 32.0

6 skid trail Yes 62.3 O-25 7.8
7 skid vail Yes 52.5 25-50 19.7

i skid skid trail trail Yes  Yes 53.8  36.0 75-100 50-75 80.3 22.5
10 skid trail yes 69.0 25-50 25.9
:: skid skid trail trail no  no 230.6 195.6 50-75  25-50 86.5 122.3

13 skid trail n o 50.2 25-50 18.8
14 windthrow n o 2.4 50-75 1.5
15 windthrow Yes 6.8 O-25 0.9

TOTALS 8 delivered 2282.2 1086.0

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.6 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 332 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectark = 1426.4 r&ha.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 678.8 &ha.

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered.to Water = 620.4 m’

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 387.8 m’iha

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 619.5 m*

* Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 387.2 m’h

*.Features that delivered but were not directly attributable to current harvest activities, such as windthrow, were
excluded from these  calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Nllmber Surface Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
of Exposed Soil from Features (based on area of
Features ( m*  1 ymt2y exposed soil)

skid trail 1 3 1083.6 619.5 99.9
WindthrOW 2 2.4 0.9 0.1

NARRATIVE:

Forest practices evaluated with  this survey were partial cut harvesting using ground-based yarding methods on both
sides of a type  3 stream buffered with  a RMZ. Sediment delivery to the stream was associated with drainage from
several skid trail spurs that concentrated surface nmoff  at a major skid trail that paralleled the stream just outside
the RMZ. There was evidence that the concentrated drainage eroded cut and fill slopes and was subsequently
routed to the stream via numerous small (< 10 cm wide) channelized  drainage paths  across the Rh42.



SNdy Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Buck East Survey Date 6123195

R-04 Survey Id # SR-(I1

4 Months Since Harvest 15

FEATURE
TYPE

DELIVERED SURFACE %  EXPOSED SURFACE
TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED
SOIL ( m* )

EXPOSED
SOIL
( m* )

:. skid trail n o 550.5 O-25 68.8
skid nail n o 191.4 O-25

3
23.9

skid trail n o 16.5 O-25 2.1
4 skid trail n o 690.0 25-50 258.8
: skid trail n o 36.6 50-75 22.9

skid trail no 62.3 O-25

ii
skid trail

7.8
no 52.5 O-25 6.6

skid trail n o 91.8 75-100
9

80.3
skid trail n o 36.0 25-50

10 skid trail
13.5

“ 0 69.0 25-50 25.9
11 skid trail n o 195.6 25-50 73.4
:: skid skid trail trail n o  n o 230.6 50.2 O-25 28.8

25-50 18.8
:5” windthrow  windthrow n o  n o 2.4 6.8 25-50 0.9

25-50 2.6

TOTALS 0 delivered 2282.2 635.1

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.6 hectares

Total Length  of Stream Bank Surveyed = 332 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 1426.4 m’/ha.

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 396.9 m*/ha.

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = 0 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Fa~rcs  that  Delivered per  Hectare = 0 m2/ha

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m*

* Exposed  Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m’lha

* Features that  delivered but were not directly attribuuble  to current harvest activities, such as windthrow, were
excluded from these  calculations.



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
FeatUreS

Surface Area of
Exposed Soil
( m2  )

Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
from Features (based on area of
that Delivered
( m’  )

exposed soil)

skid trail 13 631.6 0.0 nla
windthrow 2 3.5 0.0 n/a

NARRATIVE:

Forest practices evaluated with this survey were partial cut  harvesting using ground-based yarding methods on both
sides of a type 3 stream buffered witba RMZ. Although major skid trails ran parallel to the stream, no erosion
features attributable to timber harvest activities were found to be chronic sources of sediment to the stream
buffered with  a RMZ, within the  sediment routing survey area. The average width of the RMZ in.tbe  survey area
was 18 meters on both sides of the stream, and it was not yarded across in the vicinity of the survey. There  was
no evidence of continued sediment delivery from several skid trail features that were observed to be  delivering
sediment to the type 3 stream during the initial survey conducted 6 months following harvest. Tbis short-term
sediment delivery was associated with drainage from several skid trail spurs that  concentrated surface runoff at a
major skid trail that  paralleled the stream. The concentrated drainage was subsequently routed to the stream via
numerous small  (<  10 cm wide) cbannelized  drainage paths  across the RMZ. However, no channelized  flowpaths
or other  evidence of routing  from this skid trail was observed in this follow-up survey conducted 15 months
following barvest.

BMP EFFJXTJJ’ENESS RATING:

BMZ (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study  Site: Buck East R-04

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-02 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-01 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ  (Partial Cut Harvest with  Ground-based Yarding)

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey #I  :

Change fmm  Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

Case Narrative:

cs scoring summary

Treatment Score Smvev Date Control score Survev  Date

58 612193 56 612193

52 9/16/94 51 9116194

-6 -5
-1

Effective

Both treatment and control reaches were on the same stream, which had a step-pool
morphology with a channel gradient of 10% to 12%. The control reach was located just
upstream of the harvest unit. There was no evidence of timber harvesting effects within the
RMZ study  reach. Changes in channel condition score over the monitoring period were
attributable primarily to increases in the extent of fines  in pools and destabilization of sediment

storage elements associated with small WD, and these changes were observed in both treatment
and control reaches. Increased flow deflection onto banks was also observed  in the treatment

r e a c h .



Site R-05: Buck West

Buck West is a harvest practice evaluation site located just to the west of the Buck East study site
in southwest Pend Orielle County in the Northern Rockies physiographic region. This site is part
of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project, and our BMP effectiveness surveys were co-located
with the wildlife-RMZ study transects. The surface geology of the site is mapped as Phillips Lake
Granodiorite. Soils at the study site are classified as Moscow silt loam in two phases, 40-65 %
slopes and O-25%  slopes, with the Mobate-Rock outcrop complex, 40-65 % slopes, and the
Skanid-Rock outcrop complex, O-40%  slopes, occurring on the ridges. The soil hazard ratings
for the 40-65 % slope phases are unstable for disturbed slope stability, with a severe
cutbankHill/sidecast  hazard and a high erosion potential. The O-25 % and O-40 % slope phases are
rated as stable for disturbed slope stability, with a moderate cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard and a
medium erosion potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard category for the site is high, based on
stream valley side slope gradients measured in the vicinity of the study reach, which range from
10% to 44%.

The study stream on this unit is a 1st order, Type 3 stream that is a tributary to Buck Creek, in
the Little Spokane River basin. Although classified as a Type 4 stream on the FPA and DNR
Water Type map, salmonid  use was observed in this stream during field surveys. The stream has
a step-pool channel morphology, with an average active channel width of 2.5 meters and an
average gradient of 7% within the RMZ  study reach.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 29 hectare partial cut harvest with 60% volume
removal, using ground-based yarding methods. A RMZ was established on the Type 3 study
stream. Although officially classified as a Type 4, the stream was treated with a standard
regulation Type 3 RMZ for the purposes of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ study. The width of the
RMZ averaged 14 meters in the vicinity of the m-stream survey reach located in the upstream
portion of the harvest unit. Timber harvest was completed in December of 1993.

BMPs  evaluated at the Buck West site were the RMZ along the Type 3 stream and adjacent
ground-based harvest practices. Two in-stream study reaches were established on the Type 3

~stream  that is buffered by the  RMZ: a treatment reach located in the upstream portion of the
RMZ, and a control reach located on the same stream upstream of the harvest unit boundary.
Channel condition, photo point, and stream bank erosion surveys were conducted on both study
reaches in June and August of 1993, and June and August of 1994. Riparian amphibian surveys
were conducted along the Type 3 stream and RMZ by investigators from Eastern Washington
University and Washington State University, as part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ  research
project.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

SPECT 1:
~__l-~~,~~~~~~~  I~ I~ ~~~~

ffectiveness  in terms of ‘NO separate erosion/delivery surveys were conducted.
Ironic  erosion with delivery
‘surface waters.

/,I~_._--m__.  -I  ~~ __  -____ m~mL-i-i_-I  ..-  _l._._____..__i;_~~___
Case Nar$e:iWhile  no separate erosion/deliv&y  surveys were conducted to evaluate harvest practices at the Buck V Vest site, it was noted during in-

stream  surveys mat mere was no evidence of direct delivery of sediment from harvest practices in the vicinity of the RMZ study reach. The
:upslope  edges of the RMZ ware roughly defined by two  parallel skid trails constructed on both sides of the stream.
/,harvested  from within the RMZ but enby  by ground-based yarding equipment was vary limited.

Some trees ware

I 1

3PECT  2:

Jlogical  integrity).

I
Th&&&~e~,$  &$$&+&~~

) an Increase  in  stream bank erOSiOn  and fine sediment deposition, associated with a major elk trail that crossed through the control reach.
(Photo  Point suNaYs  did not ahow  any new windthrown trees crossing the channel over the 12 month monitoring period  in either  tha ST

~-~I <meter  RMZ reach or the 63 meter control reach.
ii--
OVERALL SITE BMP

,EFFECTIVENESS  RATING:

-- ,.-

EFFECTIVE
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CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Buck West R-05

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-02 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ (Partial Cut Harvest with Ground-based Yarding)

cs scoring summary

Treatment Score Swev  Date

PmTreatment  Surveys: 62 612193

Post-Treatment Survey #l: 65 6127194

Change from he-Treatment Score: +3
Net Change (Control-Treatment): +I6

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: Effective

Case Narrative:

Control score Survey  Date

59 612193

4 6 6121194

-13

Both treatment and control reaches were on the same stream, which had a step-pool
morphology with a channel gradient of 7 % to 8 % . The control reach was located just
upstream of the harvest unit. There was no evidence of timber harvesting effects within the
RMZ  study reach. The treatment reach was virtually unchanged over the monitoring period,
while there was substantial channel  disturbance by elk activity within the control reach, leading
to destabilization of the lower stream banks accompanied by fme sediment deposition.



Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary
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The forest practices evaluated at this site were partial-cut harvest using ground-based equipment and a variable width RMZ along the type 3 stream.
The upslope  edge of the RMZ was roughly defined by parallel skid trails constructed on both sides of the stream. Several trees were cut from within the
RMZ, but equipment entry was very limited. The bank erosion documented within the treatment reach was not attributable to timber harvest activities
(erosion of the rootwad  of a pre-existing windthrow was re-activated by streamflow scour), and was less than that documented within the control reach.



Site R-06: Middle

The Middle site is a harvest practice evaluation located in central Pend Orielle County in the
Northern Rockies physiographic region. This site is part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research
project, and our BMP effectiveness surveys were co-located with the  wildlife-RMZ study
transects. ,The surface geology of the site is mapped as glaciolacustrine deposits, undifferentiated
glacial drift deposits, and Mill Creek Granodiorite. Soils are primarily Inkler-Rock outcrop
complex, 40-65%  slopes; Scotia fine  sandy loam, 1525% slopes; and Sacheen loamy tine sand,
1525% slopes. The Inkler-Rock outcrop soils are rated as unstable for disturbed slope stability,
with the other soils on the unit rated as stable. All three soil mapping units are rated as moderate
for cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard and medium for erosion potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard
category for the site is high, with stream valley side slope gradients ranging from 56% to 65% in
the vicinity of the study reach.

The study stream at this site is a 2nd order, Type 3 stream named Middle Creek, which is a
.tributary of the Pend Orielle River. The stream has a cascade/step-pool charmel  morphology,

with an average active channel width of 4 meters and an average gradient of 9% within the RMZ
study reach.

Forest practices conducted at this site include a 61 hectare partial cut harvest with 70% volume
removal, using ground-based yarding methods. A RMZ was established along Middle Creek.
The width of the RMZ averaged 13 meters in the sediment routing survey area. Timber harvest
was completed in February 1994.

BMPs  evaluated at the site were the RMZ along Middle Creek and adjacent ground-based harvest
practices. One in-stream study reach was established on Middle Creek. Channel condition
surveys were conducted in June 1993 and September 1994 for a before/after comparison of the
RMZ treatment reach. A suitable paired control reach was not available for this evaluation
because the character of the stream channel was quite different upstream of the harvest unit.
Riparian amphibian surveys were conducted along the Type 3 stream and RMZ by investigators
from Eastern Washington University and Washington State University, as part of the CMER
Wildlife-RMZ research project. A sediment routing survey covering ‘harvest areas on both sides
of the stream was conducted along the upstream portion of the RMZ in September 1994.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

chronic erosion with delivery iSediment  Routing:

to surface waters. !SR-01

~~~  ~~~~  ~ ! ~

~.-  ~-.-,- ..-.-.
Case Narrative: ‘The sediment routing survey evaluated a partial cut harvest area

~..  ~~~~

‘conducted using ground-based yarding methods. The: survey was conducted 7 months following harvest. Disturbed soils covered
‘only about 2% of the survey  area, and the erosion features identified consisted of skid trails, yarding disturbance, and one tree falling
iscar.  None of the erosion features identified delivered sediment to the stream or ware located within 10 meters of the stream. Trees
:wera  harvested on relatively steep valley side slopes within the RMZ, including some trees directionally felled very near the stream
.bank,  but there was no yarding across the stream. Minor disturbances associated with windthrow or individual tree falling divots were

~~~~  lnot surveyed as erosion features because there was either no soil exposure or they did not meet the minimum size criteria. The lack
~~~~  ~.of  soil disturbance associated with tree falling and yarding is attributed to the fact that the harvest was conducted during winter on

,.. ~~~~~~  ~~~~~  -,frozen  and/or  snow-covered ground. On one side of the stream, timber was yarded up the steep valley side slopes using a iammer
~. (truck-mounted winch and cable). Just downstream of the survey area.  mass wasting erosion was observed on  the steep valley

iwalls.  but this was un-related to harvest activities.
I I I I I I

of the stream channel, banks, or lower valley walls was observed within the RMZ study reach, although some  trees

:were  felled vary near the stream bank. There was no paired control reach available for comparison, but before/after channel
condition surveys in the treatment reach showed a slight increase in channel condition swre  over the 15  month monitoring period.

OVERALL SITE BMP

EFFECTIVENESS RATING: EFFECTIVE

R-OGWOE.xls



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

SNdy  Site Middle Survey Date 9113194

Site Id # R-06 Survey Id # SR-01

Water Type 3 Months  Since Harvest 7

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA AREA

DISTURBED EXPOSED
SOIL ( m*  ) SOIL

( m2  )

1 skid trail no 9.1 25-50 3.4
2 skid trail no 48.6 25-50 18.2
3 skid trail no 36.4 O - 2 5 4.6

z
skid trail no 121.9 50-75 76.2
falling no 9.6 ,o-25 1.2

TOTALS 0 delivered 225.6 103.6

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.4 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 312 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 161.1 m’/ba

Area Exposed Soil per Hectare = 74.0 m2/ba.

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m2iha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m*

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 0 m’/ha

CAUSEEFFECT  INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NlMlk* Surface Area of
of Exposed Soil
Features (m2)

Exposed Soil
from Features

% of Total Delivery
(based on area of

that Delivered
( m2  )

exposed soil)

skid trail 4 102.4 0.0 n/a
falling 1 1.2 0.0 n/a

NARRATIVE:

Forest practices evaluated with this survey were partial cut  harvesting using ground-based yarding methods on both
sides of a type  3 stream buffered with a Rh4Z. The RMZ, which averaged 13 meters  in width  on both sides  of the
stream and was not yarded across in the vicinity of the survey area, was effective at preventing sediment delivery
to the stream. Some trees were harvested on relatively steep valley side slopes within the RMZ, including some
trees directio$ly  felled very  near the stream bank, but no erosion features associated with  falling or yarding
activity were  tdcnttfied  witbin 10  meters of the stream. Disturbed soils covered only about 2% of the survey area,
and the erosion features  identified consisted of skid trails (some of the skid trail features  included yarding
disturbance adjacent to the trail), and one tree falling scar. Minor disturbances associated with  windthrow  or
individual tree falling divots were not identified as erosion features  because there was either no soil exposure or
$ey  $d  not meet the minimum size criteria. The lack of soil disturbance associated with tree falling and  yarding
1s attributed  to the fact that the harvest  was conducted during winter on frozen and/or  snow-covered ground.

BM.P  EFFECTIVENESS RATING:

BM.Z  (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Middle R-06

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-01 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: none Water Type:

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Partial Cut Harvest (ground-based yarding) with RMZ,

cs scoring summary

Treatment Score Swev Date Control Score Swev Date

Pre-Treatment Surveys: 4 2 612193

Post-Treatment Survey #l: 4 5 9113194 (No  paired Control
Reach was available for

Change from Pre-Treatment Score: +3 Middle)
Net Change (Control-Treatment): n/a

Post-Treatment Survey #2: IlOW.

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:
Partial cut harvest was conducted on both sides of and within the RMZ, including steep valley wall areas.
A jammer was apparently used to yard up the valley walls in conjunction with directional felling. N o
disturbance of the stream channel, banks, or lower valley walls was observed within the study reach. The
lack of disturbance is attributed to the fact that harvest activities were conducted during the winter when
the ground was frozen and/or snow covered.



Site R-07: Sherry Creek

Sherry Creek is a harvest and road construction evaluation site located in eastern Stevens County in the
Northern Rockies physiographic region. Sherry Creek is also part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research
project. The surface geology of the site is mapped as glacial drift deposits and an undivided two-mica
gmnitic  rock. The predominant soils of the study site are Newbell  silt loam, 406.5%  slopes; Boater  silt
loam, O-10%  slopes; Merkel-Rock outcrop complex, 40-65%  slopes; and Newbell  stoney silt loam, O-40%
s l o p e s . The soil hazard ratings for the 40-65%  slope phases are unstable for disturbed slope stability,
with severe cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazards and medium to high erosion potential. The O-10%  and 040%
slope phases are rated as stable for disturbed slope stability, with slight to moderate cutbank/Bll/sidecast
hazards and low to medium erosion potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard category is moderate along
the RMZ and high in the vicinity of an unbuffered stream, based on stream valley side slope gradients.
The road construction BMP slope hazard category for the site is moderate.

The study streams at this site include Sherry Creek, a 2nd order, Type 3 stream that is a tributary of the
Little Pend Orielle River, and several of its tributaries. The upper reach of Sherry Creek within the
harvest unit  was classified as Type 4 on the FPA, but salmonid use was observed during field surveys in
the upper study reaches. Within the study reaches, Sherry Creek has a step-pool morphology, with an
average active channel width of 2-3 meters and average gradient of 5-6%. In  the harvest area on the
south side of Sherry Creek is a 1st order, Type 3 stream, which has a step-pool morphology, with an
average active channel width of l-l 5 meters and a gradient of 56%. This tributary was classified as a
Type 4, but sahnonid use was observed during field surveys in two study reaches. Within the harvest area
on the north side of Sherry Creek are a zero order Type 5 stream (not typed on the FPA), and a 1st order,
Type 4 stream that has two Type 5 distributary channels, which change to Type 4 streams in the RMZ.

Forest practices conducted at this site. include a 42 hectare partial cut harvest with 40% volume removal,
using ground-based yarding methods, and approximately 2.1 km of road construction, of which a portion
involved reconstruction along an existing route. A RMZ was established along Sherry Creek. The width
of the RMZ averaged 27 meters in the sediment routing survey area on the north side of Sherry Creek,
and 22 meters in the vicinity of the m-stream survey reach in the upstream portion of the harvest unit.
Road construction was completed in September 1993. Timber harvest was completed in January 1994.

BMPs  evaluated at this site include the RMZ along Sherry Creek and adjacent ground-based harvest
practices, ground-based harvest in the vicinity of the Sherry Creek tributaries without stream buffers, and
road construction practices, including water crossings (culverts), road design (relief culverts), and road
construction techniques (cut and till slopes). Three m-stream study reaches were established on Sherry
Creek, including an RMZ treatment reach, a treatment reach downstream of the road crossing but
upstream of the harvest unit, and a control reach upstream of the road. Channel condition and, photo point
surveys were conducted on the Sherry Creek study reaches in August 1993, June 1994, and June 1995. In
addition, riparian amphibian surveys were conducted along Sherry Creek and the RMZ by investigators
from Eastern Washington University and Washington State University, as part of the CMER Wildlife-
RMZ research project. Surveys evaluating harvest without stream buffers include channel  condition,
photo point, and stream bank erosion surveys conducted in June and July of 1993, and June 1994 on the
Type 3 tributary on the south side of Sherry Creek, with the control reach located on the same stream
upstream of the harvest unit boundary. Photo point surveys were also used for a before/after comparison
of conditions in an unbuffered Type 5 stream on the north side of Sherry Creek. Sediment routing
surveys covering a harvest area along the RMZ on the north side of Sherry Creek, and an adjacent area
where harvest occurred in the vicinity of Type 5,  streams without stream buffers, were conducted in
September 1994 and June 1995. Surveys to evaluate road construction BMPs  include cutbank/fillslope
surveys of two road drainage segments, conducted in November 1993, June 1994, and June 1995.
Culvert condition surveys covering 1.9 km. of the road were conducted in November 1993 and June 1994,
with follow-up observations of stream crossing culverts in June 1995. In  addition to m-stream surveys
evaluating road effects on Sherry Creek (mentioned above), channel condition, photo point, and stream
bank erosion surveys were conducted downstream of the road crossing on the Type 3 tributary.





Harvest BMP Effectiveness Summary

followim  harvest. disturbed soils covered 2% of the SR-Of  BU  survey area. with erosion features attributed to skid trails and othsrvardins  activitv  and disturbance bv
-wildlife&stock.’ However. the onb sediment  delivery to Sherry Creek was associated with wildlifelliveslock  erosion within the  RtiZ. &I  distu&ence  associated 4th

sk id  t ra i ls  and o ther  t imber  fa l l ing  and yard ing act iv i ty  covered 6% of  the SR-OINB survey area.  and 4  o f  11 harvest  eros ion features de l ivered sed iment  to  the type 5
..--  s t reams wi th in  the  survey area.  By the t ime o f  the  fo l low-up survey conducted 18 months  fo l lowing harvest ,  d is turbed so i ls  covered less  than 1% of  the  SR-OlBU

survey area, and 3% of the SR-01 NB survey area. Severa l  o f  the sk id  t ra i ls  and yard ing features had revegetated  and/or  were no longer  de l iver ing sed iment  to
streams. One  major skid trail crossing was continuing to deliver substantial amounts of sediment to an w-buffered type 5 stream. The RMZ was effective at
preventing direct sediment delivery to Sherry Creek from harvest erosion features: Indirect delively  to Sherry Creek via the un-buffered tributary crossed by the skid

~~~~.---  trail Is likely.

Channe l  Cond i t ion : -
ASPECT 2 : cs-02ICS01 Effect ive

Effectiveness in terms  of cs-fwcs-03 Effect ive

loca l  s t ream impac ts  and Photo  poinl’~__.~.~  -~
response (sed imenta t ion . PS-02/PS-01 Effect ive

phys ica l  in tegr i t y .  and/or PS-03 &  PS-04 Effect ive

biological integrityl.  ,..,.  ,.....  ps_o7/PS-O5- ~,~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~-  ~--:?!!E!ive~~
Stream Bank Eros ion:

SE-02,SE-01 Effect ive~~_~~~~-~:.  ___~~.  ~~.  ~~  ~--~-.. L-.,  ~~ ~~-~-..-~~  ~-~~~-~~
Channel  wnddion and photo point  surveys in  the RMZ study reach d id  not  show adversm=ieTiwith  timberi;arvesting. The s tudy reach showed some

Case  Narrative:  effects from a road crossing located about 140 meters upstream. Photo point  surveys in  the RMZ study reach d id nqt  document  any windthrow over  the l&month pos
‘~-- harvest  moni tor ing per iod.  In-s t ream sunreys eva luat ing  the  tributary  on the south s ide of  Sherry  Creek that  was  not  buf fered (mapped as a type 4,  but  actua l ly  a  type

3 - salmonids  were observed wi th in  the reach)  showed very  l i t t le  change in  s t ream channei  cond i t i ons  assoc ia ted  w i th  t imber  ha rves t  ac t i v i t i es . Stream bank erosiw
‘.’ -‘~~  ~~~  pm~-surveys in this unbuffered stream showed a slight decrease in erosion over the monitoring period, while  the upstream control reach showed a slight increase. Photo

~~~~~  ~~~~-~---~-‘. -.-~‘~  po int  surveys documented one windthrown t ree over  the 11  month  mon i to r ing  per iod  in  Ihe  35 meter  t reatment  reach,  and 6 treee  down across  the  channe l  in  the  60
~~~  meter control reach over the same period. I t  was noted tha t  w i th in  the  s tudy  reach there  was no d i rec t  phys ica l  d is tu rbance o f  the  s t ream channe l  f rom harves t ing
~~~.  ac t i v i t ies .  a l though t rees  were  har+ted  f rom ad jacent  s t ream va l ley  s ide s lopes.  The ground-based harvest  was conducted dur ing the win ter  on f rozen and/or  snow

.,.,.,~.  covered ground.  and th is  apparent ly  min imized d is tu rbance o f  so i l s  and springslwetlands  in  the  v ic in i ty  o f  the  s t ream. Photo po int  surveys (P.S.03 and PS-04)  on an ur
~.  buf fered type 5 t r ibutary on the nor th s ide of  Sherry  Creek documented 2 windthrown t rees down a long 100 meters of  the s t ream over  a 10 month moni tor ing per iod.

Other  lhan  loca l i zed  d is tu rbance  and  shot+term  sed iment  deliiery a t  a  sk id  t ra i l  c ross ing .  no  in -s t ream impacts  were  ev ident .  S t reamside t rees  harves ted a long the
study reaches were yarded away f rom the stream. Extens ive  in -s t ream sed iment  depos i t ion  was observed in  another  type 5 t r ibutary  on the nor th s ide of  Sheny
Creek. associated with e  major skid trail crossing where temporary fill was used. Depos i t ion  surveys  conduc ted  in  con junc t ion  w i th  the  sed iment  rou t ing  wwey
measured 1 cubic meter of in-stream deoosits  that covered the streambed  substrate for at least 20 meters downstream of the crossino.I
OVERALL SITE q MP

EFFECTIVENESS RATING: E F F E C T I V E

PARTIALLY

E F F E C T I V E

R-07woehv.xls



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

FEATURE #

9
1 0
11
12
1 3
1 4
1 5
1 6
1 7

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Sherry Cr.

R-07

3,  4

FEATURE
TYPE

Survey Date(s) 9114194

Survey Id # SR-OIBU

Months Since Harvest 9

DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED (m 2 )
SOIL (m2)

skid trail no 117.6
skid trail no 62.0
skid trail no 37.4
Y=mg no 3.1

wildlife/livestock Yes 17.6
wildlife/livestock no 9.4

skid trail no 94.6
wildlife/livestock Yes 2.0
wildlife/livestock Yes 2.4

75-100 102.6
SO-75 38.8
25-50 14.0
SO-75 1.9
O-25 2.2
25-50 3.5
O-25 11.8
o-25 0.3
O-25 0.3

TOTALS 3 delivered 346.1

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.7 hectares

Total  Let@ of Stream Bank Surveyed  = 433 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 203.6 m*/hcctare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 103.2 t&hectare

175.4 -

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 2.8 m’

Exposed Soil from All Erosion FeaNres that Delivered per Hectare = 1.7 m%a

* Total  Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features  that Delivered to Water = 0 m*

* Exposed Soil from  Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered par Hectare = 0 m’/ha

* Features that delivered but were not directly amibutable to current harvest activities, such as wildlife/livestock
activities, were excluded from these  calculations.

. .



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUtItbFZ Surface Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
of Exposed Soil from Features (based on area of
Features (m? that Delivered exposed soil)

( m2  1

Skid Trail 4 167.2 0.0 0
Ydittg 1 1.9 0.0 0
Wildlife/Livestock 4 6.3 2.8 loo

-

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlBU survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that drain to Sherry Creek, which was buffered
by a RMZ, and the lowermost segments of two  type 4 tributaries, where they flow through  the Sherry Creek
RMZ. The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo map, which included both buffered and on-buffered
portions of the survey area. The forest practices evaluated were partial cm  harvesting using ground-based yarding
methods in the vicinity of a type 3 water (Sherry Creek) buffered by a RMZ. The RMZ was not crossed by timber
yarding routes, although a liited number of trees were harvested from the RMZ. At the time of this initial
survey, conducted 9 months following harvest, disturbed soils covered 2% of the SR-OlBU survey area, with
erosion features attributed to skid trails and other yarding activity and disturbance by wildlife/livestock. However,
the only sediment delivery to Sherry Creek was a small amount associated with wildlife/livestock disturbance
within the RMZ, and located within 10 meters of Sherry Creek. The RMZ, which averaged 27 meters in width in
the vicinity of the survey area and extended upstream on the type 4 tributaries, was effective at preventing direct
sediment delivery or stream channel disturbance in Sherry Creek from erosion associated with harvesting
activities. Indirect sediment delivery to Sherry Creek via an u-buffered tributary crossed by a skid trail is likely
(refer to SR-OlNB survey).



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Sherry  Cr. Survey Date 6/21/95

Site Id # R-07 Survey Id # SR-OlBU

WaterType 3 . 4 Months Since  Harvest 1 8

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
T Y P E TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED cm*)
SOIL (m’)

9 skid trail no 56.0 O-25 7.0
1 0 skid trail no 40.1 SO-7s 25.1
11 skid trail no longer eroding - revegetated
1 2 Yares not re-surveyed
1 3 wildlife/livestock not re-surveyed
14 wildlife/livestock not re-surveyed
1s skid trail not re-surveyed
16 wildlife/livestock not re-surveyed
1 7 wildlife/livestock not re-surveyed

TOTALS 0 delivered 96.1 32.1

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.2 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 293 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 80.1 mz/hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 26.8 m*/bectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered to Water = Not Determined

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that  Delivered per Hectare = Not Determined

* Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 0 m’

* Exposed  Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that DeIivered  per Hectare = 0 m’/ba

* Features that delivered but were not directly attributable to current harvest activities, such as wildlife/livestock
activities, were excluded from these calculations.

NARRATIVE:
The SR-OlBU  survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey ares that drain to Sherry Creek, which was buffered
by a RMZ, and tbe lowermost segments of two type 4 tributaries, where they flow through  the Sherry Creek
RMZ. The feature  numbers refer to the field survey  photo map, which included both buffered and un-buffered
portions of the survey  area. The  forest practices evaluated were  partial cut harvesting using ground-based yarding
methods in the vicinity of a type 3 water (Sherry Creek) buffered by a RMZ. The  RMZ was not crossed by timber
yarding routes, although a limited number of trees were harvested from the RMZ. This  1995 follow-up survey
focused on re-surveying those erosion features that  delivered to streams in 1994 and were attributable to timber
harvest activities, in order to determine BMP effectiveness (i.e., to determine whether  chronic  sediment delivery
occurred). Therefore, a reduced survey area was covered in 1995, and the four erosion features  attributed to
wildlife/livestock activity (three of which delivered in 1994),  as well as one yarding and one skid trail feature with
very little potential to &liver sediment, were not re-surveyed in 1995. In the initial survey, nine erosion features
attributed to skid trails and other yarding activity and diSN&tICe  by wildlife/livestock  were identified. However,
the only sediment delivery  to Sherry Creek was a small amount associated with wildlife/livestock disturbance
within the RMZ, and located within 10 meters of Sherry Creek. At the time of this follow-up survey, conducted
18 months following harvest, disturbed soils covered less than 1% of the SR-OlBU  survey area. Some skid trail
erosion features had fully or partially revegetated. The Rh4Z.  which averaged 27 meters in width  in the vicinity
of the survey area and extended upstream on tbe type 4 tributaries, was effective at preventing direct sediment
delivery to Sherry Creek from erosion associated with harvesting activities. Indirect sediment delivery to Sherry
Creek via an an-buffered tributary crossed by a skid trail is likely (refer to SR-OlNB survey).

BMP EFFECTrvEmss  RATING:

RMZ (Ground-based Yarding): EFFECTIVE



SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Study Site Sherry Cr.

Site Id # R-07

WaterType  4,s

FEATURE # FEATURE
TYPE

Survey Date 9114194

Survey Id # SR-OlNB

Months Since Harvest 9

DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
T O  W A T E R  A R E A SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED
SOIL (II?)

(m2)

skid trail (Xing) y e s 22.1 25-50 8.3

windthrow  skid trail no no 1.9 100.0 25-50  O-25 0.7 12.5
skid skid trail trail no  no 233.2 15.8 50-15  m-75 9.9 145.8

Yarding n o 2.6 50-75 1.6

skid skid trail trail no  no 2.7 41.4 o-25 25-50 0.3 15.5
skid trail (Xiig) y e s 145.6 75-100 127.4

skid trail Yesfalliing Yes 69.2 9.1 75-100 25-50 60.6 3.6
skid trail no 168.2 5Q-75 105.1

Total Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.3 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 390 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 624.9 t&hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 377.9 &hectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 199.9 m2

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 153.8 &ha

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = 199.9 m2

Exposed Soil from Harvest  Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare  = 153.8 m’/ha



CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion NUOlkr surface  Are? of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
of Expsed  Sod from Features (based  On area of
Features cm  ) that Delivered exposed soil)

( m2  )

Skid Trail 9 485.4 196.3 98.2
Yarding 1 1.6 0 0
Falling 3.6 3.6 1.8
Windthrow : 0.7 0 0

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlNB survey includes portions of tbe SR-01 survey area that drain to the on-buffered type  4/5 tributaries
to Sherry Creek,  upstream of where tttey enter the RMZ. The feahxe numbers  refer to the field survey photo
map, which included both buffered and on-buffered portions of the survey area. The forest practices evaluated
were partial cut harvesting using ground-based yarding methods in the vicinity of on-buffered type 4 and 5
streams. Soil disturbance associated with skid trails and  other timber falling and yarding activity covered 6% of
the SR-OlNB  survey area, and 4 of 11 harvest erosion features delivered sediment to the type 5 streams within tbe
survey area. Sediment delivery was  primarily attributable to skid trail crossings of m 5 waters. In one case
(feature 18).  fill material  was temporarily placed to cross thee  stream, resulting in extensive disturbance of the
stream channel and upper banks, with  substantial amount of sediment delivery to the type  5 stream (became  type 4
approx.  14 meters downstream of crossing). Some of this sediment was  observed as in-stream deposits covering
the streambed  downstream of the  crossing area. Delivery to Sherry Creek via this tribmary  is likely.



Study Site

Site Id #

Water Type

SEDIMENT ROUTING SURVEY DATA SUMMARY

Sherry Cr. Survey Date 6/21/95

R-07 Survey  Id # SR-OlNB

4, 5 Mondts  Since Harvest 1 8

FEATURE # FEATURE DELIVERED SURFACE % EXPOSED SURFACE AREA
TYPE TO WATER AREA SOIL AREA EXPOSED SOIL

DISTURBED
SOIL (It?)

cm*)

:
skid trail (Xiig,  no 13.4 50-75 8.4
windthrow not re-surveyed

3 skid trail no longer eroding - revegetated

i
skid trail no longer eroding - revegetated
skid trail no longer eroding - revegetated

6 Yarding no longer eroding - revegetated

;
skid trail no longer eroding  - revegetated
skid trail

1 8
no longer eroding - revegetated

skid trail (Xmg)  yes JO8.6 5@75 67.9
1 9 skid trail tl0 137.8 50-75 86.1

E
falling tl0 8.5 O - 2 5 1.1
skid trail tl0 119.7 25-50 44.9

TOTALS 1 delivered 388.0 208.4

Total  Area of Ground Surveyed = 1.3 hectares

Total Length of Stream Bank Surveyed = 390 meters

Disturbed Soil per Hectare = 298.5 &/hectare

Exposed Soil per Hectare = 160.3 m?hectare

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered to Water = Not Determined

Exposed Soil from All Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = Not Determined

Total Surface Area Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that beiivered  to Water = 67.9 mz

Exposed Soil from Harvest Erosion Features that Delivered per Hectare = 52.2 m*b



r

CAUSE/EFFECT INFORMATION:

Cause of Erosion Number
of
Features

Surface Area of Exposed Soil % of Total Delivery
Ex wed  Soil
(4

from Features (based  on area of
that Delivered
( mz )

exposed soil)

Skid Trail
Ydillg
Failing
Wmdthrow

207.3 67.9 100
no longer eroding - revegetated
1.1 0.0 0
not resurveyed - did not deliver in 1994

NARRATIVE:

The SR-OlNB  survey includes portions of the SR-01 survey area that drain to the tm-buffered  type 4/5 tributaries
to Sheny  Creek, upstream of where they enter the RMZ. The feature numbers refer to the field survey photo
map, which included both buffered and w-buffered portions of the survey area. The forest practices evaluated
were partial cut harvesting using ground-based yarding methods in the vicinity of u-buffered type 4 and 5
streams. This 1995 follow-up survey focused on re-surveying those erosion features that delivered to streams  in
1994  and were attributable to timber harvest activities, in order to determine BMP effectiveness (i.e., to determine
whether chronic sediment delivery occurred). Therefore, a windthrow feature identified in 1994 was not re-
surveyed in 1995. At the time of this follow-up survey, conducted 18 months following harvest, disturbed soils
covered about 3% of the SR-OlNB  survey area. Several of the skid trails and yarding features had revegetated
and/or were no longer delivering sediment to streams. One major skid trail crossing, where temporary m had
been placed in the stream, was continuing to &liver substantial amounts of sediment to an  m-buffered type 5
stream. Measurements of in-stream deposits found 1 cubic meter of fme sediment covering the streambed for at
least 20 meters downstream of the crossing area.
crossed by the skid trail is likely.

Indirect delivery to Sherry Creek via the u-buffered tributary

BMP EFFECTIYENESS RATING:

Ground-based Yarding (partial Cut Harvest) without Stream Buffers: NOT EFFECTIVE



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Sherry R-07

Treatment Survey ID#:  CS-02 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-01 Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Partial Cut Harvest without Buffer

cs scoring smnmary

Treatment Score Survev  Date

Pre-Treatment Surveys: 59 613193

Post-Treatment Survey  #l: 56 6/28/94

Change fkoom  Pre-Treatment Score: -3
Net Change (Control-Treatment): 0

Post-Treatment Survey #2: IION

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL: EFFECTIVE

Control score Swev  Date

62 613193

59 6128194

-3

Case Narrative:
Very little change was documented in either the treatment or control reach. There was no
direct disturbance of the stream channel from harvesting activities along or within the
treatment reach. Trees were harvested from adjacent valley walls and hillslopes, but not
immediately adjacent to the stream within this reach; the closest fresh stump observed was
approximately S meters from the streambank. The harvest wasconducted  during winter, on
frozen and/or snow covered ground, and this apparently minimized ground disturbance and
disturbance of springs and wetlands in the vicinity of the stream. Although the treatment reach
was mapped as a type 4 stream, we observed juvenile salmonids in the reach during the field
surveys.



Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary

Site: Sherry Creek
Survey Dates: 7/93  & 6/94

0
~-r

#I
‘M
5M

1

i... .~  ~~~~  1~

Cause of Bank Erosion:

G-i k Erosion

Nater Type: 4 -.,.  pLm..-~~~~  I--~_- _~
rota1  reach length center line: 56.OM

% of bank length eroding
I~-‘---  -I-

-. 1.~ ----GAUL ~~~---i~  .~.~  ~~~
Forest practices evaluated were partial-cut harvesting using ground-based eoufpme~w~&m  buffers along a small Type 3 stream (was classified as
type 4 on the FPA, but salmonid  use was observed during field surveys in two different study reaches). Despite the lack of a stream buffer, there was no
evidence of disturbance of either upper or lower stream banks by timber falling, yarding, or skidding in the vicinity of the study reach. A very slight decrease in
the extent of bank erosion was observed in the treatment reach and a slight increase was observed in the control reach over the course of the monitoring
period.



In-Stream Photo Point Survey Summary

Site: Sherry Creek R-07 Survey dates: 8126193 & 6129194
Survey Id: PS-03 8 PS-04 Treatment Reaches (no control comparison)
Water Type: 5

I
Reach Length: 44

I I
Indicators of in-channel changes
1. Is there evidence of increased streambank erosion,
and /or physical disturbance of banks?

Ye

2. Is there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage
elements or bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD, boulder clusters)?

3 . Is there evidence of increased stream bed mobility
(e.g. change in brightness. fresh sediment deposits)?

4 . Is there evidence of increased deposition or storage of
fine or coarse sediment?

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
Increase in large WD?
Increase in small WD
Decrease in WD?

X*

‘1 new windthrow in PS-03 reach and 1 in PS-&I  reach.

6 . Is there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to
scouring or other disturbance?

Summary:

,These  surveys were used for a before-after comparison of changes associated with partial cut harvesting without stream
i buffers. Both reaches are downstream of a skid trail crossing. Some trees were felled very near or at the stream banks.

i

iApparently  they were felled away from the stream. No in-stream disturbance is apparent in the photo comparisons, There is
:

[no evidence of sediment routing below the skid trail crossing. The lack of soil disturbance is attributed to winter haNest over
~frozen  and/or snow covered ground.

1

1
/

BMP Effectiveness Rating: Not Effective



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Sherry R-07

Treatment Survey ID#:  CS-05 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-03 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ (Partial Cut Harvest with Ground-based Yarding)

Pre-Treatment Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey  # 1:

Change ikom  Be-Treatment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey #2:

Change from Pre-Trearment  Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

CS Scoring Smmnary

Treatment Score Swvev Date

68 8126193

55 6128194

-13
-9

58 6121195

-10
-1

EFFECTIVE

control  score Survev  Date

65 8126193

61 6128194

-4

56 6119195

-9

Case Narrative:
The net decrease in the treatment reach score is attributable primarilv  to slight to moderate
increases in fresh sediment deposits, deposition of fines in pools, and bed mobility. In addition
to the scores, comments on the survey forms documented the  following noticeable differences
between the treatment and control reaches: more rooted aquatic vegetation in the control,
brighter substrate (less algal staining) in the treatment, and a greater amount of fresh deposits
in the treatment. Also, floodplain and side channel deposits of very fine,  ash-like sediments
were observed along the treatment reach. The overall morphology and substrate character of
the reaches is indicative of a moderate to high potential to store fine  sediment deposits within
the channel as well as on the floodplain and side channel areas. Stream banks and wet
floodplain areas are highly susceptible to physical disturbance. The introduction of fresh
sediment to the treatment reach is most likely attributable to the crossing of the stream by a
new road, which is approximately 140 meters upstream. The road also parallels the treatment
reach outside of the  RMZ. No direct effects (i.e. physical disturbances) of timber harvesting
were noted in the survey.

--
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Sherry Creek Culvert Condition Survey Results

Site: R-07: Sherry Creek
Culvert Condition Survey CC-01

Survev  Dates: 11193 8 6194.  wl  follow-up observations 6/95
Date of construction: 9,;

T r e n d  i n Contin”ing
E r o s i o n Eros ion  (Y IN )
Increase Y
Increase Y
hxease Y
IncreaSe Y
Increase Y
InCreaSe Y
Increase Y
Increase Y
l”CEaSe Y
Increase Y
Increase Y
tnCreaSe Y
tncrease Y
Increase Y
l”C*ea*e Y
i”C*eaSe Y
CO”*la”t Y
Increase Y

Site  BMP Effectiveness Rating:

Stream X-ing: Not Effective
Relief: Partially Effective

Channelized  or Delivery  to
Overland Flow surface water E f f e c t i v e n e s s

S e d i m e n t  T r a n s p o r t from culvert Call  (Yes  or  NO,
yes. Type 5 NO

yes.  Type  4 NO

NO Yes
NO

Yes.  Type  3 NO

Yes,
Im+  overland

Ye*.
1 m+  overland

NO Yes

NO Yes

yes.  Type 4 N O

Yt?S,
Channelired  1 In,

Yes,  Type  3 NO

NO Yes

Comments/Notes Summary:

(fhe total length of road surveyed was I.856  meie;;,  withakG&Fge  spacing between  culverts of 206  i&i:  ~HiGer.  the average drainage distance
jrs  132 meters, because 412 meters of road between culverts 1 and 2. and 200 meters behveen  C2  and C3  were outsloped. The average road gradient
!was  3.5 %.  and it ranged from 0% to 7%. The hillslope gradient averaged 16% and 30 % in two drainage segments accounting for 605 meters of the
iroad  alignment, where it ranged from 6% to 52%. Very little erosion was observed at culvert fills in 1993. probably due to the age of the road--road
:construction  was  completed in September of 1993 and the 1993 survey was conducted in November, before any significant hydrologic events. By the
1994 survey, only 3 of the 16 “extent of erosion” calls were moderate, the other 15 were severe. Erosion of culvert fills  at the four stream crossings was
continuing at severe levels 9 months following road construction, with an increasing trend in erosion over  the monitoring period, and gully erosion was
observed at three of the four crossings. Sediment delivery from the culvert fill erosion was evident at all 4 stream crossings. Three of the four stream

wrossing  culverts had outfalls  hanging above the streambed at elevations of 0.2 to 0.5 meters. At Cl, fresh road sediment was observed as in-stream
Ideposits  extending to 33 meters downstream of the crossing. At C2,the  culvert fill on the outfall side was gullying  and stumping into the stream, with
w~ambiguous  sediment depositiqn  observed to at least 11 meters downstream. The type 3 stream crossings at C4 and C7 were inspected in June 1995,
and  chronic sediment delivery from culvert fill erosion was confkmed. Field observations of salmonid  use indicated that the stream crossed by culvert 7
‘is a type 3, not a type 4 water as classified on the FPA. One of five relief culverts delivered sediment to Sherry Creek within the first year following road
xonstruction,  leading to a partially effective call for road drainage BMPs.  Ground water interception with flowing water in the ditch was observed in the
drainage segment of the relief culvert that delivered, with sediment transport through the RMZ and a distance of 11 meters between the outfall and
stream. Sediment transport distances downslope of the other relief outfalls  did not exceed about 1 meter. Of the 16 armoring effectiveness calls made
at the inflow and outfloW of each of the 9 culverts, only 2 were rated fair, 14 were rated poor. and 2 were rated “none”. Dry grass seeding may have

‘been employed but was not effective at stabilizing culvert fills.  and natural re-vegetation of the exposed soil was slow and patchy. probably due to low
nutrient levels in the weathered granitic soils and/or  low soil moisture. Armoring the culvert fills with rock would have been the most effective way to
prevent chronic erosion at this site.



CUTBANKIFILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE: Sherry Creek
Survey Id #‘s CF-01
Survey  Dates 1113193,  6128194,  6121195
Water Type
Construction Date:

Let&  of Road
Draining to Stream:

3
911993

158 meters
(plus additional 69m
along fillslope)

% Observations w/short slope height
% Observations w/med.  slope height
% Observations w/high  slope height

% Observations w/&25% exposed soil
% Observations w/26-50  % exposed soil
% Observations w/5  1-75 % exposed soil
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed soil

% Observations w/Evidence of Erosion

Range Road Gradient O-6 %
Average Road Gradient 3  %
Range Hislope Gradient 8-52 %
Average Hillslope Gradient 30 96
Range Cutslope  Gradient 5-58 deg.
Average Cutslope  Gradient 33 deg.

Cutslopes Fillslopes

71 55
0 27
29 18

1993 1994 1995 1993 1994 1995

0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 14 0 0 27
0 0 14 0 0 36
100 100 72 100 100 27

loo loo loo 100 loo loo
(In 1993, the only type of erosion noted on both the cut and flllslopes was “slight surface” erosion. The types of
erosion observed in the 1994 and 1995 surveys ranged from surface erosion to gtdlying,  and slumping,.)

Evidence Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying and/or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fiis,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMP Effectiveness Rating:

no Yes

no Yes

Not Effective

Yes

yes no

only  at culvert till

yes Yes

Effective

COMMENTS:
The forest practices evaluated with this survey are new road constmction  across a type 3 stream (Sherry Creek).
The forest upstream of the road crossing was  outside of the timber harvest  unit boundary while that below the
crossing was selectively cut using ground-based equipment. The first survey in 1993, was conducted approximately
two months after the mad constmction  was completed. Prior to the initial (1993) survey, there did not appear to
have been any significant hydrologic events since the completion of construction, and the types of erosion noted
during  the survey were limited  to slight surface erosion. Substantial erosion of the cut and tillslopes were
documented in both the 1994 and 1995 surveys, with the types of erosion observed ranging from surface emsion  to
gullying and localized mass wasting. Stake flags placed at the toe of the fillslope in several areas within several
meters  of Sherry Creek during  the  1993 survey were monitored during  the 1994 and 1995 surveys. Lactig
concentrated flow, the investigators noted the maximum downslope.  movement of eroded  fillslope sediment to be
around  2.5 meters, and did not observe sediment delivery to the stream from  the fillslope except at the immediate
area of the culvert fill. Dry grass seeding was not successful at controlling erosion of cutslopes, ditches, and the
mad surface at tbis site. Sediment delivery to Sherry Creek the stream from the  cutslope  erosion via the direct-
entry  ditchlme  was documented in 1994 and 1995, resulting in a not effective call for cutslope  BMPs  using in-
sloped road const~ction. In 1995, about 110 meters of ditchline had evidence of flow with continued delivery of
cutslope  and road surface erosion to Sherry Creek. The upper 50 meters of the drainage segment did not have
evidence of ditch flow or sediment routing in the ditch.



CUTSLOPEIFILLSLOPE  SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY

SITE:
Survey Id #‘s
Survey Dates
Water Tme

Length of Road
Draining to Stream:

Sherry Cr.
CF-02
1114193,  6/29/94,  wi  follow-up observations in June 1995
3 @is-classified as type 4)

Range Road Gradient
447 m. Average Road Gradient

Range Hillslope Gradient
Average Hillslope Gradient
Range Cutslope  Gradient
Average Cutslope  Gradient

o-7 %
5 %
5-32 %
1 6  %
30-60 deg.
43 deg.

% Observations w/short slope height 8 0
% Observations w/med.  slope height 2 0
% Observations w/high slope height 0

% Observations w/0-25%  exposed
% Observations w/26-50  % exposed
% Observations w/51-75  % exposed
% Observations w/76-100  % exposed

% Observations w/Evidence Erosion’

Evidence  Erosion w/delivery to surface water

Gullying  or Mass Erosion on Cuts, Fills,
Ditches, or Road Surface

BMF’  Eff’ectivpzss  Ratings:

COMMENTS:

1993 1994

0 0
0 1 1
0 0
100 89

80 100

no no

no no

Effective

Fillslopes

7 0
3 0
0

1993 1994

0 0
0 44
0 3 3
100 23

3 0 loo

no no

“cl “0

Effective

Forest practices evaluated with this survey are new road construction across a rype 3 tributary to Sherry Creek.
While construction techniques and soil stabilization BMPs  employed on this road drainage segment did not differ
significantly from other road construction sites evaluated in the region, factors related to road location and local
topography and soil characteristics of the site perhaps, prevented chronic sediment delivery at the stream crossing,
despite chronic erosion of cutslopes in the drainage segment. There was very little residual evidence of flowing
water on the road surface or within the ditch draining to the stream crossing. This is attributed to a combination
of extremely porous soils and the relatively flat topography of the site. The latter factor resulted in relatively short
cutslopes  along the drainage segment. The dominant erosion processes appeared to be freeze/thaw and dry ravel;
gullying  and/or  mass wasting of the prism was negligible. Perhaps most importantly, topographic conditions at the
crossing flattened as the road approached the stream crossing, thus promoting energy dissipation and infiltration of
ditch flows, and sediment deposition in the ditch before drainage reached the stream. Since there was not evidence
of sediment delivery to the stream via the ditch, the BMPs  implemented at this road segment are rated effective. A
follow-up inspection in June 1995 confirmed a lack of evidence of sediment delivery.



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Sherry R-07

Treatment Survey ID#:  CS-04 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-03 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Road Construction (Stream Crossings, Construction Techniques,
Drainage Design)

he-Treatment  Surveys:

Post-Treatment Survey  # 1:

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

Post-Treatment Survey  #2:

Change from Pre-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

cs scoring summary

Treatment Score Swev Date

64 8126193

51 6/28/94

-13
-9

49 b/19/95

-15
-6

EFFECTIVE

c0nu01  score Survev  Date

65 8126193

61 6&X/94

-4

56 6/l 9195

-9

Case Narrative:
-.I ne net oecrease  m me treatment reach score is attributable primarily to increases in fresh
sediment deposits, &position of fines  in pools, increased bank erosion and flow deflection into
banks, and increased bed mobility. In addition to the scores, comments on the survey forms
documented the following noticeable differences between the treatment and control reaches:
more rooted aquatic vegetation in the control, brighter substrate (less algal staining) in the
treatment, and a greater amount of fresh deposits in the treatment. The overall morphology
and substrate character of the reaches (average channel  gradients are 4.5 and 5.8 %) are
indicative of a moderate potential to store fine  sediment deposits within the channel  as well as
on the floodplain and side channel  areas. Stream banks and wet floodplain areas are highly
susceptible to physical disturbance. The introduction of fresh sediment to the treatment reach
is attributable to the crossing of the stream by a new road, which is immediately upstream of
the treatment reach. Delivery is via a ditchline draining cutslopes and the insloped  portion of
the road surface and from the fill immediately adjacent to the stream. The road also parallels
the treatment reach. Although adverse in-stream effects from the road construction were
apparent in the treatment reach, the net decrease did not exceed the 10 point threshold,
resulting in an “effective” rating.



CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Sherry R-07

Treatment Survey ID#: CS-06 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-01 Water Type: 4

BMP(s)  Evaluated: Road Construction (Stream Crossings, Construction Techniques,
Drainage Design)

CS Scoring Summary

Treatment Score Swev  Date Control score Survev  Date

PmTreatment  Surveys: 61 8126193 62 613193

Post-Treatment Survey #l: 52 6128194 59 6/28/94

Change from  Pre-Treatment Score: -9
Net Change (Control-Treatment): -6

Post-Treatment Survey #2: n o n e

-3

BMP EFFECTIVENESS .CALL: EFFECTIVE

Case Narrative:
The net decrease in the treatment reach score is attributable primarily to increases in fresh
sediment deposits, deposition of fines  in pools, and destabilization of sediment storage
elements. The overall morphology and substrate character of the reaches (average channel
gradients are 5-6 %) are indicative of a moderate potential to store fine sediment deposits
within the charmel.  The introduction of fresh sediment to the treatment reach is attributed to
construction phase erosion during culvert installation, as well as chronic erosion in the
immediate vicinity of the culvert fill; the new culvert is located immediately upstream of the
treatment reach. Delivery of sediment via a long ditchline constructed to dram a segment of
the road was not indicated; road drainage appeared to infiltrate or drain outsloped before
reaching this stream. Although sediment effects from the road construction were apparent in
the treatment reach, the net decrease in channel condition score did not exceed the 10 point
threshold, resulting in an “effective” rating.



Stream Bank Erosion Survey Summary

observed during field surveys in two  different study reaches). The road crossing defined the upstream end of the SE-03 treatment reach. The yarding/road construction

scar documented during the 1993 survey was not identified as continuing to erode in the 1994 survey. The area below (downstream) of the road crossing was at the outer

edge of the Sherry Creek RMZ and was not impacted by the harvesting activities. The eroding banks observed in 1994 were attributed to disturbance by wildlife and/or

livestock activity, most likely cattle which had been observed in this area.



Site R-08: Amazon

The Amazon site is located in eastern Stevens County in the Northern Rockies physiographic
region. Timber harvesting practices were evaluated at this site. Amazon is part of the CMER
Wildlife-RMZ research project, and our BMP effectiveness surveys were co-located with the
wildlife-RMZ study transects. The surface geology of the site is mapped as undifferentiated
glacial drift deposits, which overlay granitic bedrock. The predominant soils of the study site are
Nevine extremely bouldery loam, 30-65 % slopes; Kegel loam; Newbell  stoney silt loam, O-40%
slopes; and Newbell  silt loam, O-25%  slopes. The Nevine soils are rated as unstable for disturbed
slope stability, with a severe cutbank&ll/sidecast  hazard and a high erosion potential. The other
soils on the unit are rated as stable for disturbed slope stability, with a moderate
cutbank/fill/sidecast  hazard and low to medium erosion potential. The harvest BMP slope hazard
category for the site is low, based on stream valley side slope gradients of 5 % to 1~0%  measured
in the vicinity of the study reach in the upstream portion of the RMZ.

The study stream at this site is Amazon Creek, a 3rd order, Type 3 stream that is a tributary of
the Little Pend Orielle River. This stream has a pool-riffle channel morphology, with an average
active charmel  width of 2 meters and a gradient of 1% in the upper reach of the RMZ.

Forest practices conducted at the Amazon site include a 43 hectare partial cut harvest with 40%
volume removal, using ground-based yarding methods. A RMZ was established along Amazon
Creek. The width of the RMZ was about 39 meters in the vicinity of in-stream surveys. Timber
harvest was completed in October of 1993.

BMPs  evaluated at this site were the RIvlZ  along Amazon Creek and adjacent ground-based
harvest practices. Channel condition and photo point surveys were conducted in July 1993 and
June 1994 on one RMZ treatment reach on Amazon Creek, and one control reach located on the
same stream upstream of the harvest unit boundary. Riparian amphibian surveys were conducted
along Amazon Creek and the RMZ by investigators from Eastern Washington University and
Washington State University, as part of the CMER Wildlife-RMZ research project.





Harvest BMP  Effectiveness Summary

Study Site: : R-OS: Amazon - Partial cuf harvest with RMZ /

BMP Effectiveness Ratings

SPECT  1:
iffectiveness  in terms of
hroriic  erosion with delivery !
1 surface waters. 4,

I I I
SPECT 2: iChannel  Condition:
Iffectiveness  in terms of ~~cs-ozcs-ol E f f e c t i v e
scat  stream impacts and : ‘~~~~-~  ‘~

f ~’ ~~.

?sponse  (sedimentation, IPhoto  Point:
I.~~~--~  .~~~~~~  ~~~-~~/~~  ~~~~

h@&integrity.  and/or
iological  integrity).

.~~~  ~~~  ~.

:istudy  reach and the upstream control reach were virtually unchanged, comparing conditions from before to after the harvest.
~~.-  istream  bank disturbance by cattle was observed in the treatment reach.

Minor
Photo point surveys did not show any new windthrown trees

~~+crossing  the channel over the 11 month monitoring period in either the 68 meter RMZ reach or the 83 meter control reach, One recen
~~lwindthrow  (not cmssing  the stream) was observed during the post-harvest channel condition survey in the RMZ reach,
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CHANNEL CONDITION SURVEY RATING SUMMARY

Study Site: Amazon R-08

Treatment Survey ID#:  CS-02 Water Type: 3
Control Survey ID#: cs-01 Water Type: 3

BMP(s)  Evaluated: RMZ  (Partial Cut Harvest with Ground-based Yarding)

cs scoring summary

Treatment Score Survey Date Control score Survey Date

Pre-Treament  Surveys: 49 7130193 51 614193

Post-Treatment Survey #l:

Change from F’re-Treatment Score:
Net Change (Control-Treatment):

47 6130194 50 6130194

-2 -1
-1

BMP EFFECTIVENESS CALL:

Case Narrative:

EFFECTIVE

There were virtually no changes in channel condition observed in either treatment or control
reaches, which are both on the same stream. The survey reaches are both low gradient (1 %),
with a pool-riffle morphology heavily~ influenced by beaver activity, and have high potentials
for storing fine sediment. A large beaver pond/wetland just upstream of the study reaches
encourages stable channel conditions by attenuating peak flow events. Channel stability was
evident from the extensive periphyton growth, with even the finer  sediment deposits often
being vegetated. It was noted that there was logging activity within 10 meters of the stream,
including limited harvest of trees within the RMZ, but no physical disturbance of stream bed
or banks was observed. Logging activity did not occur within the floodplain, which contained
numerous side channels  and areas of standing water. At least one recent windthrow was
observed along the treatment reach during the post-treatment survey. Minor bank disturbance
by large animals (e.g. cattle) was observed in the treatment reach. Numerous trout were
observed in both treatment and control reaches.



Site: Amazon Survey Dates: 7130193  6 6/30/94

Study Reach Descriptions: 66 meter treatment reach in RMZ. and 63  meter control reach upstream
of the harvest unit on the same stream.

IndicatorS  of in-channel changes
1.  Is  there evidence of increased stream bank erosion and /or physical
disturbance of banks?

Control  PS-01 Treatment PS--02
Yes N O Yes N O

X X

2. Is  there evidence of destabilization of sediment storage elements or
bedforms  (e.g. embedded LWD. boulder clusters)?

X X

3. Is  there evidence of increased stream bed mobility (e.g. change in X X
brightness. fresh sediment deposits)?

4. Is  there evidence of increased deposition or storage of fine  or coarse
sediment?

X X

5. Are there changes in woody debris?
(indicate numbers of windthrown  trees Increase in large WD? X X
documented over the survey period) Increase in small WD? X X

Decrease in WD? X X

6. Is  there evidence of changes in aquatic plants due to scouring or other
disturbances?

X X

Summary:

Very little if any changes were apparent in the year-to-year comparison of photos for either study reach. Small area of fresh
sediment noted in control reach. NO new windthrow was observed crossing the channel in either study reach.

BMP Effectiveness Rating: EFFECTIVE


